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TO THE READER.

In

this little book to the mothers of

offering

the Publishers desire to say
and in

behalf,

few words

of their

explanation

particular work.
They were induced

a

on

America,

their owrt

for

reasons

offering

this

for such

Every

a

to issue

a

book of advice and

because of the urgent demand

instructions to

mothers,
work, which is known and

confessed

by

all.

mother who has had children to rear, has felt the

need of

some

and easy

comprehensive

and reliable book of

instructions, which shall

serve as a

guide

simple
to her

danger which come to her
Many mother, looking back over her experi

in the hours of sickness and

little

a

ones.

ence, will remember moments of bitter

sorrow

and

doubt,

given her life for a gleam of
proper thing to do for her sick child,

in which she would have

knowledge
and many

might

as
a

never

to the

mother, alas ! looks

upon little graves that

have been filled had she but known better

how to manage her child. How often do we hear the
"
passionate cry : If I had but known what to do, or what
to

Nor is this

avoid, my darling would have lived."

want of

knowledge

felt

by

mothers alone

the father is

—

8
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oftentimes less

TEE READER.

prepared

to

attend to the child than the

mother, and it may be safely said that nine
have bitter
It is the
there is
as

a

to regret their

cause

experience

of every

deficiency.

practising physician

that

lamentable amount of

to the proper

manner

and all confess that this

obstacles

out of ten

against

which

charge

of their

proper

understanding

of

ignorance is
they have to

professional

the

ignorance among parents
managing young children,
one

of the

principal

contend in the dis

duties.

All admit that

a

of the infant constitution and its

part of parents, would do much towards

necessities,

on

decreasing

the amount of sickness and death among chil

dren, and they would hail with joy the spreading of such

knowledge among the masses.
The only way in which this can be done effectually is
by placing in the hands of parents brief, but comprehen
sive, and reliable treatises on the subjects upon which
information is desired. Care must be taken, however,
that the works offered as companions and guides shall be
the productions of men thoroughly competent to give
instruction, of men who to the highest professional talent
and skill add the most extensive and profound experience.
The writings of such men cannot fail to do good.
With a view to contribute to the much desired
spread
ing of sound and useful knowledge among parents, the
Publishers

subject

some

time since decided to issue

suited to the

a

work

on

the

comprehension

of the masses, and
after mature deliberation selected the
present volume as
the

one

best suited to their purpose, and best fitted to

TO

THE READER.

meet the necessities of

5

The work has been sub

parents.

to the best of tests, and has borne it

jected
Its Author,
the

one

of the most eminent

men

triumphantly.
of his day, is

best fitted to become the confidential adviser of

one

He is

parents.

no

observation,

and

the world has
The present

one

ever

writer,

new

of extensive

physician

no

practice,

mere

and

theorist, but

long

a

and acute

of the most eminent medical writers

known.

work, pronounced by the great Doctor Sir

James Clark, "the

most

valuable of all Dr. Combe's

works," though but little known

in this country, has

an

reputation in Europe. Thousands of copies
have been sold in England, and it has been translated
into several modern languages, in Germany it is espe
cially popular. It is in all respects the best book ever
offered to parents. It is written clearly and simply, and
is easily understood by all. It does not, like many mere
empirical works, attempt to make a physician of the
established

—

mother,

or

encourage her to undertake to treat disease

herself, but it gives her such information
a

valuable and

trustworthy

For this reason, if

physicians

will

no

gladly

other, reputable
exert

as

will make her

assistant to the

physician.

and competent

themselves to extend its

circulation.
It is

a

complete guide

for the mother from the moment

she has the first consciousness that she is about to have
an

immortal soul committed to her

child is old

to be

considered

enough
early childhood.

of the ills of

keeping, until the
beyond the reach

6
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TEE READER.

The Publishers issue the work in this country, with full
confidence that it will meet the
whom it is

intended,

and

they

by

the fact that the medical

as

a

are

approval

of those for

confirmed in this belief

men who have seen it, have,
rule, cordially endorsed it, and recommended its

circulation.
That it may

accomplish

in its

new

form the

results its great Author desired it to effect, is the

good

hearty

wish of
The Publishers.

INTRODUCTION BY SIR JAMES CLARK.

Several considerations induced
the

pleasant

valuable
The

task of

Treatise

subject is
a long and

me

revising and editing
the Management

on

one

in which I feel

a

to

undertake

Dr. Combe's

of

Infancy.

deep interest,

friendship also with the en
lightened author afforded me frequent opportunities of
discussing with him the subjects treated of in the
following pages. I thus became well acquainted with
his opinions on the causes of the frightful mortality
which occurs during the earlier periods of infantile
and

intimate

life; and I shared with him the conviction, that the

diminishing the evil rests entirely on the
possibility of enlightening parents and the public on
the causes of such mortality, and instructing them
in the means of its prevention. For these reasons, I
felt that I was not unprepared for the task. More
that I could not more use
over, I had the feeling
the close of a long profes
at
leisure,
fully occupy my
hope

of

sional life, than in lending such aid

as

I could to carry
7
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the

at

should,

paying

while I

intentions of the author;

out the benevolent

same

time, have the

a

of

gratification

tribute of respect to the memory of

a

much-

esteemed friend.
The work has been to
been

not

heavy

a

one,

author himself corseted
mained for
In

to

peared
myself

me

labor of love ; and it has
that the

the last edition

as

was

left

perfect

so

that little

re

editor to do.

an

making

me a

a

few alterations and additions which ap

necessary, I have endeavored to

with the author, and to do

he would himself have

merely

identify

what I believe

done, if his valuable life had

spared. In this spirit, I have gone carefully and
repeatedly over the whole work. I have altered the
order of some of the chapters, with the view of bringing

been

the

subjects

chiefly
during

treated of

more

consecutively

I have also ventured to omit

reader.

in the earlier

chapters,

the author's lifetime.

ditional information

on

the

as

causes

Mortality, taken chiefly from the
Registrar-General ; and, lastly, I
so

well fitted for the

body

namely, to

given

than

some

ad

and extent of Infant
recent

some

Reports

of the

an

Ap

useful matter, not

of the work.
was

My great aim
object of the

the

make the book useful to
young Medi

cal Practitioners and Teachers of

Parents, for whose guidance

designed.

now

have added

has been to carry out what I know

author ;

portions,

less necessary

I have

pendix, in which will be found

before the

some

it

was

youth,

as

well

as

to

originally
mainly
brethren, entering

To my youngp.r medical

and

INTRODUCTION BY SIR JAMES CLARK.
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the anxious and

responsible duties of their profession,
earnestly recommend a careful study of the work. I
know none on the subject of Infant Hygiene, in Avhich is
to be found so much sound information, to guide young

on

I

Medical Practitioners in the management of infants and
young children.

I venture to

earnestness,

to

give

the

Teachers,

same

advice, and with equal
In the

both male and female.

concluding chapters of the work, they will find principles
to guide them in conducting education in accordance
with the progressive development of the mental facul
ties, and the natural aptitude of these for comprehending
different subjects of study. To Governesses, I consider
those principles specially important. A very large pro
portion of the children of the upper, and even middle
classes in this country, have
than

they

no

to the

sooner

left the nursery

of

governess, under

whose

consigned
direction chiefly they

period

of life in which the character is very often perma

are

care

remain

a

during

that

plastic

nently formed. How important is it, then, that this class of
teachers should possess such
and

a

knowledge

constitution of the young,

mental

them to cultivate and train the moral
as

to

instruct the mind !

Yet,

in

of the
as

physical

shall enable

feelings,

as

well

seminaries for the

education of young ladies intended for governesses, there

is, I believe,

no

such instruction

Unfortunately, it
understood, rarely even

given.

knowledge little
thought of, by either teachers or parents ; and yet it is
the most important knowledge which they can possess.
is

a

kind of

INTRODUCTION BY SIR JAMES CLARK.
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opinion, no teachers of any class should be considered
competent for their duties, till they Jiave given proof of pos
sessing a general knowledge of the structure and functions
of the human body, and of the laivs of health. AVere proof
required of all teachers that they possessed such know
ledge, before they were intrusted with the care and educa
tion of youth, schools of all classes would be driven to
make Physiology a part of their regular course of instruc
In my

tion.
Within the last few years,
cation to

in its

Physiology,

health, has been taught with considerable

in several

seminaries,

more

especially in
enlightened

Schools in London, under the

appli
success

the Birkbeck

direction and

by the liberal support of Mr. William Ellis ; and it has
invariably been found, even at a very early age, to excite
in a remarkable degree the interest and attention of the
pupils. It is to be hoped, therefore, that the time is at
hand when Physiology will form an essential
part of the
of instruction in every school.*
It is vain to expect that education will be

course

successfully conducted,
acquainted with the

until

become

rightly

and

the Educators themselves
nature of the

mental constitution of those whom

they

physical

and

undertake to train

and instruct.

How
with

strongly Dr. Combe's experience impressed him
the necessity of instruction in
Physiology and the

constitution of the infant frame
*

That there is

for the

opinion

no

difficulty

of the medical

being

made

in effecting
this,
profession.

see

an

essential

Appendix A

INTRODUCTION BY SIR JAMES CLARK.
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part offemale education, appears from the following

earnest

appeal,

which I have transferred from the

work, in the hope that it may

attract

more

body of the
general atten

tion in this
"

ing

In

no

error

place :
point of view is it possible
of

leaving

out what

to defend the

ought

essential part of female education.

prevail

to constitute

an

Till this defect be

remedied, thousands of young beings, who might have
been preserved, will continue to be cut off at the
very
outset of existence, to the
lasting grief of those who
would

have been happy to guard them against
every
danger, had they only known how. Even in the best-regu
lated families, it is rare to meet with a mother, who, before

becoming such, has devoted the least attention to the
study of the infant constitution, to the principles on Avhich
it

ought

to be

functions

treated, or to the laAVS by Avhich its principal

regulated. She enters on her important
charge
preparation than if it Avere a plant or a
floAver that she undertook to manage, instead of a being
in Avhose existence and happiness her whole soul is
centred.
Yet to her exclusively the infant looks for that
cherishing and affectionate care Avhich its delicate frame
requires ; to her it directs every appeal, in the full confi
are

Avith less

dence that she AA'ill
and
the

ever

be Avatchful for its

relief, and that from her

a

look

or a

happiness

cry will procure

requisite sympathy or aid. She it is Avho provides its
nourishment, regulates its exercise, and watches over its
slumbers. But Avhen Ave inquire to what extent her
education has fitted her for the intelligent discharge of

INTRODUCTION BY SIR JAMES CLARK.
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the duties Avhich thus constitute the chief
social existence,
on no one

Ave

find

point relating

objects

of her

that, in the majority of instances,
to them has she received

even a

Utile

of instruction ; and that she marries and becomes a mother
a
suspicion of her deficiency in the most ordinary
information concerning the nature and functions of the
infant Avhom she is suddenly called upon to cherish and
bring up. When her heart is wrung by witnessing its
sufferings, and she knoAvs not to Avhat hand to turn to save
it from impending danger, she bitterly laments her igno
rance and helplessness.
But not being aware that much
of the difficulty and danger proceeds from her defective
Avithout

education, the idea
come

never

occurs

to her that those who

after her must, in their turn, go

painful

and

profitless experience

through

the

same

with their children,

unless, with rational foresight, they be prepared, by the

requisite instruction and training, for those
they may soon be called on to perform.
"

It is true that all

women are

duties Avhich

not destined to

mothers ; but how very small is the
A\ho

are

unconnected

sympathy, Avith
there

Avho,

at

become
of those

proportion
by family ties, friendship,

the children of others ! hoAV very few

of their

lives, Avould

or
are

period
happiness increased by the possession
knowledge so intimately allied to their best
some

not find

their usefulness and

of

a

kind of

feelings

and affections !

"It may,

indeed, be alleged, that mothers require

no

knowledge of the laAvs of the infant constitution, or of
the principles of infant management, because medical aid

INTRODUCTION BY SIR JAMES CLARK.

is

at hand to correct their

ahvays

the present habits of

rarely

are

are

According to
society, hoAvever, professional men

even

if

they

needed in the

instructions in

a

Avere,

it is

Avell

as

urgently

for the substantial

of

least

much

as

fashionable

effort

is

as

as

neccessary that female

to fit both mind and

for the

amusement ;

of

the domestic

light

and

and

that, Avhile

fleeting

and elevate the

made to refine

solid substratum

On every

spirit.

body

for the embellishments of life

happiness
as

and informa

to enable her to fulfil their

mother,

education should be such

for the duties

intelligence

rational and beneficial

account, therefore,

at

errors.

consulted till the evil is done, and the health

broken ; but
tion

13

of useful

knowledge

—

circle,
hours
every

mind, the

should not be

neglected."
appeal Avithout being
impressed with the vital importance of the subject to the
future Avelfare of the human family.
No

reflecting

person

Andreav Combe
man.

In

can

was

read this

altogether

a

addition to his extensive

very remarkable

knoAvledge

of the

human constitution, the result of close observation and

deep reflection, he possessed a remarkable felicity in
expressing his vieAVS, and in explaining the application
of the physiological laws to the preservation of health,
and to the direction of education according to the age
and mental

development

of the child.

To great intellectual endoAvments, and

which I have

never

known

surpassed,

Avere

a

sagacity

added in Dr.

14
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largest benevolence and the gentlest disposi
tion. The good of his felloAV-creatures Avas ever upper
most in his thoughts ; and he omitted no occasion and
spared no exertion Avithin the compass of his poAver, to
accomplish the benevolent objects he had in vieAV. This
spirit is evinced throughout the Avhole of his writings, and
in none more than in the present perhaps the most valua
ble of his Avorks. Were I to enter more fully into the
excellences of Dr. Combe's character, it might be attri
buted to the partiality of friendship ; I shall therefore
simply observe, that I never knew a better or more truly
religious man, nor one who had the Avelfare of the human
race more
sincerely at heart. Unfortunately for a large
circle of friends and for mankind, his enlightened and
benevolent mind was united to a feeble frame. A delicacy
Combe the

,

—

of constitution showed itself in his childhood; but it
not till after he had

arrived at

state of his health assumed

he became the

subject

disease, Avhich

on

of

a

maturity

decided

character,

attacks of

frequent

several occasions

was

that the delicate
and that

pulmonary
him to the

brought

brink of the grave.

Such, indeed, was his condition that
truly said of him that the greater part of his
life was one long disease. Yet by judicious
management
of himself and frequent changes of climate, and
by a
careful adaptation of his mental and
bodily labors to his

it

might

be

poAvers of endurance

during

the

periods

of

comparative
quiet, unos

health Avhich he did possess, he contrived in

a

tentatious way to do much

his too short

good during

life ; and he has left behind him

writings

which

are

of

INTRODUCTION BY SIR JAMES CLARK.

the utmost value

afforded,

in his

mankind.*

to

Dr.

15

Combe

indeed

remarkable

example of
by a man of very fragile constitu
conformity Avith those physiological

OAvn

person,

a

Avhat could be effected

tion, acting in strict
laA\s of Avhich he

himself

Avas

expounder. His works
editions, and have had

have
a

so

able and lucid

passed through

an

many

very extensive circulation

in this

country, and in the United States of America.
But, extended as has been their circulation, they ought
to be still

family

generally

more

and every

teacher,

knoAvn and studied.

Every

from the mistress of the Infant-

University professor, should be familiar
with Dr. Combe's physiological Avorks ; and no medical
man should commence the practice of his profession
without having studied them carefully, and more especially
School to the

the present volume.

Hygiene

as

*

of

In

an

is but

just beginning

more

needful,

to receive the attention

"

work, Horse Subsecivx," by Dr. John Brown,
found, graphically drawn, the character of
; but for a full knowledge of the man, the
to his " Life and Correspondence," by his

admirable

Edinburgh,

will be

Dr. Combe's mind

reader is

I deem this advice the

referred

brother, George Combe. He, too, was taken from among us, while
still earnestly engaged in the preparation of works on subjects of
His constitution also, during the
the highest general interest.
latter portion of his life, Avas, like his brother's, very delicate ;
and it was only by the strictest attention to the laws of health
that he

nor

men

good

of

what is considered the

ordinary
believe, never lived,
who devoted themselves more zealously to promote the
the human race ; and the works which they have both

was

able to

complete

term of human existence.

left behind them

are

Two better men, I

calculated to instruct and benefit mankind

But the time is not yet arrived for estimat
for ages yet to come.
ing at their full value the whole of George Combe's works.

INTRODUCTION BY SIR JAMES CLARK.
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which it merits

University
country

in

The

branch of medical education.

as a

London Avas, I believe, the first in this

of

Avhich

Hygiene

found

a

of examination for

place among the
degrees in medi

prescribed subjects
cine a regulation mainly OAving to Dr. Combe's urgent
recommendation.* And assuredly no one has done
more than he to press its importance on the public, and
to enlighten them on it by his published writings.
When the public is made fully aAvare of the extent to
which health may be preserved, and disease averted and
mitigated, by knoAvledge of Physiology, the practice of
—

Medicine will

assume

a

very different aspect from that

which it presents in its present unsettled state.

will then be

And the

frequently consulted on the
improving health than for the
treatment of disease, Avhich is almost solely the purpose
for which he is applied to at present.
Before concluding these introductory remarks, already
perhaps extended too long, I venture to add one more
physician
means

of

preserving

more

and

extract from the author's Preface to his last edition of the

present Avork: "In taking leave of
cannot but feel to be

one

yet unborn, I Avould respectfully offer
on

the

spirit

in Avhich the

read

The

a

subject

which I

of vital interest to thousands

folloAving

one or

pages

tAVO remarks

ought

to be

subjects
so
important facts and principles of action, which are
comparatively neAV to the general reader, that it is only
treated of

embrace

many

*See his letter to the editor, published in his "Life and Corres

pondence,"

p. 311.

INTRODUCTION BY SIR JAMES CLARK.
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by their

careful and repeated study, and, in time of need,
turning again and again to the pages in which they are
explained, that a mother can become so familiar Avith
them

as

to be able to

apply them

Avith

to the many purposes for Avhich

ease

and

judgment
adapted." In

they
judicious advice I earnestly concur. The Avork, to
be really useful, must be studied carefully, and referred
to on all occasions of doubt or difficulty.
In order that
mothers, and I take leave to add, young medical practi
tioners, may derive full advantage from it, they must
have their minds thoroughly imbued with the principles
so
clearly unfolded, and the practical rules so plainly laid
doAvn in every chapter of the book.
are

this

The

foregoing

remarks

edition of the present
neAV

edition

the

volume, and made

work,

being required,

it still

more

prefixed to the ninth
by me in 1860. A
again carefully revised

edited

I have

some

tions of the kind above

ing

were

further additions and altera

described, in the hope of render

useful and

acceptable

to the

public.

James Clark.

THE AUTHOR'S DEDICATION.

TO

SIR JAMES
PHYSICIAN

My

dear

CLARK, Bart., M. D., F. R. S.,
IN

ORDINARY

TO

THE

QUEEN.

Sir James:

Two reasons, the one of a personal and the other of
sional nature, induce me to dedicate this treatise to you.

a

I

profes
gladly

embrace the

opportunity which it affords me of publicly express
ing my regard for you as a friend whom I have long and inti
mately known, and whom, during years of constant and unre
served intercourse, I have ever found, even in the most trying
circumstances, animated by the purest integrity, and the kindliest
and most benevolent dispositions.

professional grounds, too, there is perhaps no one to whom
so appropriately dedicate a work intended to call attention
to that comparatively unoccupied but mostimportant field of med
ical inquiry, Avhich embraces the hygienic treatment of man
as
to you, who have already labored in it with great ability and
For many years, not only have you taken a deep and
success.
active interest in the improvement of medical education, and in
elevating the character, extending the scope, and increasing the
usefulness of our profession ; but, acting -on the same principles
which I have endeavored to enforce, you have, in your excellent
works on Climate and Consumption, rendered no small service to
science, by your instructive exposition of the manner in which
fatal-disease of the lungs so often, and so insidiously, originates
in apparently trifling causes connected with disregard of tha
On

I could

—

19
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that, when
comprehensive
spirit, and its principles be recognised as furnishing the only solid
foundation for a proper system of physical, moral, and intellectual
education, it will become one of its noblest uses, and, I may add,
one of its greatest privileges, to be instrumental, not more in the
prevention of disease and suffering, than in contributing to the
general happiness and permanent advancement of the human race.

ordinary

laws of health.

You have further shown

medicine shall be cultivated in

a more

liberal and

regards the special subject of the present volume, you
first, in your treatise on Consumption, to insist strongly
on the necessity of adopting a proper system of management from
the very commencement of infant existence, as the only effectual
means of averting that general deterioration of health in which
the fatal pulmonary disease has its origin, and of procuring for
the individual that measure of health and vigor without which
life and its varied duties become sources of suffering rather than
of enjoyment. In your volume, accordingly, are to be found many
instructive details on the hygienic management of both infancy
and youth ; and it affords me no small gratification to know that,
while pursuing independently the same ends, we, unknown to
each other in the outset, chose nearly the same paths, and arrived
together at entirely consistent and not unfrequently identical
Even

were

as

the

results.

To you, therefore, on both public and private grounds, I have
peculiar satisfaction in dedicating this work, as a mark of esteem
and regard, of which, however
intrinsically unimportant and in
adequate it may be, I know few in everyway so worthy as yourself.
Believe me to remain always,
My dear Sir James,
Yours, very sincerely,

ANDREW COMBE.

THE AUTHOR'S INTRODUCTION

Many excellent treatises

on

the

Management

of

Infancy already

exist ; yet few of them are calculated to supply parents with the
kind of information which, in their circumstances, is especially
needed.

Most of those hitherto

touch

briefly upon the
preliminary to
and the perusal of them by non-pro
frequently leads to dangerous tampering with the

general management of early
an exposition of its diseases
;
fessional persons
lives of the young.

published

childhood

merely

as

On this account I cannot but consider them

improper guides for any except medical readers. Those again
which, as intended for the use of mothers, are free from this
objection even when abounding, as many of them do, in good
lose much of their value
sense and excellent practical advice
and usefulness from presenting their admonitions and rules as so
many bare injunctions, and omitting to connect them with the
physiological laws or principles on Avhich they are based, and
according to which the effects are produced.
as

—

—

imperfections as detracting frcm the useful
non-professional reader, of many works in
other respects of great merit, I had almost resolved, several years
before the publication of the first edition of this book, to enter
upon the preparation of a treatise on a more comprehensive plan,
and which should, on the one hand, avoid all descriptions of dis
ease, and, on the other, found ito precepts, at every possible point,
Under the apprehen
on well-ascertained physiological principles.
sion, however, of being unable so to simplify the subject as to
render it easily intelligible to the general reader, I refrained from
putting together the materials which had accumulated in my
hands : till at length, encouraged by the very favorable reception
of hit other works on subjects somewhat analogous, and by the
numerous testimonies I received of their practical utility, I set
Sensible of these

ness,

as

guides

for the

21
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to work and

seriously

completed

the volume.

That it

has,

at

measure, supplied a want extensively felt, may
it has met
fairly be inferred from the very favorable reception which
with both at home and abroad, and also from the spontaneous

least in

some

testimony of many parents and others in different ranks of life,
speaking from experience of the deepened sense of the importance
of their duties which its perusal had awakened in their minds, and
of the comfort and assistance which they had derived from it in
the management of the young intrusted to their care.

profoundly than felicitously remarked, that
interpreter of Nature, and is limited
in act and understanding by the extent to which he has observed
the order of Nature; beyond this, neither his knowledge nor his
power can extend." In accordance with the spirit of this aphorism,
it has been my constant endeavor, in the present, as in all my
other Avritings, to allow as little as possible to rest on mere human
opinion, but to show a foundation for every rule and injunction
in the laws of the human constitution, and consequently in the
The obvious advantage of this mode of pro
will of the Creator.
ceeding is that, when once Ave succeed in discovering any truth,
that truth will ever afterward be regarded as an emanation of the
Divine will, and the practical rules deducible from it will claim
obedience with an authority which we cannot dispute.
our
Whereas, if we pass on from subject to subject, and precept to
precept, disregarding the relations of facts to each other and to
the laws of the constitution, we may add, it is true, much infor
Bacon has not less

"

Man is but the servant and

mation,

to

our

store, but shall often be led

to form

a

very

erroneous

value, and be beset with difficulties in applying
it with promptitude and decision to its proper uses,
Avhere, rightly
directed, it would conduce to the happiest results.
estimate of its

To illustrate this
undertakes the

infancy

or

in

proposition,

we

may compare

a

person who

management of the human constitution, whether in

maturity,

without any reference to the laws under

acts, to a traveller who, without map or guide wanders
new country in search of some
particular place. By some

which it
over a

lucky chance he may stumble at once upon it, or he may reach it
at length by some very circuitous route.
But the
probability is
that, after wandering about in uncertainty, be will be forced to
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return, weary and disappointed with the fruitlessness of his journey.
He, on the contrary, who is guided by principle, may be likened to
a traveller
who, carrying with him a map in which the chief
features of the country are accurately laid down, advances with
comparative certainty toward his aim. If at any time, in con
sequence of omissions or slight inaccuracies, he chances to wander
from the right course, the map itself soon warns him of the fact,
and at the same time affords him the means of correcting the
error caused by its own imperfections.
It

is, then,

on

of

detail,

application of principle to the incul
knowledge, more than on any novelty

the habitual

cation and advancement of
that the

present volume

rests its claim to

attention.

If

I have to any extent succeeded in establishing the utility of prin
ciple in conducting inquiry, I shall not only have helped to give a
direction to the labors of others in the same field,
provided the best means for detecting and rectifying
inadvertently committed either by them or by myself.

profitable

more

but have
errors

In the following pages I have addressed myself chiefly to parents
and to the younger members of the medical profession ; but it is
not to them alone that the subject ought to prove attractive. The

study of infancy, considered even as an element in the history and
philosophy of man, abounds in interest, and is fertile in truths of
Thus regarded, it
the highest practical value and importance.
can scarcely fail to arrest the attention of any thinking and in
telligent mind Avhich is once directed to it.
In

taking

leave of

a

subject

which I cannot but feel to

be

one

of vital interest to thousands yet unborn, I would respectfully
offer one or two remarks on the spirit in which the following pages
It has often happened to me to hear myself
authority for modes of infant management not only
unwarranted by, but in some instances actually opposed to the
principles I had expounded. On inquiry, it almost invariably ap
familiar with the
peared that, instead of the speakers being really
contents of the book which they professed to follow, or being in

ought to
quoted as

be read.
the

the habit of

wanted, they
it once; and

frequently referring to its pages for infomation when
fancied they had fulfilled their part by merely reading
to act
on this assumption they proceeded thenceforth
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on

own A'ague recollections of what it contained, as if these
But
been true and accurate transcripts of the book itself.

their

had

subjects treated of embrace so many important facts and prin
ciples of action, which are comparatively new to the general
reader, that it is only by their careful and repeated study, and, in
time of need, turning again and again to the pages in which they
are explained, that a mother can become so familiar with them
as to be able to apply them with ease and judgment to the many
purposes for which they are adapted.
Indeed, it is only by pur
suing a similar course that medical men themselves acquire the
ready command of their knowledge which enables them at once
to decide what ought to be done in any emergency ; and
surely
the interest of a mother in her own offspring ought to be as
strong an incentive to her to qualify herself for her arduous task
as a love of science or sense of
duty is to the practitioner. To
read a book like this; merely as one reads a novel or a
newspaper,
the

can

be but of little solid

or permanent
advantage ; and, therefore,
highly the tribute of approval implied in endeavoring
to act upon the principles I have unfolded, I feel indifferent to
even the most eloquent and labored
eulogium when it is not ac
companied by those practical results which are the best guarantees
of its sincerity.
I am the more anxious to enforce this view
because many will, I believe, read the work with increased interest
and advantage, after their attention has been thus directed to its

while I value

true aim and character.

A. C.
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CHAPTER
INFLUENCE

CHILDREN.

I.

OF THE CONSTITUTION OF PARENTS ON THE
HEALTH OF THEIR CHILDREN.

In

looking around upon society, Ave observe some
apparently possessing eArery external advantage,

families

yet in Avhich it is found difficult to rear the children to
maturity. Either from convulsions, scrofula, consump
tion, or some other form of disease, one after another is
carried off; while those who survive are characterized
by great delicacy of constitution, and require the most
assiduous

this,

Ave

care

for their

meet with other

preservation. In contrast to
families, seemingly much less

fortunate in their outward

circumstances, but

in Avhich

child after another grows up as if no such thing as
disease existed, or as if the ordinary disorders of infancy
one

but

mysterious processes for the further develop
organism. That such remarkable differences
exist, must have been obsarved by all who attend to
what is passing around them ; and the very important
question occurs, On what do thev depend?
were

ment of the

3
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HEREDITARY PREDISPOSITION TO DISEASE.

CONDITIONS

IN

THE

PARENTS

WHICH

THE

CHILD.

HEALTH

OF

THE

AFFECT

To some extent, at least, we have no difficulty in an
swering the inquiry. The very terms of our statement
imply that the unusual susceptibility of disease in the
one case, and the immunity from it in the other, arise
from no peculiarity of treatment or external circum
stances, but are dependent on some inherent difference
of constitution that must have been derived from

one or

both parents. So manifest is the influence of hereditary
constitution upon the organism and qualities of the off
that from the earliest ages it has attracted the
Apparent exceptions occur, in

spring,

attention of mankind.

Avhich the children differ
but these

are

so

easily explained,

widely

from their

progenitors ;

feAV, and

may for the most part be so
that the general principle remains un

shaken.

Assuming, then, the reality of hereditary influ
ence, let us inquire Avhat are the conditions in the
parents which affect most powerfully the health of the
child.
The

folloAving

are

the most

1. Natural infirmities of

tal, derived from their

OAvn

deserving

of notice

constitution, bodily

:

and

men

parents.

2. Premature

marriages, especially of delicate persons,
strongly predisposed to hereditary disease.
3. Marriages between persons too
nearly allied in
blood, particularly where they are descended from an
unhealthy race.
4. Marriages contracted too late in life.
5. Great disproportion in age between the
parents.
and of those

6. The state of health of the parents at the time of

procreation.

HEREDITARY PREDISPOSITION TO DISEASE.
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7. The state of health and the conduct of the mother

during

pregnancy.
Of these I shall

speak in succession.
It may be thought that in a work like the
present,
destined chiefly for the guidance of parents and
young
medical practitioners, it is superfluous to treat of any of
the first five heads
be

in

already

;

seeing

existence,

that the child is

and that it is

no

supposed to
longer in our

poAver to avert the consequences of an infirm constitu
tion, or of an ill-assorted marriage. But this objection

has little force ; for, the more delicate the infant is, the
more need is there to detect the true source of the deli
cacy, in order that the means of remedying it may be
used Avith that discrimination Avhich is essential to its

correction.

For

able to

infant Avhose infirm health arises from its

an

inheriting

example,

the treatment Avhich is suit

the constitutional tendencies of the

race

of

either parent, may not be so suitable to another Avhose
delicacy is caused by disease occurring accidentally dur
the pregnancy of the mother.
Here, then, is a
reason
Ave
should
not
strong practical
only be aAvare
Avhy

ing

of all the

sources

of infant

delicacy,

but also be

able,

in

each case, to discriminate between them.
But even supposing the children already born to be

beyond

the reach of benefit from the

inquiry,

it is certain

that if the health of the parents be improved, the future
offspring -will participate in their increased vigor, and
more easily escape the evils Avhich afflicted the earlier
the

only consideration, important
an advising and controlling
their children, and by con
of
the
marriages
power over
their
understandings, may call into operation in
vincing
the passions can obscure the judgment,
before
early life,
a guiding influence Avhich Avill insensibly put them on
born.

Nor is this

though

it be

:

parents have
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guard against forming an alliance Avith a very
healthy or defective race. A kind and judicious parent
in this respect ; and if
may exercise a salutary influence
un

their

the young

accustomed

were

to

see

their parents and
guidance of prin

under the

guardians acting habitually
ciple, they would be much less apt than they are to folIoav heedlessly the bent of their passions, in a matter so
directly involving their permanent happiness. But when
nothing is done, either by example or precept, to put the
in
young on their guard, it is not surprising that mere
should
and
interest,
clination, family
pecuniary advantage,
be more important considerations in contracting mar
riages, than family endoAvments of mind and body, or
soundness of family health ; and so long as this shall be
the case, so long will much misery continue to be pro
duced, Avhich might otherwise have been foreseen and

prevented.
HEREDITARY

The influence of

original

PREDISPOSITION.

constitution is often manifested

in the almost inevitable destruction Avhich awaits the chil
dren of certain families about the

period

of adolescence.

One after another

drops into the grave from consumption,
though every precaution has been used to ward off the
fatal malady. The principle is also exemplified, in its

brighter aspect,

in the histories of

almost all of whom
from

are

long-lived persons,
found to have been descended

long-lived ancestors;

in

fact, nothing is more cer
being favorable, robust

tain than that other circumstances
and

healthy parents have robust and healthy children. This
law, indeed, holds good throughout animated nature. In
the cultivation of plants, quite as much
importance is at
tached to the quality of the seed as to a good soil and
good husbandry; while in rearing the lower animals,
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the

especially

horse, purity of race is prized above all
conditions, and the genealogy of the race-horse,
of the hunter, and even of the farm-horse, is
regarded
as a sure criterion of the
properties which may be ex
pected in their progeny. In the dog, the sheep, and
the different varieties of cattle, Ave calculate Avith cer
tainty on the reappearance of the qualities of the par
ents in their young.
Man is no exception to the law ;
other

and it is

from

a

a

truth

long forced
physicians.

false and

injurious delicacy to turn awuy
on
happiness, and Avhich has
itself on the notice of physiologists and
The great physiologist Haller mentions a
so

influential

very remarkable instance of two noble ladies who
married on account of their Avealth, although
were

nearly

extended for

idiots
a

—

they

and from Avhom the mental defect

century into several families,

so

that

of all their descendants continued idiots in the
and

Avere

"

to the fifth

some

fourth,

Parents," says Dr.
generation.*
over again in their
Gregory, frequently
offspring ;
for children certainly resemble their parents, not merely
in countenance and bodily conformation, but in the
general features of their minds, and in both virtues and
vices. Thus, the imperious Claudian family long flour
ished at Rome, unrelenting, cruel, and despotic; it
produced the merciless and detestable tyrant Tiberius,
and at length ended, after a course of six hundred years,
in the bloody Caligula, Claudius, and Agrippina, and
then in the monster Nero." f
The most remarkable example of the hereditary
transmission of qualities Avith Avhich I am acquainted, is
that of a blind man called Moses Le Compte, Avhose
even

"

live

* Elena.
Physiol., lib. xxix.,
\ Conspectus Medic. Theor.,

sect.

2,

8.

cap.

i.,

sect. 16.
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thirty-seven children and grand-children became simi
larly affected. In all of them the defect of sight began
about the age of fifteen or sixteen, and lapsed into total
*
Sir H. Holland
blindness about the age of twenty-tAvo.
mentions several cases of a similar kind ; f but as such
facts are
no means rare, and may be observed in a

by

more

or

less marked

degree

in

ordinary society,

it is

needless to adduce any further instances.
With such evidence before us, we are warranted in

that the possession, by the parents, of a
vigorous bodily constitution, and an active
and Avell-balanced mind, has powerful influence in se
curing similar advantages to the offspring. If either
parent inherits the feeble delicacy or the mental peculi
arities of an unhealthy or eccentric race, the probability
is very great that the offspring will be characterized
by similar qualities. But in compensation for this, the
very same laAV by Avhich the liability to gout, insanity,
imbecility, scrofula and consumption, is transmitted from
generation to generation, enables us to reckon with equal
certainty on the transmission of health and vigor, Avherever
these have been the hereditary features of the race.
Those, then, who desire bodily and mental soundness
in their offspring, ought carefully to avoid marrying
persons either feeble in constitution, or strongly pre
disposed to any very serious disease, such as insanity,
imbecility, cancer, scrofula, etc. ; and, above all, the
greatest care should be taken against the occurrence of
the same morbid predisposition in both father and mother.
Where any peculiarity of constitution is confined to one
parent, and is not very strong it may, in some degree,

maintaining
sound and

*

Baltimore Medical and

f

Medical Notes and Reflections.

Physical Repository.
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be counteracted

by a judicious marriage and mode of
life ; but Avhere its influence is aggravated by being com
mon to both
parents, the children can scarcely escape.
I

acquainted Avith families in which the consequences
acting in opposition to this principle have been deplor

am

of

able

—

where several of the children have fallen victims

to scrofula and

consumption, and others have survived
idiocy, occasioned evidently by the imprudent mar
riage of persons nearly allied in blood, and both strongly
predisposed to the same form of disease.
In thus insisting on the necessity of greater attention
being paid to the law of hereditary predisposition, I do
in

not

mean

that the actual disease which afflicted the

parent Avill certainly reappear in the children ; but only
that the offspring of such parents will be much more liable
to its invasion from the

ordinary

healthier

incidents of life than those
and will

stock,
belonging
require very care
ful and judicious management to protect them from it.
One of the chief advantages of knowing the nature and
extent of the influence, is the poAver Avhich we gain of
counteracting it in the offspring by a system of treatment
calculated to strengthen the Aveaker points of the consti
to

a

Thus, if a child inherits a very scrofulous habit
from both parents, and is brought up in the circumstances
which induced or maintained the disease in them, there

tution.

is the

highest probability

that it Avill fall

a

victim to

form of scrofulous disease, or will escape only after
long and severe struggle, to drag on through life Avith

some
a
a

feeble constitution.

But if timely

precautions

are

taken

if the child is put on a proper regimen, kept much in
the open air, and perhaps transferred for a few years to
it may altogether escape
a drier and Avarmer climate
—

—

the disease, and even enjoy permanently better health
than had ever been experienced by either of its parents.
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In like manner, the excitable and

capricious

children

of parents Avho have been insane, or tire strongly predis
posed to become so, run great risk of lapsing into in
sanity, if brought up in circumstances tending to increase
the

irritability

of the

nervous

system, and

to

call the feel

But if such chil
into strong and irregular action.
dren are subjected from the first to treatment calculated

ings
to

allay

nervous

greatly

to give tone to the body and
mind, the danger in after life will be

irritability,

composure to the

diminished.

It

is, then, the constitutional predisposition, and not the
actual disease, Avhich is thus transmitted from parent to
child.
MARRIAGE OF

PERSONS

TOO NEARLY

ALLIED

IN

CONSANGUINITY.

Next to the direct inheritance of

a

family predisposi

the constitutional tendencies derived from the union

tion,

of persons too nearly allied in blood, and
if themselves descended from a tainted

haps

the most

baneful effects

prejudicial

to

more

especially

stock, are per
infant health; and their

noAvhere

more
strikingly seen than in
offspring of some of the royal and aristo
cratic families of Europe, in Avhich frequent intermar
riages have taken place Avithout regard to the morbid
predisposition on either side. Such intermarriages are
often observed also in private life,
especially among the
JeAVS. "The rich Jews in this country," says Dr.
Elliotson,
have the same bad custom of marrying first cousins and
;
I never saAV so many instances of
squinting, stammering,
peculiarity of manner, imbecility, or insanity, in all their
various degrees, intense nervousness, etc., in an
equal
number of other persons."*
Marriages betAveen very
are

the deteriorated

"

*

Elliotson's Human

Physiology,

5th

edition,

p. 1098.

AGE OF TEE PARENTS.
near

relations Avho

either

barren,

spring.

*

AGE

AT

Early Marriage.
great influence

are

themselves

productive

or

AVHICH

of
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infirm,

unusually

PERSONS

are

usually

delicate off

MARRY.

The ages of the parents exercise a
the health and qualities of the off

—

on

spring. If they have married before their OAvn full de
velopment and maturity, the first children are generally
more deficient in stamina than those born subsequently.
This is one reason why children of the same family often
present considerable differences of constitution and char
acter, and Avhy the first-born is sometimes puny in

vig
Marriage, therefore, ought
place before maturity, because the system is not suffi
ciently consolidated for the important function of repro
duction, and both parent and child suffer from anticipat
ing the order of Nature. In this country, Avomen do not
attain their full development before from tAventy to
twenty-three years of age, and men from tAventy-five to
thirty ; yet it is not uncommon to encourage even deli
cate girls to marry at seventeen, at the manifest risk of
entailing infirm health on themselves and their offspring.
orous

never

race.

In the

case

stake, great

a

to take

of the loAver animals, Avhere money is at
is taken to avoid the error so frequently

care

committed among ourselves.

Marriages are scarcely less unfavorable to the
offspring than those contracted in very
life.
Beyond a certain age, neither animals nor
early
and
are capable of producing a vigorous progeny ;
plants
the
period
hence the postponement of marriage beyond
of maturity, noAV so common, especially among profesLate

health of the

*

See

Appendix,

B.
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struggling in the competition for a livelihood,
frequently injurious to their offspring. The impulse
to propagate generally loses much of its force before the
are born
age of forty, and comparatively few children
sional

men

is

after that age to parents who have been united soon after
attaining maturity. In many cases of late marriages,
too, the constitution of the parents has been impaired by
mental or bodily labor, by dissipation, or by that disap
pointment to the domestic affections Avhich involuntary
celibacy implies.
Disparity of Age. Another cause of infirm health in
children is great disparity of years in the tAVO parents.
—

When

one is very young and the other advanced in
the constitution of the offspring is very rarely sound.

STATE

OF

HEALTH

OF

The next circumstance Avhich

THE

life,

PARENTS.

permanently

influences

the health of the

offspring is the state of the parents at
the time of procreation.
It is Avell known that, while all
the children of the

resemblance,
reason

no

same

family

tAvo of them

are

have

a

exactly

certain

alike.

of this difference is the unavoidable

state of the

general
A chief

change

in the

parents, induced partly by the lapse of years,

partly by external circumstances acting upon their
bodily and mental constitution ; and, from numerous
facts Avhich have been observed, it seems
highly proba
ble that the offspring may be affected even by
any tempo
and

rary disturbance of health in the parents about the time
at

which

conception

takes

place. Anxiety of mind, and
depression of spirits in the father, have been
imprinted in ineffaceable characters on the consti

unusual
found

tution of the child ; and instances are knoAA'n in which
idiocy in the offspring has appeared to be the result of
casual intoxication on the part of a

generally temperate
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A stronger motive to

father.

moderation in

passion,
right-minded parent, than

regularity of li\ring, and
scarcely be presented to a
the knoAvledge of the perma
his offspring. Many a father

can

nent influence of these

on

has

deplored, and perhaps resented, the follies of an irreclaimably wayward son, Avithout suspecting that they
Avere due to some
forgotten irregularity of his OAvn.*
Another and a very poAverful cause of delicacy in chil
dren is a permanently deranged state of health in the pa
rents, shoAving itself in a lowered tone of all the animal
functions, and a general feeling of being unwell. Of all
the varieties of this cause, perhaps the most frequent and
the most injurious to the offspring is habitual indigestion,
and its consequence, impaired nutrition. Many parents
"

pass years in a constant state of discomfort from bil
"
"
"
ious and stomach complaints, induced by inattention

diet, exercise, cleanliness, ventilation, sufficiency of

to

light,

healthiness of

dwelling,

and the like ; and thus

en

part of the penalty on their innocent offspring.
Ignorant of the consequences of their conduct, they are

tail

a

give up their habitual indul
the easy means of im
using
gences,
health
their
and
; and are surprised
preserving
proving
Avhen assured that, Avhile thus trifling Avith their own
comfort, they are sporting Avith the Avelfare and fate of
the dearest objects of their affections.
Avithout sufficient motive to
or

to persevere in

INFLUENCE OF

It is

a common

stupid children,
*

In

in the
of

regard

to

children,

Idiocy

in

PARENTS

ON

THEIR

saying that clever men generally have
and the inference has been drawn that

intemperance in the parents
see

OFFSPRING.

as a cause

of

idiocy

Dr. Samuel G. Howe's work "On the Causes

Massachusetts," reprinted

Maclachlan & Stewart.

at

Edinburgh,

in

1858,

for
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the father exerts very little influence on the constitution
of his offspring. It is true that the families of men of

genius

are

rarely

but I deduce

an

so

remarkable for talent

opposite

as

themselves ;

conclusion from the

fact, and

maintain that these very cases afford strong proof of the
reality of the father's influence, and ought to be warn

guidance. Not to dAvell on the circum
of genius frequently marry late, it is
notorious that nothing can be further removed from the
standard of Nature than their state of health and general
mode of life. Are they not, as a class, enthusiastic, ex
citable, irregular in their habits, the sport of every pass
ing emotion, victims to indigestion and melancholy?
And are these the seeds from which Nature has designed
healthy vigor of mind or body to spring up in their off
spring? Take into account also the influence of the
mother, and the Avell-known fact that men of genius
rarely select highly gifted women for their wives, and
then say whether high talent can reasonably be expected
for

ings

our

stance that

men

to emanate from

to

mediocrity,

Ioav

parents,

one

of whom rises at best

and the other falls

temporarily

to

only

or

be-

it, from

sheer exhaustion of mind and broken health.
Would it not rather be Avonderful, if, in such untoAvard

circumstances, genius
abated splendor, even

Avere

always

descend, in un
posterity ?
living genius has

to

to the first line of the

It is not from such materials that
sprung. A genius might in some favorable moment
be born to such a father, but probably he would die be
ever

fore the Avorld could tell that

a

circumstances under which the
most

genius had lived.

highest

The

order of minds

frequently

appears are, Avhere the father is healthy
and the mother unites an
energetic character
Avith sound health, or with some high and
aim

and
of

active,

sustaining

life, animating her mental and bodily functions. Such

INFLUENCE OF CONSTITUTION OF PARENTS.
was

of

the mother of

our

celebrated

Napoleon I.,

men
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and the mothers of most

will be found to have been

more or

distinguished by similar characteristics ; hoAV often,
in the biographies of men of genius, do Ave remark that
it was the mother who first perceived and fanned in the
child the flame which aftenvard burst into brightness.
In some circumstances, hoAvever, Avhere, from feelings
of admiration, deep interest, or other impressive cause,
the mind of the mother is, during gestation, strongly
concentrated upon the father's image or character, his
reflex or indirect influence on the organism and qualities
of the future child is often strikingly great. It is per
haps from some unsuspected cause of this kind, that
instances occur in Avhich all the children of a family
less

shoAV

a

strong resemblance

to

one

parent, and

very little

to the other.

The influence of the

mental, of parents,

on

constitution, both physical and
health, development, and men

the

offspring, merits grave considera
as
the
and
must,
kuoAvledge of physiology becomes
tion,
intelli
itself
force
diffused,
upon the attention of every
inherited and even ac
various
the
Until
gent person.
conditions of parents Avhich influence their chil
tal character of their

quired

generally understood, and practically recognized
in contracting marriages and regulating the mode of
living, mankind will never attain the degree of perfection
of which they are susceptible, and Avhich, Ave cannot doubt,
All our
they are intended by the Creator to attain.
of man leads to the conclu
the
of
physiology
knoAvledge
sion that, as far as our physical nature is concerned, Ave
Avith the inferior animals,
are governed by the same laA\'S
dren

are

and that Avith

parents.

us

as

with them the health and constitu
mainly on those of the

offspring depend
Hereditary delicacy

tion of the

and

defects may, in

a
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great degree, be
are never

by judicious management of
maturity, although, perhaps they

overcome

the child from birth to

entirely effaced.
subject of hereditary

The whole

moment, and still in

some

respects

calls for the earnest attention of

lanthropists.

descent is of such
so

obscure, that it

physiologists

and

phi

CHAPTER II.
INFLUENCE
ING

OF

THE

MOTHER'S

PREGNANCY ON

THE

MODE

HEALTH

OF
OF

LIVING
THE

The last conditions which I shall notice

as

DUR

CHILD.

affecting

the health of the future infant are, the state of "mind, the
health, ond the conduct of the mother during pregnancy
—

in

conditions

which, though
general very little taken into
account, are so vitally important, and so directly within
the scope of the present work, that I shall devote a sepa

chapter to their consideration.
only circumstance that can explain or excuse the
indifference shoAvn by many mothers to the state of their
health during pregnancy, is their entire ignorance of the
injury they are inflicting on their offspring. Many a
mother who will not deny herself the temporary gratifi
cation of a single desire or appetite on her OAvn account,
would be the first and the firmest in resisting temptation,
if her reason Avere fully convinced that every transgression
rate

The

of the laAvs of health which she commits diminishes the
chances of health in her child.
MENTAL

EMOTIONS

AND

LONGINGS.

Some proofs of the mother's influence on the consti
tution of her unborn child have already been given, and
Au
were it necessary, many more might be added.
thentic

cases

distressing

might

anxieties

be adduced of mothers,

agitated by
during pregnancy, giving birth tc
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children Avho continued
or

convulsive disease,

of character which

no

through
or

life

displayed

subsequent

prey to
morbid

a
a

nervous

timidity

could counteract.

care

In regard to this class of cases, indeed, popular belief
has gone beyond the reality, in ascribing the moles and
purple stains with Avhich some children are born, entirely

working of the mother's imagination.
public danger and sudden alarm furnish
many examples of the influence of maternal grief and
anxiety on the constitution of the offspring ; and if similar
results have attracted less notice during quieter times
and in private life, it has not been from their non-occur
For even in
rence, but from their being less obvious.
private life, great and sudden changes of fortune, or acci
dents which have kept the mind of the parent in a state
of intense anxiety or excitement during pregnancy, are
sometimes observed to imprint on a single member of a
family a distinctive character which cannot be otherwise
to the

Times of

accounted for.

The constitutional aversion to

SAVord, and

to every kind of

even

the

sight of a draAvn
by James L

shoAvn

danger,
England, so admirably portrayed in The Fortunes of
Nigel," is ascribed, and apparently not Avithout reason, to
the constant anxiety and apprehension suffered by
Mary
during the period of gestation.
We knoAV that a fit of passion in a nurse vitiates the
quality of the milk to such a degree as to cause colic
and indigestion in the sucking infant.
If in the child
already born, and in so far independent of its parent, the
relation between the tAVO is thus intimate,
surely it must
of

"

be still closer Avhen the infant lies in its mother's womb
is nourished by its mother's blood, and is, to all intents
and purposes, a part of her OAvn body. Facts and reason
alike prove the

reality

of this

influence,

and much prac-
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would result to both parent and child
the conditions and extent of its
operation better
understood.

advantage

Avere

For

a

long

time the local

tions with Avhich
to the

some

peculiarities

children

are

born

and

Avere

imperfec
attributed

or the
longings of the mother ; but
information has now sho\vn that a real
coincidence between the object longed for and the char
acter of the mark or deformity is
extremely rare. In the

more

imagination

accurate

great majority of instances the longing is folloAved by no
local mark in the child, and very often the mark occurs
Avhen

particular longing has ever been experienced by
Cases, no doubt, are mentioned in Avhich
deformity of the infant has occurred apparently in conse
quence of a strong impression made by some mutilated
object on the mother during gestation ; but Ave have only
to consider hoAV numerous such objects are, and how
rarely the supposed consequence folloAvs, to see that the
true cause generally lies deeper.
no

the mother.

While, hoAvever, such
ponderance of evidence

cases

is

are so

rare

that the pre

decidedly against the theory
that local deformities in the infant are generally the re
sults of an accidental shock given to the feelings of the
mother, there is more than enough to establish the exis
tence of a direct relation betAveen the general state of
health and feelings of the mother and the general constitu
tion of the child.
Reason, indeed, independently of ex
perience, Avould lead us to expect this; for Avhatever
affects the general health and action of the system must
affect all its component parts and the unborn child being
virtually a part of the mother, it is natural to suppose
that it should be subjected to nearly the same influences
If the mother's digestion is
its the rest of her organism.
impaired, and the quality of her blood deteriorated, by
—

4
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.

of mind or continued neglect of her health, hoAV
the infant escape being injured, since it must be
nourished by the same blood Avhich is unfit for her own

anxiety
can

healthy

nutrition ?
GENERAL

CONSTITUTION.

If vivid emotion in the mother during pregnancy ex
erts, in extreme cases, a marked influence on the consti
tution of the child, it is not less certain that the habitual
state of mind, whether it be that of excitement or depres

tranquil or irritable temper, exerts a positive
and constant, though of course less remarkable influence )_
In this way the mental disposition of
on the offspring.
the child is often a legible transcript of the mother's
condition and feelings during pregnancy ; and here, as
already remarked, is one of the sources of variety of
The latercharacter in children of the same family.
born often differ greatly, both in mental and bodily con

sion,

or

of

stitution, from the earlier progeny
also the difference between the

;

but

then, how great

feelings, passions,

and

physical health of the parent of twenty or twenty-five,
and those of the same parent at forty years of age, after
long experience

of the turmoil and vicissitudes of life.

The extent of the
seen

again

great

men

in the fact

modifying poAver of the
already referred to, that

mother is
almost all

have descended from mothers remarkable for

their mental endoAvments and

activity. The influence
probably as direct as the mother's, but,
from her peculiar province, hers continues much
longer.
Hence, it is likely, her usually greater share in the pro
duction of a gifted offspring.
When Ave contrast the robust constitution of a
healthy
peasant's child in the country, with the feeble frame of
the child of a delicate mother living in the midst of the
of the father is

MOTEER'S INFLUENCE DURING PREGNANCY.

enervating dissipations
for

a

one

of

a

great city,

moment that chance alone has

and

delicacy

to the

can

given

we
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imagine

health to the

other, and that the mode of life

of the parent has had no share in the result ? Does not
that mother, then, incur a heavy responsibility, Avho
thus, Avhether from wilful ignorance or from the selfish

pursuit of pleasure, perils the health and permanent hap
piness of her offspring ? From the moment of concep
tion it is the paramount duty of the mother to endeavor
to maintain, by every means in her power, the highest
state of mental and bodily health of which her constitu
tion is susceptible ; and this is the more binding upon
her, since its performance involves no sacrifice Avorthy of
the name none Avhich will not be amply compensated
by its favorable effects on her own health, as well as on
—

that of her infant.

By many women pregnancy is regarded Avith alarm, as
period full of danger, and doubtful in its result. But
it is a consolation to knoAV that this period is not natu
rally dangerous, and is rendered so only, or chiefly, by
neglect or mismanagement on the part of the mother
herself.
If, regardless of the future, she neglects, as
the ordinary laAvs of health, or gives Avay to
do,
many
indolent inactivity, to the excitement of passion, to dis
sipation, and the indulgence of appetite, it is not surpris
ing that she should suffer more seriously than if she
a

Avere

not

pregnant.

But,

as

mothers often

err

from

ignorance alone, it is of the greatest importance that
they should be made acquainted with the relation betAveen their conduct during pregnancy and the health
of their offspring.
It is true that instances may be adduced, in which
a
dying mother has given birth to a well-grown

even

and

robust-looking

child ; but these

rare

cases,

even

if
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admitted in their broadest

izing

the much

in whom

are women

kind exerts

pended
energies

are

in its

aspect,

are

frequent opposite
severe

far from neutral
There
instances.

and fatal disease of

little effect

the

a

local

general

sys

others in whom the disease itself is

sus

comparatively

There

tem.

more

PREGNANCY.

course

on

pregnancy, and the Avhole
concentrated, as it were, on the

during

of the

body are
complete the evolution

of the

being ; and
malady regains its
This happens fre
force,
in
The
infant
consumption.
quently
may then be, and
sometimes is, comparatively healthy, or grows up so Avhen
carefully treated and put to a healthy nurse. But in
stead of disproving the mother's influence, such cases
establish it more clearly.
If, Avhen the progress of con
is
sumption interrupted during pregnancy, the mother in
consequence enjoys a far higher degree of health and
energy than before, what stronger proof can there be of
the reality of her influence on her offspring than that the
unborn child participates in her reneAved health and
strength, and at length comes into the Avorld Avith a

womb,

to

the

effected, the
and hurries to a fatal end.

moment

neAV

this is

much better chance of life than if the mother's disease

had

never

been

suspended ?

The children of scrofulous parents also
regarded as exceptions to the principle of
fluence ; and it is

present

an

quite

true

that,

as

frequently
hereditary in
children, they often

appearance of health which is

are

apt

to deceive

superficial or inexperienced observer. They may be so
plump, well-grown, and rosy-complexioned, as to present
the very picture of health. But beneath all this fair and
promising surface lurk too often a softness and delicacy
of structure, and an
excitability of the system, which
a

indicate the absence of real stamina.

generally

shoot up,

tall, thin,

and

Such children

impressionable,

or
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become full, heavy, and languid ; falling victims
or later to the
very parental infirmity Avhich, in
their earlier childhood, seemed least likely to attack them.

they

sooner

being thus influential on
Avell-being of her offspring, the importance of con
tributing in every possible way to her health, comfort,
and cheerfulness, especially during pregnancy, is surely
This, however, must be done by rational
very obvious.
observance of the laAvs which regulate the exercise of the
various functions, and not by the foolish indulgence of
her Avhims. Gloomy, painful, and harassing impressions
ought to be guarded against, and good-natured equa
nimity and cheerfulness cultivated by all around her.
The condition of the mother

the

Let it be her constant aim to engage in healthful and
invigorating occupation, which shall afford a AAdiolesome
stimulus to her intellectual and moral faculties, and pre
vent her attention from dwelling too much upon herself.
In her leisure hours let her seek some rational and in

vigorating exercise of mind and body, and be on her
guard against giving Avay to caprice of temper, to the
temptations of indolence, to endless novel-reading, or to
any form of social dissipation. In very feAV instances does
it become advisable to cease from engaging in the ordin
ary duties of the family, or to change such habits of life as
have been found by experience to be healthful.
Among
the circumstances which require attention during
preg
nancy, even more than at any other time, may be men
tioned breathing a free, pure air ; sleeping in a well-aired
room, on a bed not so soft as to induce relaxation, and
either Avithout

curtains,

or

Avith curtains

never

closely

dnnvn ; regular daily exercise in the open air ; and great
attention to personal cleanliness, to dress, diet, and all

the

ordinary

conditions of health.

most of these in my other

Having

treated of

works, I shall confine myself at

DIET DURING PREGNANCY.
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present, to such modifications of them
to the state

of

of pregnancy, and shall

apply peculiarly
subject

as

begin

Avith the

DIET.

DIET

DURING

PREGNANCY.

A notion is very prevalent, that an unusual supply of
nourishing food is required during pregnancy, on account

rapid development of the child. In some instances
general health, digestive poAvers, and appe
tite, improve during gestation, an increased allowance of
food is necessary and advantageous. But in the great
majority of cases, where no such improvement takes
place, and the appetite is already more vigorous than the
powers of digestion, nothing but mischief can folloAV from
an increased diet.
When, therefore, during pregnancy,
the health is good and the appetite natural, there is no
need whatever of increasing the quantity or altering the
quality of the food which is found by experience to agree
with the constitution, nor can anything but harm ensue
from attempting to support the strength" by too nutri
of the

in Avhich the

"

tious

a

diet.

When, from mistaken vieAVS, a change is made from
a plain and
nourishing diet to full and generous living,
and especially if the usual exercise is diminished, a state
of fulness, no less dangerous to the mother than injurious
to the embryo, is apt to be induced, or is
preveuted only
by the digestive poAvers giving way which leads to
much suffering from nausea, heartburn, flatulence, inordi
nate craving, weakening perspiration, and other
unpleas
ant symptoms.
Where digestion continues
unimpaired,
—

and the

system,

a

of nourishment is taken into the
sense of
oppression ensues, Avhich
leads to mischief when not
relieved

superfluity

fulness Avith

infallibly
either by nature

or

by

art.

timeously
Occasionally, bleeding

from

DIE T D URING PRE GNA NC Y.

the

nose or

lungs,

from

or

piles,

removes

the
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impending

danger. At other times it may be necessary to draw
blood from a vein ; now and then Nature seeks relief by

attempting
the Avomb

to

—

discharge from
imprudence on the part of the
miscarriage, to the risk of her life. In

re-establish the customary

in which

case

mother may induce
short, the fulness thus induced must have vent

where ; and it Avill

weakness,

or

on

some

some

the existence of any local
accidental circumstance, how and

depend

on

effected, and with Avhat extent or
accompanied. To the child, no less

Avhere the relief shall be

danger

it shall be

parent, its consequences are injurious, not only
the risk of premature birth, but by affecting the
future soundness of the child's constitution ; and hence
than to the

through

solemn moral

herself

&

duty

of the mother not to

place
which, while defeat
voluntarily
ing her fondest hopes of happiness, and leaving her a prey
to broken health and enduring regret, may permanently
impair the constitution of her offspring.
But in avoiding one error we must be careful not to
run into the opposite extreme, and sanction an insufficient
diet. Many women in the poorer classes suffer greviously
in this Avay, and, from absolute inability to procure nour
ishing food in due quantity, give birth to feeble and un
healthy children, Avhose life is a scene of suffering, but
Avho, fortunately, seldom long survive. This is one cause
of the physical inferiority of the children of the workingclasses, and the greater mortality observed among them ;
and as it almost necessarily leads to moral inferiority likeAvise, it eminently calls for the serious attention of our
As reasonably may Ave expect fine fruit and
statesmen.
rich harvests from an impoverished soil, as Avell-constituted children from parents exhausted by bodily exertion,
aud insufficiently nourished. It is in A\Torkhouses that

arises

in circumstances
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are
glaring form. These
the children of the lowest, most sickly
From birth they are the

in its most

peopled chiefly by
or most
improvident parents.
worst fed and the most miserably clothed

; hence their
morals im
and
bodies. are stunted and weak, their minds
and
If
in
the
children
paired
any workhouse
degraded.

be contrasted with the children at

even

a common coun

try-school, their physical and mental inferiority will be
conspicuous, and we shall be struck Avith the absence from
their expression of that elasticity and hilarity of spirit
which distinguishes a healthy and happy childhood.
The effects of insufficient diet in impeding the develop
ment of the infant in the mother's

Avomb

certained, that

can

of any

no

doubt of the fact

are so

well

as

exist in the mind

subject for himself;
place, I might point out the
risk which is incurred, by enforcing too rigid economy in
this respect in Avorkhouses, of producing deterioration of
the children, and consequently a future increase of pauper
ism. But I can only allude to the existence of such a
risk, and throAV out a Avarning Avhich those who are
and,

one

were

who has examined the

this

a

proper

interested may aftenvard turn to account.
It is naturally the children of the poor that suffer most
from

nourishment of the parent during preg
but
those
of the richer classes also suffer from it,
nancy ;
in
a different
The system is duly nourished
though
Avay.
only when food proper in itself is also
;

inadequate

properly digested
digestion be imperfect, no food, however nutritious,
afford a healthy sustenance.
From inattention to
fact, many mothers in the higher ranks give birth to

if the

Avill
this

feeble and

imperfectly-developed

children.

Indulging

in

ceases

to

every luxury, they eat unseasonably, and often
largely,
till the powers of the stomach are
exhausted, and diges
tion becomes so much impaired that the food
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nourish.

As

regards

the
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infant, the result is the

same

Avhether the Avant of nourishment arises from deficient
food

or

imperfect digestion ;
incumbent

strongly
being, for

on

and hence the

the mother to act like

a

duty

so

rational

her infant's sake if not for her

OAvn.
Morally
culpable on her part to starve the
infant before birth by voluntarily impairing her poAver of
nourishing it, as by refusing it food after it is born.
In all instances, the great aim ought to be to adapt the
kind and quantity of nourishment to the wants of the in
dividual and the state of the digestive organs.
Following
this rule, we shall find that while, in general, no increase
in the quantity of food is required during pregnancy,
there are nevertheless many Avomen who enjoy a higher
degree of health in the married state, and especially
during pregnancy, than they did before, and in Avhom the
appetite is increased only because digestion and the other
organic functions are carried on Avith greater vigor. In
such cases, an improved diet is not only safe, but natural,
and even necessary ; care being taken, hoAvever, not to
push it so far as to impair the amended tone of the sys
tem.
By a little attention, the proper limit can in gen
eral be easily determined. So long as healthy actiArity of
mind and body, aptitude for exercise, and regularity of
the animal functions continue unimpaired, there is no
thing to fear ; but if oppression, languor, or other indica
tions of constitutional disorder begin to shoAV themselves,
no time should be lost in
effecting the necessary restric

considered, it is

as

tions in diet.
At

period

no

moderation and
the

use

nancy.
tible of

of life is it

so

in this

important

to

observe

and to avoid

simplicity
respect,
heating food and stimulants, as during preg
Not only is the system then unusually suscep
impressions, and apt to be disordered by the

of
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slightest

causes, but in

Avomen

companied by

craving

sometimes leads to
It

food.

requires

and

excess

much

a nervous

in the

good

constitution

peculiar irritability, ac
capricious appetite, which

the stomach is often the seat of
a

of
a

sense

use

of both Avine and

and self-denial

on

the

part of the mother to resist these morbid cravings.
During the latter stages of pregnancy the risk from thi
cause is greatly increased ; and to a long-existing intestina

derangement, produced by a redundant and heterogene
diet, Dr. Eberle justly ascribes a peculiar and highly
dangerous affection, resembling puerperal fever, which
comes on soon after delivery, and is often characterized
by a remarkable sinking of the vital poAvers.* In cases
of this kind, the disordered health before parturition is
not so striking as to arrest the attention of ordinary ob
servers, though perfectly obvious to experienced eyes;
and when, after delivery, danger declares itself, it is
viewed Avith surprise and alarm, although it might have
been foreseen, and to a considerable extent prevented by
a wise
regimen and due attention to the action of the
ous

boAvels.

longings for extraordinary kinds of food,
ought to be exercised. Such longings
rarely occur in a healthy woman of a Avell-constituted
mind. Indeed, they are almost peculiar to delicate, ner
vously-irritable Avomen, who have been accustomed to
much indulgence, and have no Avholesome occupation to
fill up their time. Hence, the right way to treat them
is, not to yield to every neAV desire, but to provide proper
objects of interest to the intellect and feelings, and to
give the stomach the plain and mild food which alone,
in its weakened state, it is able to digest. In very capriIn

much

regard

to

caution

Eberle

on

the Diseases and

Physical Education

of Child
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cases, it is sometimes prudent to
the
but
even then the main object
;
temporarily
yield
means of cure
ought never to be lost sight of.

cious and confirmed

—

—

If the

mind

only enlightened enough to
effect can take place Avith
out some cause, knoAvn or unknoAvn, producing it, many
evils from which we now suffer might easily be avoided.
If women could be convinced that, as a general rule, the
danger attending confinement in childbed is in propor
tion to the previous sound or unsound condition of the
system, and to good or bad management at the time, they
would be much more anxious than they are to conform to

act

on

public

were

the conviction that

the laws of

no

health, both for their

sake,

and for the

largely

committed

own

sake of the child whose welfare is

so

to their trust.

pregnancy, the great aim, for the sake of both
and child, ought to be to sustain the general

During
parent

health in the
attain

this,

highest

the mother

tions and mode of

life,

state of

ought

efficiency.

In order to

to pursue her usual

if these

in

voca

Avith the

harmony
Regular daily exercise, cheerful occu
pation and society, great cleanliness, moderate diet, pure
air, early hours, clothing suitable to the season, and
healthy activity of the skin, are all more essential than
ever, because now the permanent welfare of another being
are

laAvs of health.

is

at

stake,

in addition to that of the mother.

Conducted Avith strict attention to these rules, the first
pregnancy may become a means, not only* of improving
.

present health and securing that of her
child, but of giving her a higher degree of permanent

the mother's

enjoyed before her pregnancy. On
hand, neglect of the laws of health during
period, by delicate women, especially when they

health than she
the other

this
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have been married young, very often lays the foundation
of increased delicacy during the remainder of life.
ARRANGEMENT OF

DRESS

DURING PREGNANCY.

haATe

For many years past, common-sense and science
combined to wage Avar against custom and fashion on the
subject of female dress, particularly tight-lacing and the
with only partial
glimmering perception has
object for which the restraint
begun
be
more
is undergone may
certainly attained by folloAving
the dictates of nature and reason than by mechanical
compression ; and if this important truth shall make Avay,
fashion will ultimately be enlisted on the right side, and
the beautiful forms of nature be preferred to the deformi
ties of misdirected art. Already a better acquaintance
use

of

unyielding

success.

corsets ; but hitherto

Of late, hoAvever,
to prevail, that the

a

of the animal economy, added to the
experience, has convinced many
surest
mothers that the
Avay to deform the figure, and
Avith the laAvs

lamentable lessons of

prevent gracefulness of carriage, is
and

impede

of stiff and
to

the free

expansion

tight stays

; and that

both is to follow the

improve
by the use

not

of

tight

Avish to

see

these

reproduced

the most effectual way
It was
course.

were
we

prohibit exercise,
by the use

opposite

bands and

forms of Greece and Rome

to

of the chest

stays that the classic
fashioned, and if we

must

secure

freedom of

action of the Avhole muscular system.
If the body be
allowed fair plqy, the spine will groAV up straight and
firm, but at the same time graceful and pliant, and the
rest of the figure will develop itself Avith freedom and
elegance ; Avhile the additional advantage will be gained,
of the highest degree of health and vigor
compatible
with the original constitution. Hence, it ought to be
the first duty of the young wife Avho has reason to be-
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lieve herself pregnant, to take
dress

as

to avoid the

abdomen,
tion.

and thus

I need

care

to arrange her

so

slightest compression

secure

only add,
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of the chest

or

the utmost freedom of

respira
tight lacing do
the compression, by
the breasts and nip

that the evils of

not end Avith the birth of the child ;

preventing the full development of
ples, renders them unfit to furnish that nourishment on
Avhich the life of the infant may entirely depend. And
yet it is only Avhen absolutely compelled to give Avay as
pregnancy
sets

advances, that many

sufficiently

remove

to admit of

the unnatural

Avomen

common

loosen their

breathing-space,

obstacles of steel

or

cor

and

Avhalebone

experience has shown to be so injurious-.
strongly advocate the bringing up of young
the use of such ill-judged support, I by no
Avithout
girls
means recommend that delicate mothers, to Avhom
long
which

While I

corsets necessary, should at once
them aside, although I have known this done Avith
manifest advantage. They ought, hoAvever, to substitute
custom has rendered

lay

thin whalebone blades for the stiff steel in

common

use,

and be very careful to Avear them sufficiently loose to
admit of the free enlargement and ascent of the womb.

If this

precaution

be

neglected,

both mother and infant

may be seriously injured, the labor rendered
cult, and ruptures or other ailments induced.

more

diffi

To afford

the necessary support during the latter months of preg
nancy, a broad elastic bandage worn round the body
will often be of great service; but every approach to
undue pressure should be scrupulously avoided.
EXERCISE.

Nothing

contributes

state of health

recovery after

more

than exercise to

a

sound

during gestation, and to a safe and easy
delivery. With ordinary care, walking
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with excellent
may be continued almost to the last hour,
effect upon all the functions. In this respect the queen
has set an example to her subjects, and her easy labors

rapid recoveries have been in a great measure oAvmg
to her systematic observance of daily active exercise in
the open air during the whole period of gestation. Many
evidences, indeed, prove that the degree of danger attend
ing pregnancy depends very much on the mother herself.
Child-bearing is a natural and not a morbid process;
and in the facility with Avhich healthy, regular-living
women pass through it, we have abundant evidence that
the Creator did not design it to be necessarily a time of
of life and
great suffering and danger. Where the mode
the habitual occupations of the mother are rational, the
more closely she can adhere to them during pregnancy
the better will it be for herself, and consequently also for

and

her infant.

early part of the day ought to be selected for
exercise, especially in winter. Driving in an open car
riage is a very useful addition to Avalking, but ought
never to supersede it.
The

BATHING.
are important aids to health
during gestation. Hence the
propriety of having recourse to tepid bathing, especially
in the case of women whose nervous system is unusually
excitable. It promotes the healthy action of the skin,

Cleanliness and fresh air

at all

times, but doubly

so

excitement, tends to prevent internal con
in every Avay conducive to health.
is
and
A
gestion,
bath, at the temperature of 94° to 96° Fahrenheit, once
a Aveek during pregnancy, will in most cases be found

abates

nervous

very beneficial.

ciently long
be taken

As

a

rule,

a

quarter of an hour is suffi
should never

to remain in the bath ; and it

soon

after

a

meal.
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Other circumstances

might be mentioned as influencing
indirectly that of the child ;
but as they affect her only in common Avith other people,
and so come under the head of the general laws of health,
I shall not now enlarge upon them. Sensible people,
who have never thought on the subject, may be surprised
the mother's

health,

and

at the earnestness with which I

have recommended atten

tion to the mother's state, as the surest Avay of securing
the health of the child ; but if they will observe and
reflect upon what is passing around them, they will see
many proofs of the principle which I have been enforc

ing,

and find

reason

to admit the

importance

of its prac

tical results.
MANAGEMENT OF

THE

BREASTS.

All undue pressure,

by stays or othenvise, should be
avoided,
carefully
especially over the nipples, as the skin
extremely delicate and sensitive. The
carefully examined by a medical
man a month or
longer before the termination of a first
pregnancy, as it occasionally happens that one or both
nipples are compressed and flattened, and artificial means
may be necessary to develop them sufficiently to enable
the child to suck. Neglect of this precaution may pre
vent an otherwise healthy mother from suckling her child,
and also give rise to inflammations, often ending in pain
covering

them is

breasts should also be

ful abscesses of the breast.

CHAPTER III.
GREAT

MORTALITY IN

ABLE

CAUSES,

AND

PRODUCED BY

INFANCY

INCREASED

REMOV

BY PARENTAL

IGNO

RANCE.

When

we

learn from incontestable evidence that be

one-third and

tween

a

half of all the children ushered

into the Avorld die Avithin the first five years after birth,
the natural conclusion is, that such a frightful result can

only from great and Avide-spread errors in the
ordinary management of the young ; and this inference is
arise

confirmed Avhen

animals Avhich

we

most

further consider that among those
man in their general

nearly resemble

structure, but differ from him in being
natural instinct in the treatment of their
such

mortality

is to be met Avith.

Did it

guided by a
offspring, no
occur

in wild

regions only, it might seem a natural con
of
the
hardships by Avhich infancy is there sur
sequence
rounded. But the startling circumstance is, that it hap
pens in the midst of comfort and civilization, precisely
Avhere knowledge and the means of protection are sup
posed to abound ; and it is only from our .being so much
and barbarous

accustomed to its

prise,

and

comes

occurrence

to be

that it excites

virtually

considered'

so

little

as a

sur

part of

the established and unalterable order of Nature.
As the
first step toward preventing or curing an evil is to obtain
a

clear

perception

of its existence and nature, I think it

advisable to adduce such evidence
64

as

may

satisfy even the
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skeptical, that the rate of infant mortality is both
excessively high, and capable of being greatly reduced
by judicious management. If these points be satisfactorily
established, we shall be enabled to resume our inquiry
into the means of improvement Avith increased interest
and a greater probability of success.

most

ENORMOUS

MORTALITY AMONG INFANTS.

About the middle of the last

century the London work

presented the astounding result of twenty-three
deaths in every twenty-four infants under the age of one
year! For a long time this frightful devastation was
allowed to go on, as a thing beyond the reach of human
remedy. But Avhen, at last, in consequence of a parlia
mentary inquiry, an improved system of management was
introduced, the proportion of deaths speedily fell from
houses

2,600 to 450 a year. Here, then, was an annual loss in
those institutions alone, of 2,150 lives, attributable, not to
any unalterable decree of Providence (as some are dis
posed to contend, as an excuse for their own negligence),

but to the

ignorance, indifference, or cruelty of man !
Even in the present century, with all our boasted im
provements, the mortality of infancy has continued to be
enormous.
To prove this, I need only refer to the statis
tical returns contained in the Annual

Reports of Births,
Deaths, and Marriages in England, presented to Parlia
ment by the Registrar-General. In the very first of these
reports it is recorded that, of the total deaths which took
place in England and Wales in 1838, nearly one-third
occurred under two years of age ! This, be it remarked,
not a year selected for any unusual fatality, but Avas

was

merely the
its general

first in which
results

are

registration Avas established ; and
by the experience of sub

confirmed

sequent years, and also of other countries.
5

Thus the
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English

for 1841 show

returns

a

out of

MORTALITY.

mortality,

total of

under tA\o

343,847 deaths,

years of age, of 101,478
being rather more than 29 per cent. In Belgium, again,
where the population enjoys a high degree of domestic
comfort and general intelligence, the earlier returns
in every ten infants born alive died within
month ; Avhile at the end of five years, only 5,733

showed that
the first

one

out of every

10,000,

little

or

more

than

one-half,

In Manchester and Salford matters

vived.*
worse

a

; for it appears, from the

that out of

Report,
city in the

9,276

were

Registrar-General's

sur

still

Second

deaths Avhich occurred in that

June 30, 1839, 2,384, or about
one-fourth, were of infants under one year ; 3,680, or more
than one-third, under two years ; and 5,145, or consider
ably more than a half, under five years of age ! f
From such facts as these, corroborated as they are by
more

year

recent

tries, |
active,

ending

statistics furnished

by

this and other

coun

plain that many causes of destruction are still
even in those parts of Europe where science has

it is

made the greatest advances, and where the treatment of
the young is considered the most rational.
CAUSES

OF

MORTALITY.

Considering, then, that so great a mortality prevails in
infancy, even under what are apparently the most favor
able circumstances, we are met by the question Is this
mortality a necessary result of the arrangements of
Divine Providence, which we can do nothing to modify ;
or does it, on the contrary, proceed
chiefly from secondary
—

*

vol.

j%

"

Queteletsur

l'Homme et le

pp. 161-167 ; Paris, 1835.
See Appendix C.

i.,

Ibid.

DeVeloppement

de

ses

Facultes,"
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control, and

render innocuous,
which Ave may partially obviate,
nature of the
the
with
ourselves
acquainted
by making
infantile constitution, and adapting our conduct to the
or even

hnvs

or

conditions under which its different functions

are

intended to act?

Now, if we ponder the facts above stated, there will, I
think, be little difficulty in determining that this appal
waste of infant life is not a necessary and intended
result of the Divine arrangements, but is occasioned
chiefly, though not wholly, by human ignorance and mis-

ling

may be expected to diminish in propor
knoAvledge and practice improve that is to
say, in proportion as Ave shall discover and conform to the
laAvs Avhich the Creator has established for our guidance
and preservation. Ample confirmation of this view will
be found if Ave contrast the rate of mortality in infancy
among the poor Avith that among the rich ; the mortality
in densely-peopled manufacturing toAvns with Avhat is
found in the open country ; the proportion of deaths
which formerly occurred with that which now occurs in
public hospitals ; and above all, the enormous waste of
life in foundling hospitals where the natural food of the

mangement, and

tion

—

as our

—

child and the watchful solicitude of the mother
drawn

with the

are

Avith-

comparatively small mortality in private
where
these
families,
advantages are enjoyed. This com
I
shall
now
parison
proceed shortly to make.
It has already appeared (Chapter II.) how greatly the
condition of infants is affected by the degree of health and
comfort enjoyed by the mother during pregnancy. Where
this is the most favorable, there will the offspring, in
ordinary circumstances, be the most healthy, and most
capable of resisting hurtful influences. On the contrary,
where bad health and misery predominate during preg—
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run
by the child, and the pro
nancy, the greatest risk is
dead is much higher than
born
children
of
even
portion
stand at
usual. As
many of the com

present,

things

the necessaries of life, are beyond
the reach of the poorer classes a circumstance neces
the chances of life to their infants. In

forts, and

some

of

even

—

sarily diminishing
large towns the want of- fresh air in overcrowded dwel
lings adds fearfully to the rate of infant mortality .* But
premature death must be added the
prevalent in manufacturing towns
practice,
and districts, of administering large and frequent doses
of laudanum to infants, in order to keep them quiet dur

to these

sources

of

baneful

too

their mother's absence at the

practice
same time
annually destroys thousands,
perverts or uproots those natural feelings of tenderness
and affection which are the best guardians of infant

ing

factory

—

a

and at the

which

health.
An instructive

example

of the extent to which infant

may be diminished by rational treatment, will
be found in an abstract given by the late Dr. Joseph

mortality

Clarke from the

Register

of the

Lying-in-Hospital

of

Dublin ; in which it is stated that, at the conclusion of
1782, out of 17,650 infants born alive, 2,944, or nearly
every sixth child, died within the first fortnight. This
extraordinary fatality seemed to Dr. Clarke to be caused
chiefly by the great impurity of the air in the wards ;
and, by adopting means calculated to insure better ven
tilation, the number of deaths was speedily reduced to
only 419 out of 8,033, or about one in 19£, instead of one
in six ! During the seven years when Dr. Collins was
master of the

same institution, the cases of trismus were
reduced, by still further improvements in ventilation and

*

See Appendix D.
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increased attention to cleanliness, to so low an average as
or four yearly ; Avhereas, in 1 782,
they caused nine-

three

teen-tAventieths of the deaths.*

In

1859, Dr. McClin-

at that time master of the

hospital, stated that a
death from trismus then occurred only once or twice a
year, and that the sanitary condition of the establish
A more striking proof of the
ment Avas satisfactory .f
fatal effects of impure air and the contrary on infant life
could scarcely be adduced.

tock,

VALUE OF SANITARY MEASURES.

Having
be reduced
the

thus shoAvn how

greatly

infant

mortality

by good management, I might

experience

of

may

next refer to

for conclusive evi

foundling hospitals

dence of the destructive influence of-bad treatment where
the

outcasts

unhappy

are

deprived

of

a

mother's care,

and suffer many of the inconveniences by which health
is most easily affected and life destroyed. But it will be
sufficient to adduce the

of orphans, who, next to
unfortunately situated for the
preservation and enjoyment of life, and among whom
consequently, other conditions being equal, the mortality

foundlings,

case

the most

are

is much greater than among children who
a mother's care, and
cherished Avith

Avith

Yet it is not less instructive than

affection.

observe how much it is

possible

to

are
a

tended

mother'3

cheering

rational treatment, even for that unfortunate class.
this we have a remarkable example in the Orphan
lum of

opened
*

Albany

in the State of NeAV

in the end of 1829 with about

Collins's

don, 1836.
f Letter

"

Practical Treatise

to the

editor, July 18,

on

1859.

to

do, by kind and
Of

Asy

York, which was
seventy children,

Midwifery,"

p.

513 ; Lon
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to August, 1836, subsequently
the first three years, while
During
eighty.
the management was imperfect, from four to six children
and sometimes more, were constantly on the sick-list;

but Avhere the average up
amounted to

one

or

was

in

tAVO assistant

regular

nurses were

attendance tAvice

the deaths amounted to between
one

in every month.

necessary ;
or

thirty

thrice

a

physician

week

a

and forty,

or

At the end of this time

;

and

nearly
an

im

and notwith

adopted,
proved system of treatment
standing the disadvantages inseparable from
was

the

orphan
highest de
soon entirely va
gree satisfactory. "The nursery was
cated, and the services of the nurse and physician no
longer needed ; and, for more than two years, no case of
sickness or death took place. In the succeeding twelve
months there were three deaths, but they Avere neAV in
mates, and diseased when they were received, and two
of them were idiots." The superintendents further state,
that, "since the new regimen has been fully adopted,
there has been a remarkable increase of health, strength,
activity, vivacity, cheerfulness, and contentment among the
children. The change of temper is also very great. They
have become less turbulent, irritable, peevish, and dis
contented, and far more manageable, gentle, peaceable,

state of the

children,

the results

and kind to each other."

Avere

in the

*

Surely, then, while we contrast the health and com
enjoyed by the poor orphans under one system of
treatment, with the sickness, sorrow, and loss of life in
flicted on them by the other, we are forced to admit that
fort

parents themselves are in a great measure the arbiters of
their children's fate, and that a
heavy responsibility at

taches to those among them who
*

Alcott

on

Vegetable Diet,

p. 2 IT ;

carelessly
Boston,

U.

undertake

S.,

1838.
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trust, without any attempt to

qualify themselves
adequate discharge of its duties. I am anxious
to impress this upon the reader, because it is only under
a conviction that it is possible to avert many of the evils
a

for the

which afflict the young, that an active interest can be
felt in investigating the origin of these, and assiduously
the

using

required

means

for their

prevention

and

re

If any of the diseases which commonly destroy
life in infancy can be warded off by proper care and good
moval.

treatment

parent

means so

as

—

can

the above

example strikingly shows no
inquiry by what
may be accomplished -nothing
—

remain indifferent to the

desirable

an

end

—

Avhere its consequences

so evi
justify neglect
serious.
dently
It may be argued that the examples which I have
given are extreme cases, and that no such mismanage
ment or fatality occurs in strictly private life.
Most of
them, certainly, are extreme cases ; but on that very
account they have been selected, as showing all the more
incontestably how extensive the sphere of our influence
is, and hoAV important it is to the young that our manage

can

ment

are

of them should be in strict accordance with the

nature

health..

of the infant constitution and with the laws of
But

though

it be in

hospitals

and other institu

tions for children that the most fearful results of bad
treatment occur,

we

must not

infer that the records of

unstained with similar errors, and
that among the wealthier classes nothing more can be
done for the preservation of infant health and life. On

family practice

are

the contrary, Ave have too good reason to believe that,
among the best-educated classes, many lives are cut short

by mismanagement in infancy, which might be saved if
the parents possessed in time a portion of that knoAvledge
and practical sense which dire experience sometimes im
presses upon them when too late.
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grand principle, therefore, Avhich both parents and
medical men ought to have ever before their eyes, is, that
The

human life

was

not intended to be

extinguished at

its very

dawn,
early extinction, whenever this occurs,
is the result of previously-existing causes, some of which
might have been discovered and removed, while others
might have been entirely or partially counteracted. This
and that its

duty of parents obviously is to
acquainted with the general nature and
treatment
of
the infant constitution, that they may
proper
not unnecessarily risk the welfare of their children, and
their own peace of mind, upon the mere chance of find
ing well-qualified substitutes in a lower and still more
imperfectly educated class than their own. To the rightminded mother, the management and training of her
children ought to appear in the same light as the exercise
of a profession. It is her natural and special vocation ;
and she is as much bound to fit herself for the discharge
being

the case, the first

make themselves

of its

duties,

as

exercise of the

the father is

profession by

to prepare himself for the

which he is to

provide

for

their support.
But it may be

asked, Where is the necessary informa
obtained, seeing that none such is taught to
school or at home, and that few treatises fit for

tion to be

girls

at

their

perusal

to be met with ?

This

difficulty is not
including such in
struction in the education of women, and the possibility
of giving it intelligibly, have as yet been strongly per
ceived by only a few, and little has been done to supply
without force.

the want.

day

more

are

The desirableness of

Now, however, the omission is becoming every
widely recognized, and several works, more or

less suited to the purpose, have made their appearance.
But as none of them embraces all that I conceive to be

required,

I have ventured

on

the present

attempt

to sup-
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the necessary information in a plain and intelligible
way, not Avith the view of superseding other Avorks, but of
adding to their acknowledged utility.

ply

The

folloAving important remarks, the
experience, Avill form a
present chapter :

Simon's extensive
to the
"

result of Mr.
fit conclusion

The death-rates of young children are among the most
studies in sanitary science, not only on their

important

account, but as affording a very sensitive test of the
sanitary circumstances of the district. Where infants are
own

are most
apt to be sickly ;
struggle through a scrofulous
childhood to realize an abortive puberty, they beget a
still sicklier brood than themselves less capable of labor,
and less susceptible of education feeble in body and
mind. A high local mortality of children almost neces
sarily denotes a high local prevalence of those causes
which determine a degeneration of the race."*

most

apt

to

die, the survivors

and where the children

—

—

*

Introductory Report on "Papers relating to the Sanitary
people of England, by E. Headlam Greenhow, M. D."
By John Simon, Esq., the Medical Officer of the Privy Council.
State of the

CHAPTER IV.
INFANT HEALTH NOT

ACCIDENTAL,
FIXED

In this

ligible

chapter

BUT

I shall endeavor to

account of the infant

DEPENDENT ON

LAWS.

give

such

an

intel

constitution and of the chief

by which infant health is influenced, as may
practically useful in the hands of every parent of
ordinary capacity. In the choice of the subjects, and in
the manner of treating them, I shall endeavor at once to
embrace every important truth, and to avoid offending
even the most sensitive delicacy ; and wherever I may fall
short of my aim, I shall rely on the indulgence of the
conditions

be

reader, who, I trust, will make alloAvance for the difficul
ties

inseparable

from the

From the evidence

subject.
just adduced (Chapter III.),

the

conclusion is irresistible that the health and life of the
infant

depend essentially
subjected, and

which it is

is surrounded.

on

the kind of

management

the circumstances

Where both these

are

by

to

which it

favorable, the child

enjoy the highest degree of health of which its natural
susceptible ; but where the management is
the
child's
or
situation unfavorable, its life and health
bad,
will be correspondingly precarious.
In practice, the principle implied in the
foregoing pro
positions admits of many most useful applications, and
on this account it is that I am so anxious to
impress it
It alone explains the progress which has
on the reader.
will

constitution is
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been

already

made in

us

infant

diminishing

to renewed

encourages
and death will be averted from
as we

harmony
are

laws

infancy

shall succeed in
the Creator.

has been

ment
ance

Much

improved

mains to be done ;

regard

bringing

with the laws of the human

of

mortality,

and

exertion, in the belief that dis

ease

tion
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of

and when

as

late,

infancy
our

in propor

treatment into

constitution, which

the management of
a
great deal yet re

we

consider how little

has been hitherto

of the conditions
of the animal

thence arisen,

we

paid to the discovery or fulfil
required for the healthy perform

functions, and how much disease has

cannot but

look forward Avith

the time when the

of

hope

to

shall be

principles
physiology
taught in every elementary school, and become a living
guide to the parent as well as the physician, in directing
the

management of the young.
CAUSE

Let it

timely

never

death

OF

be

are

DISEASE

AND

forgotten, then,

the

results,

DEATH.

that disease and

not of

or

simply of neglecting
healthy action of the vari
ous
organs of the body to depend, and Avhich have there
fore been appropriately named the organic laws. When
these conditions are fulfilled, health is preserved ; when
they are infringed, the action of some organ is impeded
in other words, disease begins. Thus,
or disordered
when a fit of indigestion is occasioned by excessive eat
ing or drinking, the disorder proceeds from infringe
ment of that law Avhich requires as a prerequisite of
healthy digestion, that the food and drink be adapted in
quantity and quality to the state of the constitution,
abstract
on

necessity,

but

un

of any
the conditions

chance,

which God has decreed the

—

mode of

life, and powers of the stomach.

In like

ner, when inflammation of the eye is excited

man

by long

ex-
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the dis
posure to a very bright or concentrated light,
turbance arises from disregarding the law that light
must bear a certain relation to the natural constitution

light either too
through glasses
disperse the rays of

If we exercise the eye Avith a
of the eye.
intense or too feeble, or look continuously

calculated either to concentrate
in

or

higher degree than that to which the eye is
disorder of its structure is sure to follow ; and,

light
adapted,
so long as
shall

use

a

the deranging cause is allowed to operate, we
in vain the best-devised treatment for the cure

of the disease.

But the moment

we

adapt

the

light

and

the exercise to the altered state of the organ, so as to
give due scope to the preservative powers of Nature, the
very same treatment may speedily succeed, because noAV
the laws of the function are conformed to. Equally vain

is the attempt to cure indigestion by doses of medicine,
without fulfilling the requisite conditions of health of the
stomach

deranged

by adapting

the diet and mode of life to its

state.

In every instance, then, we must inquire Avhat the
of bad health is, and what organs are chiefly im
plicated. In infancy, for example, convulsions are fre
cause

and if, without

attempting to dis
merely prescribe for the convul
sions themselves, Ave shall not only often fail to arrest
them, but probably leave their causes in full operation,
Avhen it may be easy, by the removal of these, to prevent
quent and dangerous
cover

their

origin,

;

we

of the fits. Thus, one cause of convul
breathing impure air, another is the irritation of
teething, and a third is improper diet ; so long, there
fore, as fresh air is withheld, or the irritation of the
gums unallayed, or the diet ill-adapted to the child, our
the

recurrence

sions is

attempts

to remove the

appointment.

disorder must terminate in dis
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CAUSES OF BAD HEALTH.

CAUSE OF BAD HEALTH IN INFANCY.

In the

same

way, all the

causes

of disease

are

infringe

ments of the conditions of health of some organ or
to discover
organs of the body ; and were it in our power

the Avhole of these conditions in reference to all the
organs, as Avell as to fulfil them perfectly, we might pre
vent disease altogether, and prolong our lives till the

period of decay. The grand aim, therefore, in
attempting to improve the treatment of infancy, ought
to be, the discovery and fulfilment of the conditions on which
the healthy action of the principal organs depends.
By fixing our attention steadily on this guiding prin
ciple, two excellent practical results will be gained. The
first is, that we shall never witness suffering or disease
without being instantly stimulated to the discovery, re
moval, and future avoidance of its cause ; and the second,
that we shall be kept constantly alive to the influence of
surrounding agents, and thus be led to the earliest detec
tion of errors which, if left long unremedied, might be
fraught with destruction.
To this view of the origin of disease it has been ob
jected, that diseases are specially sent by Providence for
the spiritual benefit of the sufferer, and not with refer
ence to
any physical errors or omissions with which he
be
may
chargeable. But this objection arises from a
narrow
very
conception of the workings of God's provi
dence, and is contradicted by daily and hourly experi
ence, as well as by the habitual conduct of mankind. No
man
capable of observing and reasoning can fail to know
that health is affected by his own conduct, and is under
the influence of fixed laws ; nor is there a
living being
natural

that does not act

faith of this

b.^ing

habitually
the

case.

and

instinctively

on

the

RELIGIOUS ASPECT OF THE SUBJECT.
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It is true that disease and recovery both proceed from
the Divine will, and that, like every other dispensation,
they ought to be made available to moral and religious
the
improvement, as well as to a better observance of
laAvs of health. But it is not less true that the Divine

through secondary causes and according to an
plan, to which we, as intelligent beings, are
plainly required to conform. To know this plan is there
fore of high importance to all, but chiefly to those Avhom

will acts

established

God Himself has intrusted Avith the
family's health and happiness.

guardianship
A natural

whole

exists for every
and, in general,

disease, whether
we

can

It is therefore

tion.

a

sacred

a

see it or not;
careful examina

can

we

discover it

of

cause

by

duty

to

study

the infant

economy, and endeavor to discover the causes of the dis
eases by Avhich infant life is endangered.

In

inculcating

these

views, I

am so

far from

disregard

ing the influence of Divine power, that, on the contrary,
my chief object is to enforce attention to its ever-present
existence, and, by explaining the mode in Avhich it ope
point out the surest Avay of obtaining its aid in
God acts according
to improve our condition.
to an unchanging plan, established by Himself; and to
disregard the rules of conduct which the study of that
plan reveals to be His will Avhen it shows that their observ
ance is indispensable to our happiness, is as
truly to
rebel against His authority as if we were to act at vari
rates, to

attempts

ance

Avith His written commandments.

To understand the

disease,

Ave

must

have

operation of the external causes of
some
acquaintance with the nature

and conditions of the

knowledge, we shall
their healthy action,

bodily functions. Without this
often fail to detect aberrations from
in time to prevent the mischief which

to ensue, and

which, with it, might easily be obvi-

is

sure
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ated.

is

Nothing

parents

more

declare that

to

common

no cause

than for

patients

and

of any kind has been in
is able to trace one of a

where the physician
kind. Nay, it occasionally happens that,
influential
very
from ignorance of the laAvs of the animal economy, the
cannot comprehend the action of a cause Avhen

operation,

parents

it is

pointed

moved,

out to

them, and deliberately leave it

in the belief that it is noAvise

injurious.*

PHYSIOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE

OF

VALUE

unre-

PARENTS.

TO

For this and other reasons, it is very desirable that
parent should possess some knowledge of the struc

every

ture and laws of the animal economy, and

that,

in

laying

improvement of health and the pre
vention of disease, every opportunity should be embraced
by the medical attendant to explain the laws and functions

doAvn rules for the

on

which those rules

are

based, and thus

the

to inculcate

timely attention to every
circumstance likely to derange healthy action. Such shall
be my aim in the following pages.
If Ave try to discover Avhy the children of one family
are almost ahvays healthy, and those of another almost
always ailing, we shall generally succeed in tracing the
result either to the bodily constitution derived from the
utility

of

parents,

a more

or

to

accurate and

difference in the management

a

circumstances of the families.
are

entirely

even
sume

at

a

loss to

or

external

Occasionally, indeed,

we

any sufficient cause ; but
and analogy entitle us to as

assign

in such cases, reason
that causes do exist,

although

we

have

not

suc

ceeded in

Sometimes

from

medical attendant has not

*

discovering them.
vieAV only because the

See Appendix

eases

of

infancy.

E,

for

some

they

account of the most

are

hidden

prevalent

dis
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had sufficient

parents
to

are

opportunity to find
acquainted with

too little

them

out, and the

the animal economy

respects their man
have sometimes been unable,

be able to tell when and in Avhat

agement is imperfect. I
Avhen first called in, to fix upon any error of regimen or
treatment to account for illness, but upon more familiar

acquaintance with the circumstances of the family have
found adequate causes in operation. In no circumstances,
then, ought the medical practitioner to content himself
with getting a few brief answers to questions, nor should
he receive the same statement as always bearing precisely
the same meaning in the mouths of different persons.
Much erroneous practice arises from overlooking the lat
Let the physician interpret with
ter source of error.
caution the statements he receives, and verify them as
much as possible by personal observation. Let him also
make sure that every thing which he recommends is under
stood in the

sense

in which he

means

it ; and frOm time to

investigate personally
general management of
child, without waiting till some glaring error has
been committed, for the correcting of which his assistance
is urgently required. Every sensible parent will duly ap
preciate such attention, and eagerly afford facilities for

time
the

the necessary observation.

the

CHAPTER. V.
ON THE CONSTITUTION

Having

pointed

out

OF

THE INFANT AT BIRTH.

(Chapter I.)

the conditions in

the health of the parents which indirectly affect the
health of the infant at birth, we have noAV to con
sider those

causes

has entered
Before

on an

directly on the
independent existence.

which act

birth, the

infant after it

child may be considered as virtually
organism, for its life and

of the mother's

portion
growth are Avholly dependent
a

on

her.

But when

once

it is ushered into the world, Avhat a vast revolution takes
place ! In an instant it is transferred from unconscious
repose,

From

solitude,

being

and

darkness,

surrounded

by

a

to

life, light, and action.

bland fluid of

unvarying

Avarmth, it
air of
even

a

passes to the rude contact of an ever-changing
lower temperature, and to a rougher touch from

the softest

clothing, than it has ever before sustained.
by the mother's blood, it must now
and digest its oavu food, and throAv out its own
The blood, till now purified and restored through

Previously
take in
Avaste.

nourished

of the mother's system, must henceforth be oxy
genated in the lungs of the child itself. The animal heat,
means

formerly derived from the mother, must no\v be elabo
by the action of its OAvn organs. Hitherto defended
from injury by the mother's sensations and watchfulness,
it must noAV receive external impressions through its own
senses ; through its smiles or its cries, it must now anrated

6
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B2

danger. Such are
early infancy so
period

to her the fact of its

n ounce

safety

or

of

Avhich render the
Avhen their nature is misunderstood and the
treatment is not in harmony Avith the constitution of the
infant. Let us inquire, then, what the peculiarities of its

changes
peril

tlie

fail of

organisms

are, and how the

changes
OF

COMMENCEMENT

Nervous action

tionably

and

are

about.

brought

RESPIRATION.

muscular motion

are

the functions first excited at birth.

unques
From the

moment when the infant ceases to be a part of its mother's
system, the continuance of its life depends on respiration,
or

breathing.

If that

few minutes, it would
can

begin

to

breathe, and

stimulus must be

perative

act.

delayed or suspended for a
perish suffocated. But before it
were

to circulate its

which renders

felt,
Accordingly,

no

than it is roused into action

by

sooner

OAvn

blood, the

breathing

an

im

is the infant born

the sudden and

disagree

able contact of the colder air upon the sensitive nerves of
the skin, and immediately begins to breathe. The excited
of the

sensibility

nervous

system is thus the primary

involuntary impulse which causes the lungs
play, though doubtless the peculiar stimulus arising
from the presence of venous blood in the brain and lungs
also contributes. In order to give the infant this keen
sensibility, and excite immediate reaction through the
source

of the

to

reflex system of nerves, the
developed from the first, and

nervous

filaments

are

Avell

copiously distributed to
the tender skin.
The manner in which they are instru
mental in making respiration begin, will be
easily under
stood if

we

ition from

are

consider the suddenness of the infant's trans
temperature of 98° or 100° to one of 60' or

a

65°, and recollect the panting
lar action of the

and sighing, from irregu
respiratory muscles, which plunging
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cold bath

produces in an adult, especially if delicate
So disagreeably vivid, indeed, is the im
pression made on the child by the cold air, that in most
cases it
immediately begins to cry ; which act, as it con
sists in hurried and irregular breathing, has the advantage
of more quickly and effectually expanding the lungs,
and giving a Avholesome stimulus to the circulation through
their vessels. Hence, crying is always considered a satis
factory sign of a child's vigor at birth.
a

and excitable.

ACUTE

NERVOUS

SENSIBILITY

OF INFANTS.

Another

bility
ternal

important purpose fulfilled by the acute sensi
early infancy is protection from ex
injury. The organism- is then so feeble and deli

of the skin in

cate, that a very trivial cause is sufficient to disturb its
Health. A slight excess of cold or of heat, a little hardness
or

roughness

liness

of its

clothing, any trifling neglect of clean
position, may induce general or

constraint of

or

Hence, if such sources of irritation were
felt by the infant, and felt so acutely as
to force it to sound the alarm for their removal, serious
disease might be induced, or the child might perish Avith
local disease.

not

immediately

out any

previous

But let it

indication that mischief
be

Avas

going

on.

Avhile this great sus
ceptibility of the nervous system is bestowed for the pro
tection of the infant, it necessarily increases the danger
never

forgotten that,

Avhen any morbific cause is allowed to act. Hence the
rapid course, and frequently fatal termination, of many
infantile diseases ; and hence, also, the much greater effi
cacy in early infancy, of preventive than of curative
treatment.

sensibility and muscular motion being thus
the functions next called into action for the pre
servation of life are those performed by the lungs and
Nervous

begun,
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heart

namely, respiration and circulation.
important changes follow instantaneously

three

birth of the infant

:

the excitement of the

expansion of the lungs,
respiration ; and an alteration in

tem to action ; the
ment

the

Thus

—

of

venous

lungs,

blood, Avhich is

instead of

going,

as

on

the

nervous

sys
and establish
the

course

of

made to pass through the
before, directly from the right
now

But there is yet another
life,
formerly provided for by
independent

to the left side of the heart.

condition of
the

parent, which

Supply

of

must

come

play

at birth

the

—

ANIMAL HEAT.

ANIMAL HEAT

A certain

degree

INFANCY.

IN

of heat is essential to the

of all warm-blooded animals.
too

into

well-being
high or

If it is either too

in extreme cases,

low, all the functions suffer, and,

of danger,
organism, that,
within certain limits, it preserves an equality of tempera
ture, whether the heat of the surrounding air be above or
death

soon

Nature has

folloAVS.
so

To obviate these

sources

constituted the human

below its natural standard.

This

temperature in the

healthy adult is about 98°, or about 50° above the aver
hence it is plain that,
age temperature in Great Britain ;
Avithout
would

some

quickly

provision
be cooled

for

producing heat,

doAvn,

even

the

body

in summer, to

a

fatal extent. What, then, is the provision actually made ?
Food is the primary source of animal heat, and the
development and diffusion of this heat are effected by
of digestion, respiration, and circulation. When
supply of food is sufficient, the rapidity with which
animal heat is generated is (other circumstances being
alike) in proportion to the size of the lungs, and the free
dom Avith Avhich they play in a pure and temperate air.
Now, we have only to look at the small chest and feeblymeans

the
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developed lungs of
activity to which it
existence,
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the infant, and the comparative in
is doomed in the early months of

to feel assured that in it this

source

of heat

scanty indeed.

favorably situated in regard to the other
source
nourishing diet ; for the mother's milk
is at first watery and unstimulating, and conduces but
little to the chemical changes by Avhich heat is evolved.
Nor is it
—

a

more

full and

added, that the nervous system also exer
marked, though indirect, influence on the genera

It must be
cises

a

tion of animal heat.
is at

Avork,

Where

during inaction,

as

a

strong

nervous

stimulus

freely evolved ;
always
in sleep, its generation is least rapid.

there heat is

more

yielding to drowsiness when we
exposed to intense cold ; hence also the need of
warmer coverings during sleep than we can bear while
aAvake, and the frequency of colds induced by falling
asleep in the open air, unprotected by additional cloth
ing. Noav, a much greater proportion of infantile than
of adult life is spent in sleep.
If, then, ample nutrition, free respiration, and active
Hence the fatal effect of

are

nervous

we

influence, are the chief sources of animal heat,
expect its rapid evolution in infancy the

cannot

—

at Avhich these functions

most

imperfect.
period
Notwithstanding this, hoAvever, it was once, or rather
still is, a matter of popular belief, that infants have a
great poAver of resisting cold. But Dr. EdAvards has de
monstrated that, as might be expected a priori, the power
of generating heat is at its minimum in all animals im
mediately after birth, and that it rises progressively as
their development, strength, and internal activity in
crease.
In prematurely born children the heat of the
is
several
degrees below the natural standard, and
body
is very easily depressed still further by exposure. In one
very

are
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months' child, the thermometer stood
of 98 °, the usual temperature in
instead
Fahr.,

instance of a
at 89

°

seven

the adult.
The extreme

with which the loAver animals pro
might have led sooner to the

care

tect their young from cold

Dr. EdAvards observed a very great and rapid
diminution of temperature in the new-born offspring of
most carnivorous animals Avhen removed from the mother,

truth.

°

°

only 2 or 3 of heat when lying close to
her body. Young sparroAVS have a temperature of 95
in the nest, a week after being hatched ; but when
or 96
removed from it, their temperature fell in a single hour
to 66 1 °, that of the atmosphere at the time being as high
Man is no exception to the rule ; and as the
as 62 °.*
power of generating heat is comparatively feeble in in
fancy, while a regular high temperature of the body is
but

a

loss of

°

°

necessary for existence, it folloAvs that whatever with
draws heat faster than it is generated must be injurious,

in

proportion

to the weakness of the

the extent and

rapidity

constitution, and

of the action of the

to

cause.

shall aftenvard see, the practical conclusions
deducible from these facts are of great importance, and
As

we

of very

enough

but for the present it will be
that, so far from possessing a

general application ;
to bear in

mind,

power of successfully resisting cold, infants, in common
with the young of all warm-blooded animals, cannot even

sustain their

OAvn
temperature, and soon perish unless
duly protected; and that the degree of animal heat
which is indispensable to the continuance of life cannot
be kept up until the three great processes of
respiration,
circulation, and digestion are fully established. To the

*

Muller's

"

Elements of

liam Baly, p. T6.

Physiology,"

translated

by

Dr. Wil-
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last of these the attention of the reader must

now

be

directed.
APPETITE

THE

FOOD AND

FOR

COMMENCEMENT OF

DIGESTION.

After
recover

a short
period of repose, sufficient to allow it to
from the turmoil of birth, the infant awakes to

demand, in obedience
cation of

appetite for food.

food into its

digestion

to

powerful instinct,

own

the

gratifi

For the first time it receives

stomach, and

own

for its

a

commences

the process of

This function is

sustenance.

neces

sary, not because life cannot exist without it, as in the
case of respiration and circulation, but because
growth

and waste
must be
ment of

are

the concomitants of

supplied

for

what is lost.

life,

and materials

building up, and for the replace
Thus, the taking of food is not an

immediate and

pressing want like that of breathing, but
delayed for several hours with perfect safety and
propriety. At the end of this time, however, it must be
begun, and continued at short intervals till life comes to
may be

an

end.

The new-born infant
of nourishment from

being

thus

dependent

Avithout, which

its

oavu

on

supplies

system

must

digest and assimilate, its organs of digestion are suffi
ciently developed to assume at once their now necessary
office.
From the simplicity of its natural food, and the
small quantity taken in at a time, digestion goes on very
actively, and the nutritive chyle is soon ready to be
taken up by the absorbent vessels,. the use of which is to
imbibe it from the inner surface of the intestines
it is

formed, and

convey it to the
heart to be mixed Avith the venous
as

ward, by exposure

lungs,

converted

to the air

along

in

right

as

fast

side of the

blood, and after

the air-cells of the

Avith it into arterial

or

nutritive
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being still small, and
encouraged to suck too
respiration
much or too frequently, so that chyle is brought to the
lungs in larger quantity or faster than it can be easily
converted into good blood, disturbance of health from
the circulation of imperfect blood necessarily folloAvs.
Or, if stronger food, such as chicken-tea or beef-tea, be
given too soon with the vieAV of strengthening a weak
child, the chyle formed may be imperfectly sanguified in
the lungs, and feverish irritation may ensue.
This is a
frequent occurrence, and the consequences are often very
blood.

But the

lungs

feeble

—

and chest

if the child is

serious.
Nutrition and

growth being in this way provided for,
some
regular outlet for the effete
matter which has already served its purpose in the
sys
tem, and some means of removing the indigestible part
of the food, repletion and oppression would follow, and
soon lead to disease and death.
This danger is, however,
obviated
the
effectually
by
organs of excretion, through
Avhich the effete particles, and the refuse of the food, are
it is clear

that, without

removed from the system.
THE

ORGANS

OF

EXCRETION.

The

principal excretory organs are the Bowels, the
Kidneys, the Skin, and the Lungs ; and, as we proceed,
shall find that a proper balance between the
organs
of nutrition and those of excretion between the
supply
and the Avaste is an essential condition of
health, not
we

—

—

in

infancy, but at every stage of life. If the nutri
preponderate, disease from repletion will
be the consequence; whereas, if the
excreting organs
exceed in activity, the body will soon waste
away and
perish, unless a timely remedy be provided.
only

tive functions

The function of excretion

being

so

necessary

an accom-
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paniment or consequence of nutrition, Ave find its organs
ready to start into activity soon after birth. The boAvels
and the kidneys are already in full working order, and
require only the presence of their natural stimuli to
make them act. Accordingly, the infant has not been
many hours in the world before the then Avatery milk of
the mother causes the discharge, from the bowels, of the

dark and

slimy

secretion called

cumulated in them.

They

meconium, which has

ac

for the assimi

ready
speedily takes the place
of the early watery secretion. The supplies of milk
required by the infant being very frequent, and the
quantity of bile and other fluid secretions being very
considerable, the bowels act frequently, and yield a
The kid
more liquid discharge than in maturer life.
in
like
manner
the
stimulated
by
watery nature
neys
are now

lation of the richer milk which

of the

food, become active, and

quantities, A\Thich
der, like the

secrete urine in small

also is

frequently discharged the
boAvels, being still of small capacity.
—

In addition to these channels of
main to be noticed

excretion,

blad

two still

re

the skin and the

lungs.
weather, the exha
lation by the skin alone exceeds in weight the whole
amount thrown out by the boAvels and kidneys together
a fact Avhich
may convey some notion of its importance
In the ordinary state the exhalation is invis
to health.
ible, and is thence named insensible perspiration. During
active exercise, or in hot Aveather, it appears in the form
of sweat or sensible perspiration.
The lungs constitute another important channel of
excretion. In humid still weather, perspiration and pul
—

In certain states of the

body

and

—

monary exhalation go

on

the dulness and discomfort
"

leaden"

sky.

very imperfectly ; and hence
often experienced under a

so

When the air is very

dry

and

hot, these
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processes go on too fast, producing feverish
and thirst, which if continued for some time

irritability
are

sure

to

On every account, then, con
by
stant attention should be given to the temperature, the
moisture, and the purity of the air by which the young
be succeeded

disease.

allow

perspiration
by prolonged exposure to cold and moist
air, an effort will be made by some of the other excreting
organs to get rid of the hurtful particles retained in the
blood, and Avhich ought to have been thrown out by

are

surrounded.

If, for example,

we

to be checked

the skin ; but even Avhen the effort proves successful,
it is ahvays at the risk of the over-activity thus induced

terminating

in disease.

Hence the

necessity

of

avoiding

every cause likely to disturb the natural balance between
the different excreting organs, and to throw the labor
of one upon another Avhich is not intended for it.

To understand

fully, howrever, the importance of
functions of excretion, it is necessary
healthy
to be aAvare of the highly-noxious influence exercised by
animal matter which nas already served its purpose, and
more

state of the

a

is retained in the system contrary to the intentions of
Nature. When respiration, for instance, is seriously im

peded,
can no

the

venuous

longer

ter which

are

blood

ceases

to be

oxygenated,

and

get rid of the carbonic acid and other mat
usually thrown out in its passage through

lungs. The result is, that for a short time it passes
onward unchanged ; but as it is unfit in that state for the
support of life, death speedily ensues. In like manner,
when the effluvia which ought to escape from the surface
by pgrspiration are prevented from passing off, they tend
to produce fever of a malignant character. When, again,
the urine is not duly secreted, the corrupt animal matter
which ought to have been eliminated by the kidneys re
mains in the blood, acts upon it as a poison, alters its
the
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composition, destroys

cases, soon causes death.

The

the
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health, and in

same

thing

holds

extreme

good

Avith

they are not duly relieved, the excretion
of the fecal matter by the mucous membrane is impeded,
and the blood is contaminated by its retention. At the
same time the more fluid portion of their contents is ab
sorbed into the system, whereby the residue acquires an
the bowels.

If

unnatural hardness, and thus proves a direct source of
irritation to the bowels, and increases their liability to
disease.

grand object to which all the various functions
have just passed in review directly contribute,
is the preservation and continuance of life. Without them,
the body would soon become mere inanimate matter, and,
as such, fall into
decay. Beyond this, hoAvever, they pro
vide for nothing ; and Avere man limited to the possession
of these functions, he Avould have a merely vegetative
existence. They are called organic functions. Essen
tial to the maintenance of life, they serve no other end.
Their action being independent of the will, and un
attended with consciousness, they go on whether we are
awake or asleep, and whether we bestow a thought upon
them or not. They are common to the whole animal
kingdom, and, generally speaking, to the vegetable king
dom also in short, to every substance possessed of
organization. Hence their distinctive appellation of
organic functions.
The

that

we

—

THE

But there is

ANIMAL

FUNCTIONS.

higher

class of

functions,

the

These have

relation,

not to the

mere

a

animal

life of
for which conscious life was given ;
and they, as Avell as those styled organic, require organs
for their performance. The brain, the organs of sense,
functions.

man, but to the purposes
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and the organs of voluntary motion, are the great organs
of the animal functions.
It is through their instrumen
tality that all the operations of intelligence and of emotion
—

acts

peculiar

to animals

—

are

By means

performed.

of

the brain and the organs of sense, the infant becomes
conscious of his OAvn existence, and perceives that of the

beings

who minister to his comfort and

he

same means

sees

and

safety.

By

the

smells, hears and touches, and

gradually learns to distinguish one object from another :
impressed agreeably by one object, he stretches his hand
toward it by means of his muscles and bones toward the
light, for example, or toAvard his mother's breast ; im
pressed disagreeably by another, he shrinks, by the same
means, from its contact, and seeks for safety from injury.
As he grows up, his brain is developed and consolidated,
his feelings acquire strength and permanency : he mani
fests kindness and reciprocates affection ; he resents and
repels aggression, acquires a sense of property, seeks the
—

love of those around him, imitates their actions, distin
guishes what is just from what is unjust, and learns to
clothe his feelings and ideas in words ; and, as his years
increase, becoming gradually acquainted with his position
in the great family of mankind, he at length comes to

recognize

the duties which

society imposes

on

him,

and

the consequent necessity under which he lies to seek that
knoAvledge, and exercise that. judgment, which shall best

enable him to make his way in the world as an indepen
being. By the nobler of these powers and emotions,

dent

all of which act

distinguished

through

is indebted for the
the

one

true

privilege

of

perish

knowing

brain,

; and to

and

is

man

them he

worshipping

God, the Author and Preserver of his being.

In consequence of
some

the medium of the

from the beasts that

a

superiority

of the animal functions

are

of special organization,
possessed by the lower
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in

higher perfection than by man. Thus
distinguished by greater acuteness of
smell and hearing, by greater reach of vision and vivacity
of passion ; but in strength and comprehensiveness of
creatures

there

even

are

animals

and, above all, in that pro
more than
any other, re
him the existence of, and connects him Avith, the

intellect,

in moral energy,

found devotional

veals to

feeling which,

Deity, man stands alone at once the most privileged
and only responsible of all earthly creatures. These high
gifts are uniformly accompanied by a peculiar and ample
development of -brain which none of the lower animals is
—

found to possess.
From this short revieAV of the

ever

higher or animal func
they constitute the really
characteristic qualities of man, and that the organic func
tions are required merely to sustain the machinery
through Avhich the others operate. A man is not a
man because he eats,
digests, breathes, circulates blood,
grows and decays ; if he Avere, a sparroAV or a fly might
take rank along with him.
He is a man because he
in
and
a
certain
thinks, feels,
acts,
way, and is the subject
of moral responsibility ; and he eats and digests merely
because he must possess organs by ivhich to feel, think, and
act, and these organs must be sustained in life and vigor.
He must have eyes, because, Avithout a structure arranged
in due relation to the properties of light, no luminous im
pression could be received ; to hear he must have ears,
placing him in due relation to the vibrations of the air ;
tions it Avill be evident that

and to act, he must have nerves,

Pursuing

the

principle

a

the mind itself to Avhich

little

muscles, and bones.
further, we shall see that

impressions

are

conveyed,

and

from Avhich the will emanates, must also be connected
with organization during life ; and the organ Avith which

it is

more

immediately

connected is

ascertained, beyond
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all doubt to be the brain.

Strictly speaking, therefore, it

is the mind, and its instrument, the brain, Avhich constitute
the distinguishing features of man ; and eyes, ears, legs,
and arms, are required only because, placed as we are in a
material world, the mind could not there act upou ma
nor be acted on by them, unless it Avere
terial

objects,

Avith, and assisted by, material instruments.

associated

Accordingly,
creation

more

there is

Avonderful,

nothing
or more

in the Avhole range of
indicative of the omnis

omnipotence of God, than the exquisite adap
tation which everywhere subsists between the character of
the individual organisms, and the instincts and poAvers by
which animal life, in its various gradations, is character
ized. Not only, indeed is the organism of all kinds of
animals peculiarly adapted to their wants and modes of
life, but the modifications which it undergoes in the same
individual, at different ages, are in admirable harmony
with the position and circumstances of each. In the
human being at birth, for example, how tender the organ
cience and

ism, how

soft the

bones, how frail the muscles, how feeble

the senses, hoAV defective the mind ; but
hand, how active the nutrition, and how

harmony

on

the other

admirably

in

with the constitution and Avants of the infant 1

In beautiful accordance with the infant's mental state.
Nature has, by the softness of its bones, and the feeble
ness of its muscles, denied it all
power of self-regulation,

consigned it to the watchful care of maternal feeling ;
only in proportion as it groAvs, and becomes acquainted
Avith the external Avorld, does it acquire the powers of
motion and self-regulation
because then only can it en
joy them in safety, or apply them to use. Arranged as is
the order of the development of the functions
by the om
niscient Creator, how admirably does each harmonize Avith
the others, and hoAV perfectly do all contribute to one
and

and

—

CONSTITUTION OF INFANT.

end, the presentation and

common
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Avelfare

of

the

creature!
Ushered into

a

Avorld Avhere

everything

is

neAV

to

it,

every instant on its
proper treatment, the infant is throAvn at first entirely on
its mother for support and protection ; and these are

and Avhere its

secured to it

safety depends

at

the strongest

feeling which woman can
offspring which seldom
experience
fails even amid the agonies of death. Ignorant of its
own nature, and of everything around it, the infant is
wisely denied such poAver of motion as it could use only
—

to its

OAvn

by

that devoted love of

detriment.

And, unable

as

it is to act for

consciousness has

Avisely been Avithheld
misery to its lot,
without a single compensating advantage. It passes its
earlier days in sleep and dozing, and wakes up only for
a moment
to satisfy the predominating instinct
the
for
food on which its future development de
appetite
pends.
Such is an outline of the peculiarities of the infant or
ganism and functions. It is far from being complete,
because a full description of them Avould be out of place
in a Avork like the present. But it will suffice to give
the reader a general idea of the constitutional character
istics of the young ; and, when afterward laying down
practical rules for their management, I shall take occa
sion further to explain, wherever it may seem
necessary,
the physiological principles on Avhich the rules are
itself, ripened
from it; for this Avould have

added

—

founded.

CHAPTER VI.
THE

THE

OF

MANAGEMENT

AFTER BIRTH

—

roused

so

IMMEDIATELY

CLOTHING.

susceptible

of cold

as

to

the sudden transition from the

by
painfully
varying high temperature
tive coldness of

FIRST

ITS

The new-born infant is

INFANT

be

un

of the Avomb to the compara
atmosphere. Our first

even our summer

care, therefore, ought to be
flannel, and in cold weather

to

envelop

to take it

it in soft
near a

warm

good fire,

but out of the line of its direct rays. If the infant is
active, and breathes freely, it may forthwith be washed,

coating of unctuous mucus
protection in the womb, but Avhich
now becomes a source of irritation, and a direct impedi
The removal of
ment to the healthy action of the skin.
this coating is most conveniently effected by immersing
to free it from the tenacious

which served for its

the child in

a

small

warm

bath, while the head is sup

In this Avay every
nurse.
is
the
of
effectually protected from cold, while
body
part
the position of the infant is one best suited to the feeble
ness of its frame, and most easily admitting of the head

ported by

the left hand of the

being thoroughly Avashed, without any risk of
impure water running into its eyes. After being
carefully washed, it ought to be rubbed gently all over
with a soft sponge, great care being taken not to chafe
Treated in this
or injure the skin by too much friction.
manner, the mucus separates easily, and the use of soap
and face

the

96
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or

substance in addition is

oily

any

Part of the
skin and

mucus

joints,

is

97

rarely required.

to adhere to the folds of the

apt

to the ears,

and other

eyelids,

irregular

surfaces, unless it be cleared away by very careful wash
ing. But as the eyes are extremely delicate and easily
birth, great caution should be exercised

at

injured

not to

touch them Avith the sponge which has been used to
cleanse the rest of the skin, or to alloAV any of the Avater,
loaded with

now

severe
come

impurities, to drop
of this precaution

Neglect

eyelids.

form of inflammation of the eyes, which is apt to
Avithin two or three days after birth, and often

on

To avoid all

ends in blindness.

water, and
the

a

risk, perfectly

clean sponge, should be used for

clean

Avashing

eyelids.
TEMPERATURE

The
fant

OF

temperature of the

ought

to be the

from 96

°

two

three

in

upon the eyes or
is one cause of a

or

to 98

rousing

°

degrees

WATER USED.

water used for

same as

Fahr.

the vital

THE

that of the

Momentary
warmer

energies

washing the in
body namely,
—

immersion in Avater

is sometimes very useful
of a feeble or languid

infant.

Immediately

on

being

fant should be received

several soft

taken out of the
on

a

large pillow

bath, the

in

covered with

warm napkins, laid across the nurse's knees.
By this means it may be dried easily and quickly, and
gentle rubbing may be continued with the hand over the
whole surface till a genial glow is excited. To prevent
any risk of cold, everything used should be comfortably
Avarm.
The room also ought to be Avarm, and free from
draughts ; but too near an approach to a large fira

should be avoided.
7
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If any part of the skin, after being gently but car3fully dried, is observed to be ruffled, it should be dusted

with

a

little

hair-poAvder.
THE

FLANNEL

BANDAGE.

being now Avashed
bandage, five or six

The infant

fine flannel

and

dried, a thin and
broad, and long

inches

enough to go once or twice round the body, should be
applied, partly for warmth, and partly to protect the
navel-string, and prevent the bowels from being forced
outward at the opening of the navel during crying or
other sudden effort.

weather, flannel is the best material for such a
but when the skin is unusually tender, or the
weather hot, a fine cotton or linen roller may be substi
In cold

bandage ;
tuted.
linen is

Occasionally,
used,

found to be

flannel lined with thin cotton

but in this climate flannel itself is

oppressive.

or

rarely

Whichever substance is

em

be taken not to make the

bandage too
ployed,
be
will
the
othenvise
impeded.
breathing
tight,
Arrived at this stage of the proceedings, some merely
wrap up the child loosely in a flannel shaAvl or blanket,
and put it to sleep, the rest of the dressing being delayed
care

must

till it awakes refreshed at the end of several hours.
Others, again, complete the dressing before laying the
In

determining Avhich of these
guided by the state
or
of the infant.
fatigued by the
washing and drying, the former plan will be preferable.
In either case it will drop asletp almost immediately on
being laid down, and probably will not awake for some
child in its cradle.
courses

hours.

to

may safely be
If it is very feeble,

folloAV,

we
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DRESS

The

OF

THE
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INFANT.

leading qualities required

in the

clothing

of in

fants are lightness, softness, and warmth ; and it must
therefore \rary according to the climate and season. In
construction it

ought

to admit of

being easily put

on

and

taken off; and Avhile it affords ample protection to the
body, it ought to admit the fullest expansion of the chest
and

abdomen, and perfect freedom of motion in the
Provided it fulfil these ends, there will be no

limbs.

interfering with the mother's taste or the
day. But Avhatever tends either to com
press the body, or to restrain the arms or legs, ought to
be unrelentingly forbidden; above all, every approach
to the practice still preAralent in some parts of the Conti
nent, of SAvaddling the infant like a mummy.
If the child is born prematurely or in winter, or has
a Aveak constitution, flannel ought generally to be pre
occasion for

fashion of the

ferred for the whole of the dress in contact Avith the skin.

protection which it affords, and also the gentle
gives to the skin, it is extremely useful
in Avarding off the internal congestions, and inflamma
tory and bowel complaints, to Avhich weakly children are
liable. But when, as sometimes happens from unusual
sensibility or other causes, flannel irritates the skin or
induces perspiration, cotton or fine linen should be pre
ferred care being taken never to put it on till it is made
comfortably warm.
As to the other parts of dress, it is impossible to lay
doAvn rules applicable to every case. The chief things
to keep in mind are, that perfect freedom of motion of
From the

stimulus Avhich it

—

the

limbs,

and the absence of all pressure on the chest or
tightness of the dress, are indispensable to

boAvels from

health ; that the

generation

of animal heat is less active

DRESS OF INFANTS.
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in

infancy than
ought to

at

seasons.

be in

a

later

be such

dress

But however

infancy,

excessive

in too hot rooms, is

scrupulously

as

period

prejudicial
wrapping

no

avoided.

exposure

up,

or

to

keeping

cold may
the child

hurtful, and ought to be as
For obvious reasons, tapes and
less

buttons should be used, instead of
dress.
THINGS

of life; and that the
warmth at all

to insure due

TO

BE

pins,

for

fastening

the

AVOIDED.

dressing infants in long flow
practice
the
first
few months is advantageous,
during
ing
and
the
lower extremities against
body
by protecting
cold air and draughts ; and in cold Aveather the feet
should be further protected by soft woollen socks or
The

common

of

clothes

knitted worsted

shoes, Avhich

retain their warmth with

compressing them.
The head is commonly kept too Avarm in infancy ; but
this, OAving to the natural tendency to nervous excite
In warm
ment in early life, is an improper practice.
will
be
sufficient
thinnest
the
weather,
possible covering
for its protection : and even in cold Aveather, a warmer
cap will be required only in the open air. Within-doors,
the temperature is generally kept high enough by fires
to render much wrapping up neither necessary nor safe.
When colds are induced by wearing thin caps, it is
generally in consequence of the infant being laid to
sleep with the head immersed in a very soft Avarm pilloAV,
Avhereby an unusual flow of blood toAvard the head takes
place, accompanied by considerable prespiration on its
surface. In such circumstances, the rational
remedy is,
not to put on a thicker covering by
day, but, by the use
of a proper pillow, to guard against
overheating by
night. When the head is kept very warm, the nervous
out
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excitability is greatly increased, so that the infant ia
easily affected by slight changes of temperature, and any
accidental irritation is more likely to be folloAved by
spasmodic or convulsive fits.
When, after the lapse of a feAV months, strength and
activity become developed, along Avith that desire for
motion which naturally accompanies them, the dress
must be so arranged as to leave the feet unencumbered.
Soft Avarm stockings and easy comfortable shoes are
then advisable, but no compression in any form should
be permitted. Corns and derangement of the natural
positions of the toes, are almost invariably the conse
quence of too tight and ill-made shoes, Avhich press un
equally, and do not admit the full expansion of the ante
rior part of the foot. In making the change to short
clothes, regard must be had to the weather, and due care
must be taken to keep the legs and feet warm when the
child is carried out-of-doors.

Nearly akin to dress by day is
bed-clothing during the night.
under
the

a mass

ordinary

the
If

of bed-clothes Avhen

of proper
infant is buried

provision
an

asleep,

way when aAvake, the

mere

and dressed in

transition will

be hurtful.
BED-CLOTHES

In

OF

arranging night- coverings,

INFANTS.

the soft feather-bed is

very often estimated as nothing ; that is to say, the same
provision of blankets is considered equally indispensable

whether the child is laid upon a firm mattress or im
mersed in doAvn. The mother, looking only to the cover

ing laid over the child, is apt to forget those on which it
lies, although, in reality, the latter may be the Avarmer of
the tAVO. But, as already mentioned, the infant possesses
a low
poAver of generating heat, and therefore requires to
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warmly clothed during sleep, as well as during
waking hours.* Yet here, as in every thing, extremes
ought to be carefully avoided, and Avhile due Avarmth in
bed is provided for, excessive heat should be as scrupu
lously guarded against as debilitating cold.

be rather
its

*

overlooking the necessity of having the under surface
body kept warm in bed, a great error was committed in
one of the Edinburgh workhouses a few years ago.
During a
severe winter, a number of children slept in beds unprovided
Avith mattresses, and with nothing but the canvas bottom and a
single fold of blanket to lie on. The consequence was, that they
lay shivering and sleepless, and most of them became seriously
From

of the

diseased.

CHAPTER VII.
FOOD

For

OF

Aveeks after

some

THE INFANT.

birth, the whole time of the in

feeding, and the predomi
digestion, nutrition, and ex
cretion. Hence, the first and most imperative want,
after the functions more immediately essential to life are
fully in operation, is a regular supply of materials by
means of Avhich the nutrition and development of the
body may be effected, and the continual Avaste of the
system repaired.
fant is

passed

in

nant functions

sleeping

and

those of

are

THE

FIRST

MILK.

Accordingly, no sooner does the infant awake out of
sleep, than it manifests the activity of a powerful
instinct, impelling it to supply the want. This instinct
is the appetite for food. As soon, therefore, as the mother
has sufficiently recovered from her fatigue generally
Avithin eight or ten hours the infant should be put to

its first

—

—

the breast.

more

ally

At

and from

tity,

first, the milk is secreted in small quan
its A\ratery consistence, resembles whey

than milk ; but

becomes

more

arrangement is in
wants

during the next few days it gradu
copious, rich, and nourishing. This
admirable harmony with the state and

of the infant.

Avith the dark and
and the first

At birth the bowels

slimy

are

meconium

step toAvard the

loaded

already mentioned,
preparation of the digestiAre
103
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organs for their functions is the expulsion of this now
useless, and if longer retained probably hurtful matter.
For this purpose nothing is so suitable as the Avatery
It affords to the boAvels the

milk first secreted.

them ; consequently. Avhen the infant is
to the mother's breast, the meconium is
out within
comes

requisite

action, without the risk of unduly irritating

stimulus to

a

day

richer and

become fit for its

or

two.

more

In

proportion

freely admitted
usually cleared
as

the milk be

nutritious, the stomach and bowels

reception

PURGATIVES

and

digestion.

UNNECESSARY.

From

ignorance of the general sufficiency of the means
provided by Nature for the expulsion of the meco
nium, it is still the practice with many nurses to withhold
the breast till a purgative has been administered to the
child, by Avay of preparing its stomach and bowels for
the reception of the mother's milk. But in most in
stances this proceeding is wholly unnecessary, and in
Occasionally, no doubt, the aid of
many it is injurious.
a mild laxative is required to avert a greater evil ; but
the medical attendant is the only judge of such a neces
sity, and unless by his direction none ought ever to be
given. In the first milk of the mother, Nature has pro
vided a laxative adapted to the delicate organism of the
infant ; and when we unnecessarily act in opposition to
this arrangement, Ave incur the double risk of irritating
the boAvels of the child by the needless purgative, and of
giving the mother pain from the unrelieved distension of
thus

her breasts

—

a

state

Avhich often terminates in acute in

flammation and the formation of

an

abscess.

When several hours after birth have
any action of the bowels, and the child

passed without

obviously

from the

delay,

a

few

teaspoonfuls

of

tepid

suffers

sugar and

SUBSTITUTES FOR MOTEER'S MILK.

water,

or

half

of fresh-draAvn

teaspoonful

a
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castor-oil,

This will generally be sufficient, and
may be given.
more active medicines should not be administered with
out medical sanction.
'

Sometimes, from the imperfect health or constitution
of the mother, the secretion of milk is delayed so long

given to the child. Such
previous inattention on her

that other nourishment must be

retardation arises
OAvn

part

chiefly

from

to the laAvs of health ; and Avhen it does occur,

the child should be put to the breast from time to
solicit and aid the effort of Nature.
SUBSTITUTES

When, from the
sary to

supply

should adhere

FOR

MOTHER'S

state of the

to

MILK.

mother, it becomes neces
infant, we
can to Nature, and
give

other food to the neAV-born
as

close

as

we

that kind of nutriment Avhich most
mother's milk.

time,

Were it

nearly

resembles the

possible to put the child to the
breast of another woman also just delivered, it Avould be
desirable to do so ; but such an opportunity rarely oc
curs, unless in consequence of a previous arrangement.
The next best thing is to substitute ass's milk, or cow's
milk diluted with a half or more of Avater and slightly
SAveetened. A few teaspoonfuls may be given at a time,
and repeated at proper intervals, till the mother is able
to nourish the infant herself; or, still better, it may be
given from a bottle properly fitted Avith an artificial nip
ple. Cow's milk given in this way is decidedly prefer
able to gruel, panada, arrow-root, chicken-tea, or any
other preparation less analogous to the natural food of
the child. At this early period, the digestive organs are
unprepared for the reception of vegetable matter in any
form, Rnd, AAThen given, it rarely fails to irritate the
stomach and bowels. Cow's milk, properly diluted and

RULES FOR SUCKLING.
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hand, nearly the same in com
milk, and is therefore the best
position
The greatest caution should
it.*
substitute
for
temporary
be used not to exceed in quantity, and not to repeat the

sweetened, is,

on

the other

the mother's

as

allowance oftener than about
A

single

ounce

of

once

in two

or

three hours.

milk, well digested, will yield

nourishment than double the

quantity

more

when it oppresses

the still feeble stomach.
In

an

ordinary

state

of health, and under

ordinary

cir

cumstances, the flow of the mother's milk will be fully
established Avithin from one to three days after delivery ;

and, in
nature

exact

will be

proportion to
changed from

Avatery

to

When this has taken

consistence.

ing

the Avants of the
a

mother continues in

health,

there is

no

child, its

a more

nourish

place,

and the

reason

Avhatever

the child any other food for several months.
The mother's milk being thus the natural and best food

for

giving

of the

infant, the

next

point

to

give

wrarn

ever

it the breast.

is to determine at what inter

again it is indispensable
against hurtful excess ; for if the
stomach is too frequently replenished, or too much dis
tended, the digestion becomes deranged, and gripes and
flatulence torment the child.
The usual practice with
the inexperienced and ignorant is to offer the breast when
vals to

Here

the mother

the child cries

uneasiness,

matter

or

shows the least indication of

from Avhat

cause ; as if
hunger were
only sensation which it could experience. From ear
liest infancy, regular periods should, as far as
possible, be
observed in giving nourishment ; and it is
surprising how
very soon the infant accommodates itself to the practice.
The quiet repose enjoyed during the intervals is beneficial
no

the

*
dix

For the

F.

qualities

of the milk of different

animals,

see

Appen

CRYING OF INFANTS.

alike to parent and child, and is
very small trouble
first.
HOAV

required

TO

SUCKLE

to

an
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ample

reward for the

establish the habit at

THE

INFANT.

great mistake to treat crying as an infallible
empty stomach. NeAV as the infant is to the
sign
surrounding world, it shrinks instinctively from every
strong sensation, whether of heat or cold, of pressure or
hardness, of hunger or repletion, and its only way of
It is
of

a

an

expressing all disagreeable feelings is by crying. If it is
hungry, it cries ; if it is overfed, it cries ; if it suffers from
the prick of a pin, it cries ; if it lies too long in the same
position, so as to receive undue pressure on any one part,
it cries ; if it is exposed to cold, or any part of its dress is
too tight, or it is held in an awkAvard position, or is ex
posed to too bright a light or too loud a sound, it can
indicate its discomfort only by its cries : and yet the one
remedy of ignorant nurses for so many different evils is,
not to find out

and

remove

the true

cause

of offence

but

—

to offer the child the breast !

It is

a

mistake to be anxious

always

to

put

an

imme

diate stop to crying. To a considerable extent, crying is
an intentional provision of Nature, called into
play by

unpleasant sensation. It is only when often re
peated, long continued, and caused by real suffering, that
it is detrimental to the child. In general the two kinds
of crying are easily distinguishable, and very few mothers
will long confound them and treat them as identical. As
the infant has no other means of expressing any disagree
able sensation plainly enough to enforce immediate
attention, crying ought to be considered simply as a sig
nal of distress ; and instead of constantly ascribing it to
hunger alone, and perhaps filling to repletion a stomach

every
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INTERVALS BETWEEN SUCKLING.

already

overburdened Avith food,

discover the real

Ave

cause, and

exciting

the surest

But this kind of

of its immediate removal.

be confounded Avith the

never

should endeavor to
use

means

crying

plaintive

must

Avail Avhich

characterizes infantile disease, and which betokens suffer
ing and sometimes danger.
"

The great principle (explained in my Avork on Diges
tion and Diet") of proportioning the supply of food to the

expended in growth and that car
applicable to infancy than
during the first weeks of
infant
does
the
existence,
nothing but sleep, digest, and
fed
more frequently than at a later
it
to
be
requires
groAV,
period. On an average, from two to three hours may
be allowed to elapse between the times of feeding, and as
it becomes older the interval should be gradually ex
tended. If the breast be not habitually offered as the
readiest means of silencing the child, there will seldom be
quantity

of material

ried a\vay in Avaste, is no less
to more advanced life.
As,

any active desire for it at a shorter interval than two and
But if it be demanded in an un
a half or three hours.

equivocal manner, the mother will be quite safe in yield
ing to the child's entreaties, only taking care that it does
not

At all

overload its stomach.

times, indeed the indi

may be implicitly followed as a guide
in infancy ; but the greatest care should be taken not to
confound healthy appetite with the craving arising from

cations of

appetite

listlessness

or

During
requires to

the

be

uneasiness.

night,

demand the breast

night,

but

as

fed, but

well

not

thrice in the

perhaps

aftenvard

during the day, the infant
frequently. At first it may

as

so

twice

only

or

course

once.

of the

Delicate

mothers Avho Avish to suckle their infants should have

undisturbed
once

or

rest

twice

by

during
the

the

nurse

night,

Avith

a

the child

being

fed

little coav's milk and

SUCKLING DURING THE NIGHT.
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This arrangement will tend to preserve the
mother's health, and enable her to suckle her infant
Avhen she might otherwise fail, and perhaps injure both

water.

her

own

health and that of the child in the attempt to
of constitution in
are great differences

There

nurse.

children;

some

require

and

digest

of milk which suffices for others.

double the
The

quantity
quality of the

milk also varies Avith the health of the mother, and
according as it is more or less nutritious the demand for
Avill vary. Hence it is truly important for the
mother to be able to read aright the significant language

quantity
of the

infant, and, Avhile she avoids

frequent feeding,
clearly expressed
But if she
and its health is benefited by gratifying it.
mistakes the mere expression of uneasiness for appetite,
and gives suck Avhen only freedom from pain is required,
never

too

to refuse it the breast when its call is

the consequences will be an increase of uneasiness and indi
gestion in the infant, and probably irritation of the breast
in the mother.

When the infant

rouses

himself and

sight of his nurse, it is almost a sure
sign that he is hungry. But if he continues unmoved
and careless, or vomits frequently, or is plagued by
colicky pains or a tendency to boAvel-complaint, and
especially if the evacuations are green and unhealthy and
the skin is hot, it is clear that he is getting the breast
too often, and that his diet should immediately be regu
lated accordingly. The nurse's diet should be inquired
into at the same time, as it may require to be modified.
Jaundice is often induced in infancy by neglect of
seems

rejoiced

at the

indications, and it will be in vain to attempt its
by medicines, unless the diet be speedily altered,
Opiates, carminatives, and the other remedies usually
these
cure

resorted to, may lull pain or hide its expression, but they
will never effect a cure Avithout the removal of the cause.

MOTHER'S MILK THE BEST FOOD.
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DUTY

OF THE

Fatigue,

MOTHER

TO

TAKE

CARE

OF

HERSELF.

vivid mental emotion, and all other

causes

agitation of the mother's system, produce an
immediate and injurious effect on the quality of the milk.
Hence the propriety, which every rational mother will
perceive, of preserving habitual equability of temper, and
of refraining from offering the breast for some time
after fatiguing bodily exertion, or still more, after
much excitement of mind. From neglect of this rule
have ensued, of which a striking
even fatal results
of violent

instance will be found at page 143.
It is noAV generally agreed that,

months,

no

kind of food is

its mother's

milk,

so

BetAveen

during
congenial to

parent

the first six
the infant

as

and child there is

relationship of blood and constitution, which,
health
adapts them to each other Avith a harmony
during
and completeness that can scarcely exist betAveen the
a

natural

infant and any other

woman.

mother, therefore, is

The

peculiarly bound, by every tie of duty and affection, to
become the nurse of her child, and nothing but ill health
positive inability can excuse her for devolving this
duty on another. Formerly, it Avas common in fashion
able life to consign the tender infant, Avithout any cause,
to the breast of a stranger, to the injury alike of the
and

mother and the child ; but noAV, reason and the better
of our nature have so far obtained the ascendency,

feelings

that, except when interdicted by professional authority,
most mothers attempt to suckle their offspring, and gener

ally with complete
It is true

health,

success.

that, from feebleness of constitution

some

mothers

are

incapable

of

resign the duty to others, hoAvever
long to fulfil it. But it is no less

or

infirm

nursing, and must
ardently they may
true that, in many

WHY SOME MOTHERS CANNOT NURSE.

Ill

instances, the inability arises entirely from the mode of
they choose to lead, and from the want of ordinary

life

self-denial in their diet and

general regimen. The
are
greatly affected by
changes in the health of the mother. It is copious and
nourishing Avhen her health is good, and becomes defec
tive or altered when that is impaired, or her habits are
improper. In the abstract, this is admitted by every one,
but Avhen we point out to an ignorant mother the neces
sity of regular attention to air, exercise, cheerful occu
pation, evenness of temper, early hours, and moderation
of living, as the means whereby she may enjoy sound
health and become a good nurse, Ave often find it very
difficult to make more than a momentary impression
amount and

quality

of the milk

Uninstructed in the laAvs of the animal econ
upon her.
omy, she cannot see the importance of any observances
the good effects of Avhich do not become palpable Avithin
a

few hours ; and when perseverance in a right course is
as an
indispensable condition of future

recommended

assent for the

benefit, she

may,

often

gives

Avay to the first

mind,

or

Having

indeed,

fancy

moment, but too

that flits

across

her

the first random advice that is offered to her.
no

fixed

principles by

Avhich to

guide

her

judg

ment, she cannot discriminate betAveen what is in accord
ance Avith, and what is in
opposition to, the laws of

Nature, and hence her conduct becomes capricious,
inconsistent, and frequently injurious to the infant Avhose
welfare she is anxious
MODE OF

LIFE

to

promote.

FOR

A

NURSING MOTHER.

irregularities in diet, one of the most frequent
deranged health, affecting the qualities of the
milk, is the neglect of daily exercise in the open air. In
the case of Avet-nurses, this should be carefully attended
Next to

causes

of

WEY SOME MOTEERS CANNOT NURSE.
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The mother,

to.

unaware

of the

importance of regular

general tone of the system, is
sustaining
mere fancy or convenience in going out,
guided by
the

exercise in

often

and considers neither the selection of the best time of

day,
air

the length, kind, and regularity of exercise, as
slightest consequence. Proper exercise in the open

nor

of the

is, however,

an

essential condition of

health, and

none

from its

neglect than
bodily
But
as the
secretions.
the
and
various
special
digestion
object of the present volume is the management of in
fancy, I must refer the mother to my other works for an
exposition of those laAvs of exercise and digestion which
apply to herself.
Except in the case of such delicacy of body or excita
bility of mind in the parent as ought to have prevented her
from entering into the married state, or of the accidental
attack of some serious disease, it very seldom happens that
functions suffer

of the

sooner

the mother Avho pays due attention to the laAvs of health is
unable to suckle her child. This might indeed have been
inferred from the
it is

rare

to meet

experience of the peasantry, among whom
with a mother possessed of the ordinary

comforts of life Avho cannot
such

a

mother is

generally placed
employed

She is

able to health.

nurse

without
the

use

But then

all

day in active exer
sufficiency of plain,
any temptation to excess in
of stimulants, observes early

tion, is much in the open air, has

nourishing food
quantity or to

her infant.

in circumstances favor

a

hours, and is free from the anxieties and restraints of
Were the rich compelled to be equally obser
fashion.
vant of the laws of

after

delivery,

we

would be excellent

health, both during gestation

are

they

and

also

nurses.

The circumstances

higher classes,

entitled to infer that

are

which, among the middle and

most

influential in

impairing

the fit-

WEY SOME MOTHERS CANNOT NURSE.
ness

of the parent for the duties of

those which

deteriorate

the

a

nurse,

general

are

health
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precisely
namely,

—

of exercise ; living in overheated, ill- ventilated
during the day, and Avorse-ventilated rooms, often
made still closer by draAvn bed-curtains, during the

neglect
rooms

night;

the

tion of

mind,

use
or

of soft, relaxing feather-beds; dissipa
the absence of any serious or healthful

occupation ; indulgence in late hours night
and morning, and giving Avay to passion and caprice
of temper ; eating more than the system requires, or the
stomach can digest; drinking unseasonably or too largely
of strong tea, malt liquors, or other beverages; living
in an unhealthy situation ; inattention to the state of
the skin, and to proper and sufficient clothing ; excessive
novel -reading; and, in short, all the circumstances which

interest

or

commented upon
causes as these

I have elsewhere

health.*

While such

tion, the mother has herself

to

as

are

destructive of
left in opera

blame, and

not

Nature,

bodily functions disordered* to such an
extent as to deprive her of the poAver and the pleasure
of nursing her offspring.
Every mother Avho Avishes to suckle her OAvn child
ought, of course, to adhere scrupulously to that mode of
life Avhich experience has proved to be most suitable to

if she finds her

her constitution.
If any mother who may read these pages should still
remain unconvinced of the propriety of restricting her
self to
a

a

simple

and

unstimulating diet, while acting as
earnestly direct her attention to the

nurse, I Avould

unquestionable fact,
are

*

to be

that the best and healthiest

found among

See the author's works

Education,"
8

and

on

"

Avomen

on

"

Digestion

belonging

to

Physiology applied
and Diet."

nurses

the

agri-

to Health and
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cultural

population, who, although actively employed,

and much in the open air, scarcely ever taste solid ani
mal food, or fermented liquors of any kind, but live
principally on vegetable and farinaceous diet. Mothers

rarely find any difficulty in nursing
children, provided they have a sufficient supply of
their simple food, and are not overworked.* This re
sult is of itself sufficient to prove that the best supply of
healthy milk is to be derived, not from a concentrated
and highly-nutritious diet, but rather from one consist
ing of a due proportion of mild vegetable, farinaceous,
and liquid food, with a moderate allowance of meat, and
without either wine or malt liquor. Even as regards the
quality of the milk, there can be no doubt that a mild
diet is of great advantage. The milk derived from the
use of concentrated food is too rich and stimulating for

so

circumstanced

their

most infants.

Supposing the health of both mother and child to con
good, and the supply of milk abundant, no reason
whatever can exist for giving any other food till the
child is six or seven months old, when the teeth usually
begin to appear. Both medical men and mothers used
to advise the addition of gruel, arroAV-root, or some other
tinue

farinaceous
common

food, almost from the first month

results

were,

impaired digestion,

and

; and the
a

greater

to convulsions and other diseases of

liability
irritation,
especially during the time of teething. But now a better
acquaintance with the laws of the animal economy, joined
with a more implicit reliance on the wisdom and benevo*

I do not allude to the miserably-fed and overworked wives of
agricultural laborers in some districts of England, where the
mothers have scarcely milk enough to suckle their children for

the

three months.

SUPPLEMENTARY FOOD OF INFANT.
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lence of the Creator, has taught us that the more closely
we adhere to the
path Avhich He has marked out for us,
the more successful shall we be in rearing the young.
SUPPLEMENTARY

FOOD

FOR THE

INFANT.

Unfortunately, hoAvever, mothers are sometimes unable
supply a sufficiency of milk for the adequate nourish
ment of their infants, and it then becomes a question hov?
the deficiency is to be supplied. Where the mother is
healthy and the milk good, but too scanty to be the sole
sustenance of the child, the balance is decidedly in favor
of her continuing to suckle, and giving some mild sup
plementary food. But if the deficiency proceeds from
impaired health in the mother, from her milk disagreeing
with the child, or from any other cause likely to injure
the nursling, the substitution of another breast is clearly
indicated ; and the sooner the change is made, the better
to

for both mother and child.

Where additional nourishment is

ple

right selection is, that
most nearly allied in its

for its

which is
milk.

Ass's

milk,

or

required,

the

the kind be
nature to

princi
procured

the mother's

coav's milk diluted with Avater

ac

child, and slightly sweetened,
comes
near to the qualities of the mother's milk,
very
and therefore forms the best addition to it, when such is

cording

to the age of the

required.* If it is found to agree, nothing else should be
given till the appearance of the front teeth indicates the
propriety of a change. But when, as occasionally hap
pens, milk proves too heavy, and gives rise to frequent
vomiting, acidity, flatulence, and gripes, advantage may
be derived from diluting it Avith Avell-made barley-gruel,
or

arrow-root, instead of Avater.
*

See

above,

p.

105,

Sometimes, also, when

and Appendix F.

SUPPLEMENTARY FOOD OF INFANT.
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disagrees, the addition of a small quantity
bread cut into slices and toasted
well-baked
rusk,
almost to dryness, then boiled in a small quantity of
water, to which milk is afterward added, obviates every

diluted milk
of

or

inconvenience, and
healthy state. But,

restores

the evacuations to

their

already remarked, these addi

as

are seldom proper in the first months of infancy ;
and when the diluted milk is found to disagree, it be

tions

hooves the

physician

ination,

that

ing,

in the

or

before
come

no

having

the

When

and

frequency
of

careful

exam

is committed in the mode of feed

recourse

source

satisfy himself, by

to

error

to

new

supplementary

a

quantity
change Avhich

of the

meals,

may itself be

evils.
food of any kind is found

careful to imitate Nature

neces

it
sary,
very slowly. The milk drawn from the breast does not
flow rapidly, and therefore, Avhen ass's or coav's milk is
we

must be

by giving

sucking-bottle should be employed, through
supply should be equally slow. The milk
if
should,
possible, be used fresh from the cow, and be
made tepid, or as near as may be to the temperature of
the mother's milk. This is best done by placing the
sucking-bottle in Avarm water for a short time before
feeding the child. To facilitate SAvallowing, the infant
ought to be supported in a reclining position while feed
ing, as the improper custom of laying it on its back
exposes it to the risk of choking. The moment it indi
cates indifference to its food, not a particle more should
given,

a

which the

be offered.
APPEARANCE

OF

THE

FIRST

TEETH.

healthy infants the first teeth appear about the
sixth or seventh month, but in delicate children often not
till the twelfth or fifteenth month. In some families
In
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the late appearance of the teeth appears hereditary.
The ordinary rule is to continue the nursing till after
the appearance of the teeth, provided the mother retains
her

health, and the milk is good and abundant, and

the health
agrees Avell Avith the child. It is the state of
of both mother and child, and not the number of months
since birth, that ought to regulate the diet. One child
is

as

far advanced at four months

as

another is at six ; and

additional food is usually given about the sixth or
seventh month, not because it is the sixth or seventh
month, but because at that age the incisor teeth are gene
rally cut a clear indication that the digestive organs
some

—

are now

children
tenth

prepared for other food. And,
are usually Aveaned at the end

month,

not because

a

in like manner,

of the ninth

certain time has

elapsed,

or

but

because about that age certain changes in the system,
indicating the propriety of an alteration of food, gene
rally occur. When, therefore, those changes are delayed,
the change of diet ought also to be delayed, even for
months

beyond

the

ordinary time,

if the state of the

child should render this necessary. It
condition of the organism, and not the

is, I repeat, the
mere

lapse

of

a

months, which ought to determine the
of diet and the period of weaning.

certain number of

change

FOOD

OF

INFANTS

JUST

BEFORE WEANING.

About the time, then, Avhen the
milk, sAveetened, and thickened Avith
of arrow-root

front teeth appear,
a small proportion

barley-gruel, may be given tAvice a day,
suckling be gradually length
ened. Where milk disagrees even when combined with
farinaceous substances, let barley-gruel, or weak chicken
or

and the intervals between

veal broth, thickened with some kind of farinaceous
food, be substituted; care being taken to regulate the

or

TIME OF WEANING.
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the poAvers of the digestive organs
and to give the food slowly by means of a
If the child is lively and excite-

quantity according
of the

child,

to

proper feeding-bottle.
able, the gruel will suit best ; if he is soft, lymphatic, and
inactive, the chicken or even beef-tea will prove more

congenial

to the

One kind of

system.

week

will sometimes agree for

a

produce indigestion ;
as occasion requires,

change

a

and

food, hoAvever,

two, and subsequently
must therefore be made

or

obstinate adherence to

no

rou

tine should be allowed to interfere with the welfare of

When the boAvels

the infant.

will suit better than

anything

are

confined, barley-gruel
When

else.

they

are

too

open, boiled milk with arrow-root will be preferable.
The utmost care is necessary to keep the bottle with
which the child is fed perfectly clean and free from all

The farinaceous food should

odor.

the milk till the moment of

diately

after it has been

washed and laid in

ficial

nipples

are

a

feeding,

never

be added to

and the bottle imme

used, should be thoroughly

basin of cold water.

The best arti

made of prepared India-rubber.
WEANING.

The next

more

subject
weaning

to be considered

is the time and

process which used to be much
formidable than it is now.

manner

of

The time of

weaning ought

two circumstances

and the

a

—

—

to

be determined

chiefly by

the health and state of the

mother,

and health of the child.

When

development

the health of the mother continues

perfect, and the sup
milk
of
abundant,
ply
weaning ought, as a rule, to take
place about the ninth or tenth month, when the develop
ment of the teeth usually show's that a change of food is
proper. But in delicate children teething is often de
layed several months later, and in such a case weaning

TIME OF WEANING.
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ought also to be delayed, that the organism may be fully
prepared for the change. Cases, hoAvever, occasionally
happen, Avhere the first teeth do not appear for a year,
sometimes tAVO years, even when the children are not
delicate. This occurs as a peculiarity in

or

particularly

families.

some

In most cases, the general development
more considered than the condition

of the child must be

of the teeth.*

weak, scrofulous children the teeth

In

late in

and this may

sure

breast

appearing,
sign that the

ought

generally

very often
be taken as a
are

still to be the chief source

of their nourishment, whatever their age may be. At
the same time, if the child is not thriving, chicken-broth
may be

given

once

or

twice

under this treatment will be

gradually

a

day,

an

and its

improvement

indication that it may be

weaned.

If, before the expiration of the usual time of nursing,
the

supply

ment of the

to

of milk proves insufficient for the nourish
child, and the health of the mother begins

suffer, it may become necessary, for the sake of both,

gradually before any indications of teething
But in this case, weaning is recommended not
as
proper in itself, but merely as the smaller evil. To
continue nursing under such circumstances would lead to

to

wean

it

are seen.

mischief than giving it up.
Weaning either too soon or too late is attended with
almost equal disadvantages ; and unless under peculiar cir
cumstances, of which the physician is the best judge, the
development of the teeth, together with the general con
dition of the child, ought to determine the time of wean
ing. It is fortunate if weaning can be effected in fine

more

*

For the indications afforded

Appendix G.

by

the progress of

teething,

see
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FOOD AFTER

can be much in the open air ; as
than such exposure to soothe the
by Avhich the process is so frequently

weather,

Avhen the child

nothing

tends

nervous

more

irritability

accompanied.
The important

gradually

WEANING.

to the

rule in

weaning is,

other

use

the breast from it

of
by equally

it is

injury of both
accomplished in

sustain

no

degrees. In
made suddenly,

mother and child.
such

a

to withdraAV

sIoav

times the transition used to be
direct

to accustom the child

nourishment, and

former
to the

Now, however,

gradual manner that many
If, Avhen the front teeth

inconvenience from it.

begin to appear (about the sixth or seventh month, for
example), some light food be given once or twice a day,
and the quantity be aftcnvard gradually increased and
repeated so as to lessen the desire for the breast in an
equally gradual manner, Aveaning will be found compa
ratively easy and safe for both mother and child. It ought
never

to be effected Avhile the infant suffers under the
or any active disease, as the risk of
serious intestinal disorder would thus be

irritation of

teething

convulsions

or

greatly

increased.

After the child has been
ment

ought

stances

Aveaned, its principal nourish

still to consist of the

Avhich have for

mentary food

; and

no

some

liquid

semi-fluid sub

or

time constituted its

considerable

change

in this

supple
respect

permitted until after the appearace of the eyeteeth. As growth advances, hoAvever, some addition may
be made to the diet previously in use. But Avhatever
modification of it is alloAved, the utmost care should be
taken to guard against too full and nourishing a diet
soon after the Aveaning has been
accomplished
should be

SOURCES OF

DANGER AT

TIME

OF

WEANING.

One of the chief sources of danger at the time of wean-

ABUSE OF MEDICINE.

ing,

is the

of the mother

tendency
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nurse

or

to consider

sign of hunger, which she
By yielding to this impulse she
often uiiAvittingly increases the natural irritability of the
infant constitution, till, by the indigestion arising from
too frequent feeding, mere irritability passes into disease.
It is, no doubt, painful to a mother's feelings to Avitness
apparent suffering in her child ; but it is still more pain

every cry of the child
must hasten to satisfy.

as

a

ful to her to discover that she has been the instrument

converting a temporary evil into a source of serious
danger to life. Rightly managed, the child soon becomes
reconciled to the change in its diet, and resumes its natu
ral placidity.
When a striking increase of appetite, amounting to
craving, sIioavs itself soon after Aveaning, and especially
Avhen it is accompanied by evident fulness in the abdomi
nal region, it ought at once to arrest attention. Gene
rally speaking, these symptoms are the result of over
feeding or of too rich a diet ; and if the errors be per
severed in, the child's health will infallibly suffer from
intestinal irritation and its usual consequence, glandular
enlargement.*
of

ABUSE OF MEDICINE.

Before

concluding

caution mothers and
recourse

*

this branch of the

subject,

I must

very earnestly against having
to medicine in order to remedy every little ailnurses

on artificial nursing and weaning
by Dr. Von Ammon, Physician to the King
of Saxony.
Rearing by the hand is much more common in some
parts of Germany than in this country; and as his opportunities
of superintending it seems to have been numerous, his opinions are

are

Some of the best remarks

taken from

entitled to

pflichten

a

more

work

than usual consideration.

und die erste

Kindespflege,"

("Die

3d edit.

ersten Mutter-

Leipzig, 1839.)
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ment which may appear

the time of

weaning.

is

to

nursing or
tendency
an extraneous something thrust
must be expelled by force before

during
Unfortunately, there

consider disease

as

a

common

into the system, which
health can be restored, and with which the mode of

management has little
ease

is

merely

action of the

regimen, and
right course.

or

nothing

to do ;

aberration from the

an

organism, generally

whereas dis

regular mode of
by errors in
by returning to a

caused

often to be put an end to
The consequence of the

error

is, that

on

the first symptom of disease, medicine is resorted to for its
expulsion, while the cause is left to operate undisturbed.
The evil is

consequently aggravated

instead of

being

removed, and many children are thus destroyed by medi
cine who might have been restored to health by patient
and wrell-directed

care

without the aid of the

apothecary.

It is the commonest of all declarations in the nursery,
"
that the child was uneasy, or griped, or feverish, and /
gave it so and so," without the most distant allusion
being made to why it was uneasy or feverish, or whether
anything was done to remove the cause. There is no
more

pernicious

habit than that of

resorting

to medicine

in every ailment of the child, and the mother or nurse
who makes frequent use of it without advice is unfit for
the duties

imposed

on

her.

CHAPTER VIII.
CLEANLINESS,

EXERCISE,

AND

SLEEP,

IN

EARLY

INFANCY.

PERSPIRATION.

In

infancy,

health.

Not

cleanliness

only

is of the first

is the skin

importance

to

sensi

extremely delicate,
as
already described,

tive, and easily injured, but it is,
the seat of

a

continual excretion

matter in the form of

or

perspiration.

exhalation of waste
The

perspired

fluid

animal matter and various saline
substances ; besides which there is a secretion of an oily
matter from the cutaneous surface, to keep the skin soft

holds in solution

some

pliable, and also, in some degree to protect it from
injury. This secretion is most abundant on the scalp, in
the armpits and folds of the joints, and on the forehead
and nose. It is this oily matter which prevents the hair
from becoming dry, and causes water applied to the skin
In the folds of the skin it pre
to gather into globules.
vents the contiguous surfaces from irritating each other,
as, by their mutual friction, they would otherwise be apt
and

to do.

infancy, this oily secretion rarely exceeds in quan
absolutely required to preserve the softness
tity
and pliability of the skin ; and during health, unless
alloAved improperly to accumulate, it never gives rise to
any unpleasant odor.
When the impurities thrown out by perspiration are
In

what is
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allowed to remain

long

in contact with the

skin, they

of irritation, and by obstructing its
exhalation. The consequence is,
further
pores, impede
that the waste matter either is partly and hurtfully re
tained in the system, or escapes through some other

become

a

source

channel, such
risk of

as

the

bowels, kidneys,

or

lungs,

at the

these organs by overtasking their
At other times the skin itself suffers, and be

deranging

powers.
comes the seat of troublesome and obstinate

eruptions.
composition of the perspired
matter, we must provide, in the first place, for the ready
escape of the invisible vapor Avhich forms so large a por
tion of it, and, secondly, for the frequent removal of the

Keeping

in view the

solid saline residue left in contact with the skin.

The

completely effected by using a
light porous dress not too tightly fitted to the body, and
by frequently changing it. The latter purpose will be
best accomplished by frequent and regular ablution Avith
tepid water. Some recommend the use of soap ; but as
the saline particles are soluble, and easily removed by
water alone, and as the soap serves only to combine with
and remove the oily secretion, I consider such an addi
tion as in general unnecessary, and frequently hurtful, in
early infancy. For removing any external or accidental
impurity from the hands, face, or arms, soap is useful,
and even necessary. But applied habitually to the
whole body, it is injurious ; for the removal which it
effects of the protecting oily secretion leaves the yet
tender skin dry, harsh, and subject to cracking and
painful excoriations, and in every way more susceptible
of injury than before. I have noticed this result even
in adults who were in the habit of washing the body
former purpose will be

with soap Avhen in the warm bath. For a time I could
not discover why many of them took cold after it, and it

WASHING AND BATHING.
was

only

after continued

experience

to ascribe it to the above-mentioned

nary

be

occasions, then, ablution Avith
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that I found
cause.

reason

On all ordi

pure soft water is to

preferred.
DAILY

AV ASHING

AND

BATHING.

The safest and most convenient Avay of washing the in
warm Avater is unquestionably by immersion in a

fant in

bath

comfortably arranged for the purpose, as recom
Chapter VI. By this means its wet body is ex

mended in

posed

to the air

but for

a

moment, Avhen about

to be dried ;

Avhereas, when the child is placed in a small tub, Avith
the greater part of the body out of the Avater, and is
washed

by laving

the water

over

it Avith the hand

or

a

sponge, the continued and repeated exposure of its deli
cate skin to the Avarm water and cold air alternately is

very apt to be followed by chills or other bad conse
The bath, therefore, ought always to be pre
quences.
ferred ;

and, Avhile the child remains in it, the whole

face of the

and

sur

the folds of the skin and

especially
carefully rubbed with a soft sponge, so
that every vestige of impurity may be removed. The
infant should then be quickly but gently rubbed dry
with soft napkins, and aftenvard Avith the hand, and be
carefully dressed.
The best time for Avashing it is in the morning as soon
as it is taken out of bed ; and for
bathing, the evening,
after its last meal, and before being put to sleep. If,
from the delicacy of the child, or any other cause, there
arises a necessity to give it the breast immediately on
aAvaking in the morning, it is better to delay the Avashing
and dressing for an hour or more, till digestion be ad
vanced. This precaution is important especially in the
earlier Aveeks of life, Avhen the exertion would be likely
joints,

body,

should- be

WASHING AND BATHING.
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to prove
a

injurious

if the

Avashing

or

bath

were

used with

full stomach.

On account of the great susceptibility to cold which
infancy, and the difficulty with which the system

exists in

change, the tempera
ought, at first, to be nearly the same as
that of the body namely, from 96° to 98° Fahr., and
always to be regulated by a thermometer as the only sure
If the nurse judge by the hand alone she will often
test.
commit an error of several degrees, according to the vary
ing state of her own sensations. The younger the infant,
the more rigidly should this standard be adhered to, as it
is not till growth and strength have made some progress
that it becomes safe to reduce the temperature by a few
degrees. The reason of this has already been sufficiently
explained.
resists the influence of any sudden

ture of the water

—

ADVANTAGES OF AN

EVENING BATH.

In addition to the

regular morning ablution, the tepid
repeated every evening for a few minutes.
Properly managed, and of the right temperature, it has
the double advantage of soothing the nervous system and
promoting an equable circulation of the blood toward the
bath should be

surface.

To

restless and irritable

children, also, the

evening bath is often of the greatest advantage, from the
quiet and refreshing sleep which it rarely fails to induce.
It

to be either too
long continued or
cold room, or immediately after nursing or
With these precautions, the most unequivocal

ought not, however,

used in

a

feeding.
advantage

often results from its use,
especially in scrofu
subjects. But when used too warm, or
continued too long, it is apt to excite undue

lous and delicate

perspiration,

and to increase the

We

liability to cold.
sometimes, though rarely, meet

with children

who,

WASHING AND BATHING.

from

mismanagement

or some

other cause,

are
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frightened

by immersion in water, and others Avith whom the bath
decidedly disagrees. In such instances, of course, it
ought to be given up, and simple washing or sponging
with tepid Avater should be substituted. But in all cir
cumstances, the greatest
alloAV

care

must be taken

never

to

to the air with the skin

infant to be

exposed
imprudent exposure may be pro
ductive of some serious inflammatory affection. Many of
the complaints made against the use of the bath arise
entirely from injudicious management, and the neglect
of the most obvious precautions.
Some physicians and parents prefer the cold to the tepid
bath, even from birth ; but reason and experience concur
in condemning it, and it is only when the infant is
strongly constituted that it escapes unhurt from the use
of the cold bath. After the lapse of a feAV months, hoAVever, the temperature of the water used for the morning
ablution should be gradually reduced, provided the child
continue healthy and the season of the year be warm. I
need scarcely add that, Avhen sufficient reaction and
Avarmth do not speedily ensue after the use of cold bath
ing, it ought to be immediately abandoned, and the tepid
even

an

partially

wet ; for

bath substituted in its stead.*
TREATMENT

AFTER BATH.

At whatever temperature ablution and the bath are
used, gentle friction of the whole body afterward, Avith a
soft dry towel or flannel, will be both useful and
agreeable.
In

Avarm

weather the child may, before being bathed, be
play about for a feAV minutes undressed, and

allowed to
*

on

For further
"

explanation on this subject, see the author's work
Physiology applied to Health and Education," Chapter V.
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to

EXERCISE.

enjoy

the

luxury

of what Franklin calls

an

air-bath.

In this respect its OAvn pleasure may be consulted. If it
is strong enough to bear the exposure Avith advantage, it
Avill seek it.

and of its

If not, it will shun the contact with the air,
accord seek for shelter.
In the country,

own

the children of the peasantry may often be seen, of a sum
mer
morning, disporting themselves Avith infinite glee in

puris

naturalibus at the

Another

important

cottage-door.

element of cleanliness in

infancy

is

the immediate removal of every soiled or damp portion
of the dress, and the careful washing from the skin of
every vestige of impurity arising from either of the na
tural evacuations.
In early infancy the discharges from

the boAvels and bladder

and

involuntary ;
generally
discover some indications of what is about to happen, and
take measures accordingly. It is surprising how early
regularity in this respect may be introduced, by a little
but after

care

a

short

time,

and attention

on

are

frequent

attentive

an

nurse

the part of the

can

nurse.

EXERCISE.

body is as essential to health,
unequivocally manifested, as at
any period of life. To regulate it properly, Ave have only
to keep in vieAV the state of the infant organism, and the
laAvs under Avhich the principal functions are performed ;
In

infancy

motion of the

and the desire for it is

as

nor the muscles, while in their
condition, shall be required to do duty
beyond their strength. At first, the exercise of the infant

so

that neither the bones

soft and feeble

ought

to consist

simply

in the open air, in
position on the nurse's

in

being

carried about the nursery

horizontal

slightly reclining
gentle friction with
the hand over the whole surface of the body and limbs
after the bath, an operation which is no less agreeable to
or

a

arm

—

and

m

or

EXERCISE IN THE OPEN AIR.

the infant than beneficial in

promoting

a

free and
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equable

circulation. Those parents are greatly to be blamed, Avho,
for their OAvn amusement, excite their infants to muscular

long before the organism is fit for its beneficial
performance. But, Avhile active exercise is incompatible
with the condition of the infant, the passive exercise im
plied in being carried in the nurse's arms and exposed to
the wholesome and invigorating influence of the open air,
is eminently favorable to its health, and should be given
In a
to a much greater extent than it generally is.
climate like that of Britain, prudence is of course required
to protect the infant Avith clothing suitable to the season,
and never to expose it needlessly in harsh, damp weather.
When the child is born in summer or late in spring, its

exertion

exercise should be confined to the limits of the nursery
and adjoining room, well ventilated for the purpose, for
or fourteen
days ; after AA-hich it may be
carried into the open air for fifteen or twenty
minutes at a time. But Avhen it is born in winter or late

about ten

cautiously

in autumn, it
lapse of four

ought
six

or

weather and for

a

not to be

Aveeks,

taken out till after the

and then

only

in fine mild

short time, till it becomes habituated to

the air.

Whatever the
is

season

9

to

avoid

of the year may

be, much caution

injury from thoughtless exposure to
the strong light of day, and more especially to bright
Bunshine. For several weeks the eye is extremely delicate
and susceptible of injury, and vision very imperfect. If,
therefore, the infant be suddenly or rashly exposed to the
rays of the summer sun, or even to strong daylight, the
structure of the eye may be injured, and the sight weak
ened or even destroyed.
In fine summer weather, a child can scarcely be too
much in the open air, if the morning and evening dews
required
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and chill be avoided ; and therefore the daily exercise
out-of-doors should be gradually and cautiously extended,

from fifteen to twenty minutes at first, to an hour or tAvo,
and at last to several hours a day, in proportion as it can

be borne. Most infants

naturally delight in the open air,
they
sufficiently protected ; but in Avinter and
spring much caution is required on account of the great
and dangerous susceptibility of cold at that age, Avhen the
power of generating heat is, as Ave have seen, so low. This
beneficial influence of moderate heat and injurious effect
of cold are exhibited on a large scale in the relative
mortality in infancy in temperate and cold climates.
Children thrive remarkably well in warm countries, up to

Avhen

are

certain age; whereas in cold countries, and even in
temperate regions during the Avinter, they die in consider
a

able numbers.

In

an

inquiry

Avhich

Dr. Milne Edwards to discover the

was

instituted

by

of the greater
during winter than
cause

mortality of infants in France
during summer, and in the northern than in the southern
departments of that country, this was proved to be o>ving
chiefly to premature exposure to cold, in carrying the
infants to the office of the Maire within a feAV days after
birth, for the purpose of being registered in legal form.
Ordinary medical experience confirms the inference
deducible from these facts; for careful investigations haAre
shoAvn that many children perish annually from inflamma
tion of the lungs and other inflammatory diseases, caused
by imprudent exposure to cold, especially when the
clothing is inadequate.
PRECAUTIONS

TO

BE

OBSERVED.

Influenced, then, both by experiencence and by know
ledge of the infant constitution, Ave ought to beAvare of
exposing very young or delicate children to the full force

CARRYING AND LIFTING OF INFANTS.
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of the cold in Avinterand

spring. After the first month,
healthy infants, if properly protected from the Aveather,
may be advantageously taken out in fine days even in
winter; but the early part of the day, and the most
sheltered situations and purest

air, should

be chosen for

the purpose. If, notwithstanding every precaution, the
child give indications of suffering or of being depressed by

the

cold,

and

we

should abstain for

a

time from

it the necessary exercise in

give

a

sending it out
large, Avell-aired

room.

When

an

infant is taken out for

should be very careful

during,

at

never

exercise, the nurse
a sitting
posture,

to carry it in

least, the first four

or

five months.

If this pre

caution be

neglected, its large and heavy head will be
observed to hang over on one side, in such a way as to
impede the breathing. Hufeland mentions a case in
Avhich even death was caused by a sudden jerk of the
head to

one

side in

ought, therefore,

to

a

The mother
very young infant.
a Avatchful
eye over the nurse

have

exercising the child, unless she feels assured, from
knoAvledge of her character, that implicit confidence can
be placed in her. When the child is carried out in the

Avhile

nurse's arms, the arm on which it rests should from time
be changed ; this alternation will be equally
advantageous to nurse and infant. After the fourth or
to time

fifth

month, the sitting posture may be alloAved for
a time, if the child seems to like it.

a

feAV

minutes at

HOAV

TO

LIFT

YOUNG

INFANTS.

lifting young children, the nurse should be very
ahvays to place her hands, one on each side of the
chest, immediately below the armpits, and never to lay
hold of the child by the arms, as is sometimes thought
lessly done. In infancy, the sockets of the joints are so
In

careful

EXERCISE.
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shallow, and the bones so feebly connected Avith each
other, that dislocation of the arms, and even fracture
of the collar-bone, may easily be produced by neglecting
this rule.

dangling, swinging, and jolting
highly improper. In a very
very young infants,
moderate degree, such exercises seem to be agreeable to
them, and need not be prohibited ; but, in the rough way
in which they are sometimes administered, they cannot
but be prejudicial.
The

of

common custom

is

children's

carriages.

infant is strong enough to be placed in a
posture, exercise in a child's carriage is preferable

When

an

sitting
to being

carried in the nurse's arms ; but, in cold weather,
great care must be taken to protect the child by proper
clothing from being chilled. That these little carriages
are

often

improperly used, is no
judicious employment.

so

proper and

SHORT

When
a

a

desire for

against

reason

their

CLOTHES.

certain degree of strength has been acquired,
extended and independent motion gradu

more

ally shoAVS itself, which many nurses are in the habit of
gratifying by fostering premature attempts at walking.
The best way, however, of indulging this new craving, is
to place the child on the carpet, and alloAV it to move
and extend its
at

its

OAvn

playthings

limbs, crawl

pleasure
within

on

putting

—

its reach.

all-fours,
at the

or

tumble about

same

time, a few
this, the

To facilitate

ordinary long dress ought to be curtailed about the fifth
or sixth month, or as soon as the power of self-exercise
shows itself. If the weather be cold, a longer and warmer

WALKING.

dress

can

easily

be

put

on
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when the child is carried into

the open air.
By exercise thus
the infant will be

state of the

adapted to the
strengthened and

system,

learn to Avalk much

carriage, than if too
by the arm or
supported
early
be more fully
also
The
chest
will
by leading-strings.
developed, and the whole system consequently benefited.

sooner, and Avith
set

on

a more

firm and erect

either

its feet and

With moderate caution

on

the part of the attendant,

nothing to fear in thus indulging the child ; for
it is even amusing to see how careful it generally is about
When a mother takes
its OAvn safety when left to itself.
entire charge of the exercise of an infant, and judges of
its risks by her OAvn anxious feelings, she is sure to err.
But remove all external means of injury, and leave the
child to its own direction, and it will very rarely hurt
itself. It will crawl till its bones become firm enough to
bear the weight of the body, and its muscles powerful
enough to move them.

there is

LEARNING TO WALK.

stage of exercise is walking ; and here again,
we do not stimulate the infant to premature

The next

provided

safely trust it to itself. After a child has
degree of vigor and command over its
muscles by craAvling about, it will begin of its own
accord to try to stand and walk, by laying hold of chairs,
or seeking a little support from the nurse. But we should
be careful not to accustom it to "rely too much on the
guidance and assistance of others. If we entice it to
walk before the bones and muscles are adequate to the
efforts,

we

acquired

a

may

certain

exertion, the consequences cannot fail to be bad. When
support is given by leading-strings, it is at the risk of
compressing and deforming the chest ; when, on the other

WALKING.
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hand, the child

is

effect is to twist the

upheld by one arm, the immediate
spine and trunk of the body ; while,

in both cases, the lower limbs

are

apt

to

bend, and the

to its conductor's

guidance
protection, acquires a heedlessness in its exertions
which is prejudicial alike to body and mind. The strong
effort of the will required to execute every movement
gracefully and successfully is Avithdrawn, and gives place
to an indifference which is fatal to unity of action in the
delicate muscles. A child trained to walk independently
may, no doubt, get a feAV falls ; but on the supposition
child, by constantly trusting
and

that all hard bodies have been removed out of its Avay,
and that it is practising on a carpet or a laAvn under the

superintendence of a watchful nurse, it runs far less risk
of sustaining injury from falls than it is certain to do if
leading-strings and other artificial supports are substituted,
which tempt it into fallacious estimates of its strength,
and expose it to Avorse dangers from the carelessness of its
It is

attendant.

infant's

a

great

error

to be

so

anxious about

an

to Avatch its every

movement, and be
the
alarm
to
sound
at
every trifling risk. The per
ready
sonal experience of a fall teaches the child much more

safely,

effectually how

as

to avoid future

accidents than

a

thousand

exclamations of caution from its nurse, which are calcu
lated to foster timidity and irresolution far more than

reasonable
as

in later

be to

body

prudence and presence of mind. In infancy,
life, the grand principle of education ought to

promote self-regulated action, whether of
of mind, and to guide inexperience to the mode

or

in which Nature intends the action to be

performed.
by the

continue to be machines moved
and defended by the prudence of others,

long

as we

acquire

that

strength

endowment of which

of

body

our

that

we

So
will

cannot

degree of mental
constitution is naturally susor
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SLEEP.

from

ceptible: eAren
good. In our

this

early infancy

holds

principle

poor chil
country
three years old acting as guardians to in
fants little younger than themselves, and displaying in

dren but tAVO

that

sometimes

see

or

capacity

presence of

we

own

a

degree

of

mind, hardly

intelligence, steadiness, and
expected at so early an

to be

age.
HINTS

Duri.g

ABOUT

the first month

or

SLEEPING.

tAvo of life the powers of

Avholly occupied in carrying on digestion,
nutrition,
growth, and the time of the infant is
divided betAveen sleeping and feeding. Indeed, it can
scarcely be said ever to be aAvake ; and only after the
lapse of several Aveeks do sensation and consciousness
become sufficiently active and distinct to constitute in
tervals of real Avakefulness. At this period, then, it is
not so much the length of sleep, or the best time for it,
that requires our attention, as the situations and condi
tions under Avhich sleep ought to be allowed.
From the first the infant should sleep in its own
bed or cot, care being taken to have it sufficiently
covered, particularly in cold weather. An excellent
addition to the usual coverings of a child's cot will be
found in a small duvet; it is at once the lightest and
warmest of coverings, and may be used or omitted ac
cording to the temperature of the room.
the system

are

and

After the first month the bed should be without
tains.

These exclude air

as

fore, Avhen the child goes
darken the

room

attach curtains to
is
a

well

to

as

sleep,

light ; and,

it is far better to

window-shutters, than to
the cradle. When, again, a nursery

by

means

of

badly constructed that the cradle must
draught wherever it is placed, a screen
so

cur

there

be

exposed

to

will afford

a
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protection. The modern suspended cot is an
improvement on the old-fashioned cradle, and its addi
tional height from the floor is useful in allowing greater
accessibility to the mother's bed.
As to the length of time to be allowed for sleep in
infancy, it has been already remarked that, for three
months after birth, nutrition and sleep constitute nearly
necessary

the Avhole

sum

of existence.

The infant aAvakes to

feed,

In proportion as the
presently
organism develops, the desire for activity will increase,
and that for frequent sleep diminish ; and it is our busi
ness to follow in the footsteps of Nature, and merely to
remove any impediments which accident may throw in

and

goes to

sleep again.

her way.

also

far

possible, to be ob
sleep. In the
animal economy, there is a periodicity, adapted to that
of the physical world, Avhich tends to bring about the
same state of the system at regular intervals, and which
it is important to cultivate. Unless regularity of sleep
Regularity

ought,

as

as

served in the hours of wakefulness and

be established and adhered to, neither mother nor child
can
enjoy during the night that undisturbed repose
which is

so

essential to health.

If the infant be

encour

start up at any moment of the

day or night and
demand the breast, or if this be constantly offered to it
as a means of soothing its cries, Avhether it be hungry or
not, perpetual restlessness and discontent must ensue;
aged

to

and these
and

once

established

enjoyment, along

as a habit, the mother's
peace
with the child's health and wel

The infant may be quieted
are sure to be sacrificed.
for the moment in this way, but at the expense of tenfold
trouble and disappointment afterward.

fare,

While

hours for

endeavoring to accustom
eating, sleeping, and all

the child to

regulai

other natural opera-

UNDISTURBED SLEEP.
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should, especially as it grows older and stronger,
that night is peculiarly the season for
sleep, and that no arrangement should be permitted to
interfere Avith the natural, tendency to it at that time.
Guided by this principle, Ave should endeavor to regu
tions,

Ave

bear in mind

late the habits of the child in such

appropriate an hour or two in
that sleep Avhich, more or less,

a

manner

the middle of the

as

to

day to
all children then require
till after two or three years of age. Their activity may
not be entirely expended, but under a judicious system
of management they will be perfectly ready at this time
for an interval of rest ; whereas if they be excited to
activity, and sleep be deferred to a later part of the day,
it Avill always be at the risk of producing restlessness in
the early part of the night. To nervous, excitable chil
dren, the mid-day sleep is very beneficial, and in their
case it
may often be continued with great advantage for
the first three or four years, and even longer.
When a child is put to sleep, Avhether by night or by
day, light or noise ought to be carefully excluded. Even
Avhen these do not prevent sleep, they tend to render it
troubled and unrefreshing, and, by rousing nervous sen
sibility, render the infant liable to spasmodic and con
vulsive attacks from any accidental irritation. Many
persons act in opposition to this rule, and think it of no
consequence Avhat talking or noise goes on in the nursery,
provided the infant be not roused up broad aAvake. This
is a pernicious mistake.
When the stomach is distended, and digestion just be
ginning, sleep is apt to be uneasy and disturbed. The
infant, therefore, ought not, as a general rule, to be put
to rest immediately after a full meal.
During the first
month, no doubt, it goes to sleep directly after having
the breast; but at that early age it takes little at a

SLEEPLESSNESS.
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time.

It is at

a

later

period

that the

precaution requires

attention.
So much must

ahvays depend

on

tion, health, and management, that

individual constitu
no

fixed hours

can

be named at which the infant should be put to rest. If
it sleeps tranquilly, and Avhen aAvake is active and

cheerful, and if its various bodily functions
cuted Avith

is

error

regularity,

committed,

whether it

sleeps

an

another child of the
it

sleeps heavily

or

are

exe

may rest assured that no great
and need not concern ourselves
we

hour

same

more

an

Where,

age.

uneasily,

or

hour less than
on

the contrary,

and Avhen aAvake is either

fretful, and the other functions are perverted, Ave
be certain that some error is committed, and that

dull

or

may
the child is either rocked to

full

meal,

or

othenvise

sleep immediately after
mismanaged by the attendant.

a

things Avhich distress an anxious mother,
annoy
impatient nurse, more than sleeplessness in
her infant charge, and there is nothing Avhich both are
so desirous to remove by the readiest means that present
themselves. A healthy child, properly treated and not
unduly excited, will ahvays be ready for sleep at the
There

are

feAV

an

or

usual time ; and Avhen it appears excited or
may infer with certainty that some active

restless,
cause

Ave

has

made it so, and should try to find this out and remove
it. If no adequate external cause can be discovered, Ave
may infer with

equal certainty

that its health has in

way suffered, and that it is sleepless because it is
In this case, the proper course is to seek
ill.
profes
sional advice, and to employ the means best adapted to
some

before.
ness,
some

the health

; after which, sleep will return as
overlooking the true origin of the restless
hoAvever, and regarding it merely as a state trouble

restore

From

to all

concerned, many mothers and

nurses are

in
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the habit of

resorting immediately to laudanum, sedative
drops, poppy-syrup, spirits, and other means of forcing
sleep, without regard to their effects on the disease and
on the system ; and are quite satisfied if they succeed
in bringing on the appearance of slumber, no matter
whether the reality be sleep, stupor, or apoplectic de
pression. The mischief done in this Avay is inconceiv
ably great; in the Reports on the Health of Towns
which have been laid before

Parliament,

as

Avell

as

in

Registrar-General's returns of Births, Marriages, and
Deaths, in England, we find ample evidence that enor
mous quantities of quack
cordials," anodynes," and
even spirits, are recklessly given to produce quiet and
sleep, and are the causes of many deaths of young
the

"

"

children.

FloAvers and

strong-smelling perfumes ought to be ex
sleeping-apartments of infants, as they

cluded from the

injuriously on their delicate nervous system.
infancy as in adult age, it is highly conducive to
health and sound sleep that the night and bed-clothes
should be thoroughly purified by several hours' exposure
to the air every day, immediately after the child is taken
up. The effect of perfectly fresh coverings is soothing
and healthful in a high degree.
act

In

CHAPTER IX.
ON

THE CHOICE AND

QUALITIES

It sometimes

so

OF

OF

A

NURSE.

A NURSE.

happens that, notAvithstanding

tention, the inability
becomes

REGIMEN

decided

of the mother to
as

to

compel

nurse

every at
her child

her to desist from the

attempt, and to procure a substitute. I shall noAV, there
fore, consider the qualities by which the choice of a nurse

ought

to be determined.

From the

exposition already given

of the intimate rela

tion which subsists between the constitution of the mother

infant, thereflecting reader will judge that,
healthy state, her own milk is that which is best
adapted for the support and nourishment of the child ;
and that, when a nurse is required, care should be taken to
select one resembling the mother as closely as possible in
all essential points. As a general principle this is unques
tionably true. But in practice it often happens that the
very circumstances Avhich force us to employ a nurse, are
those which also oblige us to depart from this principle,
and prefer a woman of an entirely different constitution.
Before entering on the consideration of these exceptions,
however, we shall first briefly direct attention to several
conditions, in regard to which it is important to the
infant that the nurse should approximate more or less
closely to the mother.

and that of her

in the
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In all

ordinary

mother and

nurse

this I do not
becomes

a

cases

it is

should be

advantage

an

nearly
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of the

same

that the
age.

By

that, when a delicate young woman
mother at the premature age of seventeen or
mean

Ave should take
pains to procure a nurse equally
immature in constitution ; or that, Avhen a woman at the
extreme verge of the child-bearing period gives birth to

eighteen,

infant,

an

Ave

ought

to

consign

it to the

charge

of

one

equally advanced in years. Neither of these extrava
gances is required ; all that is Avanted is, that the offspring
of a young mother should be suckled by a young in pre
ference to an old nurse, and that the child of a woman in
middle life should be suckled by a. nurse arrived at least

degree of adaptation be
required simply because the
influenced
milk
is
the
of
by the time of life, and
quality
the milk of a Avoman of forty years of age is found not to

at

maturity.

tAveen the

This reasonable

nurse

and child is

be suitable for the infant of
manner

have been delivered
the

a woman

quality

nearly

In like

of twenty.

it is desirable that both mother and
about the

same

of the milk alters Avith the

nurse

date,

lapse

should

because

of time.

Some resemblance, moreover, betAveen mother and nurse
in the general form and proportions of the body is ad
as experience has shown that the children

vantageous,
of thin, tall mothers rarely thrive
thick-set

ought

nurses.

the milk of short.

nurse, special regard
selecting
general constitution of the
object be to counteract or to de

also to be had to the

mother, whether

velop

In

on

a

the

our

peculiarities

which the infant has derived from

her.
The causes which disqualify a mother for nursing may
be divided into tAvo kinds. Under the first head may be
rare cases in Avhich a wellincluded the

comparatively
previously healthy

constituted and

mother is rendered
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incapable of nursing, either by a sudden attack of ill
ness, or by some unforeseen accident, not admitting of an
immediate remedy. In such cases, the general princi
ple applies almost without modification ; and if it were
possible to procure a nurse resembling the mother in all
respects, there

cannot be

fittest substitute.

a

doubt that she Avould be the

Where, however,

frequently
indispensable
constitutional delicacy instead of seeking points of re
semblance to the parent, our chief object is to find a
nurse free from the constitutional
debility, and liberally
endowed with all the properties in which the mother is
defective. It is only thus that the infant can be pre
served from the injurious influence of the impaired con
stitution of the parent. Experience has amply proved
that the greatest benefit may result from transferring the
feeble child of a delicate mother to the breast of a healthy
and vigorous nurse to one, in short, whose superiority
lies in the very qualities in which the parental constitu
tion is most defective. At the same time, the general
character of the nurse's constitution, hoAvever healthy,

happens,

a nurse

as

most

from the mother's

becomes

—

—

must not

deviate too far from that of the

mother, other

wise the milk will not suit the child.
I

have

already

observed that, in all cases,

regard
delivery of the
required because the

should be had to the relative dates of
mother and

nurse.

This caution is

milk secreted

is very
secreted
can

immediately after the birth of the infant
different in its properties from that Avhich is
a

month

or

be remedied in

six Aveeks later.

This inconvenience

great degree by putting the nurse
light, cooling, and rather fluid diet for the first
a

upon a
feAV weeks ; and this should ahvays be done Avhen her
milk is older than that of the mother.
During the

whole

period

of

suckling,

the diet of the

nurse

should
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strictly regulated. A tranquil mind and even temper
particularly desirable in a nurse, and care should be
taken to inquire into this point.

be

are

DISASTROUS EFFECTS ON
A

The

pernicious

INFANT

THE

OF

IN

PASSION

NURSE.

influence of

in the

passion

on

nurse

system of the child is strikingly illustrated by a case
mentioned in the excellent little Avork of Dr. Von Am
fell into a
nion, already referred to:* "A carpenter

the

quarrel with a soldier billeted
draAvn
upon by him Avith his
carpenter
then

at first

suddenly

in his

house, and

Avas

set

The wife of the

sword.

trembled Avith fear and terror, and

threAV herself

furiously

betAveen the

com

batants, Arrested the sword from the soldier's hand, broke
it in pieces, and threAV it aAvay. During the tumult
While
came in and separated the men.
some

neighbors

in this state of strong excitement, the mother took up
her child from the cradle, Avhere it lay playing, and in

the most

perfect health,

never

having

had

a

moment's

illness ; she gave it the breast, and by so doing sealed its
fate. In a feAV minutes the infant left off sucking, be
came restless, pauted, and sank dead on its mother's bosom.

The
child

physician, Avho was instantly called in, found the
lying in the cradle as if asleep, and with its features

undisturbed ; but all his
irrevocably gone." Cases

resources were
so

fruitless ; it

remarkable seldom

Avas

occur

in

private life ; but, unhappily, there are many instances in
Avhich perpetually recurring fits of bad temper, especially
near or during the time of suckling, produce similar
effects in a more sIoav and gradual manner, but Avith
*"Die ersten
102.

Mutterpflichten

und die erste

Kindespflege,"

p.
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equal certainty— and if anything can exert a
salutary influence on mothers Avho are prone to the in
dulgence of passion, it must be the contemplation of
almost

a case as that of the carpenter's wife.
Another strong reason for rejecting a nurse character
ized by a bad temper, or other moral disqualifications,

such

is the

general system

of

mismanagement

and conceal

which cannot fail to ensue, and which it is some
times so difficult for the mother to detect, that the health
ment

of the child may be ruined without any one being able
The character of
to discover why it is suffering at all.
the nurse, indeed, makes such a difference in the manner
of doing a thing, and consequently exercises so direct an
influence

on

the welfare of her

will sometimes be observed to

charge, that
pine under

the infant
treatment

which appears to a superficial observer, the same as that
under Avhich it formerly throve. We may be unable to

point

out

a

yet, in the

single

manner

omission in the treatment

required,
conducting it, enlightened mater
careful inquiry, discover a differ

of

nal affection may, on
ence amply sufficient to

account

for the difference of

by the parent can
watching
the
like
this
;
only
security against
deficiency
remedy
it lies in a right choice at the first.
effect.

No

or

exhortation

a

When
alarm

a

mother suckles her

at once, and seeks

oavu

child, she takes the

immediate

an

remedy

when she

supply of milk insufficient for its support. But
it is otherwise Avith an ill-chosen nurse. Not feeling the
finds the

same

strong interest in the

well-being of the infant, and
confessing that her milk

afraid of losing her situation by
is deficient, she is often tempted

give

the child in secret

that the

deficiency

some

to conceal the

unsuitable

food,

will not be discovered.

very concealment which is

practised,

fact, and

in the

hope

From the

it is in the

highest
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degree improbable

that the food

either proper for the child,
in

a

and

proper

manner

or

provided

so

given
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Avill be

at proper times and

; and

hence may arise indigestion
the true sources of Avhich, if entire

boAvel-complaints,
placed in the nurse,

confidence is

may

never

be

suspected.

We cannot, therefore, attach too great importance to moral
character in the selection of a nurse, especially as every
change is attended with serious inconvenience.
THE

SHOULD SELECT THE

PHYSICIAN

The choice of

a

ought

nurse

never

NURSE.

to be

finally

de

cided upon Avithout the sanction of a well-qualified phy
sician, whose duty it is to inquire and examine carefully
into the state of her health.
to knoAV that this very

often

ing

nurse

At the
a

in

performed

appearances

are

a

We have reason, hoAvever,
and responsible duty is

important

very careless

sometimes

deceitful,

manner.

and

a

External

healthy -look

may in reality be very unfit for the purpose.
time there are certain requisites Avhich afford

same

strong presumption of fitness, and Avhich ought there

fore to influence

our

mentioned sound

health,

decision.

Among these may be
good constitution, and free
dom from any hereditary taint ; moderate plumpness, a
fresh and clear complexion, clear cheerful eyes, Avith
well-conditioned eyelids, deep red-colored lips Avithout
crack or scurf, sound Avhite teeth, and Avell-fbrmed, mode
rately firm breasts, Avith nipples free from soreness or erup
tion.

quire

But

even

Avith such

a

indications,

into the state of the

we

should still in

principal bodily functions, and
make sure that there is va sufficiently copious secretion of
good milk. Of both the quantity and the quality of the
milk Ave may form an opinion by examining the condi
tion of the nurse's own child Avhether it is plump and
healthy, or the reverse. Of the good quality of the milk
—

10
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by its bluish-white color, someAvhat
watery consistence, slightly sAveetish taste, and the ab
sence of smell.
Dropped into water it should have a
light cloudy appearance, and not sink at once to the
bottom in thick drops. But, upon the whole, the surest
If
test is that afforded by the state of the nurse's child.
and
Ave find it
neatly kept,
healthy, active, good-natured,
we have one of the surest tests of the
qualities of the
we

may

judge

also

nurse.

THE

MOTHER

When the

nurse

SHOULD

is

WATCH

THE

NURSE.

installed, it is advisable that the

watchfully superintend her pro
ceedings,
by frequent and unexpected
visits to the nursery, that everything is attended to Avith
due regularity and in a right spirit. If it be found that
the nurse is, of her own accord, regular in suckling the
child, scrupulously attentive to cleanliness, gentle, patient,
kind, and never put out of humor by fretfulness or by
being roused in the night, and that she is habitually con
tented, cheerful and active, the mother may then lay
aside anxiety, and be thankful for her good fortune. But
if, on looking into the nursery unexpectedly, she find the
child hungry, fretful, or dirty, the room damp, badlymother should for
and

a

assure

time

herself

aired, or over-heated, and the nurse sullen, indifferent, or
slothful, she may at once decide that- the woman is unfit
for her charge. When a good nurse is once secured, the
mother can scarcely overrate her value, or be too careful
to attach her to herself and the infant, by treating her

habitually

with considerate kindness and

excellence in the

nurse

can

regard.

But

no

absolve the mother from the

duty of watching over the health of her child in all essen
tial points. By doing this carefully in the case of her
first child, the intelligent young mother will understand
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the management of her future children (Ave speak from
observation) much better than most nurses Avho may have
had the charge of numerous children, and consider them
selves

experienced. Nurses are not sufficiently educated
profit by their experience, and for the same reason they
are generally presumptuous and full of prejudices.
to

FAULTS

OF NURSES.

Of all the vices to Avhich

nurses are

liable,

one

of the

intemperance, Avhether open or clandes
tine, and the similar practice of taking opiates or other
stimulants, by way of procuring rest and supporting the
strength. Even the too liberal use of porter or ale, so
most

injurious

is

Avith mothers and nurses, is not unattended with
permanent danger, and ought to be scrupulously guarded
common

against. Many Avomen acting on the notion that extra
ordinary support is required, during the time of suckling,
have sunk by degrees into the loAvest state of degradation,
from imprudent, and Avhat they considered necessary
indulgence in fermented liquors. We have already seen
that, Avhen necessary, Nature provides for the demand by
a moderate increase of
appetite and digestive power,
which ought to be gratified by ordinary Avholesome food,
but not excited still further by the use of fermented liquors
of any kind. Occasionally, no doubt, Avine or malt liquor
is plainly required to keep up the health and strength,
but in such cases its use ought to be cautiously regulated
according to the necessities of the system. The custom
which prevails too much in England, of allowing nurses
large quantities of strong malt liquor, is injurious to the
health and temper of the nurse, and still
infant Avhora she is suckling. The best
none

;

and the

moderate,

quantity

and sanctioned

more so
nurses

alloAved should in all

by

to the

require
cases

the medical attendant.

be
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DANGER

But

perhaps

a nurse can

be

OF

GIVING

MEDICINES.

the worst of all the bad

guilty,

and

certainly the

practices
one

of which

most

directly

destructive of infant life, is the habit in Avhich many
mothers, as well as nurses, indulge, of administering, of
their

own

accord, strong and dangerous medicines

children. Not to mention the thousands of
health is

injured by

the

injudicious

use

cases

to

in which

of medicines in

it appears from a Return printed by order of the
House of Commons, of all inquests held in England and

infancy,

Wales in 1837 and 1838, in cases of death from poison,
72, or nearly one-seventh of the Avhole number,

that

resulted from the carelessness of mothers and

nurses

in

administering medicines, Avith the properties of Avhich
they Avere unacquainted, in doses far beyond those in
Avhich they are ever prescribed by medical men. The
Return shows, for example, that the deaths of very young
children (most of them at the breast) from opium or its
preparations, Avere 52 ; and from opium or laudanum,
given by mistake for other medicine, 20 more.
In addition to such cases of absolute poisoning, and
to those so prevalent of late years among the manu
facturing population, from the habitual drugging of
infants with laudanum to keep them quiet or asleep
during their mother's absence at the mill, it is well
known to pactitioners that much havoc is made among
young children by the abuse of calomel and other medi
cines, which may procure momentary relief, but will
often

cause

incurable disease in the end ; and I have been

recklessly remedies of this kind are
trifling occasions, by mothers
and nurses, Avho would be horrified if they kneAV the
potency of the drugs they Avere giving, and the extent
astonished to
had

recourse

see

to,

hoAV

on

the most
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of the

injury they

Whenever

inflicting.

were

child

a

shows any symptoms of uneasiness, instead of inquiring
whether it may not have been caused by some error of
Avhich
requires to be avoided to remove the

regimen
suffering,

only

many mothers and

medicine to
soon

ensue,

uncommon

remove

the

for

a

as

if it

were

indis

immediately and forcibly
by giving some powerful

uneasiness, and if relief does

by repeating

not

In this way it is not
to be sent for in alarm,

the dose.

medical

and told that the child

act

nurses

pensably necessary to interfere
Avith the operations of Nature,

man

began

to

at

complain

such

a

time

that, notwithstanding that a large dose of calomel, or
laudanum, or tincture of rhubarb, was immediately given,
and repeated several times, it is still very ill, and becom

—

ing hourly worse and that if he cannot
instantly, it will soon be beyond recovery.
—

may appear,
a

on

examination, that there
Avhich

slight indisposition,

at

by

the

all, and that

required

do

something

Whereas it

was

at first

only

active treatment

no

caused

solely

of disease in which active

means

urgent symptoms

were

the intended remedies.
That there

must be

are cases

promptly

but these

are

attempt the

used to

cases

save

that

treatment of.

no

the child is
mother

As

or

perfectly true ;
ought to

nurse

rule, indeed, where the

a

managed, medicine of any kind is very
required; and, if disease were more generally

child is well

rarely
regarded in its
duced by some

true

light, simply

as

an

aberration, pro

action, we

external cause, from a natural mode of
should be in less haste to attack it by medicine,

and

watchful, and therefore

more

venting

and

removing

it.

more

Where

a

successful,

in pre

constant demand for

medicine exists in the nursery, the mother may be sure
that there is something essentially wrong in the manage
ment of her

children.
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It sometimes

happens that the quality of the milk
by the unexpected renewal of the

becomes deteriorated

monthly period

in the

nurse

;

and if the fact be concealed

the child may suffer, without any suspicion of the true
cause
being excited. Occasionally it becomes necessary,
in such

change the nurse ; though in
really healthy, the child Avill
as well as before, especially if assisted
at intervals by a little suitable food.
The possibility of
such a change taking place ought therefore to be kept in
mind, and a remedy provided when it does occur and is
circumstances,

other cases, if the
continue to thrive

to

nurse

attended with bad effects.

infancy
this
or

be

It is in the earlier months of

that serious mischief is most

cause.

When the

seventh month, it is

change
usually

takes

likely to arise from
place after the sixth

of less consequence.

CHAPTER X.
ARTIFICIAL

Although the infant

NURSING.

ought,

if possible, to be

brought

up at the breast as already described, it sometimes hap
pens that the mother is utterly unable for the duty, and

that

a

stances

suitable

nurse

resource

no

is not to be had.
is left but to

rear

In such circum
the child

hand, as it is called, or artificial nursing.
This, of course, ought never to be resorted

by

the

to where it

be avoided.

can

under careful

Strong, healthy children may thrive
management, although denied the breast ;

but few delicate

children, and still fewer of those pre
survive
when brought up by the hand.
born,
maturely
Where the stomach and boAvels are very irritable, as
they almost always are in feeble children, the difficulty
is greatly increased. The character of the climate, and
the

degree.

of the year, also affect the result in a marked
But at all times and under all circumstances,

artificial

nursing requires

season

the most watchful attention

and the greatest sacrifice of time on the
part of the
mother, as it is only by the most unremitting manage
ment and

judicious

able from it
able

can

be

care

that the

successfully

circumstances, however,

health and

is folloAved to

a

great

Under favor

many children grow up in
reared entirely by the hand.

strength although
Germany, according to

In the south of

plan

disadvantages insepar

overcome.

Von

Ammon, this

extent where the

mother is
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umvilling to suckle the child and Avith a con
siderable degree of success ; but in the north of Germany
a nurse is almost ahvays preferred.
When a child is to be reared by the hand, Ave have to
determine, first, the kind of nourishment fittest to supply
the place of the mother's milk ; and, secondly, the man
ner in which that nourishment ought to be given.

unable

—

or

the

Taking

best

artificial food.

into consideration the

state of the

imperfectly developed

organs at birth, and the simple and
harmless nature of the milk then secreted by the mater

digestive

nal

breast, we may safely infer that the most suitable
nourishment for the new-born infant will be that which
makes the nearest

approach

to its natural food.

ass's milk deserves the

For this

preference
every other
kind of food ; but Avhen this cannot be obtained, coav's or
goat's milk, properly diluted and SAveetened, may be sub
reason

over

At first about one-third of water should be

stituted.

added to cow's

milk, and

a

still

larger proportion

to

goat's milk ; but after a week or tAvo the proportion may
be gradually diminished. Much, hoAvever, depends on the
taking. As a rule, it is safer to
freely, provided the supply to the infant is
the superfluous water readily passes off by

food which the animal is
dilute rather

abundant,
the

as

kidneys.*

The food of the infant

temperature

as

ought

to be

given

that of the mother's milk

at the

(96°

same

or

98°

because that is the heat most suited to the organ
ism of the child.
In general, this condition is little

Fahr.),

attended to

easily
*

be

For

animals

a

by nurses ; and yet the temperature might
determined, and all possibility of mistake pre-

full account of the

compared

composition of the

with that of

woman, see

milk of different

Appendix F.
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vented, by

means

of

a

thermometer.

In

the

preparing

it
milk and water, it is better to heat the water and pour
should
Both
the reverse.
ingredients
upon the milk, than
should
be perfectly fresh and sweet, and on no account
set aside and heated again for
be
any remaining portion
meal. The infringement of this rule is a
a

subsequent
frequent cause of severe and troublesome indigestion.
HOW

The

TO

ADMINISTER THE FOOD.

in Avhich food is given is also of impor
should follow Nature by supplying it very

manner

tance, and

we

a glass sucking-bottle provided
prepared India-rubber, which passes

slowly.

For this purpose

with

tube of

a

and is fitted at its
with one

through the stopper into the bottle,
free extremity with an artificial nipple pierced
or

several small holes, is

much better than

ficial

nipples

feeding by

the spoon.

and

answers

The best arti

made of caoutchouc; but whatever
not to have the
great care must be taken
An
too fast.
flow
will
else the milk

are

material is used,

large,

holes too

generally used,

be found in
precaution against this result will
the
in
hole
the
stopper through
the proper adaptation of
fluid.
abstracted
the
to
replace
Avhich the air passes
the
neither
is
;
indispensable
The utmost cleanliness, too,

additional

ever be laid aside after use
washed with hot water,- and
smell
afterward laid in cold Avater to prevent any sour
milk
the
of
adhering to it.
from the fermentation

bottle

nor

without

the tube should

being thoroughly

arising
Neglect of

this

precaution,

especially allowing

and

the

fail to do
milk to remain in the bottle for hours, cannot
cleanliness and sweetness in
as the want of

perfect

harm,

the food
to

or

in the vessels used in

derange digestion.

ployed,

care

When

giving it, tends strongly
artificial nipple is em

an

it of too
must be taken not to have

great
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length ; othenvise the child
act of sucking, and prevent

may compress its sides in the
the milk from flowing at all.

The indispensable necessity of cleanliness, and the pro
priety of always using fresh milk, and never reserving
any portion of it for a subsequent meal, Avill be readily
understood by those who have observed the rapidity with
which milk becomes acid, and imparts to the bottle a
sour, disagreeable smell, which it is extremely difficult to
destroy.
THE

QUANTITY

OF

FOOD

TO

BE

GIVEN AT

A TIME.

points for consideration are the intervals at
brought up by the hand should be fed, and
the quantity that should be given at a time ; and here,
again, we cannot do better than take Nature for our
guide.
We have already seen that, for tAvo or three weeks
after birth, the infant sleeps almost continually ; it wakes
The next

which

up

a

now

child

and then for

a

moment to suck

a

little, and

goes to sleep. The stomach being small and unac
customed to its functions, can bear only a little food at a

again
time.

In

accordance Avith this natural

arrangement,

similar intervals should be observed in artificial

feeding
ordinary nursing ; and the first sign of indifference
may be safely relied upon as an indication that the child
has had enough. As a rule, six or eight tablespoonfuls
as

in

will be sufficient at one time for the first two or three
weeks ; and it should be remembered that rearing by the

frequently fails solely from injudicious and too fre
quent feeding. Many nurses, acting under the erroneous
notion that liquid food contains little nourishment,
hand

administer it often, and thus oppress the stomach and
excite vomiting.
Observing, again, that immediate relief

folloAVS the

emptying

of the

stomach, they fancy that
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vomiting
a course

is
of

sign of health, and are led
positive mischief to the child.
a

to persevere in

If the infant is observed to thrive well and sleep
and its bowels continue in a regular state, the pro

quietly,
portion

of water added to the milk may be gradually
diminished after the first three or four weeks ; and about
the fourth or fifth month the milk may be given almost

undiluted, provided the child is lively and active, and
counter-indication appears. Care should be taken
the milk of
cows

healthy

a

cow,

no

to select

large proportion of the
subjects of tubercular

as a

confined in cities become the

disease.
In

the mode of artificial

general,

cribed Avill be found to

which

can

be followed.

persevered in,
ance

be

required

as

in natural

anticipate

if the child

Nature

advance in the

some

diluted and

when

large proportion

of any

OF

should be careful not

the
its

change before
propriety.

the

DIET.

constitutions, coav's milk does not agree when
sweetened, but answers perfectly well

merely
a

we

by making
organism indicates
CHANGE

In

nursing, till after the appear
same change in diet will
had been brought up at the

teeth, when the

But in both instances

breast.
to

as

of the front

above des

nursing

better than any other
When successful, it ought to be
answer

well-prepared

When, therefore,

of water and

a

small

farinaceous substance

after the first month

or

quantity

are

added.

two, diluted

milk does not agree, a small proportion of farinaceous
food, such as arrow-root, sago, barley-gruel, and, after
these, rusks well boiled, may be added to the milk the
—

water

being

first strained off.

used in France

gently roasting

as

The bouillie

the first food of

commonly

infants, is made by

the best wheat-flour in

an

oven, then boil-
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it for a considerable time, either in Avater or in milkand-water, and adding sugar to it. When carefully
made, not too thick, and free from knots, it is an excel
lent food, especially Avhen the use of milk excites a ten

ing

colicky pains. On changing to the
bouillie, digestion
improves, and the evacuations
become healthy and painless.
In some instances, especially Avhen the boAvels are slug
gish, thin barley-gruel, Avith or Avithout the addition of
Aveak chicken-tea or beef-tea, ansAvers Avell. The grand
rule ought to be, to follow what seems best suited to the
individual constitution.
With soft, flabby children, the
to diarrhoea

dency

or

often

chicken

active,
diet

or

beef tea is often most useful ; while Avith thin,
infants, the milk and farinaceous

and irritable

answers

But in

best.

trying

the effect of any altera

tion, we must not conclude that, because no advantage is
apparent within a day or tAvo, therefore it will not agree.
Often the effects of

selves
even
or

a
partial change of diet shoAV them
gradually, that it is only after a week or two, or
longer, that we can decide Avhether i{, is beneficial

so

not.

In

some

children of

a

lymphatic

constitution and low

vitality, it is necessary to begin the use of chicken-tea,
mutton-broth perfectly freed from fat, or beef-tea, earlier
than

usual,

with them.
to have

any less animalized food does not agree
In general, however, it will be soon enough

as

recourse

to animal

broths

incisor teeth have

appeared. But,
already recommended

time after the

shall be found to dis
Aveak mutton-broth, to which a little
arrow-root, or ground rice, or rusk, is added, ought
immediately to be tried, provided we make sure before
hand that the indigestion proceeds from the nature, and
ceous

diet

some

if the milk and farina

agree, chicken-tea

not from the

or

quantity,

of the food

previously

in

use.

In
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general,

excess

in

quantity

or

too

frequent feeding is
ahvays laid upon

real cause, although the blame is
quality of the food.
The great

farinaceous food and

between

difference

the
the

animal-broths is, that the former nourishes without excit
ing, while the latter are ahvays more or less stimulating.
As in

infancy,

the natural

most suitable ; but

is to

tendency

milk and farinaceous substances

in

are

cases

meet Avith infants

occasionally
as to
require
we

excitement,

ordinary

defective in constitution

some

so

Iu

stimulus.

such cases, chicken-tea, or even beef-tea, may be used
with advantage, provided due caution be exercised to

avoid

making

it too

strong

or

giving

it too

much, and

to

leave it off the moment any indication of harm is per
ceived. It is in foundling hospitals, and other recep
tacles for poor and Aveakly children, that the greatest
benefit is obtained from the

temporary use of animalbroths, just because it is such infants Avho require and
bear the stimulus which attends their
be

a

great mistake

stituted infants of the middle and
or

use.

But it would

to infer that the

healthy, well-con
higher classes require,

Avill not suffer from, the premature
in its mildest form.

use'

of animal

food,

even

TREATMENT

AFTER BEING

NURSED

OR

FED.

In Avhatever way the infant is brought up, its treatment
nursed or fed is far from being a matter of

after being

indifference.

During the first weeks after birth, it will
asleep immediately after having the breast ; and this,
as
being the order of Nature, ought rather to be encour
aged. If, from thoughtless gayety or activity in the
fall

nurse, it be dandled

wise

or

carried to the

excited, indigestion will be apt

accompanied by

nervous

to

irritation and

window, or other
follow, probably

colicky pains

or
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Even when so much sleep is no longer
required, quietude for some time after feeding should be
encouraged, as much excitement or motion immediately
after meals is unfavorable to digestion, particularly Avhen

bowel-complaint.

the child is delicate.

CHAPTER XL
THE

NURSERY

AND CONDITIONS

SITUATION AND

QUALITIES

Having considered the

OF

REQUIRED

A

GOOD

peculiarities

IN

IT.

NURSERY.

of the infantile

and its management at birth, during the
of nursing, and at that of weaning, let us now

constitution,

period

advert to the external circumstances and

appliances
experience has shoAvn to be most conducive to the
full and regular development of the organism, and the
preservation of health in infancy. Some of these, such
as the
locality in Avhich we live, and the purity of the
air we breathe, are so invariable and so decided in their
action on the infant constitution, that, with regard to
them, it is easy to lay doAvn rules which admit of univer
sal application. Others, again, such as food, clothing,
and exercise, vary so much in their effects,
according to
the age and constitution, etc., that AAre require to exer
cise much discrimination in modifying them to suit the
which

circumstances of the

case

in hand ; and it is here that

the counsel of the medical attendant
marked

comes

in Avith

general

As most of what may be called the
conditions of infant health are more or less

directly

connected Avith the

advantage.

Nursery,

it will be

con

venient to treat of them all under that head.
A

Avell-situated, Avell-arranged,

sery is more important
than most parents are

to

and

Avell-managed

the health

aAvare

of,

of the

nur

infant

because it combines
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within its range various agents which

are

though silently affecting the constitution,
influence for good or for evil on the

and exerts

constantly
an

whole animal

economy. If it be borne in mind that, from the nature
of the climate of this country, infants of the middle and
classes spend, during a great part of the year,
twenty of the twenty-four hours within doors, the impor

higher

tance of

attending

to the

purity

of the air of the nursery
an unsuitable situation

will appear evident. Where from
or

imperfect house-accommodation,

the local influences

unfavorable, the infant too often falls a sacrifice.
Where they are favorable, on the other hand, even chil
are

dren of

a

delicate constitution will sometimes grow up
Of this general truth the Govern

strong and healthy.

inquiries into the sanitary condition of tOAvns and
villages furnish manifold and most instructive proofs.
It may, however, be objected that among the poor,
and even among the less wealthy of the middle ranks,
necessity and not suitableness often determines the choice
of a residence, and the appropriation of the rooms. But
admitting this to be the case, it is still an advantage to
be acquainted Avith the local conditions and domestic
ment

arrangements
the

most conducive to health.

Avorking-classes,

there

are

convinced of the existence of

few indeed
an

Even among

who, Avhen

evil, will

not

or

once

cannot

do something to mitigate the disadvantages under Avhich
they suffer, and at least choose between a greater and a
smaller evil. If they must reside within a certain dis
tance from their Avork, they may nevertheless have it in
their power to prefer a better to a worse locality, and a
better to a worse house. But before they can attach any
importance to such a choice, they must be made aware
of the influence of surrounding circumstances upon their
own and their children's health, and hence it is
nearly as

QUALITIES

OF A

GOOD NURSERY.

much for their

they

advantage as for that of
acquainted with the
of
'their
guidance
judgment.

should be made

for the

OF

SITE

THE

The first and most essential

the

sources

in

requisite

a

nursery is a
a house

situation,

of contamination and sheltered

from the violence of the wind.

When

country should be preferred

made Vie

required

HOUSE.

supply of

removed from all

rich, that

facts

To obtain this,
pure air.
should be selected in a dry and rather elevated
constant
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of the clearest results for which

a

choice

to the town ;

we are

can

be

as one

indebted to the

sanitary reports is the fact of
its superior healthiness, especially for the young. The
close vincinity of trees or thick shrubbery, of ponds,
undrained meadoAVS, or sluggish water-courses, ought to be
scrupulously avoided ; for, hoAvever ornamental they may
be, they are invariably prejudicial to health, not only
from the humidity and in many cases the impurities
Avhich they diffuse through the air, especially at night,
late statistical returns and

but also from' the obstruction which trees present to free
ventilation. For the same reason, narrow valleys, and

localities shut in by thick AAToods or overhung by hills,
ought never to be chosen as the site of houses or
villages. From overlooking the unfavorable influence
of a stagnant humid air, families going to the country in
pursuit of health often sustain serious injury by settling
in situations Avhich a little acquaintance with the laAvs of
the animal economy would have shoAvn them to be very
ill suited to the infant constitution.

For those who

great importance
reach.

Even in

suffering
11

and

are

to

obliged

secure

point
anxiety

to

reside in towns, it is of

the best situation within their

of economy, not to mention the
attendant on illness, it will be
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cheaper to pay more for a suitable house in
aired quarter, than a smaller sum for one in
or crowded
part of a town.
In addition to
is Avell

worthy

only

alloAvs of

dry

and

airy situation,

In

a

cloudy

a

more

a

dry, welllow-lying

good

exposure

residence
and uncertain climate like

southern aspect is
because it is warmer and

a

a

of attention in the selection of

for the young.
that of Britain,
not

a

a

a

extremely desirable,

more cheerful, and
air, but because the
gentle and wholesome stimulus,

free admission of

agency of sunlight, as a
is scarcely less necessary for animal than for

life.

Deprived

of

this,

vegetable
pale and sickly
imperfectly oxygenated, and a

the child becomes

in appearance, its blood is
proneness to diseases of debility is induced.

A situation with a gay and cheerful prospect is also
par
ticularly desirable, because it is one of those silent but
constantly operating agents which certainly, though gra
dually, influence both the health and character of a
child. And it ought never to be forgotten that, in exact
proportion to the susceptibilty of the infant organism is
the importance of attending to all these
apparently
minute points. A dull and confined prospect is a source
of dulness and ennui to the naturally active mind o a
child, which cannot feel dispirited or gloomy Avithout
suffering in its health and its development; so that,
Avhether Ave regard its bodily strength or its mental
character, Ave should be equally solicitous to provide for
it an. enlivening prospect.
'

The nature

degree

of

influence

of the soil on which a house stands, and the
efficiency of the drainage, also exert no small
on the
salubrity of the dAvelling. A dry

ravelly soil, or at least one thoroughly drained to some
epth, ought always to be preferred. A damp soil neces
sarily imparts humidity to the lower part of a house, and

POSITION OF NURSERY.

affects its

seriously
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An elevated site is

salubrity.

no

guarantee of dryness
abounds
this fact
for

as

much

great

as

of soil ; on some hills moisture
in a level marsh. From overlooking

errors are

often committed in

selecting sites

country-houses.
POSITION

OF

NURSERY.

In selecting rooms for a nursery, those which have a
southern exposure should be preferred for the reasons
already mentioned when treating of the locality. That

large, airy, easily warmed, and
think, be readily admitted ; for
easily ventilated, will,
Avithout such conditions, it is evidently impossible to
surround the infant with that pure and renovating
air which is indispensable to health. In one respect,
a

also to be

ought

nursery

I

indeed, pure air is
tion of

good

of the air
our

we

lives.

even

more

essential to the forma
The influence

blood than proper food.
breathe never ceases for a

By night

and every time

we

and

breathe

single moment of
by day respiration goes on ;

we

take in

an

influence

neces

bad, according to the quality of the air
around us. No Avonder, then, that a cause thus inces
santly operating should, after a lapse of time, produce

sarily good

or

great changes
ences

on

the health.

Avhich childhood is

by
certainly

Of all the

surrounded,

injurious
none

influ

operates

than the constant

breathing
of a vitiated air ; Avhile, on the contrary, few things have
such an immediate and decided effect in renovating the
health of a feeble child as change from an impure to a
pure atmosphere.
Vitiated air and bad food are the two grand sources of
that hydra-headed scourge of infancy and youth in this
more

country

or

extensively

scrofula ;

—

and either of

them,

in

a

concentrated

state, is sufficient to produce it without the cooperation
of the other. But when both are combined, as they often
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among the poor in the lanes and cellars of our larger
worst forms is the result.
In

are

tOAvns, then scrofula in its
the lower animals,

we can produce scrofula at will,
simply by confining them in vitiated air, and restricting
them to an impoverished diet.

PURITY

Scrofula, in

plications,
the most

one or

OF

AIR

IN

other of its

NURSERY.
numerous

forms

or com

is

acknowledged to be in this country one of
prevalent and fatal diseases which afflict the

earlier years of life. It is estimated that tubercular dis
ease, in all its forms, including pulmonary phthisis,

destroys

average 65,000 persons annually in
powerful is the continued breathing of a

on

an

land.

So

damp,

and vitiated air in

producing it,

Eng
cold,

that the most

favorable combination of other conditions will often prove
insufficient to ward off the evil. Baudelocque even goes
so

far

only

as

to insist that

cause

perhaps,

impure

air is

"

the true cause, the
:
where-

of scrofulous disease

.

.

.

.

exists ; where it exists
we find scrofula ; and where it is absent, scrofula is not
known." I agree Avith Sir James Clark, by whom this
ever Ave

find

scrofula, that

cause

passage is quoted, in thinking that Baudelocque's conclu
sion is rather overstrained ; but the opinion which it
embodies is nevertheless

testimony
air.

to the

Sir James

instructive,

highly deteriorating

an

himself, indeed, remarks that,

select the two circumstances which

influence health

as

during

the

additional

influence of vitiated
were

he to

than any others
of the body, " they

more

growth

Avould be the proper adaptation of food to difference of
age and constitution, and the constant supply of pure air
for

respiration."
*

"

*

In another

place

On Consumption and

he expresses the

Scrofula,"

p. 233.

con-

BAD EFFECTS OF IMPURE AIR.

viction that

living

defective food in
immense

mortality

is ascribable
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in

impure air is more influential than
deteriorating health, and that the

among children reared in workhouses
to the former than to the latter

even more

cause.

I have already noticed the very great mortality which
occurred year after year among the infants in the Dublin
Lying-in Hospital, till its cause, vitiated air, was at last

discovered and obviated, and the

children,

mortality consequently

in every six to one in every twenty
within the first nine days, on an average of five

reduced from

one

years.* In 1859, the mortality was only one in forty.
That, notwithstanding all our boasted improvements,
impure air is still a very frequent source of disease in in
fancy, may be safely inferred from the great mortality in
early life Avhich takes place in most of the larger towns
The occu
as compared with that in country districts.
Dr.
are not more laborious
in
Farr,
cities,"
says
pations
than agriculture, and the great mass of the town popula
tion have constant exercise and employment ; their wages
are
higher; their dwellings as good, their clothing as
warm, and their food certainly as substantial, as that of
the agricultural laborer. The Poor-Law Inquiry and
successive Parliamentary Committees have shown that
the families of agricultural laborers subsist upon a mini
mum of animal food, and an inadequate supply of bread
and potatoes.
The source of the higher mortality in cities
is therefore the insalubrity of the atmosphere." f In accor
"

"

dance with this conclusion, Dr. Farr, after a careful
investigation of the returns from a great variety of

localities,

affirms that

*

See

above,

"

it will be

found,

cceteris

Report,

p. 78.

p. 68.

| Registrar-General's

First

paribus,

BAD EFFECTS OF IMPURE AIR.
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mortality increases as the density of the popula
tion increases ; and when the density and the affluence
are the same, that the rate of mortality depends upon the

that the

efficiency of ventilation, and of the means Avhich are
*
As all subse
employed for the removal of impurities."
these
the
confirm
to
tend
inferences,
quent investigations
reader will feel no surprise at the earnestness with which
I insist upon purity of air as essential to the preservation
of health in infancy.
It may be said that, to prove the effects of habitually
breathing vitiated air, I have referred only to extreme
This is quite true ; for it is by well-marked cases
cases.
that the nature and extent of the evil can be most clearly
demonstrated. But the same principle applies to every
degree of impurity. The only difference is in the inten
sity of the result, and this is a point that parents should
ponder well. If breathing a very vitiated air so
deteriorate the blood as to cut short life by convulsions
within nine days, as Avas the case with every sixth infant
in the Dublin Hospital, the less vitiated atmosphere of an
ill-ventilated nursery Avill impair the quality of the blood
in precisely the same way, and with equal certainty, but
only less rapidly. The chief difference is, that in the one
case

the fatal consequences folloAV in

whereas in the other the health is

mined, and

a

a

very short time,
sloAvly under

more

foundation is laid for diseases Avhich may
lapse of years.

not prove fatal till after the

It

is

obvious,

then, that

appropriated

rooms

for

nurseries should be in the

cheerful,

higher part of the house, large,
not overcrowded with furniture, and provided

with the

means

of

ample

ventilation without

their inmates to currents of cold
mother

ought
*

to

be

or

damp

satisfied Avith herself

Registrar-General's

First

Report,

p. 79.

exposing
air.

No

until, in
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obedience to the demands of the infant
she has
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constitution,

for her children the most suitable

provided

and best-aired nursery Avithin her power, and
prohibited every kind of operation by Avhich
be

strictly
its air

its cleanliness

impaired. If the
size of the house Avill admit of it, the day-nursery
should be entirely separate from the sleeping-room. If
there is only one room it is almost impossible to
secure
adequate ventilation, because, even in sum
mer, the draught from
open windows is attended
with risk, and during at least two-thirds of the
year in this country, the cold and damp atmos
phere of our climate renders it unsafe to keep them
open long enough, and sufficiently often. But the
case is different when there is a day-room in addition.
Closely-draAvn curtains and other appliances by Avhich
a free supply of air is systematically cut off from the
young, are highly prejudicial.
A very common source of impure air is the burning of
gas.
Experience shows that plants and birds speedily
die Avhen kept in a room Avhere gas is habitually used ;
can

vitiated,

and there

can

be

or

no

doubt that

children, and

even

adults,

especially those of delicate constitution, are injuriously
affected by breathing air mixed with the products of its
combustion,among which are commonly certain compounds
of sulphur and other noxious substances.
Indeed, there
is

reason

to think that the extensive

use

of much ill-health.

unsuspected
importance
cause

of gas is the

It is,

therefore,

light should be
forbidden in nurseries, or permitted only Avhen efficient
means are
employed to carry off the products of combus
While
tion.
counselling that the nursery should be in
the higher part of the house, we must also direct atten
tion to the fact that impure air finds its way through
of <rreat

that the

use

of this

PURITY OF AIR OF NURSERY.
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ceilings

and floors from loAver to upper

rooms.

account the upper houses in common stairs

are

On thia

apt

to be

unhealthy, and even in the best houses it will be prudent
to avoid placing the nursery immediately over rooms in
Avhich gas is largely burned.
In the exposition of the peculiarities of the infant con
stitution given in a preceding chapter, it was shown that
nervous sensibility predominates in early life, and modi
fies every infantile
moderate its excess
of health.

disease; hence, whatever tends to
is, to a certain extent, a promoter
In this respect the importance of pure air

cannot be overestimated ; it is

powerful

nervous

children who

are

one

of the safest and most

sedatives and tonics.

constantly

dom find that morbid

Among country

in the open

air,

we

very sel

excitability which afflicts
so
many of the children in populous towns, and those of
the higher ranks who are brought up in close rooms.
Pure air is thus an invaluable means of diminishing the
irritability attendant on teething.
nervous

However suitable in size and situation the nursery may

be, adequate ventilation i. e., a frequent, and, still
better, a continuous renewal of the air contained in it is
indispensable to health. Caution must, however, be exer
cised in effecting this, especially in Avinter.
Before the
—

—

windows and doors

cation in the

are

morning,

throAvn open for

a

thorough purifi

the children should be removed into

another room ; and at all times they should be kept out
of the Avay of draughts from open windows or doors, dust
from sweeping, and damp from washing the. floors.
It is
for this

-reason

that two

rooms

are

so

desirable for the

nursery.

When the weather is cold and the air moist, the Avinought never to be throAvn open till the children are

dows

remoA'ed and the

sun

has been for

some

time above the

TEMPERATURE OF NURSERY.

horizon.

The bed-clothes should be turned doAvn

169
as soon

the child is taken up, and should be exposed to the air
for several hours, that they may be entirely freed from
the effluvia accumulated during the night. This point is
as

in

general

too little attended to.
TEMPERATURE OF NURSERY.

Pure air

being provided for, the next point demanding
regulation of the temperature of the
This
also
is
of much importance, because, like
nursery.
the quality of the air, it is in almost continual operation.
The atmosphere of the nursery ought, during the first
feAV Aveeks, to be kept comfortably and equably warm,
attention is the due

and

never

alloAved to fall beloAV 65°.

For the first

days the temperature may be raised with pro
priety to 70°, if ventilation be duly attended to; but
excessive heat and closeness must be rigorously guarded
against.
In England, open fire-places are in general use in
nurseries, and they have the advantage of insuring a
certain degree of ventilation ; but they are also the
causes of many and serious inconveniences.
By the con
stant rush of air to the fire, cold draughts from the doors
and windows are necessarily produced, and it is often
almost impossible to prevent mischief from the chills
they occasion. A large screen, placed behind the door to
intercept the current of cold air, and diffuse it through
the room, affords some protection. In winter this is
especially necessary, as every time the door is opened a
blast of cold air enters, quite sufficient to cause illness in
a delicate child
directly exposed to it. Cross draughts
of air also ought to be guarded against by some similar
few

contrivance.
In nurseries the

fire-place

should be fenced with

an
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iron

or

Avire

grating,

as

the surest

protection against

acci

dents ; and care should be taken at all times to avoid
exposing the infant to the glare and heat of a bright fire,
and to prevent the older children from habitually plac
ing themselves too near it. Inflammation of the eyes,
and even convulsions, are sometimes induced in infants

by neglect of this precaution the great delicacy of the
organism rendering it peculiarly susceptible of injury,
—

even

from

which exercise very little influence

causes

upon adults.
But, Avhile due

care

cold, every approach

is taken to protect the infant from
overheating must be no less scru

to

pulously avoided. When the temperature of the nursery
is habitually too high, a degree of general relaxation,
and of excitability of the nervous system, is induced,
which greatly favors the development of the irritative
and convulsive diseases to Avhich infants are naturally
liable, and which
death.

tional risk
nal

are

so

often the

Another

important
incurred by the

causes

of

premature

consideration is the addi
transition to the cold exter

air, Avhen the child is taken

out for exercise.

The

pneumonia, or inflammation of the lungs,
frequency
in infancy, arises chiefly from this cause.*
As the system always endeavors to accommodate itself
of

to the circumstances in which

child

we

live,

four in

it is clear

that, if

hours out of every twentyits own poAver of generating

spend twenty-three
heated atmosphere,
heat Avill be impaired, so that Avhen
posed, during the tAventy -fourth hour,
a

a

air, it will be

more

than if it had

previously

it is

suddenly

ex

to the colder open

liable to suffer from the transition

been habituated to

a

mild tem

perature.
*For
see

some

details

Appendix E.

regarding

this very fatal disease in

infancy,

CHAPTER XII.
MANAGEMENT OF THE INFANT DURING TEETHING.

During the earlier months of

infancy,

the child is

intended to draAV its whole nourishment from its mother's
breast ; the power of suction alone is required, and for this
the action of the tongue, lips, and cheeks, is amply suffi

Accordingly, for some time after birth, the jaws
short, shalloAV, and toothless ; and the muscles Avhich
put them in motion are small, feeble, and delicate in
cient.

are

structure.

But in the

course

advances toward

a

of

a

few months,

state of

as

development

the infant

slowly

in which

a more

consistent and nutritive food becomes necessary for its
support, a corresponding change is observed to take place
in the

pand ;

organism. The bones of the face gradually ex
the jaAvs increase in length, depth, and firmness

of structure ; the gums become
ing on their upper edge ; the

more

elevated and resist

cavity of the mouth en
the
muscles
Avhich
move
the jaAV increase in size
larges ;
and power; and, in proportion to these changes, the
infant manifests an increased tendency to carry to its
mouth every object it can lay hold of, thus evidently
contributing to develop still further the bones and mus
cles concerned in mastication.
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CHANGES IN THE

ORGANISM OF

INFANT.

About the seventh month, however, a still more re
change begins, which does not terminate till

markable

after the end of the second year.
cutting of the first set of teeth

—

This is the successive
a

process

on

the

right

management of which the immediate safety and future
welfare of the infant very closely depend.

Teething being a natural process, is not necessarily
danger, and under proper management a
healthy child generally passes through it without much
actual suffering. But in delicate or mismanaged children,
teething is often the cause of danger, and consequently
of much anxiety to the parents. The possession of sound
views in regard to it is therefore important.
The condition of the bodily organs will, as a rule, be
found exactly adapted, at every period of life, to the
attended with

From the infant at the breast,
because they would be
withheld,
example,
not only useless, but an encumbrance, by interfering
with its sucking. At a later period, however, when the
infant's natural food is no longer fluid, but firm and con
sistent, teeth are given ; because Avithout them such food
could not be broken down, or formed into a soft mass
Avith the saliva, to fit it for being easily swallowed and
perfectly digested. So also, when from weakness of con
stitution or the effects of disease, the development of the
system goes on with unusual slowness, and solid food is
Avants of the

individual.

for

teeth

are

not so soon required, the appearance of the teeth is also
delayed ; thus affording another proof that weaning, and
the change of diet connected with it, ought to be regu
lated by the progress of the organism, and not merely by
the number of months which have elapsed since the child
was

born.

TEMPORAR Y AND PERMANENT TEETH.
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THE TEETH.

The

temporary or milk teeth

consist of

—

tAventy in number

eight front, incisor,
cutting teeth, four
canine or eye teeth, and eight molar teeth or grinders.
They begin to appear about the sixth or seventh month,
and are generally all developed at the age of from two to
or

—

two and

a

half years.

About the seventh year these

temporary teeth begin to fall out, and gradually they are
succeeded by the permanent teeth, the last four of Avhich,
because they sometimes do not appear before tAventy or

twenty-five years
The

of age,

teen in each

jaAV

—

teeth, four canine

grinders.
Although

even

are

teeth

permanent

are

or

called the wisdom teeth.

—

thirty-tAvo in number, six
eight front or cutting

divided into

eye

teeth, and twenty molar teeth

the first teeth

or

not cut earlier than

are

seventh month, the rudiments of both sets
exist in the jaw long before birth. As it would be out

the sixth
of

or

place to trace
merely state

shall

their progress in a work like this, I
that the ossification of many of the

milk teeth is far advanced
certain

degree

of

their appearance.

regularity

even

at

are

and that

a

The middle tAvo incisors of the lower

jaw
generally the first cut, and
followed by those of the upper jaw.
are

interval these

birth,

is observed in the order of

succeeded

by the

are

commonly

After

an

soon

uncertain

lateral incisors in both

interval, which brings the child to
about the fifteenth or sixteenth month, sometimes the
anterior molar and sometimes the canine teeth, come next

jaws.

After another

in order ; and between the twentieth and thirtieth months
the posterior molar generally also appear, and thus com

plete

the whole of the milk teeth.

THE TWO STAGES OF TEETHING.
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THE

TWO

STAGES OF TEETHING.

Generally speaking, teething has two distinct stages.
capsule of the tooth seems to swell an"d
press upon the neighboring parts; Avhile, in the second
stage, the tooth rises upward, presses against, and then
The second process does not
passes through the gum.
follow
the
other
always
immediately ; on the contrary, a
considerable interval may elapse between them, during
which all goes on quietly. Active symptoms of teething
are thus often
experienced without any teeth making
their appearance ; but, perhaps a few days, or a week or
In the first, the

two

later, the work is resumed,

or,

as

now

and then

happens, the tooth has appeared without the system
having undergone any additional disturbance.
The first stage of teething is indicated by symptoms
of general irritation in the mouth, and of some consti
"

tutional disturbance.
and

on

The child becomes

to flow in

restless, and

from the mouth,
the least uneasiness the infant cries, but in a little

the saliva

begins

Avhile smiles

again

quantities

with its wonted

placidity.

smiles thus succeed each other at intervals.
and

cheeks become

thirst

Tears and
The eyes

red, the appetite capricious, and

frequently considerable. Sleep is disturbed or
interrupted by dreams, and a general expression of
uneasiness pervades the frame.
The gums, which Avere
at first unaltered, begin to SAvell and become inflamed
and painful. The child now carries everything to the
mouth, and is evidently relieved by rubbing the gums.
The bowels at this time are in general unusually open ;
and as a certain degree of bowel-complaint is beneficial
during teething, its occurrence need not excite any uneasi
After going on for a longer or shorter time, these
ness.
symptoms gradually abate, and are folloAved by an inter
val of comfort and repose."
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The second stage of

teething soon folloAvs. Instead
regularly carrying everything to the mouth, the child
now often shows a fear of
alloAving anything to touch it,
and often cries Avhen he happens to bite
unwarily. The
gums and mouth become hot; a pale or bright red elevated
spot appears on the gums, Avhich become very painful
Avhen pressed upon. The child changes color, the cheeks
being frequently flushed ; he is restless, wishes to be laid
of

doAvn, and is

again

no sooner

in the nurse's

moment he will

abruptly
by

anxious to be

as

Nothing pleases

demand the breast and

turn away from it.

and retains
about

down than he is

arms.

nothing.

In

him.

He snatches at

short, he appears

successive and sudden

impulses,

At

at the

one

next

everything

to be driven

Avithout

being

able to find rest in any position ; and with these appear
ances
slight fever and boAvel complaints are often combined.
When

once the teeth are
fairly cut, hoAvever, all these symp
vanish." * But many children, and especially those
who are well constituted and judiciously managed, pass

toms

through the period
The incisor
teeth.
ceded

are

of teething Avith scarcely any detriment.
generally more easily cut than the eye-

The appearance of the
by much constitutional

pointed

form

seems

to

indicate

latter, indeed, is often pre
disturbance, though their
a

facility

in

making

their

way.
TEETHING

NOT

NECESSARILY

I have said,

DANGEROUS.

natural process, is
being
necessarily a source of danger. But a slighter cause
apt to give rise to disease during the period of teething

Dentition,

as

a

not

is

than at any other time ; and Avhen disease does occur, it
The
is aggravated and rendered more dangerous.
increased

irritability
*

Von

is indeed the real

Ammon,

op.

cit.,

p. 182.

source

of the
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constitutional disturbance

so

often attendant

on

teething ;

the best method of

carrying the child
consequently,
in safety through that troublesome and sometimes perilous
process, is the adoption, from the day of its birth onward,
of a proper system of general management. Daily experi
ence shows that, while the symptoms of
teething are
children
severe
in
much
confined
to the house
generally
and subjected to irregularities of diet, they are almost
always mild in well-constituted children who have never

and

been

overfed, and whose exercise

general management have been
with the dictates of physiology.

in the open air and
conducted in accordance

MANAGEMENT OF INFANT WHILE TEETHING.

Having already explained

the

general principles

of

infant management, I need not recapitulate them here.
But much as I have on several occasions insisted on
the

importance

of pure air

as

a

condition of

health,

I

again urging it on mothers as one of
the surest preservatives against the dangers of dentition.
Nothing tends so directly as the constant breathing of
that nervous irritability
pure air to counteract and subdue
which is the characteristic of infancy, and the source of
If a child spends some hours
so many of its diseases.
daily in the open air, occupies a large and thoroughlycannot refrain from

not overfed, it
Whereas, when it is

ventilated apartment within-doors, and is

rarely

suffers much from

teething,

taken out to exercise only at distant and irregular inter
vals, and is cooped up in a warm or ill-ventilated nursery,
it is placed in the situation of all others the most l.kely to
render dentition a process of difficulty and danger, be
cause

such

are

precisely

the circumstances most calcu
already predominant irri

lated to increase the child's

tability.

MANAGEMENT DURING TEETHING.
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But although the infant can scarcely be too much in
the open air in temperate or fine Aveather and when it is
properly protected, the unusual susceptibility of the sys
demands that great

during teething

tem

care

be taken

not to expose it when the weather is harsh and cold.

If,
strengthen the child, it be
rashly exposed, during teething, to cold or damp, or to
partial currents of air, inflammatory disease in the wind
pipe or chest may easily be excited.* The same result
may ensue if the clothing be insufficient to keep up the

from

an

ill-directed desire to

natural warmth of the surface and extremities.
The tepid
preservative

bath is the

only

other part of the

treatment Avhich it is

From its power of allaying
promoting sleep, it is often a valuable

here.
and

the irritation of

and

general

or

necessary to notice
nervous excitement

teething;
longer time

resource

before

and it may then
than Avhen used

during
safely continued for a
merely for the purposes of cleanliness. Gentle and
repeated friction over the surface of the body, also exerts
a
salutary and sedative influence on the nervous system,
and should not be neglected.
A light, cooling diet should be strictly observed during
the acute stage of dentition, and even the ordinary food
be considerably diluted. For the same reason, if teeth
ing commences before weaning takes place, the mother
or nurse should adopt a mild and cooling diet, and care
fully avoid all heavy and indigestible articles. The
quality of the milk will thus become better adapted to
be

the condition of the

child, and tend

to moderate the

citement to which the child is at this time
liable.

The

avoid every

mother, also, should be doubly careful to
of disturbance to her own health,

source

*

12

ex

peculiarly

See

Appendix,

E.
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as vivid and emotional excitement, fatigue, and
anxiety, as these directly affect the state of the child.
During the active stage of teething, there is a consid
erable tendency to congestion of the brain, which often
becomes a source of danger from the facility Avith Avhich

such

convulsions may then be induced, or mere irritation be
converted into inflammation of the brain. Hence the

propriety

of

keeping

kind of excitement.

the head

cool, and avoiding every

Even too much

anxiety

to

amuse

the child may become a cause of morbid irritation. A
quiet, soothing, and cheerful manner is by far the most

suitable, and tends much

to

comfort the child.

The

unusual flow of saliva from the mouth acts

beneficially
preventing and allaying undue excitement in the
head, and ought on no account to be checked. The
bowel-complaint, also, that frequently accompanies teeth
ing, is so useful in withdrawing the blood from the head
and lungs that it ought not to excite anxiety, unless it is
excessive and threatens danger as a distinct disease.
When, from rash exposure or improper interference, the
flow of saliva or the bowel-complaint is arrested, convul
sions and other serious forms of disease are of frequent
in

occurrence.

It is very judiciously remarked by Dr. Evanson, that,
while we abstain from exciting alarm about the general dis
order attendant on teething, we must, however, be watch
ful not to allow dangerous disease to advance unchecked,
in the belief that the symptoms arise merely from denti
tion, and will cease with the cutting of the teeth. Both
errors

are

sometimes committed ; and the only way to
never to allow our judgment to be carried

avoid them is,

by undue reliance on the universal truth of a
general proposition. We ought strictly to consider each
case on its own merits, and endeavor to
distinguish beaway

MANAGEMENT DURING TEETHING.
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tween the

symptoms produced solely by teething, and those
arising from coexisting and probably more serious disease.*
IMPORTANCE,

OF

SEEKING MEDICAL

ADVICE.

When the child suffers much from the swollen and
inflamed state of the gums, or Avhen any uncertainty or
complication of unusual symptoms arises, the duty of
the mother is

obviously

chance, but

to

or

at

not to trust to her

once

to call in

judgment
professional aid, with
own

waiting till active mischief has gone so far as to en
danger life. This is the only Avay to assist the child
effectually, and perhaps to save the mother from the bit
terness of lasting regret and self-reproach.
When, how
ever, the infant is uneasy merely, and no serious pain is
complained of, she may often administer relief in the
earlier stage, by rubbing the gum gently with the finger.
When the gum is much inflamed, as it is in the latter
out

stage, pressure will be hurtful
becomes

rubbing
observing

agreeable

; but the time at which

can

always

the behavior of the child.

be detected

by

If there is not

much tenderness, the use of a piece of smooth coral pro
motes the passage of the tooth ; but a crust of bread
better when the gum is
time it relieves the irritation

answers

inflamed, and

same

by increasing

at the

the flow

of saliva.

When there is much

pain

and redness of the gum, and
considerable, relief may

the constitutional disturbance is
be
*

speedily
For

obtained

by dividing

the gum

over

the tooth

practical remarks connected with this sub
a chapter on dentition in the
On the Manage
valuable treatise of Drs. Maunsell and Evanson
ment and Diseases of Children," a work which embodies the most
accurate information on this as on most of the other important
topics of which it treats.
ject,

some

excellent

I refer the medical reader to

"
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with

a

lancet,

and

alloAving

it to bleed

Even in

freely.

the first stage of dentition this may be done with pro
priety, although there is no expectation of the tooth
In the second stage, when the

immediately following.

tooth is about to appear, incision of the gum is often
imperatively called for, as the only means of putting an
end to

severe

suffering

and

averting danger.

Even

then,

however, the tooth may not appear for several days.
But as this part of the treatment is purely professional, I
need not pursue the
THE

subject.*
SECOND

DENTITION.

The second dentition is seldom attended with

con

stitutional disturbance: but the progress of the teeth
should be carefully -watched, to see that they come in
their proper places and advance in the right direction,
and also that they are not so crowded as to press inju
each

other, or endanger their permanent regu
only the form and expression of the mouth,
but the beauty and preservation of the teeth themselves,
depend greatly on the watchful attention paid to them,
and on their being judiciously managed, during the pro

riously
larity.

on

Not

gress of the second dentition.

The importance of preserving the teeth should be im
pressed on children from an early age ; they should be
taught to clean them carefully with a proper brush
night and morning, and if after every meal, still better.
The formation of tartar on the teeth not only taints the

breath, but separates the gums from the teeth

injury
*
cess

For

some

the

interesting physiological observations

of dentition considered

and future

chester,

to

of both.

development

see

Appendix G.

as

of the

an

on the pro
indication of the constitution

infant, by

Dr.

Whitehead,

of Man

CHAPTER XIII.
MANAGEMENT OF THE
END

THE

The

OF

TWO

CHILD

THE

FROM

SECOND

WEANING TO THE

YEAR.

STAGES OF INFANCY.

of

period
infancy may be divided into two dis
the
first extending from birth to the time
portions
of weaning, and the second from weaning to the full
development of the temporary teeth. In the great ma
jority of cases, weaning takes place between the ninth and
tAvelfth months, and the cutting of the first set of teeth is
completed about the tAventy-fourth month or soon after
ward. In a general way, therefore, the two periods may
be accurately enough spoken of as the first and the second
In using these terms, hoAvever, I mean
years of infancy.
to express not the mere lapse of time, but the constitu
tional or physiological states which usually characterize
tinct

—

the infant at these different stages of its life.
The subjects discussed in the preceding chapters refer

chiefly

to the first of these divisions ; but the second also

demands

no

small share of

our

attention.

During

this

later stage the rate of mortality is indeed greatly reduced
from what it was during the first year ; but it still so far
exceeds the average of any other period of life, as to force
the conviction upon every reflecting mind that there must
be, in the constitution or external circumstances of the

child, during

the evolution

of the milk-teeth,
181
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peculiarity

which renders it

and which

disease,

into account in

we

must

regulating

unusually susceptible of
therefore carefully take

its treatment.

as

In the third

rapidly
subsequent years, the mortality declines
to prove that some of its causes must have been

and

so

peculiar to infancy, while others must at least have lost a
portion of their power. The object of the present chap
ter is to inquire what those causes are, and how they may
be most successfully counteracted.
CAUSES OF MORTALITY

Many

DURING THE SECOND YEAR.

perils of the first year have already been
partly from the very delicate state of the
partly from defects of management. The

of the

shown to arise

organism and
dangers incidental
classification.
still the

same

to the second year admit of a similar
Growth continues to be rapid, and there is
predominance of the nervous and circu

lating systems which marks the earlier period. The
functions principally concerned in- nutrition and groAVth
are consequently kept in that state of high activity
Avhich any accidental irritation may convert into disease.
The important process of teething also goes on during
the whole of the second year, and, from the excitability
which

accompanies it, considerably

increases the risk

To the infant,
from exposure to cold, errors of diet,
and
is
new
moreover, everything
exciting. At the com
etc.

mencement of the second year, the senses are scarcely
more than beginning to convey distinct and durable im

The mind itself is becoming con
feelings and desires, and takes pleasure in
the examination of surrounding objects. The will now
assumes a more definite expression, and Avith increasing
vigor and precision directs the bodily movements in the
fulfilment of its wishes. By-and-by the power of speech

pressions

to the mind.

scious of

new

ERRORS IN DLET.
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and social intercourse becomes

an

interest and

excitement.

The whole

but

continually

additional

constantly-recurring
not only excitable,

system, in short, is

under the influence of

new

stimuli

;

source

and in the

now

of

very

organism it is not wonderful that
often
disease,
terminating fatally, should result from mis
and
other causes Avhich might be successfully
management

delicate state of the

withstood at
few

a

maturer age.

remarks, applicable

Under such circumstances, a
especially to the treatment

more

required during the second year, will not be useless.
During the second year, the state of the constitution
differs only in degree from what it was toward the end of
the first ; and the same principles by which our treat
ment was regulated at the commencement of dentition
continue applicable, Avith only such slight and obvious
modifications as the change of circumstances may require.
I shall therefore content myself at present with again
urging the important practical fact that the adoption,
from the

first, of

a

mode of

management in accordance
constitution, is

with the nature and wants of the infantile

by far the most effectual way to diminish the dangers of
teething, and of all other infantile diseases. It is thus
that feebly constituted children are often carried in
safety through every obstacle, while, from mismanage
ment or neglect, the strong and healthy are cut down.
GREAT IMPORTANCE OF

DIET.

A large proportion of the diseases which destroy life in
early infancy are more or less directly connected with the
state of the digestive organs, and one of their principal
sources is unquestionably errors in diet. On this point, per
haps more than on any other, parents are apt to be misled
partly by their feelings, and partly by their ignorance ;
and hence a word or two of caution may be required.

—
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From

a

natural Avish to

child, mothers
strong food, and to

strengthen

too much

prone to

WEANING.

too

the

give
give it too frequently. If an infant is allowed to eat too
fascitis almost certain to eat too much; and, on the other
hand, if it is not duly exercised or amused, it will desire
food too often not because it really stands in need of
nourishment, but because it dislikes to be idle, and must
be doing something. The common practice of soothing
children by giving them cake or SAveetmeats is not less
pernicious to health, than injurious to their moral welfare ;
and the child cannot be too early accustomed to abstain
entirely from eating during the intervals between meals.
The stomach, like other organs, requires a period of
repose to regain its tone after being engaged in digestion ;
are

or

—

and if the child be allowed to eat at its

own

will and

pleasure, indigestion will assuredly folloAV, and lead to
general disorder of health.
During the second year of life, as at the earlier stage,
mischief is often done through over-anxiety to strengthen
the child by strong food and the use of stimulants.
This
It is true that a healthy child who has
is a great error.
been Aveakened by accidental starvation may be rapidly
strengthened in this way ; but in debility arising either
from imperfect digestion or assimilation, or from an
irritable
more
more

nervous

constitution,

the milder the

food, the

nourishment it will afford ; and the stronger and
stimulating it is, the less likely will it be to restore

the child to health.

It is certain

that, as a general fact, much more injury
by giving animal food too soon than by delaying
After the incisor and the anterior molar
it too long.
teeth have appeared, the child may be gradually accus
is done

more solid food.
At first chicken broth, or
mutton-broth, freed from fat, may be given in

tomed to

weak

DIET AFTER

small
ward

WEANING.
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quantity along

with farinaceous food, and after
little soft-boiled egg, or
light pudding, as an
intermediate step toward solid meat. When the teeth
are somewhat groAvn and able to masticate the
food, a
a

small bit of tender chicken may be tried at first once in
tAvo or three days, and
by-and-by repeated oftener, when
—

found to be relished and

A small

quantity

easily digested.
light and well-cooked

of any

vege

table will also be allowable after the appearance of the
teeth. CaulifloAver, carrot, or steAved fruit, will be highly
relished and easily digested, provided the quantity be

large.

not too

When too rich food is

given at an early age with the
strengthening a delicate constitution, the child
generally becomes thin, excitable, and feverish ; and its
health improves only when a change is made to milder
nourishment. It is not the quality or quantity of food
vieAV of

taken into the stomach Avhich indicates the amount of

support which it will afford.

Only

that

portion of

it

which is

hence,

digested and assimilated proves useful ; and
the surest way to impart strength is to give the

kind of food that abounds most in those elements in

which the system is deficient, and to administer it in
such quantity as is best suited to the state of the con

stitution.
In

childhood, the predominance of the

nervous

and

vascular systems renders the common use of fermented
liquors, tea, coffee, and other stimulants decidedly inju
it is only in cases of low vitality or disease
(of Avhich none but a medical man can judge) that any
advantage is to be derived from their use.
To give a connected view of the kind of diet required

rious, and

toward the end of the second year, I cannot do better
an extract from the very judicious work of

than

subjoin
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Drs. Maunsell and Evanson

healthy

child of two

or

WEANING.

already

referred to: "A

three years old, commonly
at five or six o'clock in the

hungry and thirsty
morning, sometimes even earlier. Immediately after
waking, a little bread and sweet milk should be given
to it, or (when the child is too young to eat bread) a
little bread-pap. The latter should be warm ; but in
the former case the bread may be eaten from the hand,
and the milk allowed to be drunk cold, as it is as Avell at
this meal to furnish no inducement for eating beyond
that of hunger. After eating, the child will generally
sleep again for an hour or two ; and about nine o'clock
awakes

it should get its second meal of bread softened in hot
water, which latter is to be drained off, and fresh milk
and

a

little sugar added to the bread.

two the child may have

BetAveen

dinner, consisting,

one

and

at the younger

ages, of beef, mutton, or chicken broth (deprived of all
fat), and bread. When a sufficient number of teeth are
developed to admit of chewing being performed, a little

chicken, roast or boiled mutton or ^»»ef,
dressed, should be allowed, with a potato
bread, and some fresh, well-dressed vegetables, as tur

animal food,

as

not too much
or

nips or cauliflower. After dinner some drink will be
requisite ; and a healthy child requires, or indeed wishes
Between six and seven o'clock,
for, nothing but water.
the child may have its last meal of bread, steeped in
water, etc., as at nine o'clock in the morning. A healthy
child who has been in the open air during the greater
part of the day, will be ready for bed shortly after this
last-mentioned supply, and will require nothing further till
morning. Similar regimen and hours may be adopted
throughout the whole period of childhood ; only, as the
fourth or fifth year approaches, giving, for breakfast and
.

.

.

supper, bread and milk Avithout water, and either

warm

REGULARITY IN DIET.
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cold, according to the weather or the child's inclina
The supply of food upon first
waking in the morn
ing may also be gradually discontinued, and breakfast

or

tion.

given

someAvhat earlier."

Before

taking leave of the subject of infant diet, I
again urge the necessity of paying much attention
to regularity in the time of meals.
There is a natural
tendency in all the operations of the animal economy to
the observance of fixed periods, which greatly facilitates
the formation of habits of order and regularity, more
especially in early life, and which, under the guidance
of good sense, may be turned to excellent account even
in the first months of infancy.* When regularity and
would

method have

once

whether the child

been
or

vantage from them.

introduced, it is difficult to say
the parent derives the greatest ad
If they promote in a high degree

the health and comfort of the

child, they also relieve the

parent from a thraldom Avhich is as severe
sant ; for nothing can exceed the slavish
which

that

a

mother is held when her child is

by crying lustily

amount of attention it

as

it is inces

subjection
once

in

assured

it may procure any indulgence or
pleases. Whereas, when an infant

has discovered that it is not to be the dictator, that its
appetite is to be iudulged only at the right time, and

that, while every kind and proper concession will be
cheerfully made, nothing that is really wrong will be
conceded to

it

instinctively yields the
far happier life than
if it were allowed to gratify, hurtfully, its every whim,
and reign the sole despot of the nursery.
The proper regulation of the quantity of the food is
also of much practical importance. From ill-judged
point,

and

mere

enjoys

importunity,

in consequence

*See the author's work

on

a

"Digestion

and

Diet,"

p. 69.
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kindness,

it is

not

than it desires.

unusual to

This

coax a

is, I believe,

child to eat

more

frequent source of
the indigestion and bowel-complaints so prevalent and
fatal in early infancy. While avoiding excess, however,
we

a

must be careful not to go to the other

give
error

insufficient allowance of

an

sometimes fallen into from

extreme, and

nourishing
a

food

—

an

wish to render the

child abstemious and

hardy in after-life. The true way
against future hardships and
unavoidable privations, is to secure in infancy and youth
every advantage which can be obtained by a Avell-conducted general regimen, and a regular and ample but
not excessive, supply of wholesome and nourishing food.
The mistake of administering inadequately to the Avants
of childhood is not unknown even among intelligent
people, although much less frequent than the contrary
fortify

to

the constitution

error.*

regularity and quantity are thus attended
arranging the meals of the young, it ought also to
be kept in mind that some variety is as advantageous in
early as in later life, and that to continue day after day
the same food, prepared in the very same way, tends to
With a little ingenuity, some
weaken the stomach.
slight variation either in the substance or the mode of
preparation of a meal may easily be made, which will
give a wholesome stimulus to digestion. If, for instance,
But while

to in

farinaceous food and milk
kind of

diet, it

at the time the proper

are

is easy to make

a

sionally substituting arrow-root,
*

The

Hope,
1843),

M.

reader

for

effects of

is

referred

D., Physician
an

instance

inadequate

to

a

little

variety by

soft-boiled

Memoir of

the

late

to St.

in

occa

rice, sago,
James

George's Hospital, p. 4 (London,
his father's family, of the injurious

nourishment and exposure to cold.
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bread-crumb, etc., for each other; or, when soup is
alloAved, by alternating' chicken-broth, mutton-broth,
beef-tea, etc. A similar plan may be followed with
eggs, meat, and vegetables. A change in this way, from
one

article to another of

a

similar nature, is both

agree-

able and healthful.

Many parents are in the habit of having their chil
brought to table at the end of their own dinner,
and of giving them Avine, fruit, and confections. Nothing
but mischief can folloAV from this indulgence. The prac
tice ought to be scrupulously avoided, and we ought
never to bring a child into a
place Avhere we are partak
ing of any delicacy, unless Ave intend also to gratify its
desires. The mere sight of food or drink is an infallible
6timulant to the infant appetite, just as light is to the eye,
or a
suffering object to the feeling of compassion. Even
the principle of imitation comes into
play with peculiar
force ; the child can see no good reason why it should be
debarred from doing as others do, and becomes fretful
and discontented when denied the gratification.
dren

CLEANLINESS.

For many reasons, most of Avhich will occur to the
reader who has carefully perused the
preceding pages,
cleanliness should hold the same prominent place in the
treatment of the second as it did in that of the first
year
of infancy. But in accordance with the increased devel

opment and greater powers of reaction of the organism,
the

temperature of the water used for washing the child
morning should, during summer, be gradually
reduced from 80 to 75 °, or even lower, in proportion as
in the

°

the increasing energies of the child render it safe and
advantageous to do so. When the weather is warm, the
child vigorous and active, Avater at the temperature of
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the
or

room may be safely used.
During winter, however,
when the child is delicate and does not seem to rally

easily

from the

shock,

must be careful not to loAver

Ave

the temperature too much. As a rule, the water used
for the morning ablution, after the first year or fifteen

months, should impart

feeling

a

of coolness rather than

of warmth to the skin.

When,

as

is

generally

for the sake of

merely

the case, the

morning ablution/is

cleanliness, the immersion should

be continued only long enough to have the child tho
roughly washed, and Avell but gently rubbed while in the
water with the hand

quickly

and

or

thoroughly

a

soft sponge, and it should be

dried.

It is to the influence of the bath in

equalizing

the

circulation

through all parts of the body, that the
experienced Hufeland ascribes the great advantages de
rived from its judicious and systematic use in infancy, in
preventing
organ

or

undue

congestion

set of organs, such

brain, the stomach,
he considers it

as a

or

as

or

irritation in any one
lungs, the heart, the

the

the boAvels.

most

valuable

For the

same

auxiliary

reason,

in the treat

of disease. At present, almost all our remedial
agents, whatever the organs upon Avhich they are specially

ment

intended to act, are applied directly to the stomach and
so that any internal irritation already existing, is

bowels,

often

increased

removal.
free.

by

the very

remedy

administered

From this inconvenience the bath is

Properly managed,

it soothes but

internal irritation, and often enables
the use of drugs.

us

never

to

for its
entirely

increases

dispense

with

DRESS.

Dress is another

management
the

general

of

subject
infancy,

for serious consideration in the
as

it acts upon the skin and
or for evil, according

system either for good
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judgment

with which it is
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regulated. In early life
copious perspiration,
less, so that a frequent

the skin is the seat of free and often

which

more

of the dress is

change
health

soils it

always
the

as

or

essential to cleanliness and

of ablution and

bathing. As the func
easily repressed by any thing
approaching to a chill, the dress ought to be such as to
In Avinter, soft flannel
afford adequate protection.
as

use

tions of the skin

should be

worn

are

next the

skin, if the child be

at all deli

show any difficulty in maintaining its warmt
In summer, and in the case of robust children, it is less

cate

or

..

The rule to
necessary, and sometimes even oppressive.
be followed is, to use the material which insures sufficient

This

quality may easily be
feeling and comfort

warmth Avithout

oppressing.

determined

little attention to the

by

In many constitutions, soft Avarm cotton is
but when the skin appears dry,

of the child.

preferable
rough, and

a

to flannel ;

of

a

color, this is a clear indica
action, and flannel should at once
The covering during the night also, as

bluish-white

tion of its insufficient
be substituted.
well

as

in the

day, requires

to be

carefully adapted

to the

season.

Except in the first months of infancy and in winter,
ample protection against cold is certainly required,
feather-beds and very soft pillows ought to give place to
well-made hair or cotton-wool mattresses, sufficiently firm
to afford a certain amount of resistance without allowing
the body to sink into them ; or if feather-beds are used,
they should be so well filled as to have a moderate degree
of hardness. A soft feather-bed is equivalent to an excess
of warm clothing on the side of the body immersed in it,
and its bad effects are of the same nature, only increased
by the application being partial instead of general.
Some people imagine the warmth to be due only to the
when
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above them, and in consequence are apt to
side of the body, while the other may be

coverings
overheat

one

suffering from cold.
The employment of insufficient clothing during the day,
along with the use of soft, Avarm feather-beds, pillows,
and blankets during the night, is one of the most hurtful
forms in which the inconsistency of parents is displayed.
Many of the unhappy children whose cold blue legs and
anxious looks used, a few years ago, to excite public
impassion during winter, in our streets and squares, lay
during the night pilloAved on down, sunk in feather-beds,
*.

and covered with the Avarmest and softest blankets ; and
In health, the
the consequences were often deplorable.
sleep of childhood is too prompt, sound, and refreshing, to
such

require
use

serves

tibility

appliances to solicit its approach ; and their
only to relax the skin, and increase its suscep

to cold and disease.

In this country, a considerable
dress of children has taken place.

improvement in the
Long, warm worsted
knees
and
limbs
now
envelop
formerly blue and
gaiters
from
to
the
blast.
At all times,
exposure
wintry
pinched
the dress of the young should be sufficient to protect them
every abiding sensation of cold or- chill however

from

slight,

but not sufficient to overheat them

exercise
fit

It should be

unpleasant.

easily,

so as

and attitude.

light

in

or

render

material, and

to admit of the utmost freedom of motion

It should

cover

completely,

but not

tightly,

the upper part of the chest and arms, especially in winter.
Many delicate children suffer severely from the common
custom

of

leaving

the chest and shoulders almost

un

covered when within-doors, and heaping on warm clothing
when going out. The risks of both extremes are thus
encountered, and great susceptibility of cold is established
where it

might easily

be

prevented.

EXERCISE AND PURE AIR.
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But while recommending adequate protection by cloth
ing against an abiding feeling of cold, I am very far from
advising that children should be brought up under a
regulated uniformity of temperature. On the contrary, I
believe too great uniformity to be almost as injurious to
healthy children, and indeed to adults too, as sudden
exposure to extremes of heat and cold. Under constant
uniformity, whether of temperature, diet, employment, or

exercise, the system loses the cheerful spring Avhich is
the surest sign and best blessing of sound health, and
becomes

a

slight influences
resisted, not only Avith

prey to

have been

EXERCISE AND

exercise

Sufficient
conditions of

greatly

and

teething.

ease, but with

PURE

delight.

AIR.

pure air

are indispensable
already mentioned, both
safety of the child during the

health, and,

conduce to the

irritation of

Avhich would othenvise

as

In fine

Aveather, the child

cannot

be too much in the open air, exercising his muscles in his
own
During the summer,
way, and at his own pleasure.
in perfectly dry Aveather, he may be alloAved to craAvl on
the grass, or on a cloth spread over it. By self-exercise
of this description, he will not only amuse himself better,

develop his muscular strength, and acquire the power
standing and walking sooner and more securely than
taught exclusively by another. Premature endeavors
walk by the aid of an attendant ought to be strictly

but
of
if
to

forbidden.

When the child feels himself

able, he will

exercising his poAvers ; and it is better
that he should gain strength by craAvling for a week or
two
on all-fours, than that his limbs or spine
lose

no

time in

longer

should become bent

by premature exertion.

Parents and

often act very injudiciously in exciting children
It
to walk before their limbs are sufficiently strong.
nurses

13
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SLEEP.

should be borne in mind that the bones of the infant
contain a much larger proportion of animal matter than
those of adults, and are
consequently soft and yielding.
As age advances, the proportion of earthy matter in the
bones gradually increases, bearing a certain relation to
the progress of teething, the quick or sIoav
progress of
Avhich may, as a rule, be considered as indicative of the
degree of development of the osseous system of the
child.*
In

winter, from

ten till

one

o'clock is

generally

the

warmest and

be lost

—

as

dryest part of the day, and ought never to
at that season the continuance of favorable

weather for two

or

three hours

relied upon, and children
even for a day or two.
But while

inculcating

soon

the

together can never
they are shut

suffer if

importance

be
up

of abundant

exposure to the open air, as a means of fortifying the
constitution of the young, I would again caution parents

against sending their children out inadequately clothed,
when really unseasonable Aveather or existing indisposi
tion indicates the propriety of keeping them at home.
As long as a child retains its natural warmth, either from
exercise or clothing, it may be regarded as safe undei
almost any exposure ; but if, from deficient clothing, it
becomes chilled, or even is kept long cool, it will almost
certainly suffer. In this, as in other things, reason must
be taken as our guide.
or

SLEEP.

The

due

regulation of sleep is another important
early infancy, and, as such, has been
some
length above (Chapter VIIL). But

consideration in
discussed at

*

See Appendix G.

SLEEP.

here

it

for
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point out the propriety of
weaning
sleep during the day, as soon as
he is sufficiently developed and vigorous to bear the
change. This generally happens at from two to three
remains

me

to

the child from

years of age ; but in the case of feeble children, and of
such as are nervous and excitable, the mid-day sleep
to be

requires
longer.
as

In

continued, and even encouraged, much
winter, the period of sleep may be so arranged

to admit of the child

of the

As

a

rule, the infant should

thoroughly aAvake.
and

being

taken out in the best part

day.

dressed,

even

him down for

lay
infancy

as

well

as

not be left in bed after it is

It is far better to have him taken up
if it should be aftenvard necessary to
a

time

on

the top of the bed.
In
and
relaxing
enervating

it is

maturity,

Nature no longer requires the refresh
sleep ; and the mother should be on her guard
against encouraging such a habit in her child, merely to
suit her OAvn temporary convenience. The sleep of a
healthy child is so sound and refreshing, that on aAvakening he almost demands activity as a necessary of life ;
and the shorter the time spent in bed after awakening,
to lie in bed Avhen

ment of

the better for health and comfort.

As connected with this part of the subject, I may here
common practice of two or more children

advert to the

sleeping

in

one

bed.

For many reasons it is desirable
It is far more conducive to

that this should be avoided.

health that children should

sleep

in separate beds,

a

little

apart from each other. By this means every child will
breathe a purer p.ir than if they are placed together.
Another obvious advantage is the smaller
cold from

partial exposure to
inadvertently pulled over
four

or

to

one

probability of
being

the bedclothes
side.

After the age of

five years, it becomes, from moral

considerations,

HUSEING TO SLEEP.
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still

certainly bad habits
contrary practice, both in
this remark applies much
not

under

now

sleep alone ;
originated in the

desirable that every child should

more

and

have often

families and schools.
more

to

a

later

consideration, I shall

period

not

But
of

as

life,

pursue the

subject.
There is another custom, Avhich cannot be too soon
given up after the first few Aveeks are over. I allude to the

sleep in the nurse's arms,
placed in its cradle or bed.
When a child is fretful or excited, it may be put to sleep
perhaps a few minutes sooner by this practice ; but the
advantage is purchased at a much greater cost than it is
worth, and is often the first step to the loss, not only of
its own, but of its parent's health and comfort. Once let

practice of hushing
or

her

on

the infant to

knee, before

it is

the habit be established that the child is not to go to
sleep except on its mother's knee, and every time it

awakes in the

get up,
and

no

perhaps

once more

hushing
more

night

in the

or

day

it will

compel

her to

cost, and hush it to sleep again ;
in the very act of laying it in its cradle it

matter at what

aAvakes, and the Avhole process of crying and

must be gone over

incurred.

again,

and

a

similar risk

The infant is thus converted into

an

once
un

easy and restless tyrant, and the mother or nurse into its
almost sleepless slave, and all for no advantage whatever,
even

to itself.

For, after all, the sleep

so

sound and

a

child is laid

refreshing
quietly in

as

that Avhich
its bed and

so

induced is not

soon ensues

resigned

Avhen

to the

influence of its natural Avants.

Injurious, hoAvever,
it is

one

as

this

practice unquestionably is,

of the most difficult for

to discontinue.

necessarily

When

remains

once

sleepless

when it is first broken

an

over-anxious mother

accustomed to
and

cries, for

a

off; and few mothers

it, the child
short time,
are

able to
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resist the cry of apparent distress thus sounded in their
ears, even when convinced that nothing serious is the
The fear of

matter.

irritating the child, and bringing on
crying, too often overpowers all
other considerations ; and yet the change, when firmly
carried out, is much more easily accomplished than
convulsions

by

continued

many would expect,

patience,

is not

followed

by

and, with

a

the best results

sensitive mother of its

as

The

occurrence

of

diseases, is

management and
risk, but so soon

to convince

even

the most

propriety.

MANAGEMENT OF INFANTS

infantile

little

unattended with

only

DURING ILLNESS.

measles, Avhooping-cough, and other
source of
great mortality during

a

the second year. I shall say nothing here as to the
medical treatment of these diseases, because that ought
never

it

to be conducted

merely

to

by

the parent

or nurse.

ment of the child has

an

important

I refer to

bad manage
influence on the pro

add, that the previous good

or

gress and result of all infantile diseases. Even in the
Avorst epidemics, a large proportion of the children are
restored to health ; and experience proves beyond a doubt
that the recoveries occur chiefly among those who are
rationally treated, and favorably situated as to external

So that, from Avhatever point of view we
subject, everything tends to demonstrate the
paramount influence of the ordinary management.*
circumstances.

regard

the

DANGERS OF

Domestic

frequent
*

DOCTORING.

mismanagement during illness is a very
of death in infancy. It takes a variety of

cause

See observations

fants,

AMATEUR

in Appendix E.

on

the

preA-entible

and other diseases of in
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ABUSE OF DRUGS.

forms, according to the dispositions and circumstances of
the parents. Many mothers and nurses are continually
administering medicines of one kind or another, and thus
deranging the healthy operations of the system. Instead
of looking on the animal economy as an organism consti
tuted to Avork Avell under certain conditions, and having,
in virtue of that constitution, a natural tendency to
rectify temporary disorders if the requisite conditions of
restorative action be fulfilled, they seem to regard it as a
machine acting upon no fixed principles, and requiring
now and then to be driAren
by some foreign impulse in the
If
of
medicine.
the
child is convulsed, they do
shape
not inquire whether the convulsions proceed from teeth
ing, indigestion, or Avorms, but forthAvith administer a
remedy to check the convulsions ; and as the medicine used
is most probably inapplicable to the individual case, both
the disease and the cause are left in full operation, and so
the danger is increased.
This is no imaginary case, but one of too frequent
occurrence.
Viewing disease as something lodged in the
system, the uninformed and anxious mother hastens to
expel it, and in so doing often perils the life of her child.
When the truth comes to be more generally knoAvn, that
disease is but

aberration

from the natural state of an
function, proceeding from some active cause, and
not to be remedied till the diseased organ is placed under
the conditions essential to its healthy action, then Avill
more attention be paid to seeking the
co-operation of
organ

an

or

Nature in

our

curative treatment, and much less mischief

by rash attempts to expel disease by force. The
the servant and interpreter of Nature,"
true physician is
not her ruler or opponent ; and so ought the mother to
be done

"

It is my conviction that a child cannot encounter
many greater dangers than that of being subjected to the

be.

PEYSICIAN'S ADVICE BEST.
of
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with doses

medicine-giving mother or nurse.
a family is observed to be ready
of calomel, cordials, anodynes, and other active

drugs, the

likelihood

vigorous discipline

a

Wherever the mother of

be found to have
THE

is, that one-half of her children will

passed

to another Avorld.

PHYSICIAN'S

ADVICE THE

BEST.

Even Avhen the child is under the

care of a professional
by no means safe from the risk arising from
the giving of heterogeneous medicines.
Whenever a
child is seriously ill, there is not only great anxiety
on the
part of the mother, but much sympathy on the
of
friends
and neighbors, each of Avhom has her own
part

it is

adviser,

story of what Avas done Avith such another child in the
same situation, and the
great good obtained from such
and such medicines.
the physician has
a

diferent

seen

In vain the mother may urge that
patient ; and already prescribed

the

Entreaties

poured in Avith an
proportioned
danger, just to try the
without
the
doctor or interrupting
remedy
telling
course.

vaunted
the

use

child,

of his medicines.

the mother often

can come

into

are

to the

earnestness

play

to

Anxious for the relief of her

yields

before her better

prevent her, and in

a

judgment
short time

the child suffers from this abuse of

perhaps incompatible
dangerous remedies, which aggravate the original dis
ease. Those Avho are accustomed to reflect before they act,
Avould be amazed if they Avere to Avitness the perilous
follies sometimes perpetrated in this Avay, and the selfcomplacency Avith which the promised results are expected
from the different medicines, no matter how much they
or

Even if the consequences
may counteract each other.
is
the
self-satisfaction
scarcely impaired, because
fatal,
a false notion that everything has been done
by

are

supported

which could be done to avert the

catastrophe.

It Avould be

a

CONCEALMENT FROM PEYSICIAN.
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to suppose that such conduct is to

great mistake

be met

with

only among the uneducated poor. Even the middle
and higher classes are as yet so little instructed on the
subject of the human constitution, that although, from
greater general intelligence, they act more habitually
under the direction of a qualified professional adviser, still,
among them, not a few instances occur in which the
child falls a sacrifice to the multiplicity of ignorant coun

even

sellors and excessive
NECESSITY OF

use

of

drugs.

FRANKNESS WITH THE PHYSICIAN.

The habit of concealment from the
into Avhich the

following

of

"

apt to lead, is itself an evil of

inducing

family physician,
everybody's" advice is so
the first magnitude. By

him to ascribe effects to wrong causes, it tends to
judgment, and may thus render him unwit

mislead his

tingly

an

instrument of mischief.

Avhich lies at the root of the
every sensible

impulses,

even

to himself.

is,

error

The maternal
is

anxiety
highly natural, and

practitioner will make allowance for its
they are ill-directed, and annoying

Avhen

But the fair and proper way for the mother
suggestions of others Avithout the

not to act upon the

of the medical

attendant, but

simply,
spirit,
suggestions have
been made, and inquire whether they meet Avith his appro
If they do, then the measures recom
bation or not.
mended will be adopted by him to the necessities and
peculiarities of the case, and the different parts of the
treatment be carried on consistently and safely.
If, on
the contrary, they do not, he will have an opportunity of
assigning a reason for his disapproval, and of pointing out
the greater fitness of the means already employed. Should
the mother be dissatisfied with this explanation, and still
insist on the suggestion being tried, he can then either
knoAvledge
and in

an

honest

that certain

to state

MA NA CEMENT D URING ILLNESS.

decline further
be made Avith

as
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responsibility, or take care that the trial
much safety and prospect of advantage as

possible.
So far from

blaming the parents for calling the atten
physician to any reasonable suggestion made
I acknoAvledge that even the most experi
another,
by
enced may occasionally derive advantage from a hint
throAvn out by a casual observer. Something may escape
notice during a short professional visit, which may be
easily remarked at another time by a less skilful person,
and by which some modification of treatment, not pre
viously thought of, may be rendered suitable. In like
manner, useful practical suggestions may be thrown out,
by which any medical man may profit Avithout reproach
tion of the

All, therefore, that I

skill.

to his

that the

physician

in

charge

can

contend for is,

of the child should be

con

tried;
by
and that, where any are given against his advice, he
should not be kept in ignorance of the fact, but be left to
decide whether to insist on his OAvn opinion being followed,
him

sulted before remedies unauthorized

to

or

up his

give

SICK

When
if

a

charge

of the

patient.

CHILDREN SHOULD

child becomes

practicable,

be at

once

are

BE

KEPT

QUIET.

seriously indisposed, it should,
removed to a quiet, well-aired

aAvay from the noise and bustle of the nursery.
this means the other children will be more likely to

room,

By

escape if the disease should prove to be infectious, and
the patient will be benefited by the change. The natu

ral

excitability

held in

vieAV,

of the infant constitution

being always

it is obvious that the sick-room should be

kept quiet,

and

of its air.

Iu

nothing
a

be alloAved to lessen the

nursery,

particularly enforced, and

quiet
no

and order

one

ought

purity
to be

should be allowed to
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remain in it except the child and its nurse.
necessary visitor serves only to vitiate the
and disturb the patient.*
Pure fresh air,

Every un
atmosphere
ahvays im

portant, becomes doubly

so
during disease : hence, the
close overheated air which some parents insist
upon
from a morbid apprehension of cold, is often
productive
of Avorse effects, especially in the febrile
of

complaints

childhood,
The

same

curtains,

and the

heaped

than the evil which it is
sought to prevent.
remark is applicable to
closely-draAvn

enervating quantity

on

of bed-clothes sometimes

the young.

But it is in the
diseases of

mismanagement of
infancy
physician
that the

diet

during

the

meets with the

greatest obstacles

to recovery, and in regard to which he
requires to be constantly on his guard, not only to spe
cify what he wishes to be given, but to make sure that
his wishes are understood and complied Avith. Almost
*

small pamphlet by Dr. West, senior physician to the
"
Hospital for Sick Children, entitled How to Nurse Sick
Children," will be found excellent directions for nursing children.
And no family should be unprovided with Miss Nightingale's
comprehensive and very judicious "Notes on Nursing," which
apply even more to children than to patients in general, and both
to health and to sickness, to the private dwelling as well as to
The work, indeed, forms a hand-book of House
the hospital.
It should be found on the table of
hold Hygiene and of Nursing.
The work may also
every sick-room and of every hospital ward.
be read with great advantage by the medical profession, more
especially the section on Ventilation. No error in the treatment
none more injurious
than the neglect
of the sick is so general
of ventilation.
Indeed, it is very seldom that one enters a sick
room in a well-ventilated state
scarcely less rare, according to
my experience, to find a medical man. of any class, who attaches
If such apathy
sufficient importance to thorough ventilation.
In

a

London

—

—

—

exists among

Ed.

professional

men, what

can we

expect of

nurses

?—

SENDING FOR TEE PEYSICIAN.

all the disorders of
the

at that age,

infancy,

of the

predominance

as

attended with

are

rule, therefore,

be inferred from

might

nervous
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and vascular

systems

less of fever ; as a
mild and moderate diet is required,

a

more or

when the

strength is much reduced. Stimulating
highly-nutritive food increases debility by aggravating
the febrile action ; but looking to the debility alone,
many persons think they cannot give too strong or too
even
or

much nourishment.

This is the

source

of

no

little mis

chief, and sometimes of the inefficacy of the best-devised
and most suitable treatment.

Another
for

source

of infant

mortality

is

delay

professional assistance, in the hope that

remedy

Avill afford relief

or

effect

a

cure.

in

some

sending
domestic

Some of the

infancy begin in a very insidious
and can be effectually checked only at their
When, therefore, a child complains without any

most serious diseases of

manner,
outset.

obvious cause, the
If this plan were

sooner

Avould be saved Avho

advice is sent for the better.
many children
and much professional

generally followed,
are noAV

lost,

attendance be avoided which is

noAV

incurred to little

purpose.
DANGER

There

OF

DELAY

are one

or

IN

CALLING

tAvo other

points

IN

A

PHYSICIAN.

Avhich I would here

when the
earnestly impress
child is really ill,
physician as early in the
day as possible, instead of Avaiting, as is so often done
through a spirit of procrastination, till the darkness and
solitude of night Avork upon the mother's fears, and then
sending in haste at a very late hour, Avhen the difficulty
of procuring the needful remedies is greatly increased,
upon mothers.
to send for the

The first is

—

and the whole household is throAvn into commotion.
Avould make his visit
Timeously warned, the physician
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seasonable hour, not

only

with

more

benefit to the

patient, but at far less expense of time, trouble, and
anxiety, to all concerned ; Avhereas at night he is proba
bly exhausted by the labors of the day, and less fit for
active usefulness. In cases of acute disease, above all,
this rule should be

scrupulously followed. To prevent
neglect or bad memory of servants, or
from the physician's having more than one patient of
the same name, a written note should invariably be sent,
and the address be given. It should state also the sup
posed seat and nature of the ailment; for this information
Avill enable him, as he goes along, to reflect on the con
stitutional peculiarities of the patient and the probable
influence of prevailing epidemics, and to consider the
precautions which his knowledge of these may suggest in
directing the treatment. This is especially of importance
when he is sent for in the night ; because, from having
some previous notion of the case, he may carry remedies
with him, and give relief on the spot. But in all cases
it is useful, by preparing the mind of the adviser in some
degree for the investigation of the disease.
The last point Avhich I would strictly enforce is, that
the medical attendant should never be made an object
of terror to the child, for the purpose of quieting it or
forcing it to submit to disagreeable remedies, or the
ordinary restraints required during both health and
illness. The usefulness of the family physician depends
in no small degree on his being on the very best terms
Avith the children, and approached and welcomed by
them as their steady friend. When he is vieAved in this
light his presence soothes and tranquillizes them during
mistakes from the

illness, influences them to take the necessary remedies,
only greatly promotes recovery, but even in

and not

duces them to submit ch

3erfully

to

painful

and

disagree-
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able operations.

Ignorant and thoughtless mothers em
threats of what "tlie doctor will do" if the child
will not take medicine or submit to some other offensive

ploy

till the very sight of him is sufficient to
neutralize the effects of the best-devised treatment. The
result of this folly is, that Avhen the child is really ill, it
is thrown into such agitation by his approach, that he

prescription ;

distinguish accurately hoAV much of the disturb
fright, and how much to disease, while at
same time it raises a
powerful moral obstacle to

cannot
ance

the

is due to

recovery.

Occasionally

the

same

ready

method of

child to submission is resorted to

reducing

the

the

with

attendants,
by
knoAvledge of the parents ; and my chief object,
in now directing attention to it, is to put mothers on
their guard, that they may not only strictly prohibit all
such proceedings, but take care, by their own watchful
ness, that their orders be fulfilled.
By neither parents
nor attendants ought the
ever to be spoken of
physician
out the

in the presence of the young but Avith kindness and
respect. If he is a man in Avhose character and skill the

parents have confidence, he deserves this

at

their hands.

If he is not, the sooner they change him for another the
better. But under no circumstances can they be justi

fied,

even

into

an

being

from

object

are

selfish

point

of

vieAV,

in

converting

him

intrusted to his

care.

By judicious

conduct

the part of the parent, and a kind soothing manner
on that of the physician, the child will come to regard
him as its best friend, and the only one Avho can relieve
on

*

a

of terror to those Avhose health and well-

its

suffering.

CHAPTER XIV.
THE

MENTAL

AND

CONSTITUTION,

TRAINING,

IN

PRINCIPLES

OF

INFANCY.

Having discussed the

physical management of in
principles which bear
on the not less important subject of the moral and intel
lectual training at this early stage of life.
Man, as he exists in this Avorld, is a compound being.
We cannot conceive of him as either mind alone or body
alone. Living as he does in a material Avorld, surrounded
by other organized beings like himself, and depending
for his existence on material things, he Avould be as en
tirely out of harmony Avith the rest of creation Avere his
mind unprovided Avith material organs, as an organized
body Avould be Avithout a mind to direct its movements.
fancy,

I

come noAV

to consider the

To enable man, then, to fulfil the purposes for which he
sent into the Avorld, his education ought to have

was

reference to his whole nature

—

to take for its aim the

sound mind in

a sound
and vigorous
development of
In
Avhate\rer
and
to
Avhatever
manner,
body.
degree,
physical, moral, or intellectual education falls short of
the attainment of this aim, to that extent it is defective.
To restrict it, as is usually done, to the cultivation of a
few and these not of the highest of the intellectual
a

—

—

faculties,

to the exclusion both of the

and of the moral and the
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higher

physical system

intellectual powers, is to
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renounce

tion is
Avhich

the

most

capable
examples

versities

of

—

of

important advantages, which educa
conferring. Not a year passes in

of this

some
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error

do not

highly-gifted

occur

in

our

uni

but overstrained mind

breaking down in the hour of its greatest promise, and for
feiting, when almost Avithin its grasp, that prize for Avhich
it has sacrificed everything, and Avhich it has, perhaps,
the mortification of seeing carried off by some competitor
more remarkable for healthy, industrious, and prudent
mediocrity, than for either genius or extent of acquire
ments.

In

infancy

ments of the

the mental constitution presents the rudi
powers which characterize the human

same

being in mature age. The senses of sight, hearing, taste,
smell, and touch, and the faculties of emotion, percep
tion and thought, are all essentially the same ; but some
At birth, only
are developed much sooner than others.
the poAvers of sensation are actively manifested, and even
they are at first very imperfect ; for during the first Aveek
or

two the infant

seems

to

have

no

distinct consciousness

of any kind. Light may strike upon the eye, or sound
upon the ear, and yet no clear impression seems to be

unless, indeed, the impulse be
intensity to excite pain, in Avhich case it will
give unequivocal indications of uneasiness. As yet, one
only of its actions seems to haAre a determinate end that
of turning the mouth to the mother's breast in search of
the nipple, and of sucking it Avhen found ; but even this

conveyed

to the infant

—

of sufficient

—

is unattended Avith consciousness.
THE

A Aveek

light,
prise.

or

EXTERNAL

SENSES.

two after birth the eye

begins

to follow the

and sudden sounds give rise to a start as if of sur
By degrees the organs of the senses become capa-
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ble of

receiving and transmitting to the mind distinct
impressions ; but it is not till after the lapse of years that
they attain their fullest vigor and capacity. In this
respect man is remarkably different from many of the
lower animals, which see and hear distinctly from the
first, and not only at once distinguish and pick up the
grain or insects which are their natural food, but move
and act with almost as much unerring freedom and deci
sion as at any' subsequent period of their lives.
When Ave inquire into the cause of this striking differ
ence, Ave have no difficulty in finding an explanation.
In animals which are born with the different senses ready
to start into action, we invariably find the corresponding
organs of sense developed in a proportionate degree;
whereas, in

man, and those other animals Avhose

senses

imperfect at birth, the organs are still immature
and each sense acquires poAver
or imperfect in structure
and facility of action, only as its organ becomes devel
oped, and is duly exercised on the objects Avith Avhich
Nature has placed it in relation.
From this dependence of each of the senses on the
condition of its special organ, tAvo results necessarily
follow, which should be kept in vieAV in attempting to
educate or improve them. The first is, that the differ
ent senses being connected with different organs, one.
others
or more of them may be developed before the
before
taste
and
for
before
instance,
hearing,
seeing

are

very

—

—

The second is, that when Ave wish to call any
of them into exercise, we must present to it its ap
propriate object or stimulus. If Ave Avish to improve

smell.
one

vision,

Ave

must admit

light,

and

present visible objects

the eye, in a manner adapted to the nature and
delicacy of the organ. In the case of the ear, if we
either exclude sounds altogether, or subject it to the
to
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impulse

of loud and sudden noises before its structure is

matured,

hearing
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we

may

whereas,

;

impair
when

or
Ave

even

the

destroy

sense

of

the exercise of the

adapt

organ to its structural delicacy we promote its develop
ment and increase its poAver. The same principle applies
to

smell, taste, and touch.

Hence it is that among some savage tribes the senses
of hearing, seeing, and smelling acquire, through well-

regulated systematic exercise,

of

intensity

an

which would be incredible if the facts

were

action

not authenti

beyond the possibility of cavil. Taught by early
practice, the savage can distinguish the tread and track
cated

the route of
trace is

an

enemy

perceptible

the

pastoral districts,
individuals' of

unpractised
From

an

animal, when

the civilized

shepherd

observer all

become

hearing

or

numerous

a

similar

a

to

In

sound
our

or

own

distinguish the
sheep, while to an
be perfectly alike.

can

flock of
to

seem

no

man.

training, the senses of touch
remarkably acute -in intelligent

and
and

active-minded blind persons, many of whom have been
knoAvn to acquire, by constant practice, such a delicacy
of touch,

as

to enable them to

distinguish by

its

means

cloths of marked shades of color, and even true from
false coins, in the appearance of which there Avas so little
difference

as

almost to

defy

the

scrutiny

of

an

experi

enced eye. The general quickness of hearing among the
blind, and their correct appreciation of sound, are too well

known to be dwelt upon.
For the production of this
method

simply is,

each organ of

extraordinary

sense

exercise,
youth,
systematically, habitually, and ener
appropriate objects, till acuteness is

getically, upon its
gained by dint of frequent
When

a

14

acuteness the

from the earliest

to

sound is made, the

and attentive

ear

is acted

on

repetition.
whether

we
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will

or

but

see

not ; Avhen

light

strikes upon the eye, Ave cannot
impregnated Avith strong

and when the air is

,

perfumes, smell takes cognizance of their presence and
qualities Avithout any exercise of volition. But Avhen
these natural

means

of excitement

organs of the

senses

languish

want of

them

are

excluded, the

and become feeble from

exercise, and differences in impressions made on
unnoticed, which, in a more cultivated state

are

of the senses, would have been instantly and
recognized. The infant acts from an early

accurately
period in
almost instinctive obedience to this principle ; for it
delights to exercise its eyes on brilliant objects and colors,
to train its ear to the discrimination of sounds by every
variety of noise, and to educate the sense of touch by
feeling and handling everything Avithin its reach ; and if
it does not seek the exercise and gratification of smell in
the same way, it is only because the organ is still com
paratively unfit for its function. So entirely, hoAvever, do
many parents and nurses overlook the object and bene
ficial tendency of this employment of the senses, that
when the child makes
itself in the

playful

a

noise in the nursery,

exercise of its

amuses

voice, or lays hold of
apt to regard only the

any object to examine it, they are
disturbance to themselves, and to enforce silence and

order

if the child

guilty of some mischievous
really performing a most useful and
folly,
improving act of self-education, which requires only to be
well-directed to prove the source of important benefits.
Even among thinking and educated persons, the external
senses of the infant are treated with
neglect. NotAviththeir
extreme
value
as
inlets
to the storehouse
standing
of the mind, very little regard is paid to their cultivation,
or even to their preservation from injury.
At birth the
eye is often exposed to the bright glare of day Avith as
—

as

instead of

Avere
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little consideration
The

is

ear

as

subjected

if it

not

Avere

a
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most delicate organ.

to loud and sudden

sounds, Avhich,

in extreme cases, go far to destroy its delicate nervous
structure, and induce deafness for life ; while no pains

training the sense to finer and finer per
ception by well-graduated exercise, according to the
condition and development of its organ. Blindness and
deafness are sometimes thus produced at the very dawn
of existence, Avhen a little knoAvledge and prudence would
not only have preserved the sight and hearing, but have
improved both in a remarkable degree.
are

bestoAved in

As the

are

senses

susceptible

of

bestowed

for use, and

on us

cultivation, and

are so

Avithout them

as

man

would be shut out from every source of active and social
enjoyment, it is surely Avorth Avhile to devote some atten
tion to their

preservation

and

improvement

in

infancy,

when their organs are still delicate, and easily modified
by the manner in which they are exercised. The very
prevalence of short-sightedness among the young of the

higher classes may be received as a proof that
in hygienic management gives rise to this
Many reasons concur to render it probable that

middle and
some

error

defect.
the

long

confinement of the young within-doors at school
The eye, like
no small influence here.

home, has

and at

every other organ, adapts itself in a great degree to its
circumstances. While that of the seaman or wandering

Indian is accustomed to
and

so

becomes

scan

distant

eye of the boy
house or the narrow streets of

objects

at

as

well

as near

objects,

adapted by exercise for its varied duties, the
or girl confined within the four Avails of a

hand,

a

city,

is exercised

and becomes unfit for the

only
perception

on

of

Avords, is rendered short
those more distant
the
that
true
is
It
original structure of the organ
sighted.
share in the result ; but it is equally true that
has a
—

large

in other
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exercise upon near objects
aggravate the defect. This
attended to in

who

are

exercising
short-sighted.

exclusively tends greatly to
warning should be carefully

the eyes of children of parents

To derive benefit from the exercise of any sense, the

strength and continuance of the stimulus must be suited
to the health, maturity, and condition of the organ upon
which it acts.
THE

MENTAL FACULTIES.

We come noAV to treat of Avhat may be called the internal
namely, those included under the

faculties of the mind

—

heads of Inclination, Emotion, Observation, and
Thought ; constituting the basis of the moral, religious,
and intellectual character.
shall find that the

To the exercise of these

Ave

to that of the

principles apply
principles will thus afford us a
valuable guide in training the infant mind.
At birth the brain is so imperfectly developed, and so
delicately constituted, as to be unfit for active mental
manifestations ; and accordingly we observe none, except
perhaps signs of the consciousness of bodily pain, and the
desire for food. Beyond these, no trace of activity of
mind can be detected ; nearly the whole time is spent in
sleep, Avhich is the negation of mental action. The struc
ture of the infant brain being thus extremely delicate, it
is very easily disordered, and even permanently injured ;
and injuries sustained by it may, as in the similiar in
stances of the eye and the ear, impair the efficiency of
its functions to the end of life may even induce idiocy
or imbecility.
external

senses.

as

same

Those

—

Such is the state of the brain and mind for
after birth.

some

time

By degrees, however, cases of extended
mental action begin to show themselves, and the appetite
for food is no longer the only instinct which seeks for
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The infant, by its looks and smiles, gives
awakening consciousness, long before it can
conceive the nature of the cause by which it is excited.
In this Avay it exhibits, even at a very early age, move

gratification.

indications of

which neither sensation nor experience can ex
plain, and Avhich, as is happily remarked by an acute and
elegant Avriter, are in truth the signs of its dawning affec
tions.
Even at the early age of six AVeeks, Avhen the
infant is still a stranger to the world, and perceives ex
ternal objects so indistinctly as to make no effort either
ments

"

to obtain or

avoid them, he is nevertheless accessible to
of human expression.
Although no

influence

the

material

object possesses any attraction for him, sympathy,
the action of a feeling in his mind corresponding to

or

expression of the same feeling in the mind of another,
already at work. A smile, a caressing accent, raises a
smile on his lips ; pleasing emotions already animate this
little being; and we, recognizing their expression, are
delighted in our turn. Who, then, has told this infant
that a certain expression of the features indicates tender
ness for him ?
Hoav could he, to whom his own physi
ognomy is unknown, imitate that of another, unless a
corresponding feeling in his OAvn mind impressed the
the

is

same

characters

cradle is

on

perhaps

his features ?

not his nurse;

That person near his
perhaps she has only

disturbed him, or subjected him to some unpleasant
operation. No matter, she has smiled affectionately on
him ; he feels that he is loved, and he loves in return." *

Here, then,

is the true

the infant mind.
nal senses,
*

being

"L'Education

key to the right training of
The internal emotions, like the exter
distinct from each other, and indepen-

Progressive,

ou

Etude du Cours de la

Mme. Nicker de Saussure, vol. i., p. 144;

Paris,

1836.

Vie,"

par
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dent in their action

let the

—

appropriate object

of any

them, the organ of Avhich is already sufficiently
developed, be presented to it, and it Avill start into
one

of

the eye does when the rays of light
retina. Look, for example, at an infant

activity, just as
impinge on the
six

months

old, and observe the

extent

to

which it

responds to every variety of stimulus addressed to its
feelings. If we Avish to soothe it in a moment of fretful
disappointment, do we not succeed by gentle fondling,
and singing to it in a soft affectionate voice ? If our aim
is to rouse it to activity, are not our movements and
tones at once changed to the lively and spirited ?
When
an acrimonious
dialogue occurs betAveen the nurse and
any other person in the presence of an infant, is it not
.

common

for the child to become

expressions
If,

to cry ?

Avere
on

mother enters

asleep, merely

addressed to

the other

a

hand,

nursery, and,
addresses the

as

uneasy

as

if the angry

itself, and forthwith begin
an

affectionate and

imagining
nurse

gentle

the infant to be

in the soft tones

characteristic of her

mind, do we not see the infant
Avaken up, and with a placid smile look around to solicit
the notice of its parent ? Or, to use one more example,
if a disagreeable, coarse-looking person happens suddenly
to approach an infant, are not the instantaneous results
an

for

exclamation of terror, and a clinging to the mother
protection ? In short, to call out and give healthy

development to the kindly and affectionate feelings of an
infant, we must habitually treat it, and every person in
its presence, with kindliness and affection the display
of the natural stimulants to the organs of such feelings.
If, on the contrary, we present to an infant the stimulus
of grief, discontent, or bad temper, we call up in its
mind, not kindliness or affection, but the disagreeable
feelings which we exhibit ; and by the habitual exercise
—
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of the

portions

nected,

we

risk of

of the brain with which these
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are

promote their development, and thus

giving

permanence to such unamiable

con

run

the

feelings

for life.
It is

early age the
respective stimuli,
direct or only from sympathy.
Saussure gives an affecting example

astonishing, indeed, from
respond to

mental faculties will
Avhether

these

be

Madame Necker de

what

an

their

of this truth, Avhich she witnessed in a child nine months
"
old : The infant was gayly playing on its mother's

knees, when

deep

a

but calm

moment

woman,

physiognomy expressed

whose

sadness, entered the

the child's attention

was

room.

wholly

■

From that

fixed

on

the

woman, Avhom it knew, but for Avhom it had no particular
affection. By degrees its features became discomposed ;
its playthings dropped from its hands, and at length it

threw itself

sobbing violently
nor pity ; it

It felt neither fear
but it

sought

how careful
well

as

upon its mother's bosom.
knew not Avhy it suffered,

for relief in tears."
Ave

the

should be to

physical

*

Facts like these show

regulate duly the moral
by which infancy

influences

as

is

surrounded.
The
at

bearing and importance of these truths Avould be
perceived Avere parents acquainted with the laAvs

once

of the animal economy, and with the fact that the mind acts
through the medium of bodily organs, and is influenced
the state of these during the whole course of life. The

by

only by means of the eye ; and when the
injured by too strong or too Aveak a stimulus
namely, by being exposed to a dazzling light, or kept in
mind

can see

—

eye is

vision is no longer distinct. We can hear
the medium of the ear; and if that orgai is

utter darkness

only through

—

*

Op. ch., i.,

p. 179.
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deranged by the impulse of too violent sounds, or
by Avant of exercise, we lose the power
of hearing and discriminating sounds. When, on the
contrary, the eyes and ears are suitably exercised, in the
degree and with the attention Avhich their delicacy
requires, the senses of seeing and hearing become acute
and active, and are ever ready at call ; because their
organs, strengthened by exercise, become fully developed,
and prompt to respond to their respective stimuli. And
nobody ever dreams of attempting to strengthen any one
In training
sense by exercising the organs of another.
these faculties each must be exercised on the objects
related to it; we cannot improve vision by reasoning,
either

rendered obtuse

educate the

or

ear

to the nice

discrimination of sounds

by scholastic precepts or metaphsyical theories.
have no choice in the matter ; our only course is to

We
exer

cise the eye in actual seeing, and the ear in actual listen
or to remain contented Avith the possession of imperfect

ing,

senses.

Our Maker has

operations
destroyed,

assigned

a

distinct organ for the

of each ; and if that organ be injured or
no effort of ours will be successful in
conveying

to the mind the

impressions

which it alone

Avas

specially

constituted to transmit.

Noav, if it has been proved,

by

Dr.

Gall,*

as

I believe it to have been

that the various

propensities, affections,

and poAvers of observation and reflection
pendent of each other than the external

are no

less inde

senses are

; that

through the medium of an appropriate
brain, commonly called its organ; and that

each of them acts

portion
*

of the

"Sur les Fonctions du

Cerveau,

et

sur

celles de chacune de

Parties," par F. J. Gall. 6 vols. Paris, 1825. An English
translation, by Dr. Winslow Lewis, Jr., was published at Boston,
Massachusetts, in 1835.
ses

—
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each is, by its natural constitution, related to a certain
class of objects, and starts into activity when those objects
are

presented

to it

culties hitherto
diminished

—

some

impeding

of the most formidable diffi
the work of the educator

are

removed.

By many parents, I am aware,
the application of the physiology of the brain (or phre
nology) to the purposes of education will be regarded
Avith suspicion, because the doctrine of the dependence of
or

the mental faculties for their power to act in this life is
regarded as hostile to religion. But no truth can have

tendency ; and so far as phrenology is true, it
necessarily be found to support and harmonize Avith
every religious truth whatsoever.
any such

Avill

To rouse, then, any of the emotional or intellectual
poAvers into healthful action, the surest and most successful
it within the immediate

influence of the
related.
If
we Avish to train
specially
objects
the sense of sight to quicker perception, we employ the
eye in the careful and rapid scrutiny of surrounding
objects, of colors, magnitudes and distances ; if we wish
to train the sense of hearing to a nicer discrimination of
sounds, Ave exercise the ear in listening to and distinguish
ing them ; and our success is in proportion to the degree

Avay is to

bring

to which it is

in which

have received from Nature the endowment

we

of the sense, and to the perseverance and judgment Avith
Avhich Ave pursue its cultivation. Precisely on the same
in

endeavors to give improved action to
justice, we merely address to the intellect
the precept Be just," Ave shall succeed no better than Ave
should do in trying to improve vision by the employment
of the ear in discriminating sounds. To cultivate feelings
of pity and devotion, it is not enough to address the
intellect by eulogiums on their excellence, which can act
only on the reason. We must also directly address the

principle, if,

the sentiment of
"

our
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feelings themselves, by sho\\ing sympathy and respect, and
by bringing them into contact with suffering, Avhich is
ever

the

too abundant around

feeling

be

the matter.
as

As

presented
feeling

The

us.

If the natural stimulant to

the child will have

light and sound
impossible to suppress

choice in

activity, precisely
penetrated by rays of light.

vision does when the eye is
Ave cannot by an effort of the will

Avhile

no

will start into

to

cease

see or

hear

reach the eye and ear, so is it
the emotion when its object is

present.
Of this truth I had
when in
noon

at

Italy,
a

a

touching example many years ago
On calling one fore

and in bad health.

friend's house which I

in the habit of

was

frequenting, I felt seriously umvell just as I reached the
door. My friends were not at home, but I walked in and
lay down on a sofa. Shortly a young girl, eighteen
months old, came tottering into the room Avith a mirthful
smile on her face. On seeing me in that unusual position,
she at once became grave, and gradually approaching me
with a fixed look of sympathy, exclaimed, Cocore malato,
"

cocore

malato f

"

"

Is the doctor

On my answering that
sionately for a moment,

sick, is

the doctor sick ?

-

I was, she looked at me compas
and then suddenly ran aAvay. A

moment afterward she re-entered the

room

hand, which she

with

slice of

a

saying
presented
affectionately, "Pane, cocore, pane; cocore malato!" "Bread
On my eating a little
doctor, bread ; the doctor is sick !
of it, she seemed quite delighted, and remained beside me
till I Avas Avell enough to go home. This strong sympathy
and it
at so early an age struck me forcibly at the time
does so still after many years as a beautiful example of
the ready response of the moral emotions on the sudden

bread in her

to me,

"

—

—

presentment
could

of their stimulus.

scarcely

exercise any

At

guiding

an

age Avhen

influence

on

reason

conduct
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Avhen,

—

she used

in

fact, the child could
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not pronounce the words

the

feeling of benevolence Avas instantly roused
into activity by the mere appearance of suffering, and
operated Avith all the force of an instinct, in ministering to
my relief by bringing me something to eat the only
remedy of uneasiness she yet knew. The gratification
that it obviously gaAre her to see me eat and gradually
recover, afforded as clear an indication of pity and affec
—

—

tion

as

if she had been able to express them in the most
Avords that ever Avere uttered. The Avhole occur

eloquent
rence

showed also how

monly entertained,
sole

of

source

our

or

erroneous

is the

opinion

at least acted on, that

so com

reason

is the

conduct, and that hence it is useless

domestic education till

to

has

developed

itself sufficiently to understand all that is* said.

Whether

begin

even

reason

not, education by which I mean the
formation of character, as well as intellectual instruction
If Ave
commences for us with the very dawn of life.
we

heed it

—

or

—

delay systematic
five
to

or

six,

begin.

education and

training

till the age of

Nature Avill not remain idle till
An

unsystematic, irrational,

we are

ready

and often hurtful

namely, that arising out of the influences and
by which every child is surrounded, and
which never cease to act, for good or for evil, for a single
hour of its life will have taken the precedence, and
education

—

circumstances

—

raised up obstacles which may then render our best
efforts fruitless. For it is not at school alone that a child
can

be educated ; habits of indolence and vice may be
companions in the streets and highways,

learned from

example in a vicious home, quite as
certainly as habits of order, activity, and
virtue may be acquired in our best-conducted schools.
Impressed by this great truth, Mr. Stow, in his exceland from immoral

readily

and
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lent work

sity

of

on

education,

beginning

moral

*
—

insists
not

strongly

on

intellectual

the

neces

training

—

at

the very earliest age ; and he says that eighteen years'
experience has proved most conclusively the advantages
of

doing so, and has demonstrated that "you increase
geometrically in power as you descend in age, for, if
training at twelve years of age be as one at nine it is as
two
at seven as four
at five as eight
and at three
years of age as sixteen" f I am convinced that the same
principle Avould apply at a still earlier age ; but no chil
dren being received by Mr. StoAV under three years old,
he of course could speak only of his experience from that
age upAvard.
The physiological law of exercise being the
great principle by which all our educational efforts ought
—

—

—

—

to be directed in the cultivation of the

affections, and the
intellect, it is
important that it should be rightly understood by parents
moral and

religious feelings,

as

well

as

of the

"
In my Physiology applied to Health and
I have entered fully into its exposition, and

and teachers.

Education,"
need

only

say

here, that regular, suitable, and repeated

appointed means by Avhich to obtain de
velopment, strength, and readiness of action of the inter
exercise is the

nal mental
*

faculties,

as

well

as

of the external

senses.

On the Training System of Education, Religious, Intellectual,
Moral, as established in the Glasgow Normal Training Semi
nar}-." Eleventh edition. Although Mr. Stow makes no express
reference to phrenology as having afforded him any assistance, it
is impossible for any reflecting person who is acquainted with it,
not to recognize its guiding spirit in almost every page of his
work; and it would have been" equally impossible for Mr. Stow
himself to devise a system of training so consistent in all its
parts, and so strikingly in harmony with Nature, unless he had
extensively availed himself of this aid.
t Page 6.
"

and

—
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But to succeed in this to the utmost
possible extent, it is
clear that Ave must knoAV the nature of the different
internal

faculties, and the objects or qualities to Avhich
respectively related, so that we may call each
into action by the stimulus of its own
objects Avith the
same precision as is done in the case of the external

they

are

senses.

It would be out of
out in what

place,

in

work like

a

this,

to

point

has removed many of
the difficulties Avhich have hitherto impeded the progress
and

success

of

information, I

subject.*

In

phrenology

manner

educational

our

must refer to the

regard

training.
principal

For detailed
works

on

to the mental faculties which it

the
con-

*

Gall, "Sur les Fonctions du Cerveau;" Spurzheim's "Phre
nology," Philosophical Principles of Phrenology," "Phrenology
in Connection with the Study of Physiognomy," and
Elemen
tary Principles of Education ;" George Combe's "System" and
"Elements of Phrenology;" The Phrenological Journal, 20 vols.,
"

"

etc.

In the author's

elementary
brief

as

own

to be of little

phrenology,

editions of this

mental faculties

and

it

use

has

was

given

to those who

therefore

work,

an

outline of the

in the text.

had not

been

But it

already

omitted.

was so

studied

Those

who

desire to understand

phrenology, should study it in the works
of Gall, Spurzheim, and George Combe.
The author's earnest
appeal in favor of phrenology rested on a deep conviction of its
being the only well-founded philosophy of mind, and on its para
mount utility, notwithstanding its yet imperfect state, as a guide
This conviction he arrived at after studying the
in education.
work of Gall, and comparing the doctrine of that physiologist
with the result of his

own

See his "Life and Cor

observations.

respondence," by George Combe,

1850.

In the

appendix

to that

volume, there is a list of his numerous contributions to the Phre
nological Journal, among which are an essay on the question,
"Does Phrenology afford a satisfactory explanation of the moral
and intellectual faculties of man?"

(vol.

i. p.,

337);

and "Phre-
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siders to be

so

far

Thus,

a

man

important thing to remark
they really possess that charac
in different degrees of relative

as

they may coexist
strength, and may also
rately or together, as is
ter,

tive

the

elementary,

here is, that in

may be

be called into action either sepa
case Avith the external senses.

the

benevolent, and yet have

a

defec

justice ; precisely as one may hear acutely,
and yet have indifferent eyesight. So Ave may have
lively sentiments of hope and veneration, while benevo
lence remains unmoved ; just as AAre may smell Avithout
seeing. In like manner, a person may be a quick and
accurate observer of facts or phenomena, and yet a bad
sense

of

reasoner upon them ; or an excellent reasoner, but an
inaccurate observer. And one gifted with high talent

for geometry, or draAving, or languages, may be incapa
ble of learning music, and even of appreciating it when

performed

in his

From the

hearing.
similarity of constitution, Avhich,

in this

respect, exists between the external senses and the inter
nal faculties of the mind, the sentiment of cautiousness,
for example, may start singly into action at the sight of
danger ; benevolence, at the appearance of suffering ; and
attachment at the approach of a friend. Consequently,
in cultivating the internal faculties of the mind Ave ought
act upon the principle which proves so successful in
the education of the external senses namely, that of
to

—

exercising
nology,

each

faculty

its Nature

and

on

the

Uses;

an

objects directly
Address

to the

related to it.

Students of

97). Dr. Combe
published, in 1831, "Observations on Mental Derangement, being
an Application of the Principles of Phrenology to the Elucidation
of the Causes, Symptoms, Nature, and Treatment of Insanity."
Ed.
It has long been out of print.
Anderson's

University, Glasgow" (vol. xix.,

—

p.
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And when

Ave

faculty,

must endeavor to

ence

Ave

of all

words,

we

Avish to Aveaken

objects

must be

that

or

2^3

repress any mental
it from the influ

remove

naturally

excite

careful to "lead it not into

it ; in other

temptation."

principle, Ave shall succeed in so far as
the nature of the original constitution Avill permit. If
Ave disregard it, failure and disappointment will follow
our best exertions in education, simply because Ave shall
then be laboring in opposition to the laws of the Creator.
Except, indeed, for the ready response of the faculty to
the stimulus of its objects, temptation Avould be a word
devoid of meaning ; but the object being presented, the
faculty starts into action even against the efforts of the
If

Ave

will.

act

on

this

CHAPTER XV.
MORAL

EDUCATION IN INFANCY AND CHILDHOOD.

Assuming,
tends to

as

modify

I may now venture to do, that AAhatever
the corporeal or mental constitution of

a
permanent influence upon him for
it
that although education tech
follows
evil,
good
nically so called, is generally delayed till the age of five
or six
years, real education, or the influence of surround
ing circumstances, begins at birth, and often lays a

man, tends to have
or

for

durable foundation for the future

character,

even

bodily

and mental

before the dawn of distinct consciousness.

From the moment that the child

from its

and derive

express a Avant,
gratification from the
can

enjoyment
moment that its bodily comfort is visibly increased or
impaired^ by judicious or injudicious treatment from
that moment, although the intellect may still slumber in
comparative inactivity, and be unable to generate one
—

—

Avell-defined idea, intellectual and moral education has
commenced, and, whether recognized as such or not,
will continue to impress its effects on the constitution

through life.
If, bearing

this

important

truth

constantly

in

mind,

the mother be careful to direct her training in harmony
with the laws of Nature, she will reap her reward in the

continued
if she act
224

improvement

and

happiness

of her child.

otherwise, much mischief may be done,

But
not
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only

before the child

before it

can

speak.

can

It is

a

think

or
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reason, but

common excuse

Avith

even
over-

indulgent mothers for omitting to correct even glaring
improprieties of feeling or of conduct, that the child is
still

"

time

enough

too young to listen to reason," and that it will be
to check such aberrations afterward.
This

great mistake.

In infancy we are governed not by
by the well-directed affection and kindness
of our guardians ; and to wait till the development of a
child's understanding before we commence its moral
training, is to wait till years of unregulated indulgence
shall have strengthened its more selfish and powerful
appetites and passions to wait, in short, till the weed
has ripened and shed its seed, before attempting to extir
is

a

reason, but

—

pate it from the soil.

entirely is the infant under the influence of this
parental ascendency, that it seems almost as if
intuitively aware that its safety and well-being lie in
its very dependence; for, powerless in itself, it is ever
ready to yield implicit obedience where it has expe
rienced consistent sympathy and kindness. This is so
true, that when a child habitually disputes or rebels
against the authority of its guardian, we may be sure
that it is either suffering from physical discomfort, or
fretted by injudicious management. At that early age,
habitual peevishness and discontent indicate the exist
ence of some real
grievance, and not of mere wilful per
versity ; and whatever the evil may be, every means
So

natural

should be used for its removal before it shall have taken

root, and have left in the system traces which may never
be effaced.
As, then, the feelings or emotions come into play long
before the intellect is sufficiently developed or enlight
ened to direct or control them, it is obvious that if their
15
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proper

regulation by

the

parent be unduly delayed by

for the dawn of reason, the character and
happi
of the child must remain meanwhile very much at

waiting
ness

the mercy

of

accident.

In

highly-favorable

circum

stances, comparatively little mischief may ensue. But
if, besides wanting proper guidance, the child should be

exposed to the contaminating influence of ill-tempered,
selfish, or vicious guardians or companions, its character
may sustain more serious injury than years of subse
quent care can compensate. It is from the lasting im
pression which may thus be made on the infant constitu
tion, even at a very early age, that the influence of the
mother and nurse on the dispositions of the child is more
powerful than any other single cause.
Of the errors committed in the management of early
childood, the two which are perhaps the most common
may be said to arise from the tendency of human nature
to go to one extreme Avhile seeking to avoid the other.
One of them consists in allowing the will of the child to
have almost unlimited sway, and consequently permitting
the unregulated and unlimited indulgence of every Avish.
The other consists in substituting, on all occasions, the
mother's feelings, inclinations, and judgment, for those
of the child, and regulating even the most unimportant
details by a rigid adherence to rules, Avhich is not less at
variance with their spirit than destructive of the comfort
and good dispositions of the child.
By the former of
these methods, selfishness is so directly and systemati
cally cultivated, that in most instances the child be
comes thoroughly
spoiled." By the second, the child
finds itself so continually thAvarted, that its spirit is
broken, and it is made to lead a life of fretting and
"

wretchedness. A third error, far from

uncommon

weak-minded over-anxious mothers, consists in

among

asking
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and
to
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acting

cross

upon the advice of every visitor who happens
the threshold.
The parent's only safety in all

these circumstances is to be found in

making herself
acquainted with the nature of the infant constitution.
Were the guardians of the young more deeply impressed
with the advantages to be derived from assuming this
standard for their rule of action in regard to the details
of infant management, they Avould be more doubtful of
the wisdom of substituting the blind prejudices of the
nurse or of by-standers for the rational advice of the
experienced and enlightened physician.
In early childhood, as well as in maturer age, sponta
neous, varied, and harmonious activity of mind and
body, elicited by objects calculated to rouse without ex
hausting our faculties, constitutes our highest enjoyment,
and indolent inactivity about the lowest. Sprightly
animation and idiotic apathy thus represent the two
extremes ; the one accompanied by a pleasing conscious
ness of happiness, and the other by a dull and gloomy
As

dissatisfaction.

a

natural consequence of this part of

mental constitution, the highest and purest enjoy
ment which Ave experience is that springing from the
our

higher sentiments benevolence,
veneration, conscientiousness, hope, wonder, and ideality
regulated by a well-trained and well-furnished under
standing. Whereas, when it is chiefly the lower and
more selfish propensities that are roused into action, and
the moral and intellectual powers are either outraged
or left in abeyance, the pleasure experienced is not only
inferior in kind and degree, but also greatly impaired
by the consciousness of Avrong-doing Avhich, in a well-

gratified activity

of

our

—

—

constituted mind,

Here, then,

guidance

in

Ave

fails to accompany it.
have three distinct principles for

never

promoting

the health and

happiness

our

of the
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The first is, that the
young.
shall be such as to afford ample

system of management

opportunity for the due
and appropriate exercise of all the bodily and mental
functions.
The second is, that, while fulfilling this aim,
we shall not allow the mental activity to be carried to

such

excess as

cised.
the
fit

to exhaust

The third

of the

gratification

us

or

weaken the faculties

exer

is, that, Avhile affording due scope for

propensities

for the domestic relations of

and affections Avhich

life,

we

shall

carefully

every indulgence at variance with the dictates of
the moral sentiments and intellect.

prohibit

In all cases,

to

adaptation

nature of the infant

the wants,

feelings,

and

different in many respects from
ought to be made the leading prin
so

—

those of the adult

—

management ; and accordingly the child
ciple
ought, as far as possible, to be alloAved the choice of its
own occupations and amusements, and to become the
chief agent in the development and formation of its own
character. So long as it manifests feelings, desires, or
intellectual wants, which are in themselves right and pro
of

per,

we

our

cannot in any Avay contribute to its welfare and

happiness so much as by alloAving
gratification. In this respect the

it due scope for their

lower animals teach

us

The young kitten gradually develops
its muscular poAvers, and peculiar instincts and qualities,
a

valuable lesson.

by

their free and

playful

exercise

according to its OAvn
vigilant maternal guardian
ship, which, while leaving it ample liberty of locomotion
and amusement, is yet ever ready to interfere in case of
danger. If, hoAvever, the cat were to insist on prescribing
to the kitten in what manner it should amuse itself, and
Avhen it should begin and Avhen leave off its frolics, the
harmony and affection between them would speedily come
to an end.
Under the guidance of an instinct which
wishes ; but it does

so

under

a
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supplies

the

place
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of reason, the cat allows the kitten to

pursue its frolic in its own way ; and if she does not
always take an active share in it, she at least never puts
a

to it unless her

stop

adequate cause.
Precisely the
the child.
its

same

principle ought

to

required by

its

inspirations,
long
feelings
physically harmless and morally proper.
so

parent be

as

an

be followed Avith

Let it be left free to feel and act

own

are

interference is

according

to

and conduct
But let the

ready either to check
activity Avhen prudence

at all times watchful and

give a better direction to its
requires it. Improper conduct and unreasonable demands
should at once be curbed with a kind and gentle but firm
hand, and the child be made to feel that the denial, being
dictated by love, is unalterable by entreaty. In this way
implicit obedience will soon be secured. To the young,
the harsh or vacillating exercise of mere authority, unguided by reason, and uninfluenced by kindly affections,
is as grating and disagreeable, and as provocative of
or

to

resistance,

as

it is to the adult.

months the infant learns to

Even in its earliest

distinguish

and

appreciate

genuine and rational kindness, and, Avhen managed with
a little tact and good sense, yields Avillingly to the benig
nant influence.

In most cases,

rather than the child that is in

therefore, it is the parent
fault, when irrational and

vacillating over-indulgence brings forth the natural fruit
of selfishness, peevishness, and caprice.
From the preceding vieAV of the sources of enjoyment
in infancy, it is obvious that the best thing Ave can do is,
to afford the child all due facilities for the Avholesome

exercise of its various functions and faculties according
actual state of development, and to encourage
rather than supersede its efforts to entertain itself. It

to their

Avould

serve no

good

purpose,

even

if

we were

able,

to

con-
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the infant into

child thus
of its

a

puppet moved only by

our

will.

A

from the free exercise

and

trained,
discouraged
faculties, and from placing the slightest reli

own

ance on

its

trust to

another's

own

caution and

foresight, by being taught to
prudence for its security and direction,
sight to be less wilful and more amiable

may seem at first
than other children of the

independently

trained.

same

But in

age who have been

more

after-life, especially

Avhen

the temperament is sluggish, the child thus trained to act
only at the bidding of another will be found to display a
feebleness

^nd indecision

of

character, strongly in contrast

and energy manifested by those
Avho have been trained, from an early age, to think and
act for themselves, under the superintendence and correc

Avith the

tion, but

promptitude

not the

dictation, of their natural guardians.

From the difference betAveen these two modes of train

being generally understood, the young are often
if it Avere as advantageous to render them the
passive instruments of another's feelings and ideas, as to

ing

not

treated

as

enable them to become the active agents in their

OAvn

guidance by the exercise of their own faculties. But no
reflecting person can have much experience in observing
and directing the youthful mind Avithout becoming fully
alive to the superiority of the latter method. Indeed,
the greatest improvements effected of late years in scho
lastic education have mainly proceeded from acting on
the principle of direct exercise to a much greater extent
than formerly, and making the pupil the active instru
ment in the development of his own mind, and in the
acquisition of his stores of knoAvledge; and it is the
extension of this principle to the nursery, in common
with the school, that I noAV earnestly advocate. Com
mon-sense itself may teach us that if, from
misplaced and
ill-judged tenderness, we contrive with over- watchful care
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to forestall every wish and gratify every feeling of the
child, Avithout allowing it the satisfaction of actively con

tributing

to its

gratification

own

if

we

—

at

try

every

moment to draw its attention from what

pleases itself to
Avhat we consider a better source of enjoyment we not
only deprive it of the higher pleasure of gratifying its
spontaneous activity according to its natural wants and
inclinations, but deprive it of the proper incitement to
—

the very form of mental exercise Avhich is best calculated
The instinctive
to develop and improve its poAvers.
readiness Avith Avhich
cries out,
priety of

"

Let

a

child,

seeing

on

do it too !

me

suggests

extensive

thing done,

any

"

to

the pro

us

of the

ten
making
its
education.
conducting
dency
Another evil inseparable from the method of doing
everything for a child, instead of allowing him, to the
greatest possible extent, and even at the occasional cost
of a little temporary suffering, to be the agent in his OAvn
education, is, that when trained to act only under sur
a more

use

same

in

veillance, he becomes useless and bewildered, or falls into
mischief, whenever the watchful eye is withdraAvn, as
sooner or

conduct
and not

later it must be.

He is trained to

the uncertain will and

by
by a standard Avhich

accessible to him.

slavery ;

and the

In other
more

Avill his mind

is at

regulate

feelings

once

of

known and

Avords, he is trained

perfect

the

discipline,

his

another,

ahvays

to moral

the

more

either of the feebleness

consequent
partake
subjection, or of the rebellious perversity Avhich
fits him for becoming a tyrant in his turn.
In the moral management of infancy, then, the great
aim of the mother ought to be, to call into due activity
on

entire

the various

feelings

or

emotions,

as

well

as

intellectual

on the Avell-regulated and har
poAvers ; since it is chiefly
monious operation of all the mental faculties that the
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future character, usefulness and

happiness of the child
depend. But although the infant, even from its earliest
days, should be induced to minister, as far as possible, to
the gratification of its own wants, this by no means
implies that it should be encouraged or allowed to follow
every whim, whether right or wrong, well or ill-timed. On
the contrary, obedience and self-denial ought to be among
the earliest of its lessons; but the requisite discipline
should be enforced by giving insensibly and kindly a
right direction to the impulses and desires, rather than by
meeting them with a rude denial.

CHAPTER XVI.
FURTHER REMARKS

ON

THE

INFANCY AND

MORAL

MANAGEMENT OF

CHILDHOOD.

Having stated my views of the mental constitution in
and expounded some of the principles by which

infancy,
I think

we

additional remarks, illustrative of the
of those principles to the ordinary manage

ceed to offer

application

guided in our endeavors to promote
improvement of the young, I now pro

should be

the welfare and

some

ment of the nursery and

domestic circle.

From the many examples which
met Avith of the mother's influence

are

continually

to be

over

the mental

con

offspring, it has often been affirmed that bad
temper, strong passions, and even intellectual peculiarities,
are communicated to the infant through the medium of the
dition of her

mother's

or

nurse's

milk, and that hence it is of great

sequence, in choosing a nurse, to select
and amiable character. But in all the

one

of

cases

a

of this kind

under my observation, the
influence of the milk on the dispositions of the

which have
Avas

come

con

cheerful

supposed
nursling

much less evident than that of the moral infirmities

and defects of temper in the parent, in exciting, and
educating to frequent and vigorous action, the correspond

ing passions in
that they may

the child.
say

infant, because it is

or

do

Many sensible people imagine
anything in the presence of an

too young to

observe

or

to be affected
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by it. But, according to the principle explained in a
previous chapter, this is a great mistake. It is true that
an infant is unable to form a sound intellectual
opinion
of any

occurrence

; but it is not less true that from

shown

the

a

very

quoted from Madame
Necker de Saussure,* its feelings respond to the calls
made upon them, and thus give a bias to the mind long
before the child can exercise any act of judgment. From

early

age,

as

by

case

the natural relation which exists between the different
mental faculties and their

stimuli,

it is .thus most

import

circumstances in which the young are placed
the impressible period of infancy, should be such

ant that the

during
as

tend to call into fit and habitual action the best

and faculties of
Ave can

Avhich

give

our

nature.

feelings

Since the best cultivation

to the moral and intellectual powers is that

secures

their

and frequent exercise, it
dispositions of the child will
influenced by the character and

regular

folloAVS that the character and

no small
degree be
dispositions of those to whose care it is confided, and in
whose society it spends the earliest years of its existence.
It is, moreover, a common and pernicious error in
modern education, to imagine that the passions and moral
emotions are the results of intellectual cultivation, and that
intellectual discipline, and storing the mind with precepts
will suffice to regulate them. Parents are often dis
appointed and displeased Avith a child, Avhen after a full
explanation of the impropriety of the feeling or passion,
it still, on the recurrence of the temptation, gives way to
it as much as before. Fortunately for mankind, however,
morality and religion have a much more solid foundation
than this ; they are based on feelings implanted in the

in

nature

of man, which
*

mere

See

intellectual cultivation

above,

p. 215.

or
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neglect can neither generate nor destroy, and the real
strength and authority of Avhich will not be fully recognized
till they are cherished and developed in more strict accord
ance

Avith their natural constitution. Like the external
the mental faculties must be habitually exercised on

senses

their

appropriate subjects, before they can

influence

over

birth this

attain their due

the character and conduct.

principle

and the utmost

care

should be

be taken to

moral

healthy
atmosphere
perfect justice to the infant,

Almost from

systematically
secure

acted on,

at all times

a

around the young. To do
there is required on the part

a combination of cheerfulness, good sense,
knoAvledge, readiness of resource, and unfailing kindness
and impartiality, Avhich is not often to be met with. But
by aiming at a high standard we shall make a nearer
approach to what is required, than if Ave quietly rest sat

of the mother

isfied Avith whatever occurs. It is lamentable how many
mothers there are Avho, from indolence or other causes, leave
the entire control of their offspring to unqualified attend

ants, and even themselves indulge in displays of anger or
caprice, which never fail to act injuriously upon the infant.
INFLUENCE

OF

EXAMPLE

ON

CHILDREN.

Let us, then, not deceive ourselves, but ever bear in
we desire our children to become, we must

mind that what

endeavor to be

before

them.

If

Ave

kind, gentle, affectionate, just,

Avish them to grow up

and

truthful,

we

must

habitually exhibit the same qualities as regulating
principles of our conduct, not only toward them, but
toward all ; because these qualities act as so many
stimulants to the corresponding faculties of the child,
just as light to vision, and odors to the sense of
smell.
one

If

Ave

cannot restrain

our

own

passions,

but at

time ovenvhelm the young with kindness, and at
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another

and confound them

surprise

by

our

caprice

or

deceit,
may Avith as much reason expect to gather
from
grapes
thistles, or figs from thorns, as to develop
moral purity and simplicity of character in children. It
Ave

is in vain to argue that, because the intellect is feeble, it
cannot detect the inconsistency of our conduct.
The

feelings

and

from each

distinct

reasoning faculties, being perfectly

other,

may, and sometimes

do, act indepen
condemn, although

dently ; the feelings may at once
judgment may be unable to assign a reason. In
many instances, indeed, Ave are impelled to act before
having time to think deeply about the best course to be
pursued. In such cases, it is feeling which takes the
lead, and in a well-constituted mind it rarely prompts to
the

a

course

which

In this result

harmony

reason

we

Avhich

Avould have refused to sanction.

have another

prevails

example

in the moral

world, and which renders it impossible
course

without

doing

collateral

as

vvell

of the admirable
as

in the

physical
a
right
good, or

to pursue
as

direct

producing collateral
evil. If the mother, for example, moved by affection
for her children, endeavors to keep any infirmity of her
temper in subjection, and ultimately succeeds in placing
herself under the habitual guidance of her higher feel
ings in her conduct, the good Avhich results is not limited
She herself becomes
to the improvement of the child.
healthier and happier, and every day adds to her influ
ence.
If, on the other hand, she gives Avay to fits of
passion, selfishness, caprice, and injustice, the evil is by
no means limited to the suffering A\7hich she brings upon
herself. Her child also suffers both in disposition and
in happiness ; and Avhile, in the one case, she secures the
love and regard of all with whom she has to do, in the
other she rouses only their fear or dislike.
to pursue

a

wrong

course

without
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grave mistake to imagine that it matters little
whether the person to whose guidance the infant is
intrusted be an active-minded and amiable woman, or
one

a

Avhose

good-nature

and indolent mind.
woman, and

is the

passive product

If the mother be

a

of

a

vacant

right-minded
of the being

acquainted Avith the nature
charge, she will understand hoAV im
is
that
it
during infancy her child should be
portant
surrounded by persons of intelligence, refinement, and
morality, and will see that it is a gross dereliction of
duty to devolve her trust on incompetent substitutes.
The mother is the natural guardian of her infant's hap
piness ; and if she, Avhen able, is neglectful of her duties,
is it to be expected that any substitute, however well
qualified, can fully supply her place ?
In thus attaching a high value to the mother's influ
ence, in preference to, or along Avith, that of even the
best qualified attendants, I have no wish to speak lightly
of the services of a kind, intelligent, upright, and experi
enced nurse. So far from this, I have great pleasure in
stating that I have met Avith some whom I have considered
better qualified for their duties, by temper and knoAvledge,
than the mothers Avhose place they supplied ; and that I
have often Avitnessed as much self-denying and umvearied
committed

to her

the part of nurses to the welfare of their
as it is possible for any human being to
manifest toward the offspring of another. The deficien
cies with which many of them are chargeable are almost

devotion

little

on

charges,

from their position in society, and imperfect
education ; and if in their ignorance of the laAvs of the
human constitution, they sometimes do mischief Avhen their
aim is o-ood, this is Avhat happens almost as frequently Avith

inseparable
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the mothers whom

therefore,
the child,

they

serve.

In

my object is simply to
and not to throAV blame

pointing

secure
on

the

out errors,

the Avelfare of
nurse

for inevit

able defects.
But Avhile the behavior of the mother and attendants
to the child
ence

of

our

itself ought to
feelings, it

best

be under the habitual influ
is

equally important

that the

behavior of the attendants to each other should be in
like

I have

a

instanced the effect upon the
of
conducted
in its presence, although
an
scold
child,
angry
The harsh tones grate upon its
not addressed to itself.

spirit.

feelings,

and

are

already

direct stimulants to its

fears,

even

Avhen

it knows not to whom the scold is directed.
INFANT-SCHOOLS.

strongly objected to, because
early for commencing
the business of education. But as practical education
and emotional training really begin at the daAvn of con
sciousness, the true question is, Avhether the child Avill
derive more advantage from the education of chance, or
from an education adapted to its natural constitution.
Nobody has condemned more strongly than I, the estab
lishment, under the name of infant-schools, of places of
confinement, and intellectual and theological cramming ;
nor can
anybody have a clearer perception of the evils
they inflict on the young. But such establishments are
mere abuses of a
thing really good in itself. A fitter
instrument for the physical, moral, and religious training
of infancy can scarcely be imagined, than a seminary in
Avhich the young are brought together, and their affec
tions and finer feelings called into habitual and
pleasing
exercise in the regulation of their conduct toward each
other in their sports and general conduct, while their
Infant-schools have been

tAvo years of age is considered too
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physical energies are developed and strengthened by
inspiriting and social exercise. In a well-conducted in
fant-school, intellectual tasks and close confinement
unknoAvn, Avhile the senses and the observing poAvers

are
are

agreeably employed
gratification of the strong
so
natural
to
that
curiosity
period of life. Objects, or
in the

of them, should be placed before the
child, and its attention be directed to their colors, forms,

representations

properties, and uses ; exactly on the principle, already
so
strongly insisted on, of presenting every faculty of
the mind Avith its direct stimulus Avhen
it to

activity.*

steps of Nature,

we

Avish to excite

But
we

if, instead of thus folloAving the foot
attempt to convey instruction by lan

guage merely, we must beware of regarding the accurate
and ready repetition of a sound, as a proof that the

thing
represented by it is understood. The quick imitative
faculty of a child may seize in a moment the sound
made by its teacher or companions, and yet its mind
may be Avandering during all the time of the lesson. I
have again and again seen this exemplified in infantschools, where the proper Avord Avas uttered in a sing
song tone at the right place by a child in the act of
dropping from its seat asleep ; and I have satisfied my
self, by varying the question a little, that few even of
those Avho Avere Avide aAvake and ready Avith their anSAvers had the
slightest conception of the meaning.
When children so taught are examined out of the
routine, their readiness and self-possession forsake them,
*

By

means

of

cheap

but

elegant pictorial

and other works of

art, the sentiment of the beautiful may be usefully cultivated in
schools.
When well directed, this feeling promotes refinement
and

purity

Bufficiently

Its ameliorating influence is not
in its possessor.
attended to in the education of the young.
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and their stock of ideas is found to be much smaller
than the sample educed
by the teacher would lead us to
expect. All this, however, is no proof that a proper
system of infant training is bad. It only shoAVs that
many things which are done in so-called infant

training
principles, and that even
Avhen a right system is
professedly adopted, it is not
carried
into
always
fully
practice. It shows also the
necessity of attending to the state of mind of each indi
are

at

variance with sound

vidual

child, and that teachers

must

themselves be

trained for

teaching before their services can be pro
ductive of every possible advantage to the pupil.
The public mind has been so long accustomed to
associate education exclusively with the idea of intel
lectual teaching, and parents in general attach so little
value comparatively to the influence of good training in
the formation of
risk of

character,

being tedious,

that I cannot,

even

at the

abstain from

repeating once more
that infant-schools, and the habitual society of other
children, are, in my opinion, to be prized chiefly for the
advantages Avhich they afford for the development and
due regulation of the emotional part of our nature.
Our affections and moral emotions have direct reference

beings, and in solitude cannot find
gratify them. We must feel attach
ment to some one, act justly or kindly to some one, fear
some one, be angry with some one, and seek the esteem of
To develop the powers Avhich God has given
some one.
us, and turn them to purposes conducive to our happiness,
to

other human

objects

we

excite

to

must

or

therefore associate with

intercourse with them

our

felloAvs, and in

our

practise habitually justice, kindness,

affection, and forbearance. In solitude, on the other
hand, the various faculties have self alone for their

object;

the

beings

on

whom

we

should pour out

our
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kindness and affection, and toAvard Avhom Ave should
exercise patient forbearance and justice, being absent,
the .higher and more disinterested faculties, which
contribute

largely to our happiness, are necessarily
deprived
legitimate exercise and enjoyment.
And this forms one of the most serious objections to
private education.
so

of their

RELIGIOUS

Before

EDUCATION.

taking
briefly

must refer

ERRORS

leave of the
to

a

TO

subject

BE

AVOIDED.

of infant-schools I

serious mistake which threatens

to convert many of them into

of

positive injury
importance
which their managers attach to that physical and moral
training which ought to be their primary object, and to
the prevailing tendency to convert them into ordinary
seminaries for scholastic teaching, and for the inculca
tion of abstruse points of faith which no infant can
comprehend. I am quite aware that, in most instances,
these changes have been made under the influence of the
highest motives. But the course pursued is too palpably
in opposition to the natural order of development -of the
human faculties, to succeed in effecting its aim that of
early implanting a sense of religion in the infant mind.
Were the subject to be inculcated any other than
religion, should we not act very differently? Suppose
that the happiness of a man's life Avere to depend, not on
his religious character, but on the extent of his mathe
matical knowledge, and on his success in applying it to
the regulation of his conduct. The question Avould then
be, Hoav shall Ave educate him so as to secure, to the
greatest possible extent, the knoAvledge so indispensable
to his Avelfare ?
Ought Ave to begin in infancy by drilling
him to repeat the rules of arithmetic, and by teaching
to the young.

sources

I allude to the subordinate

—

16
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him the

propositions

folloAV the
healthful

more

of Euclid?

rational

development

of his

tion, and cultivating his
in

the

observation

course

bodily

senses

of the

Should
of first

the

not

rather

promoting

the

and mental constitu

and

things

Ave

perceptive

faculties

him ; and
mathematical

around

study of numbers and
proportions, only Avhen the corresponding
intellectual faculties had become sufficiently developed
to appreciate them and their applications ?
Every one

proceed

to

relations and

will agree that the latter Avould be the proper course, and
that to trouble a very young child Avith rules of arith
metic and propositions from Euclid Avould only Aveary

disgust him. The word of the rules might, indeed,
impressed on the memory, and for a time be repeated
with parrot-like accuracy ; but not being understood,
they would prove utterly barren, and soon be forgotten.
If, however, following the order of Nature, Ave let the
earlier years of the child be employed in gaining an
extensive and accurate acquaintance Avith the objects
around him, and their properties and phenomena, we
shall thereby lay the surest foundation for his future
success in receiving instruction in arithmetic and geome
try ; because then not only will he possess the facts to
Avhich the scientific principles are to be applied, but his
and
be

maturer faculties

them, and

will be

more

able to trace the relations

appreciate the practical value of the
he
has
knowledge
gained.
Noav, the same principle applies to the religious
education of the young.
Believing, as I do, that no
form of human happiness can be relied upon AAdiich does
not rest on a sound religious foundation, I am as desirous
as any one can be to
imprint on the youthful mind, at
the earliest possible age, such a sense of our immediate
dependence on God as it is capable of receiving. But,
among

to
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considering the feeble development of the intellect, and.
the activity of the feeling-;, in childhood, it seems to me as
hopeless
teaching
cannot

a

task to attempt to render

him to repeat

understand,

teaching
terms of

as

to

a child religious by
theological dogmas which he
make him a mathematician by

him to repeat the rules of

arithmetic,

or

the

geometrical proposition. But the result Avill
be Avidely different, if again folloAving the order of Nature,
we begin -with the careful
training of the feelings and affec
the
direction
of
and
the observing faculties, Avhich
tions,
in
and
are
;
activity
delay till a maturer age the
early
inculcation of creeds and dogmas, Avhich address them
a

In this way

selves to the intellect.

Ave

may succeed in

gradually forming those pure and virtuous habits Avhich
constitute the best ground-AVork for the superstructure of
If religion consisted
a true and improving religion.
wholly

in certain outward forms of

Avorship,

and in the

belief of certain abstruse doctrines, there might indeed
be an excuse, although still an unsatisfactory one, for

attempting to reverse
ever important creeds

the order of Nature.
and

But, hoAV-

may be for

guidance
dogmas
holding men together in ecclesi
astical societies, knowledge of them is far from consti
tuting the most essential part of personal religion, and
they are precisely those portions Avhich are least appli
cable to the period of infancy and childhood. Instead
of promoting peace and good-will among men, they have
in rcaturer years,

or

for

been in all ages the chief sources of that fierce and
bitter strife Avhich has so often disgraced the Chris
and they will, I fear, continue to le
tian

profession
subjects of contention
—

long as religion shall be
made the arena for displays of intellectual gladiatorand abstruse speculation.
ship, and matter of deep
to our highest and purest
itself
addresses
True religion
as
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in the

emotions;

of Jesus it is

always the
emphatically spoken of
as its vital essence, and at no
period of life can that
object be more successfully prosecuted than in infancy.
Religion, then, not only may but ought to be taught
even from early infancy ; but it is with the religion
of the heart or affections that Ave must begin. The
obligations to honor father and mother, to do justly
and love mercy, to forgive injuries, to do good to
teachings

of "the heart" that is

keeping

hate

those who

us, and

abstain

to

from

envy and

integral parts of true religion
as the duty to worship the only true and living God.
The habitual fulfilment of most of these obligations
depends, however, much more on the proper discipline
and regulation of our moral nature, than on intellec
uncharitableness,

tual eminence
in

performing

no

small

or

are

as

attainments ; and hence
in mature life will

degree,
practise
easily be

on

the extent to Avhich

success

depend,

we

in

have been

childhood, when the feel

trained to

them in

ings

bent in the

can

our

them

right

direction.

We

"train up a child in
have the
the Avay he should go, when he is old he will not
depart from it;" but the promised result is to be
assurance

consequent

teaching

on

him

that if

training

we

child, and

the

either doctrines

or

not

forms.

then, be alarmed by the frivolous and yet

objection,

that

would be

religion

merely

on

Let

endangered

us

not,

common

if infant-

limited to their proper objects of physical
and moral training. The very reverse is the truth ;

schools

Avere

for the surest basis

life,

is the

lively

on

Avhich

love and affections of the
there can scarcely be

spirit,

conducted

religion can rest in early
practical spirit in the
child.
For fostering this

influence of its

infant-school

a

fitter

means

except, indeed,

—

than
the

a

well-

habitual
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and varied intercourse of a
large and well-regulated
family and social circle, in which the young are brought
together, and their affections and nobler feelings are
called into frequent and
exercise, both

pleasing

the habitual
and

by

their

by

of their parents and associates,
direct training for the duties of social

example
own

In childhood the domestic
the habitual regulation of the

life.

example exhibited in
feelings, character, and

conduct of all

around, in accordance Avith the dictates
pure and elevated religion, will, when occasionally
accompanied Avith a simple explanatory remark or anec
of

a

dote, do

more

sible mind of

stamp a similar character on the impres
child, than the learning by rote of the whole

to
a

creed and doctrines of the Church. All
that the infant is

touched

experience
simple and

shows

direct
easily
by
appeal to its feelings, but remains unmoved if addressed
only through the medium of words Avhich its uninformed
mind is incapable of understanding or appreciating.
EDUCATIONAL

a

INFLUENCES.

From the

exposition Avhich has been given in the pre
pages, it Avill now, I trust, be evident that what
acts upon the senses of a child, interests its feelings,

ceding
ever
or

its

attracts

observation,

must

influence its mental

state, or, in other words, become a means of education.
Even the locality and climate in which a child lives, the

objects by which

surrounded, the ordinary occurrences
spirit Avhich they exhibit, and the very

it is

of the nursery, the
toys Avith Avhich it

amuses

itself,

exert

an

influence

on

its

constitution, and, under the direction of an enlightened
mother, become a means of educating its feelings and its
In caressing a dog or a cat in the presence
intellect.
of a child," says the acute observer already frequently
"

quoted,

"

Ave

develop

that

sympathy

Avhich the young

so
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easily experience for animals ; by showing him a beautiful
object, and getting him to look at it in detail, we both
strengthen his attention, and excite in him admiration,
Avhich is

one

of the most exalted movements of the soul ;
or pictures before him, AATe awaken

imitations

by placing
imagination ; and so, in a thousand different AATays Ave
When once the
may appeal to its dawning faculties.
mind has been put in play by some impression, he associ
ates it Avith himself, and acquires clearness and precision
of perception by occupying himself Avith it. It is thus that
his

he exercises and forms himself.

To vary, Avithout excess,

the sensations of the

infant, ahvays embracing his moral

nature at the

time to the utmost

same

possible extent,
early

constitutes the real education of the intellect in

infancy.
feelings,

It is also the best education for the moral

which at that age
cultivated." *

ought

to be most

assiduously

preceding pages I have dAvelt much on the
greater facility with Avhich the mental faculties are called
into action by presenting to them their OAvn direct objects
than by any other means. But obvious as this principle
is Avhen broadly stated, and beautifully as its influence in
strengthening the faculties, by exciting them to lively
activity, is illustrated in the above quotation, it is sur
prising how little it is generally appreciated or intention
ally applied by parents, or even by professional educators.
Thus, I have seen parents deliberately encourage the
pigmy passion of an infant against some animal or play
thing, because it amused them to contrast the violence
of his rage Avith the impotence of his efforts to give effect
without entertaining a suspicion that in so doing
to it
were
assiduously cultivating his Avorst passions.
they
In the

—

*

"Necker de Saussure de l'Education

Progressive," vol. i., p.158.

EVERY FACULTY TO BE EXERCISED.

EVERY

FACULTY

TO

BE
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Another rule arising out of the natural constitution
of man, and which is important in the moral and intel
lectual management of infancy, is, to give due exercise to
all the

others

faculties,

are

to bear this rule in

important
an error

and not to cultivate any to excess, while
languish from inaction. It is the more

allowed to

mind, because it points

committed.

frequently
assiduously exercised

very

to

If the moral facul

in infancy as the feelings
vanity, self-esteem, cautiousness, secretiveness, and Avonder, there would be a much more rapid advance than
there is in the morality of mankind.* In infancy, the
moral feelings respond readily to any call made upon
them ; and if children Avere not so habitually perplexed by

ties

Avere as

of

the contrast betAveen the

precepts and the conduct of those

around them, those feelings would become daily more
influential over them, and at last gain paramount power

ordinary actions of life. Of this truth
Wilderspin, StoAV, Barwell, and others on
infant education and training, afford numerous instructive
examples ; and I regret that my limits preclude me from

in

the

regulating

the works of

*

The sentiment of justice

children at

(conscientiousness)

is active in many

age, but is often blunted before

maturity by
exposed in ordinary life, more frequently
from its nature not being recognized by the parent than from any
Hence the prevalence of fraud,
intentional breach of morality.
falsification, and deceit, in every trade and profession, notwith
standing the checks imposed by municipal inspectors, and by all
the custom-house, excise, and other regulations which have ever
an

early

the outrages to which it is

been

of

or ever

improved

will be devised. This sentiment stands

more

domestic and social training than any other.

in need
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doing
To

more

than

referring

to the pages of these

writers.*

parents, their perusal and study will be highly
instructive. It is gratifying to see sound educational
most

at last

applied so intelligently and successfully
religious, as Avell as to intellectual training.
The former, although the more important of the two, Avas
long unaccountably overlooked ; and it is one of the many
services rendered by phrenology to the cause of human
improvement, that it places the necessity of moral and
religious training, and the means of conducting it, in a
clearer light than they were ever placed before.

principles

to moral and

TRAINING SHOULD

MORAL

It is of much

importance

to

BEGIN

begin

EARLY.

the moral

training

of the young by suitable exercise of the different feelings
and emotions from their earliest dawn ; and not to allow

propensities to gain an undue ascendency by
indulgence, Avhile the kindlier feelings remain
Aveak from inactivity. Knowing from experience how
susceptible the infant is of mental as Avell as physical
impressions, we ought to be more careful about the
proper treatment of its moral nature; for just as cer
tainly as the sight or hearing may be cultivated, by
reiterated exercise, to the nicest and quickest sensibility,
or be enfeebled and blunted by inaction, so may the feel
ings be modified in strength, rapidity, and precision of
action, by habitual use or disuse.
any of the

habitual

*

Wilderspin's

"Infant Education"

—

"The

training system

of

Education, Religious, Intellectual, and Moral, as established in
the Glasgow Normal Training Seminary. By David Stow, Esq."—
Mrs. Barwell's "Nursery Government."
Bray's "Education of
—

the
'

Feelings."
Phrenology in

—

"

Simpson's Philosophy
the Family."

of Education."

—

Warne'a
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Variety of occupation

is another important means of
in infant education.
In early life, the nervous
system is too mobile and excitable to admit of longsustained effort in any one direction a fact of special
moment in the education of children in Avhom the mental

success

—

powers
which

are

feeble.

ensue

child for

Avhen

The very restlessness and impatience
attempt to fix the attention of a

Ave

long time on one subject, afford a clear indi
variety of occupation and amusement is the
means intended by the Creator for insuring due scope
and exercise for all the faculties. Even so early as the
fifth or sixth month, the child, when awake, is ahvays
looking, listening, feeling, moving, and giving expression
on its ever changing features to a variety of mental emo
a

cation that

At

tions.

recognition
playful

the
at

one

moment

Ave

see

the smile of affectionate

the entrance of its mother ; at another,
enjoyment of muscular motion in its limbs ;
on

third, the delight of gratified Avonder and curiosity,

a

arising

from the

handling

or

tasting

of

some neAV

object ;

fourth, peevish dissatisfaction from being thAvarted
in some Avish ; at a fifth, gratified affection, roused by
at

a

appearance of a little brother or sister ;
fear of some unprepossessing stranger,
the
and,
sixth,
from whose approach it shrinks in alarm. True, it can

the

unexpected
at

a

not express its feelings in Avords, but to the intelligent
mother every motion is as perceptible as if uttered in
the plainest language. And if it be granted that such is

feelings in the infant mind, can any
right or Avrong direction of these
means by Avhich a right direction may be
the
or
feelings,
most certainly given, is a matter of little importance to
the future happiness of the child? It ought, I repeat, to
the

variety

one

maintain that the

of active

be constantlv borne in mind, that the due exercise, upon
their
objects, of all the affections and moral

appropriate
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emotions, is as indispensable to their development and
strength, as exercise of the intellectual poAvers is to intel
lectual proficiency ; and that harm must result Avhen the
mode of life or management is such as to keep a feAV only
of the mental faculties in preponderating activity, to
the repression of those Avhich are not exercised. This
result is most likely to ensue Avhere a child has no com
panions, and is without variety in its daily life ; care
should therefore be taken to guard against these evils,
particularly Avhen the tuition is private.
PROGRESSIVE

DEVELOPMENT OF

THE

MENTAL

FACULTIES.

Iii

exercising

the different poAvers of the mind, we
degree in which they are respec

should attend to the

tively developed at the different stages of infancy and
childhood, and adapt their management to their relative
maturity. Every one is familiar Avith the fact that the
external senses are not all equally developed at the same
time, but appear in succession. The same thing holds
with the mental faculties ; they also are developed in
succession, and arrive at maturity at different ages.
This is too much overlooked in practical education.
In the

case

of the external

senses

the power of

sensa

directly proportioned to the degree
of maturity of their respective organs. Such animals
as both see and hear perfectly at birth, do so simply
because the organs of both senses are already fully
developed. Others remain blind for several days, and
acquire by slow degrees the poAver of distinguishing
objects. So also the human infant feels before he sees
tion is observed to be

or

hears, and both

smell.

sees

These results

state of the

respective

are

and hears before he

ahvays

organs.

in

The

seems

harmony Avith
nerves of
feeling

to

the
are

OVER-EXCITEMENT HURTFUL.
Avell

developed

eye and
flat and

ear

before the eye

are

Avell

or ear

organized
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is matured ; and the
nose remains

Avhile the

small, and the nostrils are of limited extent.
If, hoAvever, light Avere shut out from the eyes, and the
other

senses

Avere

never

their organs Avould be

exercised,

the

greatly retarded,

development of
and their vigor

considerably impaired.

Hence, both conditions must be
taken into account, and the exercise of the sense ought
always to bear a relation to the condition of its organ.
On observing the operation of the mental faculties
generally, Ave find that they also are developed in suc

cession, and that the organs of those of them Avhich

are

maturity sooner than the
others. The child observes long before it compares and
reasons, because the organs of the perceptive are matured
before those of the reflecting faculties. For a similar
reason, it feels and appreciates affection and kindness
before it experiences the sense of justice, the love of
praise, or the desire of gain. From a very early age the
infant shows an irresistible tendency to imitation, or to
do as those around it do ; and if this be not rightly
manifested earliest arrive at

directed, it becomes as active an instrument in the forma
bad, as it may be made one of good habits.

tion of

OF

EVILS

As
of

a

OVER-EXCITEMENT.

pleasure always accompanies the legitimate exercise
faculty, the natural Avay to procure healthy enjoy

ment for

a

child, is

to allow the different faculties to work

upon their appropriate objects. Not aAvare of the real
constitution of the human mind, many parents act in
to this principle, and seek to amuse the infant

opposition
at

one

time

by exciting

dandling,

and at

Avonder.

As

a

its external senses, at another

third

by

some

already remarked,

vivid

most

appeal

parents

to

are

by
its
too
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little alive to the value of self-action and self-regulation as
the grand means in the formation of character. They are

apt

to be too officious.

They generally

do too

much, and

cannot make up their minds to leave Nature to do her
"

I believe that we often agitate infants too much,"
part.
remarks, most justly, Madame Necker de Saussure; "Ave

ought

not to let them weary, it is true ; ennui is

of the soul ; but Avhat

constantly brings

on

this

lethargy
malady is

a

the very excess of distractions Avith which Ave think it
right to overwhelm the infant. The contrasts are repro
duced
one

by each

which

serenity

an

other ; and the less excited state is the only
be indefinitely prolonged.
The more

can

infant has

Avard have. That

enjoyed, the more will he afterdisposition may be rendered permanent,

but it is far otherwise with excited gayety. Even Avith
are fondest of it,
gayety is but a fleeting

the children Avho

to be welcomed, and sometimes
but, once present, it ought not to be con
excess.
Immoderate, it is folloAved by tears,

It

visitor.

gently

ought ahvays

invited ;

tinued to

and shakes the delicate nerves, Avhich
opposite direction."
SPOILING

These
the

case

judicious

OF

remarks

of children of

a

soon

oscilliate in the

CHILDREN.

are

particularly applicable

nervous, excitable

I have often observed the

injury

inflicted

to

temperament.

by

the restless

over-anxiety of parents to excite and amuse very young
children, and am convinced that it is a frequent cause of
that nervous

susceptibility which forms a prominent feature

constitution, being often continued through the
remainder of life, and ultimately becoming the source of
great distress of both mind and body. Morally, also, it
of the

inflicts

When

an

a

injury, by cultivating the selfish feelings.
unceasingly the object of the

child finds itself

CULTIVATION OF SELFISHNESS.

exclusive attention of those around it, it
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comes, in

time,

to

rely Avholly upon them for its comfort and entertainment,
and to regard them as present for no other purpose than
to gratify its desires and devote themselves to its caprices.
Its self-esteem, thus early and assiduously fostered,
becomes daily more dominant and exacting ; and, in pro

portion
in its

as

own

the infant feels its poAver, it becomes a
The mother, who, in the

petty sphere.

tyrant
mean

time, lavishes all her affection upon its gratification, in
the

and

hope of

a

rich return of love and

disappointed

in

reaping only

regard,

is Avounded

coldness and indif

And yet, upon the principle that every faculty
is strengthened by exercise on its proper objects, Avhat
other result could reasonably be hoped for? The practice

ference.

is natu
yielding everything to the wishes of the child,
of
not
and
enjoy
rally a source of future unhappiness,
of

ment.

It cultivates self-esteem and love of power, and

blights

rather than fosters affection.

that the selfishness of

No wonder, then,
pride, instead of the

pampered
expected beaming of affection, should be eminently the
characteristic of spoiled children. The sentiment of selfesteem, in due proportion, is essential to dignity of
character pride and arrogance are its abuses. In some
children it is so Aveak that they need to be encouraged
and brought forward, but in general it requires judicious
training rather than cultivation.
When, again, in our Avhole intercourse with children,
we occupy ourselves exclusively with their feelings and
or no
doings, their dress and appearance, but make little
and
kindness
good feeling to
effort to draAV forth their
the
them
teach
to
or
pleasure of fulfilling
Avard others,
—

at the cost of present self-denial, Avhat can we
that
but
they should become the constant subjects
expect
a contemptible
of their OAvn thoughts, and the slaves of

duties

even
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vanity ? We educate them to selfishness, self-conceit, and
a
passion for admiration, and are disappointed at the suc
*
cess of our efforts !
By nature, hoAvever, a child is by
no means
exacting and selfish. It feels its dependence
from an early age, and, rightly treated, it will not
only
repay kindness with kindness and gratitude, but be ready
to sacrifice its own wishes to gratify those who have estab
lished a claim upon its affection. But Avhere the good
feelings of an infant are not called into play by genuine
maternal benignity, and its will is yielded to simply from
weakness and in order to obviate

discontent,

the amiable

emotions

necessarily languish for Avant of exercise.
Here, then, Ave have the selfish feelings actually strength
ened, and the higher feelings indirectly Aveakened ; and
what can be the fruit of such treatment but general
deterioration of the infant's dispositions, and that per
versity of character of which Ave hear the parents, whose
conduct has fostered it so pathetically, complain ?
Contrasting such management with that of an infant
*

Most young children are peculiarly sensitive to praise, and
and this feeling may be made the means of much good, as
well as of much harm, according to the good or bad training

blame,

of the child.

of

approbation

the

means

at

In
is

domestic management the sentiment of love
abused, because more easily acted on by

more

hand,

than almost any other faculty we possess.
gives a desire for the deserved good opinion

When well directed it

When in excess, it leads to vanity and an insatiable love
distinction, without much regard to merit, or the honesty of
In schools and families it is
the means employed to attain it.
greatly abused in the shape of a vicious emulation in the former,
and the lavish praise of dress, personal beauty, cleverness, or
accomplishments, in the latter. The natural consequence is, the
tendency now so prevalent, to consider tvhat people will say or
think of our conduct, rather than what is in itself right and proper.

of others.
of
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treated from the first with the
but Avith greater intelligence and
hoAV different do

exercise

a

Ave

find the result!

control

salutary

same

higher

over

kind
moral
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intentions,

principle,

Let the mother

the selfish desires, and

oppose what she feels to be wTong, Avhile every
of legitimate gratification is kindly, cheerfully,

steadily
means

and

ungrudgingly bestoAved ; and the child will display
only affection, but a confidence in its parent's

in return not

kindness, Avhich is
which affords
which

even

an

of human

language

LAWS

The

never

only

shoAvn in the other case, and

striking indication of the accuracy with
infant can discriminate the natural

a

OF

other

feeling.
MENTAL

principle

DEVELOPMENT.

in the education of

infancy

upon Avhich I shall touch
both because it is in some measure implied

to be noticed at

present, is

very briefly,
in those already

of it

one

considered, and because I have treated

elsewhere.* It is simply, that the de
velopment of the human faculties, and the formation of
human character, take place according to fixed laws, imposed
by the Creator for the regulation of both mind and
body ; and that, to be successful, our endeavors to modify
more

at

large

either must be made in

with the Divine

arrangements.

conditions under

conformity
By attending to the

Avhich any organ

modify

or

function is fitted to act, we may
its action ; but in no case can Ave alter

or

improve

the nature of the function itself.
Ave

*

can

neither annul

Se^ my work

on

"

modify, bi t
Accordingly, it is

We may

create.

Physiology applied to Health and Educa
more deeply into the general subject
young than I could properly do in the pres

tion,"

where I have entered

of the

training of the

ent volume.

nor
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indispensable
means

to

in such

educated,

that

as

in education that

success

a manner

they

DEVELOPMENT.

adapt our
being to be
perfect harmony with

may be in

we

of the

to the nature

the laws of its constitution, so that these laws may them
selves become the instruments, as it Avere, of attaining
the

desired

result.

In

ordinary life,

this

principle,
chiefly
ignorance
constitution, is
often Avholly overlooked, and Ave hear even sensible men
talking as if they could implant or eradicate any mental
quality at pleasure, Avhile at the same time they employ
the most heterogeneous methods to accomplish their pur
from

pose.
Each of

with
we

a

can

of the human

our

faculties is

implanted

definite constitution and
no

education

more
or

add

a

new

a

in

us

by the Creator,

definite function ; and

feeling

or a new

power

by

other means, than we can cause apples to
branch of a fig-tree and plums on another.

groAV on one
Man Avill never stand in

right position toward God or
felloAV-creatures, till he regard himself and
the Avorld around him as placed from the beginning in
definite relations to each other, and governed by hiAvs
emanating from a Wisdom and Beneficence which,
though it is impossible for him fully to scan it, he ought
humbly to study, and gratefully to Aenerate, admire, and
obey. If he do this, and seek, in the simple spirit of
faith and truth, to fulfil the plan marked out in legible
characters by the finger of Providence in the laAvs of the
animal economy, he will assuredly reap comfort and
improvement from his endeavors. But if he presump
tuously step beyond this, and attempt to fashion himself
or others according to laws and fancies of his OAvn, he
will not less assuredly and deservedly reap pain and
a

toAvard his

trouble for his reward.
To enter fully into the

subject

of the moral and in-
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and childhood would

a volume.
All that I have been able to do here is to direct

require

an

extent of detail sufficient to fill

attention to

principles by Avhich those may profit who are
interesting and important occupa
tion. If these principles are kept in view, intelligent
parents and teachers Avho knoAV something of the con
stitution of the human mind, will experience many
facilities in soliciting the activity of the different faculties,
and directing them in their natural channel, and Avill
soon, by repeated observation, discover the appropriate
in this most

engaged

stimulus to each.

concluding, I ought perhaps to apologize
repetitions into which I have been led by

Before
some

earnest desire to render this Avork available to

for
an

parents

discharge of their important
but difficult duties. In some places I have iusisted with
perhaps Avearisome iteration upon truths and principles
which, Avhen broadly stated, meet with almost universal
as

a

practical guide

in the

assent, and Avhich therefore may

everybody.
having often

But

I

have done

seem
so

to be familiar to

intentionally,

hoAV wide

observed with

from

difference

pain,
knowing a thing as a fact, and being im
pressed Avith the importance of turning it to practical
account in the affairs of life.
By a common error in
education, Ave are led to estimate the mere possession of
knowledge as all that is required of us, and to overlook
the still higher interest attaching to its uses and applica
a

there is between

Hence, in

tions.

with many
very

sense,

Ave

may be said to be familiar
Ave know but

things which, strictly speaking,

because, looking upon them as isolated
remain blind to the reality of their influence.

imperfectly ;

objects,
In

one

we

practice, examples
17

of this

are

of

daily

or

hourly
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occurrence

; and it is with the

tention of

our

hope of rousing the at
necessity of a more com
subject, that I have ventured

readers to the

prehensive study of the
upon repetitions which I should
In

otherwise have considered

unnecessary.
merely to be read and
thrown aside, but to become the nursery companion of
a

work not

completeness in its separate parts
occasionally called for repetition
of what had gone before. But as utility has been my
aim throughout, and every thing Avas to be risked to

the

was

mother,

a

required,

secure

it, I

instance

degree

of

which

trust that the fault

repetition

will be excused if in any

has been carried to

excess.

APPENDIX.

APPENDIX A, p. 10.

Medical

Opinion

on

and the Laws
In order to

the

of

remove

Importance of teaching Physiology
Health in Common Schools.

doubts

as

to the usefulness of

an

elementary knoAvledge of physiology and the laws of
health being made a part of general education, and as to
the possibility of its being taught "with the utmost
facility and propriety in ordinary schools," the folloAving
document, signed by sixty-five of the most eminent phy
sicians and surgeons in London, including the professors
of Anatomy and Physiology, was addressed in the year
1853 to Lord Granville, as Lord President of the Privy
Council, with the object of inducing his lordship to re
quire the teachers of schools under Government inspec
tion to possess such a knowledge of physiology as Avould
enable them to communicate it to their pupils :
"London, March, 1853.

requested as to the advan
opinion having
of human physiology, or a
the
elements
making
of health, a part of the
laAvs
the
of
general knoAvledge
education of youth, Ave the undersigned have no hesita
tion in giving it strongly in the affirmative. We are
"

Our

been

tage of

satisfied that much of the sickness from which the Avorkat present suffer might be avoided ; and we

ing-classes
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know that the best-directed efforts to benefit them

by
greatly impeded, and some
times entirely frustrated, by their ignorance and their
neglect of the conditions upon which health necessarily
depends. We are therefore of the opinion that it Avould
greatly tend to prevent sickness, and to promote soundness
of body and mind, were the elements of physiology, in
its application to the preservation of health, made a part
of general education ; and we are convinced that such
instruction may be rendered most interesting to the young,
medical treatment

are

often

and may be communicated to them with the utmost faci
lity and propriety in the ordinary schools, by properlyinstructed school-masters.

—

(Here

follow the

signatures.)

APPENDIX B, p. 40.

Marriages of Consanguinity.
Some late writers in this country, as well as in France,
Germany, and the United States, have called in question

sufficiency of the proof of the generally-received
opinion that the marriage of near relations is in itself
i. e., independently of Aveakness or morbid taint in the
a source of degeneracy in the offspring.
common stock
the

—

—

Prominent among these is Dr. Gilbert W. Child, Avho has
Avritten ably on the subject in the British and Foreign
Medico- Chirurgical Review for April, 1862, p. 461, and
more

88.

fully

in the Westminster Review for

The later article is

reprinted

in the

siological Subjects," London, 1868,

with

"

July, 1863, p.
Essays on Phy

a

note in Avhich

he quotes confirmatory observations by Dr. John Davy,
and an opinion to the like effect expressed in 1861 by

Von Baer at

a

scientific congress in

Gottingen.

Another

MORTALITY IN INFANCY.

advocate

on

the

same

Fortnightly Review,
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side is Mr. William

vol.

ii.,

Adam, in the
710, and vol. iii., p. 74.

p.

But the careful and extensive

investigations of Dr. Arthur

Mitchell, published in the Edinburgh Medical Journal,
March, April, and June, 1865, and in Memoirs of the
Anthropological Society of London," vol. ii., tend rather
in the opposite direction. HoAvever this controversy may
end, the Avisdom of avoiding such marriages will remain
"

manifest from the

morbid

with which Aveakness

frequency

taint, either obvious

or

latent, occurs in families,
and the admitted tendency of close breeding to intensify
these and other peculiarities of the race.
or

APPENDIX

Mortality

in

C,

p. 66.

Infancy.

In the returns mentioned in the text the deaths in in

fancy are compared Avith the total deaths at all ages, and,
as the proportion of children to adults varies very much
in different communities, this is a fluctuating standard.
To estimate fairly the actual rate of mortality in infancy,
the number of children dying must be compared with the
total number

alive,

at the

same

age.

This is done in the

following table, Avhich has been kindly constructed for
by Dr. Farr, of the Registrar-General's office, and

us

in

Avhich he compares the numbers born alive Avith the num
bers dying, in each of the first five years of life, in all

England,

in

sixty-three healthy

in Manchester:

districts of

England,

and
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Of 100,000 children born alive, the numbers alive and the
dying, in each of five subsequent years, in England, in
63 healthy districts of England, and in Manchester, are as
follows :
numbers

In

from

England,
1838-44.

Ages.

Out of 100,000 chil
dren born,
the num
bers living
at each age
under 5

In sixty-three healthy
districts of England,
from 1849-'5:3.

Out of 100,000 chil
Numbers
dying in
each year
of age.

dren born,
the num
bers living
at each age
under 5

Manchester,

from 1838-'44.

Out of
Numbers
dying in
each year
of age.

years.

years.

In

100,-

000 chil
dren born,
the num
bers living
at each age
under 5

Numbers
dying in
each year
of age.

years.

Year.

0

1
2

3

4

100,000
85,412
80,034
77,120
75,176
Total

14,588
5,378

100,000
89,705

2.914

86,700

1,944
1,407

84,815
83,510
Total

Xo.~|

in
the first
5 y'rs of

dying

age,

[
J

10,295
3,005
1,885
1,305
1,051

No.")

in
the first
5 y'rs of

dying

26,231

age,

[ 17,541
J

100,000
73,118
61,632
56,952
53,716
Total

26,892
11,486
4,680
3,236
2,267

No.]

dying in
the first
5 y'rs of

\ 48,561

age,

J

Thus, supposing 100,000 of the children belonging to
1838, born in England on the 1st of January of that
year, it will be seen, by reference to the table, that on the
1st of January, 1839, only 85,412, and on the 1st of
January, 1840, only 80,034, Avould be alive ; so that, in
the first year 14,588, and in the second year 5,378, must
have died. Again, of 100,000 children born in sixty-

healthy districts of England, on the 1st of January,
1849, only 89,705 would be alive on the 1st of January,
1850, and only 86,700 on the 1st of January, 1851 ; so
three
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that in the first of these two
years 10,295? and in the
3,005, of the children had perished. In

second year

Manchester, matters are far worse. Of 100,000 born in
populous city on the 1st of January, 1838, the table
shows that, at the end of that year, only 73,118 would be
alive, and at the end of the second year only 61,632
would be living. So, throughout the five years, the rate
of mortality may be compared. The general result may
be thus stated : Of all the children born alive in England,
14£ per cent, die in the first year, and nearly 20 per cent.,
or one-fifth, within the first two years ; while, in Man
that

chester,

more

than 26 J per cent, die within the

first, and

upward of 38 per cent, within the first two years. Com
paring the whole period of the first five years of age in
England and Manchester, it will be seen that, of all the
children born alive throughout England, 26 per cent., or
more than one-fourth, and, in Manchester, upward of 48 i
per cent., or nearly one-half, die within the first five years ;
while in sixty-three healthy districts in England not more
than 17J per cent, die in the same period.
following table is extracted from a paper by Dr.
the Mortality of Children, in the Journal of
Statistical Society," Part I., vol. xxix., March, 1866:

The
Farr
the

"

on
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Annual Rates

Average

Children in the

of Mortality, per 1,000 living, of
Principal European States.
Under

Under five

one

year of age.

European
States.

years of age.

Years.

10 years, 1851-'60
' '
2
1860-'61

Sweden

Males.

Fe
males.

152.8

130.4

Males.

Fe
males.

43.2

38.4

54.8

48.0

5

' '

1855-'59

151.4

123.1

56.2

49.1

10

' '

1851-'60

203.4

161.5

72.4

62.7

10

' '

1851-'60

80.0

69.8

France

5

' '

1856-'60

83.7

74.6

Prussia

3

' '

1859-'61

87.3

77.5

Netherlands

4

' '

1858-'61

Austria

2

' '

1856-'57

5

' '

1858-'62

Denmark

England

...

....

Italy

1863

lyes tr,

242.1
258.7
249

294.8

203.6

216.0

96.5

85.8

110.9

97.0

119.5

107.4

6

251.4

APPENDIX D, p. 69.

Effect of Sanitary

Measures in

lowering Death-rates.

The value of sanitary measures in improving the health
of those towns Avhich have availed themselves of the

Public Health
table*

*
"

on

Act, is shown

following

striking

manner

by the

Sanitary Legislation in England; in
Almanac," published by the Society
Useful Knowledge, 1859; Art. iii., p. 67.

to the British

for the Diffusion of

a

page.

Practical Results of

Companion

in
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REDUCTION OF BEATE-RATES.

Doath-rates per

Name

of

1,000.
saved per 1,000

Towns.
Before applica
tion of Pub
lic Health Act.

per

After applica
tion of Pub
lic Health Act.

annum

35.2

28.3

6.9

33.3

25.9

7.4

28.5

21.2

7.3

35.1

30.9

4.2

Durham

26.0

22.7

3.3

Ely
Salisbury

25.6

19.3

6.3

32.2

27.0

5.2

St. Thomas's....

26.9

23.0

3.9

Alnwick
Barnard Castle
Benvick

Bangor

The

preservative effects,

in

early life,

of

improved

greater attention to sanitary arrangements
London.
are noAvhere more evident than in the city of
In McCulloch's "Statistics of the British Empire,"* we

treatment and

find

a

table

quoted

from Mr.

Edmunds,

"

showing

the

total births and the deaths under five years of age, ac
'
cording to the London Bills of Mortality,' for 100 years,
in five periods of tAventy years each ; also, showing the
"
the
number dying under five years out of 100 born ;
results of which, obtained, according to Dr. Farr, by an
"
demonstrate that, for the last

unexceptionable method,

in London has been
century, the mortality of children

constantly

on

the decline."

*

The table is

as

Fourth edition vol. ii. p. 543.

folloAVS

:

RED UCTION OF DEATE-RATES.
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Total births

...

Total deaths

1730-'49.

1750-'G9.

1770-'89.

1790-1809.

1810-'29.

315,456

307,395

349,477

386,393

477,910

235,087

193,694

180,058

159,571

151,794

74.5

63.0

51.5

41.3

31.8

\

under 5

>

J

years,

Dying

a
per
cent, under >

J

5 years,

Here it will be observed that the deaths under five
fallen gradually from 74.5 to 31.8 per
years of age have
100, and Ave find from the Registrar-General's returns,

further decrease has taken place, and that the
deaths are now so few as 29.41 per 100. This will be
the
seen by the following table for London, within

that

a

Registrar-General's

limits

:

Registered Births
and Deaths under
5 years of age, and

1845-M9.

1850-'54.

1855-'59.

1860-'64.

1865-'67.

348,089
registered, /

401,253

444,460

493,072

328,159

111,387

118,329

129,363

149,117 j 96,521

32.0

29.5

29.10

proportion

dying

under 5 years out
of 100 born.*

Total births)
Total deaths
under 5

^
>

J

years,

Dying

per
cent, under

^>

5 years,

J

*

Vide the

Registrar-General's

Annual

30.24

Reports.

29.41
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APPENDIX E, pp. 79, 177, 183, 197.

Preveutible Diseases.

Although it is true that the great mortality of children
under five years of age is mainly OAving to the deteriorat
ing influences of croAvded, unhealthy localities and illventilated

dwellings, together

Avith the

injudicious

man

agement of their parents, the immediate cause of death
is often acute disease.
It is of great consequence, there
fore, that parents should be made acquainted Avith the

exciting

causes

and nature of those diseases which prove

infancy and early childhood, in order that
they may adopt measures for their prevention ; and, Avhen
these fail, that they may have their attention directed to
most fatal in

the disease at its outset, the time Avhen remedial
are most
likely to be efficient.
Mr. Simon states that the deaths Avhich

Avithin five years of birth
of diseases :
1. To the

are

mainly

occur

measures

in

excess

due to tAvo classes

infectious diseases of childhood
measles, scarlatina, whooping-cough, and small-pox
prevailing with unusual fatality.
common

—

—■

prevalence of convulsive disorders,
inflammatory diseases of the lungs.
only the second class.

2. To the endemic

bowel-complaints,
We shall notice
of

and

Hoav much yet remains to be done in the management
children, appears from the fact that convulsive diseases,

diarrhoea and
are

all

inflammatory

preveutible

diseases

of the lungs which
destroy by their conjoint

disease
—

operation seventy-tAVO thousand
causing about a sixth part of the
of England!
Nervous

Diseases.

—

children

—

a

year, thus

total annual

mortality

Two-thirds of the

mortality
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stated

just
erful

are

cause

registered

as

convulsions.

of this class of diseases in

shoAvn in the text to be

breathing

a

The most pow
infancy has been

confined and vitiated

air; and accordingly, on the slightest threatenings of
the disease, no time should be lost in improving the ven
tilation of the nursery and bedroom of the child. This
constitutes the most essential part of the treatment ; and,
Avithout attention to it, remedies will prove of little avail
in the

cure

Even in

of disease.

health, it is during the

that the greatest care is necessary to maintain a
pure state of air in the nurseries and bedrooms of chil
dren, but this is more especially called for when they are

night

laboring

under diseases of the

Diseases
—

of the

Bowels.

nervous

—

system.

Diarrhoea and

More than eleven thousand children die

Dysentery.
annually in

England of boAV el-complaints. Where these diseases
prevail with unusual severity or frequency, Ave are almost
sure to find the house drainage bad, or the removal of
animal refuse from the vicinity of the dwellings and the
Cases
sources of Avater-supply not properly attended to.
are most
of infantile dysentery," observes Dr. West,
"

"

numerous
are

and

severe

most abundant."

Avherever these noxious influences
*

The

same

causes

are

found

to

prevails among adults. Until
these silent but continuously-active sources of disease
are removed, or the patients AvithdraAvn from their influ
The medical
ence, medical treatment will be poAverless.
attendant, under such circumstances, may do much good
by impressing this truth on the minds of the parents, Avho
Avill be more ready to listen to him while suffering under
anxiety for their sick children.
Diseases of the Lungs. Pneumonia, Bronchitis.
exist also Avhere diarrhoea

—

*

"Diseases of

Infancy

and

Childhood,"

edit. 1859.

I
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Croup.

—

eral for

According

to the returns of the
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Registrar-Gen

1856, the deaths

of children under five years of
The imme
age from these diseases amounted to 28,763.
diate or exciting cause of inflammatory diseases of the

respiratory organs is exposure to a cold or damp atmo
sphere. It is not so much, however, the breathing of the
cold or damp air, as the chill produced on the sensitive
and feeble system of the child by exposure to a current
of cold air, which acts rapidly in lowering the tempera
ture.
But, although exposure to cold air is the exciting
cause of the inflammatory attacks on the lungs, perni
cious in-door influences give the predisposition to these
diseases, and

are

the chief obstacles to their successful

The child is too often in

a feeble,
unhealthy
by the malady, and easily sinks under
it, from the poAvers of the system being at the loAvest
ebb. The period of infant life at which pulmonary dis
eases are most frequent is during dentition, Avhen, as Dr.
West well remarks, the susceptibility of all the mucous
membranes is at its highest point, and Avhen, moreover,
diseases of the nervous system are most easily excited.
During the first six months of infant life, the mucous
membrane of the air-passages is endoAved with but little
susceptibility, and therefore diseases of the lungs are less
frequent at this early age than during the succeeding
eighteen months ; while after the second year, and the
completion of dentition, they continue to diminish in
frequency and fatality up to puberty. "We are thus
taught," Dr. West observes, that a catarrh is a much
more serious thing in infancy than in adult age, and also
that it is a more serious thing at one period of infancy
than at another. They warn us to guard a child, during
the time that the process of teething is going on, with
double care against all causes that are likely to excite

treatment.

state Avhen

attacked

—

"
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inflammation of the

respiratory organs." He further
susceptibility of the respiratory organs
appears to increase in exact proportion to the frequency
Avith Avhich they have already suffered by previous at
observes that the

It must also be borne in mind that bronchitis is

tacks.

apt

to

occur

hood, such

greatly

as

in the progress of other diseases of child
measles and the whooping-cough, and adds

to the

This is

danger.

more

especially

the

case

disease, the chief danger of Avhich arises
from this complication. To prevent such an untOAvard
occurrence, the child, when it first exhibits symptoms of
Avhooping-cough, should be kept in the house, and as quiet
in the latter

possible, both mentally and physically, for the first Aveek
ten days, even in summer, and much longer in Avinter.
The diet also should be of the mildest kind. By judi
cious management in this way, whooping-cough may be

as

or

rendered much milder and of shorter duration than it is

by

the usual treatment.

Should the disease
and

the utmost

occur

during

will be

dentition,
required
vigilance
in the management of the child.
For the greater part of the statistical information con
care

tained in this note, Ave are indebted to the introductory
"
Report of Mr. Simon, and to Dr. GreenhoAv's Papers
on

to

the
on

Sanitary State

page 73.

That

of the

People
Report and

much valuable information

fatal

on

our

England," referred
Papers contain
most prevalent and

of

those

the causes and means
especially
prevention of preveutible diseases that is, of diseases
producing nearly one-half of the mortality of this country.

of

diseases,

more

on

—

371
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APPENDIX F, p. 106, 115, 152.*

Composition of Milk

and other Substances used for Food.

To enable the reader

understand the

prin
regulating the diet of
infants, it may be useful to append a feAV details on the
composition of substances used for food, especially milk.
All aliment capable of permanently supporting life
must contain elements fit to supply the Avaste of the tis
sues, and to maintain the temperature of the body. With
reference to this double object, food is considered as
nutritive or as calorific aliment, according as its sole or
ciples

chief

more

fully

to

laid down in the text for

use

of the

is the nourishment of the

tissues,

or

the

support

temperature.

a result of the combination of oxygen Avith hydro
carbon ; and hence, any substance contain
Avith
gen and
ing hydrogen and carbon, in conditions in which they
of combining with oxygen in the body, may
are

Heat is

capable

as calorific aliment.
Accordingly, sugar, starch,
and fat, Avhich are so constituted, combine, Avhen used as
aliment, Avith the oxygen inhaled in respiration ; and the
water and carbonic acid
pass off almost en

serve

—

products
tirely by the skin and lungs, without having entered into
the composition of the solid tissues of the body. Their
sole office is the generation of heat.
For the nutrition and groAvth of the tissues of the body,
The muscles, and
more complex material is needed.
animal tissues generally, are composed of oxygen, hydro
and nitrogen ; to supply their groAvth and
gen, carbon,
—

*

This note

edition, which

was

was

appended by Sir
edited by him.

James Coxe to the

eighth
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waste, therefore, substances containing all these elements
are

required.

Starch,

sugar, and

fat,

cannot nourish the

simple reason that they are altogether
deficient in the important element nitrogen ; which,
on the other hand, is abundant in albumen, gluten, and
fibrine, and in all other animal and vegetable principles
capable of repairing muscular waste. It is a remarkable
fact that all these principles, Avherever found, and Avhether
of animal or vegetable nature, are almost identical in
their ultimate chemical composition. Thus the gluten
of wheat, the legumin of peas, the fibrine of muscles, the
casein of milk, and the albumen of eggs, contain very
nearly the same proportions of oxygen, hydrogen, carbon,
and nitrogen.

muscles

for the

—

Animal fibrine contains.

Vegetable
Albumen

Vegetable
Casein of

Vegetable

fibrine

(white

of

albumen
cow

casein

egg)

Car
bon.

Hydro

Nitro

Oxygen,

gen.

gen.

etc.

52.5

7.00

16.5

24.00

53.2*3

7.01

16.41

23.35

53.14

7.10

15.77

23.99

57.74

7.11

15.65

25.50

53.50

7.05

15.77

23.68

53.46

7.13

16.04

23.37

On the other hand, substances

containing these ele
proportions are incapable of repairing
the waste of the tissues, and of permanently supporting
life. From this it appears that the complex nutritive
principles must be ready formed in the food, from which,
by the process of digestion, they are extracted and con
veyed to the fluids and tissues, where they undergo those
ments in other

WOMAN'S MILK.
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changes on the occurrence of Avhich the continuation of
vitality depends, and Avhich consist in the gradual reso
lution of complex organic atoms into the more
simple
atoms of the inorganic
kingdom.
The term albuminated aliment is
frequently applied to
all the varieties of food capable of
repairing Avaste, albu
men
being considered as the representatiAre of nutritive
material ; and the same aliment is also sometimes termed
plastic, from its giving form to the body. It must not,

hoAvever, be supposed that albuminated aliment noAvise
contributes to the support of the temperature of the body.
Although calorific (called also respiratory) aliment, being
destitute of nitrogen, assists only indirectly in nutrition,
albuminated aliment, from containing carbon and hydro

capable of uniting Avith
undergoes oxygenation in the body, and thus

gen in

a

condition

oxygen,

heat is

evolved.
The food of

ciples ;
in

man

and these

unites calorific and albuminated

naturally expect to
constituting for several

Ave

Milk, from its

food of the infant.

prin

find associated
months the sole

In this fluid the curd forms the al

buminated aliment, AA'hile the sugar of milk, and butter,
are the calorific principles.*
According to the analyses
of MM. Vernois and
of human milk is

Becquerel,

the

mean

composition

—

Water

889.08

Solids

110.92

1000.00

*

Fat

though

in

one sense a

plastic

is, in fact, merely
body when the supply

element,

calorific aliment, which is stored up in the
is greater than the demand.

WOMAN'S MILK, ETC.
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These solids

are

composed

of

—

and soluble salts

43.64

Casein and extractive matter

39.24

Butter'

20.66

Sugar

Salts

1.38
110.92

Thus the

nearly

quantity

of

respiratory aliment
plastic aliment.

We must,

however, observe that this result is the

obtained from 89 observations.

In individual

the amount of solid constituents varies
the

it contains is

double that of the

proportion

greatly,

mean

specimens
as

Avell

as

which these constituents bear to each other.

Thus the maximum of solids found

Avas

147.70, and the

83.33,
1,000 parts ; Avhile the quantity of
59.55 and 25.22, that of casein
betAveen
varied
sugar
between 70.92 and 19.32, and that of butter betAveen
minimum

in

56.42 and 6.66.

The

folloAving

table

presents

a

comparison

of the

aver

age composition of human milk Avith that of several of
the loAver animals, and shoAvs at a glance the modifications

of

composition

Avhich would be necessary to assimilate

the milk of the latter to that of the human

female,

sup

posing the average composition given by MM. Vernois
and Becquerel to be the normal composition :
*

The term "extractive matter" is

animal

principles, wbich,

the casein.

in minute

applied
quantity,

to
are

some

ill-defined

associated with
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Animals.

AVater.

Solids.

Sugar.

Casein and
extractive

Butter.

matter.

Salts by
incine
ration.

889.08

110.92

43.64

39.24

26.66

1.38

Cow

864.06

135.94

38.03

55.15

36.12

6 64

Ass

890.12

109.88

50.46

35.65

18.53

5 24

Goat

844.90

155.10

36.91

55.14

56.87

6.18

Mare

904.30

95.70

32.76

33.35

24.36

5.23

Bitch

772.08

227.92

15.29

116.88

87.95

7.80

Ewe

832.32

167.68

39.43

69.78

51.31

7.16

According to Dumas, the
is totally deficient in sugar,

milk of carnivorous animals
and this

opinion

is

probably

correct Avhen animal food constitutes the sole aliment.

When this is not the case, however, the milk of the

car-

nivora contains also sugar, though in quantity much in
ferior to that contained in the milk of the herbivora, as
in
appears on comparing, in the above table, the quantity
the milk of the bitch Avith that in the milk of other

Upon the Avhole, the milk of the ass approaches
composition to that of Avoman ; but it is evident
from what has already been said as to the varying quan
tity of the solids, and especially as to the disappearance
animals.

nearest in

of sugar from the milk of the carnivora, that the com
position of the milk does not so much depend upon the
of the animal as upon the diet on Avhich it is fed.

species

Becquerel further illustrate
of human milk, Avhich
by analyses of different specimens
in
composition between the milk
s1ioav a great difference
This fact MM. Vernois and

of mothers Avho

Avere

Avell nourished, and that of mothers
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WOMAN'S

who
and

ill

were

nourished; the latter being

containing considerably

more

watery,

less than the normal propor

tion of curd and butter.

practice, it is sometimes found that the milk of a
perfectly healthy nurse disagrees Avith the infant. In such
a case, Avhen there is no
urgent necessity to change the
milk, it is probable that a radical alteration in the diet
of the nurse, by either increasing or diminishing her al
lowance of animal or vegetable aliment, and by changing
the hours of meals and exercise, will be folloAved by the
In

best results ; but Avhere the health of the infant will not
alloAV of any delay, the milk should at once be changed.
The effect of diet in

altering the composition of the milk
following example. The milk of
and lucerne, Avas found to contain

will be evident from the
a

goat, fed

on

straAV

—

824.67

Water

175.33

Solids

the solids

being composed

of

—

Butter

76.01

Casein and extractive matter

57.50

Sugar

35.98

5.84

Salts

When fed

on

beet-root, the composition

Avas

—

Water

887.74

Solids..

112.26

the latter

being composed

of

—

Butter

31.60

Casein and extractive matter

36.26

Sugar

38.35

Salts

The

investigations

6.05

of MM. Vernois and

them to think that the most

frequent

Becquerel lead

cause

of the milk

WOMAN'S MILK, ETC.

of

a

healthy

woman

disagreeing
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Avith the infant is

of solid matter,
arising
mentation of butter, and, in

principally from
a minor
degree,

increase of casein.

however,

excess

excess

It is not,

of butter must of

an

an

aug
from an

asserted that

necessity operate injuriously

an

on

the

child; they merely maintain that Avhen an infant
does not thrive, an excess of butter will
generally be
found in the milk. In normal milk, the average quantity
of butter is 26.66 parts in 1,000 ; in the milk of nurses
Avhose infants did not thrive, it amounted, on an average,
to 33.22 parts.
Guided by these indications, Ave should,
in such cases, place the nurse upon a less nutritious diet,
by substituting vegetable for animal aliment, and thus
seek to supply the infant with a watery but digestible
milk, in the place of one Avhich, from its richness, proves

heavy

too

digestiATe organs. In this Avay a mother
disagreed Avith her first infant, may be enabled,
occasions, to nurse Avith perfect success.
for its

whose milk
future

on

In the text, reference is made to cases in Avhich angry
passions or distress of mind produces a change in the

prejudicial to the infant. Whether this effect
simply to an alteration in the proportions of the
constituents of milk, or Avhether some peculiar poisonous
animal matter is generated, cannot easily be determined.
milk,

most

is due

However, there is

no

doubt that the constitution of the

milk is, on such occasions, greatly modified, and this fact
was demonstrated
by chemical analysis iu a case Avhich
fell under the observation of MM. Vernois and

A

by

nurse
an

was

Becquerel.
hospital of St.-Antoine lost her only infant
Before its death her milk
of pneumonia.

iu the

attack

analysed,
Water
Solids

and found to consist of

—

889.49

110.51
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the solids

containing

—

Sugar

41.52

Casein and extractive matter

44.02

Butter

23.79

Salts

1.18

At the moment of its death, she Avas attacked with vio
lent hysterical symptoms, folloAved in a few hours by in
The milk

tense fever.
on

analysis,

to be

rapidly diminished,
composed of

Water

containing

—

34.92

Casein and extractive matter
Salts

found,

91.07

Sugar
Butter

Avas

908.93

Solids

the solids

and

—

50.00
,

5.14
1.01

impossible to say Avhat effect this altered
produced upon the infant ; nor, had
disease
of
followed, could we Avith certainty
symptoms
have affirmed that the alteration of composition Avas their
cause.
Still, as the alteration proves that the quality of
the milk is affected by the condition of the nervous sys
tem of the mother, the prudent course, in cases of anger
or mental distress, is to abstain from offering the breast
to the infant for a day or tAvo, until the milk has had
time to regain its normal composition.
In the adult, the functions of digestion are carried on
by the action of the salivary, gastric, and intestinal juices.
During mastication the saliva is mixed with the alimen
tary bodies, and it exercises an important influence on
the digestion of farinaceous substances. The investiga
It is, of course,

milk Avould have

tions of MM. Bidder and Schmidt have, however, shoAvn

2?9
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that the

salivary

months,

acts very

stances.

Hence,

infant, they

are

secretion of infants, during the first
feebly, if at all, on farinaceous sub

when these form

part of the diet of the

received into the stomach in

a

condition

unprepared
digestive process, and are
undergoing
to
consequently very apt
produce unpleasant symptoms.
During the first period of life, then, the digestive organs
are adapted for the perfect digestion of milk only, and
for

the

all deviations from the natural food of the infant

calculated

on

physiological grounds,

to

are

produce indiges

tion.

When, from any

cause, it becomes necessary to

substi

of the loAver animals for that of the
mother, care should be taken not to supply the infant
exclusively with the milk Avhich is first or last drawn.

tute the milk of

one

In the udder of the coav, for instance, the milk is not of
composition ; for, exactly as in a dish, the

homogeneous

rises to the top, so that the milk last draAvn is al
richest. The difference in the quantity of butter
the
ways
in the first and last portions Avas found by MM. Vernois
to be in the coav as 25 to 60, and in the
and

cream

Becquerel

6 to 36 ; while the proportions of sugar and casein
scarcely underwent any variation. In woman, from the
of the breasts, the first and last portions of the
ass as

position

milk show

no

difference of

composition ;

but the caution

just given may be useful Avhen the milk is
the infant directly from the animal.
following tabular statements exhibit
already given the relative
tinctly
The

than those

each

ingredient

in woman's

milk,

as

well

as

supplied
more

to

dis

amount of

in that of

as a substitute
those animals Avhose milk is sometimes used
are
arranged in the
for human milk. The ingredients

order of their relative abundance

:
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1. Woman.

2. Ass.

Sugar

43.64

Sugar

50.46

Casein

39.24

Casein

35.65

Butter

26.66

Butter

18.53

Salts

1.38

Salts

3. Coav.

5.24
4. Mare.

Casein

55.15

Casein

Sugar

38.03

Sugar

32.76

Butter

36.12

Butter

24.36

Salts

6.64

33.35

Salts

5. Goat.

5.23
6. Ewe.

Butter

56.87

Casein

69.78

Casein

53.14

Butter

51.31

Sugar

36.91

Sugar

39.43

Salts

6.18

7.16

Salts

general rule, the solids of the milk increase in
quantity from the first to the fifteenth day. They are at
their maximum during the first two months, and then
slightly decrease.
As

a

The

occurrence

not, unless in
of the milk.

of pregnancy and menstruation does
cases, interfere Avith the quality

exceptional

Neither does the age of the

nurse

appear

particular Avay to modify its composition. The best
age, however, is, on general physiological grounds, betA\Teen
tAventy and thirty.
The milk of brunettes contains a greater quantity of
in any

solids than that of blondes, and is in general to be pre
It is also Avorthy of remark that, Avhen the milk

ferred.

is abundant and Aoavs easily, it is richer in solids than
when it is scanty and Aoavs with difficulty. In conclu
sion, MM. Vernois and Becquerel remark that it is only
by chemical analysis that the composition of milk can be

ascertained.

The determination of the

specific gravity
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leaves the proportion of the different ingredients
tain, while the microscope is here equally at fault.

uncer

We pass o\rer the modifications produced in milk by
disease in the mother, as in all cases of illness nursing
should at

once cease.

The medical reader may consult
Becquerel, Du Lait chez

the Avork of MM. Vernois and
la

"

Fcmme," Paris, 1853.

APPENDIX

Indications

The

pp.

not

180.

and progress of dentition demands our
only as regards its influence on the imme

diate health of the

child, but

a

as

the child's present constitutional
of its future constitution.
Dr.

119,

afforded by Dentition of the Constitutional
Development of the Child.

period

attention,

G,

visible indication of

development,

and

even

Whitehead, of Manchester, Avho has evidently de

voted much attention to this
tistical data

subject,

and

scale have been

by

Avhom sta

collected, has

large
*
folloAving important conclusions :
That in children possessing the advantages of mature
intra-uterine growth, untainted parentage, proper nourish
ment, and healthy locality, the teething process ought to
commence at from five to eight months.
on

a

arrived at the
"

"

That at the age of fourteen months a child should
ten teeth or more, and that six teeth are the mini

naAre

mum

number

compatible

favorable prospects
*

by

Avith

"Third Report of the Clinical
Whitehead, M. D.

James

good development

and

at that age.

Hospital, Manchester, 1859,"

2C2
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"

That

teething process should, as a rule, be com
healthy children at the age of two years.
precocious dentition that is, the irruption of

first

teeth before the fifth month

That the

pleted
"

the

in

—

has not in every

—

significance, but that, on the contrary
the precocious irruption of all the twenty teeth is thf
constant attribute of an excellent state of development.
Not a feAV childen Avho accomplish the teething process
at sixteen or eighteen months, or earlier, are able to walk
freely at nine months, and are exceedingly strong in all
their physical faculties" (pp. 25, 26).
The inference drawn by Dr. Whitehead from his obser
vations is, that the retardation of teething, and its con
comitant ailments, depend more upon the faulty state of
the developmental processes generally, than upon local
case

a

favorable

irritation.
Another indication of
a

close relation to

good

or

bad

development having

dentition, is the progress of the ossifi

cation of the fontanelle.
"As

a

rule,

a,

child of

good development,

of the fontanelle at fourteen and

a

half

with closure

months, has

have) about four
usually
teen teeth, and has been able to walk firmly several weeks
or months ; Avhile in one having at this age the fontanelle
largely open, it frequently happens that not more than
t\A'o to six teeth have appeared, and he is unable to walk ;
and even at the age of two years, when the teething pro
cess should be completed, the fontanelle being still open,
there are generally not more than eight to tAvelve teeth.
The closure of the fontanelle, therefore, gives a fair
indication of the state of the developmental processes,
being accompanied generally, Avith the exception of a few
cases
of irregularity, by a corresponding condition of
dentition, of the faculty of Avalking, and of the whole
physical frame (pp. 30, 31).
at the

same

"

"

time

(or ought

to
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Deviations from the general rule do

not unfrequently
good development, but Avithout a
bad significance. The most frequent of these
irregulari
ties is retardation of the teething
process, sometimes to a

in children of

occur

considerable extent

;

be

the

early closed, and

there is

no

but in such cases, if the fontanelle
faculty of Avalking duly advanced,

need to fear about the

after-progress

"

(pp.

50, 51).
These observations of Dr. Whitehead

both in

a

physiological

and

are

very valuable,

therapeutic point

of vieAv,

and deserve the attentive consideration of the medical

practitioner called on to direct the management of infancy.
The Avhole Report merits a careful perusal, on account
of both its practical and its suggestive bearings.

APPENDIX H.
(This Appendix is the work of
original work, but is added
mother.)
Combe's

The Mother

s

Dr. J. H.

AValsh,

and does not

occur

in Dr.

to this edition for the benefit of the American

Preparations for

her

Confinement.

the pregnancy is undoubted, the monthly
Some ladies begin
nurse should be selected and engaged.
to think of this official very early, and it is Avell to be

As

first

soon as

on

the list of

engagements Avith

a

good

nurse.

But,

besides the nurse, it is necessary to prepare baby-linen
and other things too numerous almost to mention, the

chief, hoAvever, being

the two

grand essentials,

Nurse and

Baby-linen.
The Nurse is really an important personage to the Avel
fare and comfort of the expectant mother : for she is as
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completely mistress
of his dominions.

of the

house,

Everybody

as

and

any autocrat is master

everything gives

A\ray

her, except the doctor, when present ; for, as soon as
his back is turned, he is too often deposed from his throne.
Noav, this authority and poAver is very desirable, if placed
in trustworthy hands ; and, on the other hand, it often
leads, by its abuse, to fearful, and even fatal results.
From the long habit of control, the old nurse cannot bear
to be thwarted, and very often on the slightest attempt
she flies into the very reverse of Avhat she is Avished to do;
to

and in

carrying

fears but for the

out her

discovery

intentions is controlled

no

plans, Avhich she gene
Many a sensible woman has

manages to conceal.
been restrained by a fear of her

rally

by

of her

nurse

from

making knoAvn

to her medical attendant the absurd deviation from his

directions, Avhich the

has

indulged in from a mere
showing her oavu importance ;
necessity
but so absolute is the empire established, that even in the
absence of the temporary mistress the patient Avould not
dare to divulge Avhat she knoAVS is Avrong, and in her pre
sence such a feat is Avholly out of the question.
For these
reasons, I am inclined, from long experience, to dislike
an old nurse ; by Avhich term I do not
necessarily imply
an old woman, but one Avho is old at her
calling, and Avho
flatters herself, from her experience, that she is quite as
knowing as the person Avho ought to be her superior offi
There is really so little for a nurse to exercise her
cer.
intellect upon, that a very little experience in these mat
ters is enough ; and I am satisfied that very feAV nurses
are Avorth having after more than five or six
years' prac
tice. Where they are sensible enough to know their
places, after this experience, they are invaluable ; but the
exceptions are so rare as to be almost out of the calcula
sense

tion.

of the

nurse

of

If the medical attendant knows his

duties, and
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attends to

them, the nurse will have very little to do Avith
her mistress ; and the Avants of a
young baby are confined
to such a limited circle, that
are soon mastered

they

by

any person of ordinary common sense. For these reasons,
therefore, I should advise the selection of an active* and

intelligent
on

nor,

person, of

the other

pleasing

hand,

of

has had from tAvo to five

manners, not too

talkative,

desponding disposition, avIio
years' practice, and has in her
a

youth been accustomed to children, either in her oavii
family or as a nurserymaid in that of a mistress. She
should be sober, if possible ; though, unfortunately, this
quality is seldom to be met Avith in full perfection. And
this can scarcely be Avondered at, Avhen the nature of the
calling is considered. Nurses, on the average, are kept
out of bed for two or three nights together, in every fresh
situation ; and must therefore be tired, and yet anxious
to appear cheerful and ready to do Avhat is wanted.
To
effect this

praiseAvorthy object,

a

dram is

taken, Avhich

loses its effect, and is speedily folloAved by another
and another, till the habit becomes confirmed, and is car
soon

throughout the month at a time Avhen the regular
of good nights affords no excuse for such an
indulgence. If possible, however, sobriety should be in
sisted upon ; and, at all events, no one Avould be right in
choosing a nurse Avith the full knoAvledge that she Avas
addicted to excess in spirituous liquors.
The usual Avages of monthly nurses are about from ten
In some of the large cities
to fifteen dollars per week.
of the Union, the price asked by the best nurses is even
A good nurse, hoAvever, can always be obtained
higher.
anywhere in the country at Avages approximating the
ried

on

occurrence

amounts named.

short

a

period

as

It is best to engage the nurse for as
possible say three Avceks with the

privilege of retaining

—

her

longer should

—

she be needed.
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By this arrangement
gotten rid of speedily.

an

unsatisfactory

nurse

can

be

The Outlay for Baby-linen will vary very considerably,
according to the state of the parents ; the absolute neces
saries being" comparatively feAv and inexpensive, and it is
only from indulging in finery that the future mamma is
induced to lay out more than can be afforded by her hus
band. A great part of this expenditure formerly con
sisted in that for the caps, Avhich are uoav generally dis
pensed Avith, experience teaching that the head is a part
which is much better kept at as Ioav a temperature as the
room
ought to be at, Avhere a baby is. Where there is a
very great draught of cold air in the Avinter, as in the
cottages of the very poor, a cap may perhaps be an ad

vantage

; but in

all above that class there is

no

doubt

tendency is to encourage mischief in the brain,
attended Avith fits.
Certainly these troublesome com

that its

plaints
than

have become much less

Avas

formerly

the

case

frequent of late years
change is mainly
The folloAving list com

; and this

due to the abolition of caps.
all that is necessary for the comfort of the little

prises

stranger.
cost,

or

The articles may be made at home at a small
means will
permit such a course, can

those whose

purchase

them at almost any of the first class
York, or any of our large cities.

stores of Ne\v

dry-goods
The cost

ready-made Avardrobes of this kind in New York, in
cluding the basket, Avill vary from $75 to almost any sum
the mother is foolish enough to expend on these articles.
The outfit sold in NeAV York for seventy-five dollars, can
of

be made up at home for about

one

half that

sum.
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INFANT'S AVARDROBE.
10 Flannel

Waist-bands,
shirts,
Barrow coats,
Cambric skirts,
Night-gOAvns,
Slips,
Day-dresses,
Robe,
Basket furnished,
Pairs socks,

3 Flannel

3
6
6

4
3

1
1
3

6 Flannel
2

sacks,
Square Flannel shawls,

1 Pair soft and

light

crib

blankets,

2 Double Flannel gowns,
4 Dozen diapers.

This list contains all the

amply

essentials, and will be found

sufficient to the Avants of

ordinary persons. It is
mainly for mothers Avhose means do not admit
of a large outlay.
No common pins should on any account be used in
fastening the clothing of a newly born infant. When
tapes cannot be made to ansAver, the safety pin, in AA'hich
the point is carefully shielded, should be used. It is the
only one that can be depended on. It Avill be found that
though the ready-made clothes cost more, the materials
are not
nearly so good as those bought and made at
home. So much depends upon the Avorkmanship of
these little articles, and a good pattern, that neat stitch
ing and seAving Avill make the coarsest garment look
intended

well.
It
open shape is usually provided.
expensive article, as almost any Avoman
make it a very handsome affair by trimming

A Basket of
need not be

of taste

can

an

an
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it with

cloths,

home.

or

ribbons, etc., Avdiich she already has

at

It is usual to

provide this basket Avith a pair of
sharp scissors to be used in severing the navel cord at
the birth of the child, and a sufficient quantity of strong
silk,

or

wax.

strong linen thread and

The thread

before

or

a

silk is used in

small cake of Avhite

tying

the navel cord

The basket should also contain

a soft
cutting.it.
large ; a cake of the finest and purest soap ;
a
pin-cushion supplied Avith safety pins, and a paper of
large strong pins for the use of the mother ; a powder-box
and puff, Avith a supply of pure rice poAvder ; a small soft
hair-brush, and such articles of clothing as will be needed
for dressing the child immediately after its birth. Where
no basket is
prepared, a small drawer, or some similarly
convenient receptacle, must be provided, as it will be
impossible for the dressing to be properly conducted
Avithout something of this kind.
The Crib, or Cradle, and other et ceteras of the lying-inIt is, in fact, a luxury,
room, are not very expensive.
and not essentially necessary, as many young couples are
content to put their offspring in a large basket, one of
which fit for the reception of a young baby is to be met

sponge, not too

with in most houses.

The mattress for the cradle is best

made of

wool, which is

cleaned.

For the poorer class a chaff mattress ansAvers
and the chaff is readily changed when soiled ;

Avarm

and

capable

of

being

Avell,
but, from being
very

a
good conductor of heat, it is cold, and
requires a blanket to be doubled and laid
Extra sheets, blankets, etc., are generally pro
upon it.
vided, though these are only wanted in very small estabmcnts, as in larger ones there are usually enough to anA bottle of brandy is also a requisite,
SAver at this time.

to avoid this

as

its

it may sometimes be wanted at a minute's notice, and
deficiency may make the difference betAveen life and

death.
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It is

for

also, by

most

people,

both mother and infant.
A Room should be selected
should have

be

lighted

a

as

in such

fire-place
safety.

in it with

a

used

airy

as

externally

possible,

situation that

a

and it
fire

can

In many cases a large foursmall room, and the consequence

post bedstead is put in a
is, that the bottom of the bed

is

only

three

or

four feet

from the grate, so that a fire lighted there is positively
dangerous. When rooms are so small as this they should
have the bed

differently arranged,

that is to say, if there

in the house ; but, when it is recollected
larger
that human beings are to be shut up for days together in
is

one

no

this space, it will at once appear that any temporary
sacrifice of comfort ought to be made which would per
mit of another room being used. It is ahvays desirable
at these times to have both sides of the bed free from the

wall ; but if the room must be of the size indicated above,
is, perhaps, the only feasible plan to place the side of

it

against the Avail, and so give room to light the
safety. Bed-hangings are at all times useless
incumbrances, and at these times are more than usually
the bed

fire with

obnoxious, as there is never any reason to avoid fresh
air, and they can only serve to obstruct it. In every
way, therefore, room should be made by removing these
hangings, as well as the window-curtains, and any chests
of drawers, or other articles of furniture, which can be

dispensed
19

with.

"
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APPENDIX I.
BATHING.

Temperature of

the Various Baths.

The Cold Bath is from
"

Tepid

"

"

"

Hot

"

"

"

Vapop

"

not

Do.

"

"

'

Sea

deg.

80

"

98 to 108

"

inspired

106 to 150

"

"

100 to 130

"

Bathing, whether

the tone of the

50 to 60

70 to

hot

cold, is intended

or

to restore

when it has been reduced

system
by any
fever, or mental anxiety, etc. It does not,
however, ahvays produce the desired effect, and in some
cases more harm is done than
good, especially when each
cause, such

act of

as

bathing

is continued for too

advice should in such

cases

long a time. Medical
ahvays be obtained, defining

the exact number, temperature, etc.

after a severe disease, one
used before bathing in the

perature.
Hot Baths, including
which

are

two

or
sea

In many cases,
tepid baths should be

Avater of the natural tem

also those called

Avarm

baths,

the loAvest of the class in

point of temperature,
relieving certain diseases, by
thus acting for the time upon

are
exceedingly valuable in
producing perspiration, and
the circulating system. The

first effect of

to raise the action of the heart to

ing throbbing

a

After

hot bath is

high degree, produc

of the vessels of the

mischief in the brain.

a

head,
time

and in

some

profuse per
spiration breaks out oyer the Avhole body ; and this may
be kept up for some hours by means of plenty of warm
blankets. Warm baths seem to soothe the general ner
vous system, and are of great use in
spasms of any kind,
cases

a

a

BA TEING.
as

well

by
body

must be

submitted to the action of

for at least fifteen or
half an hour. In the

five
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in the convulsions of
young children, caused
irritation; but in order to produce this effect, the
as

or

ten

Hot baths

warm

minutes will seldom be borne without
are

by

water

twenty minutes, and sometimes for
case of infants,
hoAvever, more than

fainting.

class of agents to be trifled
Avhere there is time to obtain

no means a

with, and in medical cases
it, regular advice should be had recourse to before using
them. Sometimes, hoAvever, in convulsions, there is no

possibility

of

procuring this at once, and
remedy least likely to

hot bath is the

in such

be

case

a

improperly

The temperature at Avhich a hot bath should
be used varies according to the nature of the disease for

applied.

A\rhich it is

employed, and to the peculiarities of the indi
Thus, some people find 100 degrees uncomfort
Avhile others can hardly endure this heat. To
cold,
ably
some a bath at 108 degrees would be
quite dangerous,
Avhile others enjoy water at 120 degrees. But, on the
average it will be found that Avhen a soothing effect is
required, either for the skin or for internal organs, the
Avater should be only warm, that is from 97 degrees to
100 degrees ; while, if a violent perspiration is wanted,
or if spasm or congestion of an internal organ is to be
relieved, it should be raised to 102 degrees or to 108 de
grees, and the body should be immersed in it for at least
half an hour, unless faintness is produced before the
expiration of that period. After coming out of the bath,
if perspiration is not desired, it is better to dress rapidly,
clothe rather Avarmly, and then to take a gentle Avalk,
vidual.

after Avhich there will be little inclination to break out.
But if a perspiration is the object of the bath, bed is the
best

place

should be

for its

wrapped

development,

and

round the naked

a

very hot blanket
with more on

body,
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the

top,

so

as

to act at

once

by retaining

the heat im

bibed in the bath, and, also, that generated by the body,
in consequence of the increased action of the heart. After
a

feAV hours'

perspiration,

it is

generally

desirable to stop

it, and then the blanket may be taken off, and the night
clothing put on. A very good plan is to make up the
bath-bed above the usual one, putting on all blankets
required for the purpose quite independent of it, so that

object is attained, the night clothes being
ordinary bedding is quite Avarm from the
heat of the body above it, and yet it is preserved dry.
The Hip, or Sitz Bath as the hydropathists call it, is a
valuable remedy, either hot or cold, according as it is
required. When used hot it allays spasm, or irritation
when the

slipped

on, the

about the bladder

or

Avithin the

and the

lower bowels,

or
any of the organs
should for this purpose
be immersed in it for at least half an hour. When cold,

pelvis,

constituting

body

the

ordinary sitz bath, it is highly bracing,
only for a very short time. A very
sitz bath has lately been introduced, con

and- should be used
useful form of

sisting

in

a

constant stream of water introduced in the

middle

by attaching a water-pipe, and the superfluous
Avater passing off by a waste-pipe.
Shower Baths are constantly used to relieve conges
tion of the brain, which they do partly by causing a
shock to the Avhole of the nervous system, and partly by
causing a reaction and consequent increased supply of
blood to the vessels of the skin of the head and face
by
Avhich the brain inside is relieved. In severe cases it is
better to put the feet in hot Avater, or sometimes the loAver
part of the body. It is, however, seldom that invalids
are

justified

in

using

these

means

Avithout

medical

advice.

Friction is

of the greatest

importance

in

removing
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certain diseased conditions. It acts in tAvo
ways first,
upon the skin by bracing it and causing it to resist
—

atmospheric changes, and to carry on its secretions duly ;
and, 2nd, by bracing and stimulating the muscles to
which the friction is
immediately applied.
Friction of the Skin is useful for the purposes
alluded to

tion,

above,
to

so as

and also

relieve the

of counter-irrita

as a means

from the state of

adjacent parts

irritation or inflammation in Avhich they exist.
For
this purpose the hand is the best organ, either with or
Avithout the aid of an embrocation or liniment.
The
human hand has also great power in soothing the nerves
of the skin, Avhen used smoothly, sloAvly, and Avithout

undue

pressure; but great tact is required for this
a soft but not moist hand.
Flesh-brushes

purpose, and
or horse-hair

gloves

are

excellent in

aiding

the action of

the hand.

Stimulating muscles, friction must be applied
degree of force, acting deeply so as to reach
beyond the skin. In this Avay the spine in slight, curva
ture may be restored, taking care ahvays to rub the
For

Avith

some

muscles which lie
and

omitting

bent into

a

established,

on

the

convex

parts of the curvature,

Whenever the

the concavities.

spine

is

lateral curvature, tAvo curves are invariably
in the form of the letter S or its reverse,

but. not often

to that extent.

In

using

friction

here,

it is

necessary in the first case to rub on the left-hand
side above and on the right beloAV, Avhile in the second

only

case

the friction must be

the left below.

on

the

right

hand side above

With this rule, and

and

on

her

daughters' backs, placing

them

by Avatching
occasionally flat on

their faces to examine them, the careful mother may
often stop incipient curvature, alloAving ahvays in addition
a

period

of

an

hour in the middle of the

day

for rest,
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while the

body is placed flat upon the floor, without any
for
the head, and lying on the back. If this
support
caution with regard to the back is attended to, the
shoulders

are

of relative

almost

height,

sure

to

keep their places in point
disregarded except as to

and may be

their

forwardness, causing Avhat is called "roundshoulders," Avhich are best combated by constant
supervision, or the use of the back-board Avhen the child
refuses

a

Avilling co-operation.
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Adam, William, 261.
Air, pure, importance of, 68, 129, 164, 165, 176, 193, 267.
Air bath, 128.
Albany Orphan Asylum, 70.
Alcott quoted, 70.
Amusement, 251.
Animal food, 185, 187, 272.
Animal functions, 91.
Animals, milk of several, 274.
Anxiety, effect of on the milk, 48.
Appetite for food, 54, 58, 87, 103.
Arrow root, 115, 116, 118, 155.
Ass's milk, 116, 275, 276.

Bandages, 61, 98.
Barwell, Mrs., 248.
Bathing, 62, 96, 125, 177, 189.
Baudelocque quoted, 164.
Beautiful, sentiment of the, 239.
Becquerel, M., on milk, 273.
Beds, 191, 195; bed clothes, 101, 135, 138, 169;
135, 167, 192.
Bedroom, 166, 269. See Nursery.
Beef tea, 156, 157.
Beer, 147.
Belgium, infant mortality in, 66.
Birth, 81, 96, 103.
Bleeding during pregnancy, 55.
Blindness, 37, 97, 129.

bed

curtains,

Blood, circulation of, 81.
Boxes, 131, 133, 194.
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Bottle, sucking, 117, 152.

Bouillie, 155.
Bowels, 88, 90, 98, 105, 156, 174.
BoAvel complaints, 110, 157, 175, 179, 188, 267, 268.
Brain, 92, 212 ; congestion of the, 179.
Bread, 116.
Breasts, management of the, 60, 63, 104.
Bronchitis, 268.
Broths, 156, 185, 186.
Brown, Dr. John, 15.

Calomel, 149.
Canine teeth, 173.
Caps, 100.
Carriage exercise, 62, 132.
Carrying of infants, 131.
Catarrh, 269.
Cheerfulness, 53, 163.
Chemistry of food, 271 ; of milk, 273.
Chicken, 185.
Chicken broth, 155, 157, 185, 186.
Child, Dr. Gilbert W., 260.
Clark, Sir James, introduction by, 7 ; dedication to, 19 ; quoted,
164.

Clarke, Dr. Joseph, quoted, 68.
Cleanliness, 62, 123, 152, 189, 191.
Clothing. See Dress.
Coffee, 185.
Cold, 85, 102, 130, 192.
Collins, Dr., 68.
Combe, Dr. A., character of, 14.
Combe, George, 16, 221.
Consanguinity, marriages of, 41, 278.
Conscientiousness, 247.
Consumption, 20, 33, 38, 165.
Convulsions, 76, 167, 178, 198, 267.
Corns, 101.
Corsets, 61.
Cot, infant's, 135.
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Cotton, 98, 99, 190.
Country preferable to town for infants, 162.
Cow's milk, 105, 109, 116, 151, 275, 280.
Coxe, Sir James, note by, 273.
Cradle, 135.
Croup, 272.
Crying of infants, 83, 107, 121.
Curtains of beds, 135, 169, 192.
Damp air injurious, 162, 164.
Dandling of infants, 159, 132.
Davy, Dr. John, 260.
Deafness, 261.
Dentition, 174, 176, 178, 187, 268, 284.
Diarrhoea.
See BoAvel complaints.
Diet during pregnancy, 54 ; during nursing, 147 ; of infants,
86, 103, 120, 151, 178, 184, 203, 271.
Digestion, 54, 87, 105, 109, 114, 185, 278.
Disease, causes of, 33, 74, 149, 199 ; management during,
197 ; preventible diseases, 267.
Drainage, 162, 268.
Draughts of air, 170.
Dress of mother during gestation, 60 ; of infant, 99, 125, 177,
190.

Drink, 146, 185.
Dryness of air, 162, 164.
Dublin Lying-in Hospital, mortality of infants in, 68, 166.
Duvet, 135.

Dysentery,

268.

Eberle, Dr., 58.
Education of women, 9, 11 ; of
206 ; of the senses, 209 ;
224, 234 ; religious, 241.

Edwards,

Dr.

physicians, 16 ; of infants,
intellectual, 234, 240 ; moral, 215,

Milne, 96, 130.

Elliotson, Dr., quoted, 40.
Evacuations, 88, 90, 110, 128.
Evanson, Dr., quoted, 178, 186.
Ewe's milk, 275, 280.
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force of, 235.
Excretion, 88, 123.
Exercise, muscular, of mother, 61 ; of infant, 113, 128, 193;
exercise of the senses, 211 ; mental, 221, 247.
Eyes, 75, 97, 130, 169, 207, 210, 216.

Example,

Farinaceous food, 113, 117, 155, 156, 185, 279.
Farr, Dr., 167, 171, 221, 261.
Father's influence on child, 42, 44.
Feeding bottle, 116, 153.
Feelings, education of the, 214, 221, 234.
Feet, clothing of the, 100, 101.
Fermented liquors, 149, 186.
Fireplaces, 168.
Flannel, 98, 99, 191.
Flatulence, 107, 115.

Flowers, 139.

Fontanelle, closure of, 282.
Food, the source of animal heat, 84, 271. See Appetite ; Diet.
Foundling hospitals, mortality iu, 65, 156.
France, mortality of infants in, 130.
Friction of the skin, 125, 126, 177.
Fruit, 185.
Gall, Dr., on the brain, 215.
Gas, burning of, vitiates the air, 167, 168.
Genius, why not always transmitted to children, 44.
Germany, 121, 151.
Goat's milk, 151, 275, 276, 280.
Governesses, education of, 9.
Gregory, Dr., quoted, 37.
Grief, effect of mother's, on her milk, 48, 277.
Gripes, 115.
Gruel, 114, 116, 117, 155.
Gums, 171, 174, 178.
Haller, quoted, 37.
Happiness, 227, 252.
Head, clothing of, 100, 177.

INDEX.

Health, conditions of, 74, 149,
Hearing, 209-212, 215.
Heat of the

280

198.

body, 81, 85, 102.

Hereditary constitution,
Holland, Sir Henry, 38.

33.

Hope, Dr. James, 188.
House, site of, 162.
Howe, Dr. S. G., on idiocy, 43.
Hufeland, 132, 190.
Hushing of infants to sleep, 197.
Hygiene, importance of knowledge of, 17, 73, 111,

Idiocy, 40,
Ignorance,
Illness.

259.

43.

disease and

See Disease.

early death from, 11, 51, 66, 110, 259.
'

Imitation, tendency to, 251.
Incisor teeth, 173.

Indigestion, 43, 75, 119, 156, 187.
Infant-schools, 238.
Inflammatory diseases, 76, 169, 176,
Insanity, 39, 40, 42.
Intellect, education of the, 234.

263.

James I., of England, 48.
Jaundice, 110.
Jaws, 171.
Jews often marry relations, 40.
Justice, sentiment of, 247.

Kidneys, 88,

89.

Laudanum, 139, 148.
Laxatives, 104.
Leading strings, 133.
Lifting of infants, 132.
Light, 130, 137, 163.
London, mortality of infants in,
recognized by the university of,
Longings of pregnant women, 47,

65 ;

importance

of

h3rgiene

17.
58.

Lungs, 89, 170, 268.
Lying-in Hospital at Dublin, mortality

of infants

in, 68, 166.
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McClintock, Dr.,
Malt liquors, 147,
Manchester, 66.

69.
186.

Mare's milk, 275, 280.

Marriage, 34, 57, 260.
Marshes unwholesome, 161.
Maunsell, Dr., 179, 186.
Meconium, 89, 104.
Medical attendant, 11, 17, 79, 145, 158, 179, 199,
sending for,

Medicines,

use

201 ; rules in

203.
and abuse

Mental emotions of

of, 76, 104, 109, 121, 139, 148, 198, 268.
father, 42 ; of mother, 48 ; of nurses, 46,

143, 277. See Mind.
Milk, 89, 103, 141, 150, 151, 153, 186, 271.
Milk teeth, 173.
Mind, development of, 92, 184, 250 ; education of, 209.

See

Mental emotions.
Dr. Arthur, 260.
teeth, 174.
Moral education, 224, 258.
Mortality of infants, 7, 33, 64, 138, 148, 165, 182, 184, 203, 261,
267, 268.
Mother's duties, 11, 52, 65, 70, 95, 111, 165, 178, 237 her in
;
fluence on the child, 41, 44, 45, 47, 49, 67, 111, 237.

Mitchell,

Molar

Muscles.
Mutton

See Exercise.

broth, 156, 186.

Napoleon I., mother of, 45.
Navel, 98.
Nervous diseases, 267.
Nervous sensibility of infants, 83, 168, 178, 180, 186.
Nervous system affects the generation of animal heat, 84.
Night feeding of infants, 111.
Nightingale, Miss, on nursing the sick, 202.
Nipples, 60, 63 ; artificial, 152.
Noise iu the Nursery, 137.
Nurse, 48, 140, 237, 277, 278, 281.
Nursery, 137, 159.
Nursing of infants, 103, 140 ; artificial, 151, 280 ; of the sick,
202.

Nutrition.

See Diet.

INDEX.
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225.

Opiates, 109, 139, 148.
Organic functions, 91.
Orphans, mortality of,
Parents' influence

on

68.

child, 33.

See Mother.

Peasantry, 112, 114.
Periodicity of the bodily functions, 106, 136,

188.

Perspiration, 87, 90, 123, 190, 191.
Phrenology, 216, 221.
Physician. See Medical attendant.
Physiology should be taught in the schools, 10, 259 ; utility
knowledge of, to mothers, 11, 72, 79.
Pillows, 100.
Pneumonia, 170, 269.
Poisoning of infants, 148.
Praise, love of, 254.
Predisposition, hereditary, to disease, 33, 260.
Pregnancy, 44, 46, 280.
Principles, importance of understanding and acting on, 78.
Purgatives, 104.
Quack medicines, deaths from,
Queen, the, 61.
Quetelet, quoted, 66.

139.

Regularity in feeding, sleep, etc., 97, 136, 187.
Religious aspect of disease, 77; religious education,
Respiration, 82-89. See Air.
Restlessness of infants, 138, 196.
Rusk, 115, 155.
Sago,

of

241.

155.

Saliva, 180, 278.
Saussure, Madame Necker de, quoted, 213, 215, 246, 252.
Scrofula, 39, 40, 52, 119, 163.
Sedatives, 109, 139, 149.
\
Self-esteem, 253.
Senses, 91 ; education of the, 209 ; gradual development of the,
251.

Shoes of infants,

101, 102.

INDEX
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Sickness.

Sick room, 163.
Sight, 211 ; a cause of shortness

of,

212.

See

Eyes.

Simon, John, quoted, 73, 267.
Skin, 89, 96, 99, 177, 190 ; excretion by the, 88, 123.

See

Bathing, Washing.
Sleep, 99, 135, 154, 155, 194.
Sleeplessness, 138.
Soap, 124.
Socks, 101.
Soil

on

which the house is

Spoiling
Stays,

of

built,

162.

children, 226, 253.

60.

Stimulants, mischief done by the

Stockings,

use

of, 57, 184, 186.

101.

See Digestion.
"Training System," 220.
Sucking-bottle, 116, 153.
Suckling, 103, 140, 276.
Sunshine, 129, 138, 161.
Swaddling of infants, 99.
Sweat, 89, 90, 123, 190.
Sweetmeats, 184, 188.
Sympathy, 214.

Stomach.
Stow's

Tea, 186.

principles of physiology, 9.
Teeth, 173 ; importance of preserving the, 180.
Teething, 116, 118, 173, 197, 270, 281 ; management of infant
during, 176.
Temperature of nursery, 169. See Cold, Heat.
Towns, high rate of infant mortality in, 66, 68, 165 ; less
healthy than the country, 161, 166.
Teachers should know the

Urine, 89,

91.

Vanity, fostering of, 253.
Variety of food and occupation beneficial, 190, 249.
Vegetable food, 185, 186, 271.
Ventilation, 168, 268. See Air.

INDEX

Vernois, M., on milk,
Vomiting, 154.
Von Ammon, Dr., on

303

273-281.
infant mangement, 121, 143, 151, 175.

Walking, 61, 133, 134, 194.
Washing, 96, 125, 189.
Weaning of infants, 118, 119

; management after, 184.
West, Dr., 202, 268.
Whitehead, Dr. James, on dentition, 180, 281.
Whooping cough, 270.
Wilderspin, Mr., 248.
Wilfulness, 225.
Windows, opening of, 169.
Wine, 57, 147, 189.
Winter, 99, 269.
Wisdom teeth, 173.
Women, education of, 9, 11. See Mother.
Workhouses, diet in, 54 ; mortality in, 65, 166 ; beds in, 1G2.
Working classes, 54, 160.
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